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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s
2001 MQE - Suggested Marking Key INSIGHT

I H a4UI9FI Aa

Question 1(55 marks)

Terms of Reference

- id. asset being valued (ie., LL’s 500,000 common shares)

- specify valuation date (e.g., Aug. 31/012

3 - specify purpose (ie., assessing potential investments for sale, maximize sale proceeds)

4 - define FMV

5 purchase price may not = FMV, explain why (e.g., synergies)

6 may need to update analyses depending on when sale to take place

7 . indicate nature of report (ie., level of assurance), differentiate (ie., scope of review)

General Report

Scope of review

S - historical F/S/results of MBC, QC, Turbo & 55

9 trading info on MBC

11 public market multiples & financial mkt stats

12 - comparable transaction info

13 . various other background, industry, etc. info from accountant

14 . haven’t audited, reviewed or otherwise verified financial info provided

15 - scope limitation — haven’t held discussions with mgt

16 -othervalid

Restrictions & jim/totions

- special purchasers not considered OR SPs considered for QC

- define special purchasers

- business not exposed for sale

- if so, price may exceed FMV

.5

.5

.5, .5

.5

5.5

.5

.5

_________________

.5

.5

- report not to be distrib...ted without consent; not for general circulation .5

- reserve the right to change analysis .5
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.5

.5

.5

.5

.5

.5

__________

.5

.5

.5

.5

17

18

19

20

21

22
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s I
2001 MQE - Suggested Marking Key LLL!1 INSIGHT

Marks Max.

Available

• in:ended for stated purposes .5

- not responsible for losses from reliance outside of stated purpose

- restrict liability to fees charged

- seek tax advice re: structuring/not tax experts

-othervalid .5

Assumptions

28 - no contingencies or unrecorded liabilities other than as disclosed .5

29 - no material changes in financial condition of Turbo & Safe Storage since F/S date .5

30 - FMV of assets & liabilities at valuation date = book values at F/S date, other than as .5

adjusted

31
- current tax rate to continue .5

32 - no info that hasn’t been considered

_____________

.5

33 - other valid .5

Conclusion

34 conclusion on FMV of MBC in total $, on per share basis

FMV0JLL’s 10% holding

35 - calc pro-rata 10%

36 - explain concept of minority discount (e.g., inabilityto control operating, investing & 5

financing decisions)

37 - explain concept of marketability discount (e.g., inability to access funds from investment) .5

- factors to consider ir minority/marketability discount selection:

38 -relative size of interest & voting rights (ie., 10%) .5

39 - illiquidity of stock/thinly traded .5

40 - other shareholders are passive/portfolio investors - may not exercise operational .5

control

41 - blockage discount potential (ie., could reduce price if all put up or sale at same time) .5

42 - potential for swing vote
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23

24

25

26

27

-5

.5

.5

.
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2001 MQE - Suggested Marking Key

Li
• reasonable conclusion as to level of discount supported

--
- .5

- conclude as to FMV of LLs shareholding

- other valid

- other valid

6.0

FMVvs. price

_____

47 -compare FMV of LLs shares to trading prices .5

- differences between FMV & trading prices can be due to:

48 - different negotiating abilities (FMv assumes equal ability) .5

49 - structure of purchase payment (FMV assumes cash) .5

SD - different knowledge levels (FMV assumes equal) .5

Si - thin trading (FMV assumes open & unrestricted market) .5

52 - public market sertiment/momentum .5

53 - latent taxes re: MBCs investments
-

54 - lack of complete financial info re:investments .5

55 - uncertainty re: Quickcraft investment & results .5

56 - other valid .5

57 -othervalid

5.5

Selling shares to maximize value

- factors to consider indicating when to liquidate his shares:

- public marker share price vs. FMV

- prevailing market & economic conditions

- analysis of performance of competitive environments

- taxation considerations

- sell shares over time to not flood the market

- comment on how long it may take to sell based on trading volumes

.5

-5
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43

44

45

46

____INSIGHT

Available

58

59

60

61

62

63

-5

-5

-5

1,0

.5



Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

2001 MQE - Suggested Marking Key ILL11 INSIGHT

Marks Max.

--

Available —

65 - watch for changes in operating results & industries of MBC’s investments over period .5

66 - if conditions worsen, halt selling & resume when more favourable .5

67 - LL doesn’t need funds — therefore, he shouldn’t be in a rush to sell .5

68 - time value of money impact may be offset .5

69 - consider alternative disposition (e.g., private placement sale to existing MaC .5, .5

shareholder)

70 - may be subject to securities regulations - could be costly, time-consuming, may be
disposition costs

- could maximize price if strategic buyer exists 1.0

-overall recommendation, supported

- other valid

Valuation of MBC

Approach -_________ -

_________ ________________ __________

- select going concern approach .5

-support .5

- select adjusted book value approach .5

• support (e.g., investment holding co; value derived from underlying assets, not .5
earnings/cash flow stream)

78 - explain ABV approach (e.g., summation of value of investments; book values of assets .5

& liabilities replaced by FMVs)

Valuation calculations (Schedule 1)

79 - start with 5/E or netassets (or list all assets &liabs separately)

_________________j

-5

80 - adjust for interim loss to Vdate, reasonable calc’n .5, .5

-adjust for value of investment in Quickcraft .5

82 - adjust for value of investment in Turbo .5

83 - adjust for value of investment in Safe Storage .5

- deduct mgt. compensation re: gain on investments
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64 -watch for changes in economic conditions over selling period 1.0

.

.

.5, 5 5

1.0

_____

12.0 7.0

71

72

73

74

75

76

77

84 -5



.5

.5, .5

.5

.5

.5

.5, .5

.5, .5

1.0

15.0
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s
2001 MQE - Suggested Marking Key [L1.i INSIGHT

I Marks Max.
- Available

85 - reasonable calc’n, no tax impact .5, .5

85.1 - CL on other investments

86 - deduct/consider latent taxes on investments (id.), explain concept

87 - calc capital gain

88 - 50% inclusion

89 -use reasonable tax rate

90 -deduct discount re: timing of disposition, support (e.g., strGcturing of acouisition could
offset taxes)

91 ‘ - consider lawsuit with former Pres, tax implications

92 -add amount to be received on exercise of mgt options ($32 x 500,000), support (ie., in
the money, vested)

93 - conclude on value

94 -othervalid

95 -othervalid

8.0

Valuation of Quickcraft

Valuation approach

96 -select liqJdation approach .5

97 - support (e.g., historical losses, intense competition, overall decline in consumer .5, .5, .5
demand, ‘ltD losses including most profitable period, breach of bank covenants)

98 - explain liquidation approach .5

99 - discuss/select orderly vs. forced .5

100 - select market approach (as primary approach or as test) .5

101 - support (e.g., can be useful indication of what a purchaser may pay for the co if .5
comparable)

102 - explain market approach .5

Liquidation calculations (Schedule 2)

103 - A/R discounted at reasonable amount, supporteo .5

104 - inventory discounted at reasonable amount, supported .5



Section 5: suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

2001 MQE - Suggested Marking Key INSIGHT

Marks
Available

105 - value goodwill & prepaids at nil (or other assumption — e.g., prepaids to be utilized in .5

liquidation period), supported

106 - accrue interim loss to Vdate, reasonable calc’n (ie., consider seasor.ality) .5, .5

107 - deduct liabilities using appropriate amount .5

108 - consider reasonable disposal costs (e.g., 5% for commissions, severance costs, etc.) .5

109 - deduct income taxes .5

110 - calculate income/loss on A/R .5

111 - calculate income/loss on inventory .5

112 calculate terminal loss on equipment .5

113 -calculate recapture on building .5

114 - calculate tax loss on goodwill/ECE

115 -consider impact of non-capital loss carryforwards .5

116 - use reasonable income tax rate, support .5, .5

117 - consider/qLantify discount to reflect when taxes are payable/recoverable 1.0

118 -use appropriate discount rate, support .5

119 -if value is negative, discuss appropriate amount (e.g., depends on whether MBC 1,0

guarantees debt)

120 - other valid 55

Market transactions

121 -conclude on appropriateness of jan/98 M8O .5

- support/comment:

122 -3.5 years ago - significant changes in consumer demand, economic conditions .5, .5

123 - Quickcraft was profitable before M8O - not now .5

124 -othervalid

______

. .

___________ _______ _______

125 - -conclude on appropriateness of sale of shares to mgt 1.0

- support/comment:

126 -3 years ago [award at #122 above] 0

127 - Quickcraft was profitable - not now .5

.

.
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s
2001 MQE - Suggested Marking Key b,i!L1 INSIGHT

128 - may not be arms-length (ie., not under FMV deft) .5

129 - other valid .5

130 - conclude on appropriateness of Uttle Craft & SLC transactions 1.0

- support/comment:

131 - both occurred before downturn in industry .5

132 - LC & SLC had positive EBITDA, not Quickcraft j .5

133 -LC&SLClargerthanQuickcraft .5

133.1 - calculated EBITDA multiples for LC & SLC .5

134 - other valid .5

-

-
---

-

. -i--fl

135 -
- conclude on value 1.0

136 -othervalid

137 -other valid

27.5 15.0

Valuation of Turbo

Valuation approach

138 . select going concern approach

_________________________

- .5

139 -
. support (e.g., historical profitability, expected growth) .5, .5

140 - select DCF approach .5

141 , - support (e.g., significant growth in AUM for 5 years) .5

142 - consider if should use cash flows or earnings (e.g., dep’n minor) .5, .5

143 - explain DCF method .5

Future cash flow projections (Schedule 5)

144 - question reasonability of assumptions from mgt: .5

145 - AUM growth appears aggressive, but recent growth rates support it .5, .5

146 - salaries &wages increasing at AUM growth seems reasonable: costs appear to be .5, .5
variable

147 - marketing, G&A — seem reasonable .5

148 - further due diligence required on the underlying assumptions .5
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

-

2001 MQE - Suggested Marking Key It3 INSIGHT

Marks Max.

Z-EZ. Available

-othervalid .5

- forecast AUM for equity & fixed income based on give assumptions

--

- caic fee revenue using 1% for equity & 0.45% for fixed

- reasonable caic of salary & wages

- reasonable calc of G&A

- deduct capex at 3% (given)

- deduct income taxes, reasonable rate (support)

DCF calculations (Schedule 4)

156 -pro-rate 2001 to Vdate, consider seasonality .5, .5

157 j - add terminal value .5

158 - use reasonable multiple, supported

159 - present value to Vdate using discount rate .5

Discounf rare

160 - explain discount rate .5

161 - select reasonable discount rate .5

162 - calculate WACC using DIE ratio given 1.0

163 - add industry & specific company risk premia .5, .5

163 - support & impact on rate (e.g., cyclicality of financial services market) .5, .5

- support & impact on rate (e.g., reliance on forecasts) .5, .5

165 -support & impact on rate (e.g., growth in AUM may not continue at forecast rates 5 5

166 support & impact on rate .5, .5

167 - add redundancies (e.g., cash) .5

168 - deduct debt OR add redundant leverage .5

169 - apply MBC’s ownership % (21.43%) .5

Minority/marketability discount

170 - deduct reasonable minority discount

- factors to consider in minority/marketability discount selection:
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149

- so

151

152

153

154

155

.

.

‘5,-s

.5

__________

.5

.5

.5, .5

.5



Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

______

2001 MQE - Suggested Marking Key ILL•1.IINSIGHT

Marks
Available

171 - only 21.43% holding — no control .5

172 controlling shareholder exists .5

173 - MBC can be forced to liquidate .5

174 - rngt has right of first refusal .5

175 - other valid

176 - conclude on value

177 othervalid

178 -othervalid

Valuation of Safe Storage

Valuation approach

179 - select going concern approach

180 - support (e.g.. historical earnings)

181 select earnings/income method

182 - support (e.g., consistent historical earnings, consumer storage business rot likely
cyclical, # of cf. of boxes fairly consistent)

183 - explain earnings approach

Valuation calculations (Schedule 5)

184 - select maintainable EBITDA’Nl, support (e.g., averages)

185 -use range

Multiple/cop rate

186 select reasonable multiple/cap. rate

187 - long history (1980), impact on multiple/rate

188 - other valid, impact on multiple/rate

- comparable co analysis:

- calc price to EBITDA of Store-it

calc price to earnirgs of Store-it
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.5

1.0

-5,-s

S’s

31.5 15.0

-5

-5

-S

-s

-5,-S

.5

-5

-5,-s

3,3

.5

-5

189

190



193

194

195

196

197

98

199

200

201

202

203

204

205

206

207

208

209

210

211

ILL! INSIGHT

.5

.5

.5

.5

.5, .5, .5

.5

-5

.5

.5

.5

.5

.5

1.0

.5

________

Section 5: suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

2001 MQE - Suggested Marking Key

191 - cab ??to cf. of boxes of Store-it

192 - calc EV to EBITDA of Store-i:

I I Marks Max.

L. J —_______________ Available

. caic EV to earnings of Store-it

- calc EV to cf. of boxes of Store-it

- comment on limitations of comparison to Store-it:

- Store-it is publiclytraded — increased liquidity, more disclosure, increased access to

capital

- Store-i: is larger than Safe Storage (rev & space)

- Store-it’s trading prices already reflect minority discount

- apply MBC’s % (40% if convert)

. deduct reasonable minority discount

- factors to consider in minority discount selection:

- only 40% holding - no control

- controlling shareholder exists

- other valid

Value if redemprion & no conversion (Schedule 6)

. explain approach (e.g., MBC has option to redeem P/S)

- calc redemption amount at Sept/01

- deduct reasonable marketability discount

- factors to consider in marketability discount selection:

- MBC could cause sale to third party

- caic amount to be obtained this way (ie., based on FMV calcs), consider disposition

costs

- could accept note from Safe Storage, consider time value & risk of ultimate payment

- preferable to Paperman

- could borrow from a third party institution

-other valid

.

.

.
212 - conclude on value i.o
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—. Marks Max.

______Available
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Section 5; suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s
2001 MQE - Suggested Marking Key

Li
213 -othervalid

214 •othervalid

.5

Professional Capability Marks

Appropriateness of response

237 . report meets client’s needs (e.g., concepts explained, quantification performed)

238 - addresses all parts of the required

Communication

239 - response was clear, well planned & organized .5

Salance (quantitative & qualitative)

240 response was not balanced

241 -
. response was somewhat balanced

242 - response was appropriately balanced

Professional judgment

23.0 11.0

1.0

.5

•0.0

i. .5

1.0

0.0

.5

_________

1.0

1.5

1t4.0 79.5

55.0

243 - weak PJ demonstrated

244 limited Pj demonstrated

245 reasonable Pj demonstrated

26 - solid PJ demonstrated

Total

Obtained



Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

______

2001 MQE Suggested Marking Key LLL1i INSIGHT

Marks Max.

-

Available

Question 2 (20 marks)

1 - no provision of opinion, estimate, etc. .5

2 - valuation analysis should be updated to Sept/01 I .0

3 - unclear if cap earnings approach appropriate - dep’n & capex figures not provided .5

4 - tax rate too low —3 cos will be associated (therefore, limits SBD) .5, .5

Fogie Holdings

5 other assets, net of liabilities should be included .5

6 - latent taxes not considered, quantum uncertain, seek tax advice .5,5, .5

7 . other valid .5

‘ogle jewellers

8 - bonuses may not be reflective of market .5

9 - excess over market should be added back/normalized .5

10 - amount could be material .5

11 - analysis of Mr. Fogies functions/duties/hours needed :
12 . redundant assets/liabs not dealt with appropriately .5

13 - portion of cash may be redundant — add to value of business operations .5

13.1 - add loan receivable to CCF .5

14 - need to analyze working capital requirements .5

15 . need to consider impact of loan payable to FHI (e.g., impute interest) .5

16 - may be identifiable intangible assets .5

17 - need to review nature of goodwill .5

- TAB calc’n incorrect re: loan receivable ‘rom related company OR okay if treated as .5

redundant

19 -should be added back to net assets .5

20 . goodwill should be deducted (unless indicative of identifiable intangible assets) .5

21 - doesn’t appear to be consideration of value of capital assets .5

22 . inadequate support for multiple .5
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQWs
2001 MQE - Suggested Marking Key INSIGHT

- need to consider external & internal factors

- doesn’t appear to be consideration of composition of expenses for unusual, non
recurring items

- other valid

- other valid

Bogie Products

- asset approach may not be appropriate due to replacement of large U.S. retailer

- need to review operating results & outlook since replacement

- third party purchaser would likely require FHI&Mr. F to forgive loans receivable

‘this would increase value under asset approach, tax implications

- needs to also be considered in value of FHI

- may be value to tax losses

- depends if purchaser meets criteria for LCF under acq.isition of control rules

- depends if purchaser loses a year of LCF

- nature of other assets may indicate another source of value

- other valid

- other valid

Tick-Talk

- bonuses may not be reflective of market

- excess over market should be added back/normalized [award in #9 aboveJ

- amount could be material (award in #10 above]

- analysis of Mr. Fogies functions/duties/hours needed [award in #11 above]

- inadequate support for multiple

- need to consider external & internal factors [award in #23 above]

- need to calc Mr. F’s pro-rata value

- doesn’t appear to be consideration of compositior of expenses for unusual, non
recurring items

- other valid
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Marks Max.
Available

.5

-5

.5

.5

.5

.5

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

.5

.5

.5,

.5

.5

.5

.5

.5

.5

.5

0

0

0

.5

0

.5

.5

.5



Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

2001 MQE - Suggested Marking Key [LL!1..3 INSIGHT

Marks Max.
Available

47 - other valid .5

Transaction issues

48 - consider impact of Mrs. Ps shares - include in transaction? .5

49 Sindy can buy directly/separate transaction instead .5

50 - or Mr. F can buy Mrs. ‘Ps shares from her .5

51 may impact ability to carryforward losses, seek tax advice on structuring .5, .5

52 Mrs. T’s shares may have nuisance value, explain 1,0, .5

53 . CBCA provisions may have impact if takeover bid, seek legal advice .5, .5

54 . Mrs. T has rights as minority shareholder .5

55 Mr. F may need to seek financing to acquire Mrs. T’s shares .5

56 or Sindy may be happy with 90% interest .5

57 - Sindy may want to maintain Mrs. Vs irvolvement at least during transition or long-term .5

58 - mgt contracts needed .5

59 - other valid .5

60 . recognize tax implications to Mr. F, may have CC exemption .5

61 Sindy may be willing to pay premium aver FMV due to synergies .5

62 - explain synergies .5

63 . examples of synergies .5

64 - she is ir, best position to quantify .5

65 -if she is the only potential purchaser/bidder, she may not have to pay a lot more .5

66 - auction may result in higher price

67 - other valid .5

68 - other valid

Written certification

69 - significant reliance on valuation expected .5

70 - therefore, opinion may be needed .5

71 - insufficient work done to provide opinion .5
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2001 MQE - Suggested Marking Key

___INSIGHT

Marks
k&ilabIe
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72 - we cant sign off as we didn’t perform, review or supervise the work

73 - question if fairness opinion is required

74 - if so, separate engagement

75 -othervalid

76 -othervalid

Total

Obtained



Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

2001 MQE - Suggested Marking Key INSIGHT

Marks Max,

- -

-
Available

Question 3(15 marks)

Overview/engagen7ent issues

1 cant provide confirmation .5

- support:

2 - insufficient work done to provide opinion or conclusions .5

3 - timeframe unrealistic .5

4 - other valid 5, .5

5 - analysis provided is “preliminary”lindication/etc. .5

6 - can’t take shares in lieu of cash, impairs appearance of independence .5

7 friendship should be disclosed to shareholders for approval .5

8 - other valid .5, .5

Analysis of March 2000 Founder financing

9 -implied value is $1 M, show calcn .5, .5

10 - implied en bloc value of HR reflects mm disc because lOx 10% shareholdings sold .5

11 founders were arm’s length parties before March 2000 .5

12 transaction involved HR common shares which is relevant .5

13 - but occurred 1.5 years ago, significant change in business since then (e.g., further .5, .5,5,

development of customer base & technology, significant growth — revenues), investor .5

would require higher rate of return due to risk

14 -other valid .5

5 - conclude whether reflective of current FMV or not, support .5

Analysis of March 2001 capita! contribution

16 . implied post-money value is $44M, show calcn .5, .5

17 -implied en bloc value reflects mm disc .5

18 transaction involved HR common shares which is relevant .5

19 - comment of arm’s-length nature of shareholder, support (e.g., not because shareholder .5, .5

already, but didn’t control before)

20 . but occurred six months ago, change in business since then (e.g., no longer start-up, .5, .5

growth - revenues), investor would require higher rate of return due to risk
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s
2001 MQE - Suggested Marking Key Ii! INSIGHT

Marks Max.

___________

Available

21 - could be significant changes in competitive, economic, market conditions [award here .5
also if discussed under March 2000 transaction]

22 - other valid .5

23 - conclude whether reflective of current FMV or not, support .5

Analysis of Venture offer

24 z implied post-moneyvalue is $7.944M, show calc’n .5.5

25 ‘implied pre-money value is $2.819M .5

26 -but deal hasn’t occurred yet .5

27 - involves different class of shares with preferential rights: .5

28 - convertible to common, implication (e.g., can participate in upside potential) .5, .5

29 - liquidation preference, implication (e.g., gives downside protection) 5

30 - controlling block being acquired, implication (e.g., minority discount needed for .5, .5
common shares)

31 - liquidity restrictions on preferred shares, implication (e.g.. may reduce minority .5. .5
discount)

32 - but may be offset by fact that Venture controls Board (ie.. 6 of 8 directors), and HR is .5, .5
public company

33 therefore, discount required, select/comment on quantum (reasonablel .5, .5

34 -other valid .5

35 - conclude whether reflective of current FMV or not, support .5

36 . overall conclusion based on preliminary review (ie., shares aren’t “worthless”) 1.0

Comments on proposed shareholders’ agreement

37 - doesn’t specify which class of shares is covered by the agreement .5

38 ‘minority discount may not be applicable in all cases because of restrictive clauses (e.g.. if .5
acquire 2/3 of votes, can control Board)

39 - examples .5,5

40 -Venture can’t make sole business decisions because of 2/3 requirement 1.0

41 Seven if exercise purchase option, show calcn (65%) .5,1,0

42 . therefore, minority discount applicable to Venture’s shares due to lack of control .5

Copyi ight Melanie F. RusselL CPA, CA coy, crM, (FE, lIP. Not to be cr,pieri or ottreiwise reproduced without her express autirniration.
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2001 MQE - Suggested Marking Key LLI! INSIGHT .
Marks Max.

Available
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.

43 — - potential for dilution if shareholders can’t contribute additional funds as needed -- .5

44 - favours Venture due to its access to resources .5

45 - therefore, minority discount relevant to Founders’ shares .5

45 value being tied to lox earnings may be unfair to shareholders in years when there is a .5

loss or slight earnings, but large potential exist

47 - using a fixed value formula doesn’t fully reflect changes in economic or market .5

conditions

48 - formula doesn’t account for redundancies, if any - .5

49 - DCF approach more likely appropriate .5

50 - buy-sell agreement favours Venture due to its access to resources .5

51 - consider extending offer period .5

52 - consider having a consistent formula between death (EST) & termination (NI) .5

53 -other valid .5

54 - other valid S

Total 37 15

Obtained
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s
2001 MQE - Suggested Marking Key [LL!1 INSIGHT

Marks Max.
Available

Question 4(40 marks)

FMV of restricted shores

- conclude that FMV of restricted shares won’t equal trading prices

- support:

third party purchaser would prefer freely traded shares

- support:

- risk of price fluctuations during restriction period, can’t control gains/losses

- time value o( $ during restriction period

-lost opportunity costs

-

- therefore, discount for lack of marketabdity/liquldity appropriate

- quantum of discount affected by:

-volatility of freely-traded common shares, explain (the higher the volatility, the
higher the discount because risk of liquidity is higher)

- volatility of HC’s freely traded shares high — therefore, discount should be higher

- period of restriction, explain (the longer the period, the higher the discount)

- HC’s restricted shares are lost if he is terminated

- alternative rates of return, explain (the higher the rates, the higher the discount
because lost opportunity costs & time value of $ is higher)

- F-K’s restricted shares vest over 2 years on 4 different periods — need to consider
discount for each “traunche”

-size of block of restricted shares, explain (the larger the block, the higher the
discount)

-reference points for quantifying restricted stock discounts:

- U.S. restricted stock studies comparing freely-traded & restricted stock of a company
(id.)

-discuss limitations:

-studies usually use reflect stock that have 2 year (older studies) or 1 year (more
recent studies) restrictions for U.S. regulatory purposes — HC varies over 2 years

- considers stock of all different industries & over many years ——

studies show wide ranges of results, averages of 25% to 45%
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2

3

4

5

6

7

S

9

10

11

12

13

15

16

17

.5

.5

.5, .5

.5

.5

.5

.5, .5

1.0

.5, .5

.5

.5, .5

0.5

.5, .5

.5

‘‘0,-s

3, .5

.5,1.0
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V:a

18 - othervalid •, ,

19 - option pricing models can estimate cost of put option (id.,), should be maximum .5,1.0

discount reflecting ‘hedge” of position

20 other valid .5, .5

21 - suggest getting valuation tepott to suppott tot CRA .5

Restricted shares vs. opUons

- factors to consider:

22 - stock options taxable only on exercise for public cost issued at market price; 1.0
restricted shares taxable upon issuance

23 - stock options expire; restricted shares don’t 1.0

24 - cash cost when stock options are exercised 1 .0 - -

25 . restricted shares usually participate in voting rights, dividends, etc. on equal basis; .5
stock options don’t participate

26 - but unlikely HC will pay dividends — no impact .5

27 - other valid .5, .5

28 - other valid .5,5

29 - conclude on restricted shares vs. options, support

Total 0.0

Obtained
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A
Marks Max.

L L Available

Question 1(55 marks)

Part 1. Valuation Report

Terms of Reference

1 - id. asset being valued (ie., 100 Class A shares held by David) .5

2 - specify valuation date (e.g. July 15/02) .5

3 -specify purpose (ie., shareholder dispute litigation) .5

4 - define FMV/FV .5

5 - purchase price may not PMV [same as #20j .5

6 - explain why (eg., synergies, different negotiating abilities, structure of purchase .5, .5,
price, different knowledge levels, public market dynamics) .5, .5

7 inoicate nature of report tie., estimate), differentiate from comprehensive, if not .5.5. .5
comprehensive, need to specifically state limitation (Std. 1 0)

6.0 4.0

General Report

Scope of review

8 - historical F/S of RDL .5

9 - public market multiples, financial mkt stats & comparable transaction information .5

10 rep letters except Darlene/discussions except David .5

11 -haven’t audited, reviewed or otherwIse verified financial info provided .5

12 -scope limitation since not permitted to talk to David .5

13 -scope limitation since Darlene won’t sign rep letter .5

14 real estate appraiser not engaged to value vacant land .5

15 -environmental assessment not performed .5

16 - no forecasts/projections prepared .5 2.5

Restrictions & limitations

17 - special purchasers not considered OR special purchasers considered (Distribuco) .5

18 - defire special purchasers .5

19 - business not exposeo for sale .5

Page 1



Section 5: suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

2002 MQE — Suggested Marking Key LLL!JS INSIGHT

Ma Max.

20 - if so, price may exceed FMV [award at #5 above] 0

21 - report not to be distributed without consent; not for general circulation .5

22 - reserve the right to change analysis .5

23 - intended for stated purposes 5

24 - not responsible for losses from reliance outside of stated purpose .5

25 - restrict liability to fees charged .5

26 other valid .5 2.0

Assumptions

27 no contingencies or unrecorded liabilities other than as disclosed .5

28 - no material changes in financial condition since F/S date (June 30/02) .5

29 FMV of assets & liabilities at valuation date = book values at F/S date, other than as .5

adjusted

3D - current tax rate to continue .s

31 - no info that hasn’t been considered .5

32 - P/S of Bruce remain outstanding .5

33 - RDL can finance acquisition of David’s & Bruce’s shareboldings .5

34 - FMv of ZipPick is $6 to $RM .5

35 - value term to be used should be FMV not FV .5

36 - other valid (e.g., no additional severance liability or other expense; purchaser would/not .5, .5 1.5

get SBD)

Background, etc.

37 - recognize need to outline ownership structure .5

38 - recognize need for business & industry section (if comprehensive determination) .5

39 - recognize need for economy section (if comprehensive determination) .5

Valuation opprooch

40 - recognize need for general valuation approach discussion .5

41 - brief description oasset-based approach/when used .5

42 - brief description of income/earnings/cash flow approach/when .iseo .5
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______

2002 MQE - Suggested Marking Key INSIGHT

__ ______________________

Av&labie1

43 - brief description of market approach/when used .5

44 - selected approach (e.g., going concern), support (e.g., profitable in past & expected in .5, .5
future)

________-

45 - selected method (e.g., CCF, CE), support .5, .5

-

46 - brief description of selected method [only once between this section & general .5
valuation methodology discussion]

47 -refer to market as secondary approach (or indicate used in developing multiples) .5 3.5

Conclusion

48 - conclusion on FMV of David’s shares .5 0.5

21.0 10.0

Valuation Calculations

Maintainable EBITDA/cosh flow/earnings (Schedule 1)

49 - calcs for reasonable period — .5

Normalization adjustments:

50 - shareholder bonuses .5

51 - gain/loss on assets

52 - depreciation (if use CCF/DCF) .5

53 - interest expen5e (if use EBITDAJESIT or if consider redundancy) .5

54 - deduct interest income .5

55 add David’s severance costs .5

56 - add back ZipPick costs of 2 staff from 1999 to 2002 .5

57 - add cost savings of 1 .5% for 1997 to 2000 re: ZipPick .5

58 ‘deduct licence fee at 6% (0.5— 0.75%) of sales .5

59 -normalize for volume rebate .5

60 - normalize rebates (i.e., if large quantities not purchased at year-end) .5

61 -select maintainable adjustea EBITDA/cash flow/earnings, support .5, .5

Capitalized cash flow (Schedule 2)

62 - deduct income taxes at reasonable rate .5
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

2002 MQE - Suggested Marking Key LL!IS INSIGHT

Marks Max.
Available

63 - deduct sustaining capex .5

64 - net of tax shield, reasonable calc .5

65 - apply reasonable cap rate/multiple: .5

66 - brief explanation of cap rate/multiple .5

66.1 - consider 6% risk-free rate 5

67 -add equity risk premium of 4%-6% .5

68 consider industry risk premium .5

69 -add reasonable company-specific risk premium, support: .5

70 - good reputation (positive) .5

71 - long operating history (positive) .5

72 more reliance on owner-operators which decreases fixed costs & operating risk .5

(positive)

73 coverage of Northern Region relatively extensive (positive) .5

74 . stability of food demand in Northern Region (positive) .5

75 strong growth (until David left) (positive) .5

76 . long-term retention of manufacturers (positive) .5

77 . terms of contracts provide some short-term price protection (positive) .5

78 -loss of major accounts recently & potential for future loss (negative) .5

79 -contracts cancellable on 30 days notice (negative) .5

80 - increased competition — Distribuco (negative) .5

81 competitors have more resources/economies of scale to permit price reductions .5

(negative)

82 - David’s extensive knowledge of RDL (negative) .5

83 . weak financial position (negative) .5

84 - potential unionization (negative) .5

85 - slow population growth in Northern Region (negative) .5

86 - other valid (e.g., high TAB) .5

87 - other valid (e.g., strong mgt) .5 3.0
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L_J

________
__
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88

89

90

91

92

93

94

95

96

97

98

99

100

101

02

103

104

105

106

107

108

1 D9

110

WACC calculation:

- selection of reasonable DIE ratio, support:

- comparable companies — Calculate average/adjusted average, comment on relevance

- RDL’s tangible assets to support debt

- bank firarcing available

- maintainable cash flow to support debt

- other valid

- select reasonable cost of debt with support

- adjust to after-ta< using consistent/reasonable tax rate

- add existing tax shield, reasonable calc

- deduct one-time marketing cost of $50,000, net of tax

- deduct environmental clean-up costs, net of tax, consider PV

- deduct debt from resulting enterprise value (bank loan, bonuses payable, due to
shareholder)

Redundant assets (Schedule 4)

• add redundant land at assessed value ($1 00,000)

- deduct taxes

- use ACS of something other than $5,003 (cost) to recogrize V-day value leg.,
$30,000)

- consider commissions

- use 50% inclusion rate, reasonable tax ra:e

- consider PV of disposition costs

- add investment in ZipPick (30% of $6M-$8M)

- deduct minority discount or conclude none appropriate, support:

- shareholders’ agreement exists

- other valid (e.g., only 30% - no control/cortrolling interest exists, no dividends
paid)

- deduct income taxes

-5

-5

-5

-5

.5

.5

‘5

.5

.5

.5, .5

.5, .5, .5

.5,5, .5

.5

.5

.5

.5

.5, .5

.5

.5

.5

.5

.5, .5

.5



111

112

113

114

115

116

117

118

119

120

121

122

123

124

125

126

127

128

129

130

131

132

0

.5

.5

.5

.5

.5

.5

.5

5

.5

.5

.5,5, .5

1 .0

1.0

1.0

1.0

.5. .5, .5

Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

2002 MQE - Suggested Marking Key .11 INSIGHT

Marks Max.
Available

- use 50% inclusion rate, reasonable tax rate [award in #1041

- add loan to ZipPick assuming collectible, or use other treatment

- deduct redemption amount of P/S or some other amount, support:

dividends not paid thereon

- not sufficient cash/funding

Implied multiple calculations (Schedule 5)

- enterprise/equity value to revenue

- enterprise/equity value to normalized EBITDA/EBIT/cash flows/earnings

Tangible asset backing:

• start with 5Th

- deduct BV of redundant land

- deduct BV of investment in, & loan to, ZipPick ($1 M)

- calculate implied goodwill, relate to ESITDA/EBli/cash flows/earnings, comment

Analysis ofpoblic companies (Schedule 6)

- calc enterprise/equity value to revenues for each co

- calc enterprise/equity value to EBITDAfor each co

- calc enterprise/equity value to EBIT for each co

- calc averages

comment on limitations of comparison to RDL:

- these cos are publicly traded — increased liquidity, more disclosure, increased access

to capital

- Consolidated is larger than RDL

- these cos’ trading prices already reflect minority discount

- Distribuco & Food have shown losses

- Distribuco has negative S/E

- other differences from RDL in geographic coverage, products, etc,

Analysis of transactions (Schedule 7)

• calc enterprise/equity value to revenues for each transaction

- -

.

.

.

.5

.5

.5

.5

.5, .5

1.0
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s
2002 MQE - Suggested Marking Key ILL!1 INSIGHT

L L a... I AvaNawel

133 - caic enterprise/equity value to EBITDA for each transaction 1.0

134 - caic averages 1.0

-comment on limitations of comparison to RDL:

135 - some deals done for shares - FMV assumes cash; share consideration is generally .5, .5
riskier

136 - some transactions are older - industry & economic conditiors way have changed .5

137 - synergies may be included (e.g., Distribuco’s desire to get into the market) .5

138 - all terms of the transaction may not be disclosed (e.g., mgt contracts, contingent .5
consideration)

139 - all terms of the deal unknown (e.g., motivations tar selling) .5

140 -other differences from RDL in geographic coverage, prooucts, etc. .5. .5

Distilbuco offer p.14)

141 - calc implied multiple of revenues .5

142 - calc implied multiple of EBITDA .5

143 . calc implied multiple of book value of S/E .5

- comment on limitations of comparison:

144 -verbal offer only .5

145 - share offer — different risks (e.g.. restrictions, thin trading) .5, .5

145,1 - blockage discount may be relevant, discuss .5, .5

145,2 - discount for restricted shares may be relevant, discuss (e.g., shares not volatile, period .5, .5
short)

146 - 64% held by insiders, would give RDL shareholders 16% post-transaction or 34% of .5, .5
freely traded shares

147 - therefore, difficult to liquidate/would reduce cash-equivalent value .5

148 - earn-outs may have indicated higher value because of bonuses .5

149 - offer was prior to shareholder difficulties/different market conditions .5, .5

150 - could be higher price paid by Distribuco due to synergies/motivation to buy S

151 - offer not accepted .5

Estate freeze

Copyi ghr Melanie E. Russell. EPA, CA. csv, GM, CE. Trp. Nor Zr, be copier] or otherwise reproduced wrtlou[ her express aurhorizarion,
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2002 MQE - Suggested Marking Key tLL1I INSIGHT

Marks MaLl
-—

Available

152 - calc implied multiple of revenues .5

153 - talc implied multiple of EBITDA .5

154 - calc implied multiple of book value of 5/E .5

- comment on limitations of comparison:

155 - five years ago .5

156 -fortax purposes .5

157 - not clear if any vaIn done to support/what valuation assurance level .5

158 - other valid .5

159 -othervalid .5

FMV of David’s interest (Schedule 3)

6C - apply David’s 1/6 interest to resulting amount .5

161 - explain concept of minority discount [or in ZipPicki .5

162 - deduct reasonable minority/marketability discount, support: .5

163 - no one s/h has control (decrease) .5

164 - David’s immediate family has 4 of 7 seats for control (decrease) .5

165 - but maybe poor relationship with immediate family (increase) .5

166 - no shareholders’ agreement exists (increase) .5

167 -David has seat on board (decrease) .5

168 -historical liouidity to shareholders from discretionary borus (decrease) .5

169 -but difficulties resulring from David leaving may reduce availability of cash flow .5

(increase)

-

1 7D - David not involved in day-to-day operations (increase) .5

- - - -

171 - other valid (e.g., control premium to other family — could increase price) .5

175 -othervalid

76.5 4D.D

Part 2, Memo to Lawyer [Note: specific points must be in this letter to get marks)

176 - mark privileged & confidential .5
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2002 MQE - Suggested Marking Key LJ!1S INSIGHT

Marks Max.
Available

177 . we are hired as independent experts for court — cannot provide lowest possible value .5

178 - report can’t be used for estate freeze unless we do additional work to ensure relevance; .5, .5
Vdate in close proximity to current date

179 - we can’t take a ‘premium” — pay to be based on work performed .5

180 - scope limitation re: not speaking to David may result in our report being less valuable .5
for court purposes

181 -we suggest that you reconsider allowing us to speak to David to ensure we fully .5
understand the business, industry, etc.

182 - estimate & comprehensive report vary, examples of differences (e.g., scope of review, .5, .5, .5
different level of verification/due diligence on managements representations), need
opinion for court likely

183 - suggest engaging independent appraisers & environmental assessments .5.5

184 - may neeo to obtain more assurance on F/5s, examples (e.g., our scope is limited b/c .5,5, .5
unaudited, interim financial statements exclude income taxes or clean-up)

185 - consider appropriate Vdate — e.g., termination of David although he is still a shareholder .5, .5

186 - should Bruce’s shares be considered to be redeemed & reduction of voting rights? .5

187 - if so, Crai%s family will have control — may impact discounts, etc. .5

188 - considervalue definition - P1 for oppression, etc. is generallywithout minority discount .5, .5 --

189 . premium for forcible taking may be appropriate on expropriation of property, need to .5, .5
consider case law on this, mention case (e.g., Domglas)

1 g . acquisition of David’s shares with RDL’s resources may reduce FMV, explain (e.g., .5,5
foregoing of growth opportunities)

191 - David has fiduciary duties as director — may have been breached by stealing business .5

192 - David has rights to info about RDL although he works with a competitor .5

193 - potential to claim damages against David for loss of business value .5

194 . separate valuation needed of value taken by David? .5

195 - extent of oppressive activity depends on the facts (harmful, prejudicial, wrongful) .5

196 - report may need to be updated to date of trial .5

197 - other valid (e.g., for court, comprehensive report likely required) .5

198 - other valid (e.g., discuss how to deal with additional severance in valuation re; claim & .5
other damages)

Copyiigrt Metopie E. Russell, CPA, Ck Ccv. C M, GE. 7cR. Not to be copied or otherwise reprnrluced wEhoul her express authonzatLon.
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Available

.

.
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1 gg

200

- other valid

- other valid

201

202

‘5.-S

18.0

1 .0

.5

203

204

205

206

Professional Capability Marks

Appropriateness of response

- report meets clients needs (e.g., concepts explained, quantification performed)

- addresses all parts of the required

Communication

- response was clear, well planned & organized

Balance (quantitative & qualitative)

- response was not balanced

response was somewhat balanced

response was appropriately balanced

Professionaljudgmenl

-weak PJ demonstrated

-limited P; demonstrated

- reasonable Pj demonstrated

- solid Pj demonstrated

Total

Obtained

9.0

65,0

55.0

207

208

209

210

-o

-5

1 .0

.0

-5

.0

1.5
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2002 MQE - Suggested Marking Key IL.LIIj INSIGHT

Marks Max.
--

-
--

- -- a Available

Question 2(10 marks)

1 - no vain of WWI, would require additional work/cost .5, .5

Analysis of offers - Offer #1 (qualitative)

2 - conclude on net cash to Wendy (see points below for calc marks)

3 - note FMV of offer is less than of assets with suppor (e.g., calculations) .5

4 - reasonable cocnmentlexplanation (e.g., transaction costs) .5

5 - consider 5.22 election for A/R to permit write-off .5

6 - loss is deductible against any income .5

7 - if not used, capital loss which is only deductible against CG .5

8 - customer list treated as CEC — 50% taxable as ABI, 50% to CDA .5, .5

9 . sale of assets preferable for buyer, explain (e.g., bump in UCC) .5, .5

10 - other valid .5, .5

Analysis of offers - Offer #2 (qualitative) —

11 - conclude on net cash to Wendy (see points below for calc marks) .5

12 - conclude if QSBC or not; support: .5

13 - 90% or more of value of assets used in active business in Canada (100% in ‘act) .5

14 -> 50% of assets used in active business in last 24 months .5

15 - Wendy held shares for 24 months (i.e., since inception) .5

16 -customers outside Canada <50% of business .5

17 -sale to occur before she leaves for U.S. - therefore, Wendy will be Cdn citizen .5

18 - need to confirm whether or notWendy has utilized any of the CGE .5

19 - sale of shares easier; support: .5

20 would exclude recapture .5

21 -all real & contingent liabilities transferred .5

22 - only 50% taxable since CC .5

23 - other valid (e.g., reps & warranties would be required) .5, .5

24 . overall conclusion as to preferable option with support .5

copyi ghr Melanie E, Russell, CPA, cA, c-3v. CM, cPE, lip. ‘mt to be copied or other-wise reproduced w,thc,ul her express authorization.
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQEs

2002 MQE - Suggested Marking Key [LtS INSIGHT

—
Marks Max

-

— *:— Available

Analysis of offers — Offer #1 (quantitative)

25 - loss from WR($20,000) .5

26 - recapture from capital assets ($1 23,000) .5

27 - capital gain from capital assets ($20000) .5

28 - 50% inclusion rate .5

29 - capital dividend amount .5

30 - RDTOH amount .5

31 - ircome from customer list ($125,000) .5

32 - capital dMdend from customer list ($125,000) .5

33 - use reasonable corporate tax rates .5

34 - different rates on TCG & income .5

35 - deduct/address transaction costs .5

36 - deduct liabilities 5

37 - calculate deemeo dividend (funds available less P’JC of $1,000) .5

38 - aeduct CDA ($1 35,000) .5

39 - gross up dividend .5

40 - use reasonable personal tax rates (45%) .5

41 - deduct dividend tax credit .5

42 - calculate CC for personal tax .5

Analysis of offers — Offer #2 (quantitative)

43 - deduct ACB/PuC ($1,000) .5

44 - deduct CC exemption 5

45 - irciusion rate

45 . reasonable tax rate .5

Other alternatives

47 . consider keeping business/relocating it .5

48 - business can be provided remotely/removed easily .5

copyright Melarre P. Russell, CPA, CA, CBV, CM, CE, Tc-P. Noi to he copied or otherwise reproduced without Irer express euthorimliun,
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- large portion of customers are in the US.

- otherwise, need to get a job

- or start new business

- if move the business, deemed disposition at FMV, at move date

- may need a valuation

- to minimize taxes, create holoco to transfer shares of WWl/rollover

- utiliie CGE

- other valid

• other valid

Total

Obtained

Copyright Melanie S. Russell, CPA, CA. CS’?. CM, CEE, T[P. or to he copied or otherwise reproduced withoui her express authorization.
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1 Marks Max.
Available

‘9

50

51

52

53

54

55

56

57

Page 13



Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

2002 MQE - Suggested Marking Key ILL!1 INSIGHT

Marks Max.
Available

Question 3(15 marks)

Overview/engagement issues

1 - valuation date specified .5

2 - clarify assurance provided .5

3 - more info/docs required for opinion .5

4 - examples (e.g., forecasts, detail of financial statements) .5, .5

5 - de9ne FMV .5

6 - indicate price not requested/price would differ from FMV .5

7 - explain (e.g., synergies) .5

8 - explain (e.g., availability of info) .5

9 explain (e.g., negotiating ability) .5

10 explain (e.g., time value of money/structuring of purchase price vs. cash in FMV) .5

11 . discuss valuation basis (ie., value restaurant & hotel operations separately) .5

12 - will need separate operating results — t’istorical & forecast .5

—

Valuation approach

13 - going concern approach, support (e.g., historical earnings) .5, .5

14 select method, support .5, .5

15 - clarify “operating cash flow” .5

16 . discuss treatment of depreciation/capex .5

Valuation of Star restaurant

17 - selection of years to review with support .5

18 - add back management fees paid to Hotel, suppoc (e.g., not reouired on s:andalone .5, .5

basis)

19 - add back $30K in 1999 & $50K in 2000 re: daughter .5

20 . normalize $200K re: dishware loss in 2000 or assume covered by insurance .5

21 - normalize insurance .5

22 . add depreciation &/or interest depending on what cash flow measure is used (i.e., .5

operating cash flow)

Copyright MeidoLe F. Russell. CPA, CA cBV, GM, CFE. TE P. cr;r to be copied or othei wise reproduced without tar express authot ization.
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s
2002 MQE - Suggested Marking Key

_____

INSIGHT

r [ Marks
J Available

23 - select maintainable EBITDA/operatirg cash flow, support (e.g., simple/weighted .5, .5
averages, most recent)

24 - deduct capex, support .5, .5

25 - select reasonable multiple/cap rate .5

26 - risk-free rate (specified) .5

27 - equity risk premium S

28 - research into comparable company multiples .5

29 - potential loss of Sveta (negative) .5

30 - risks of separating the businesses .5

31 reliance on tourist business/dependence on economy .5

32 -other valid (e.g., good reputation) .5, .5

33 - more research on actual transactions needed/scope limitation .5

34 value conclusion .5

35 - other valid (e.g., use of other valuation methods) .5, .5

Valuation of hotel

36 - recognition of insufficient financial info to value, need to obtain (examples) .5, .5

37 -select maintainable EBITDA (most logical based on info given) .5

38 - deduct managemert fees from restaurart .5

39 - adjust for net sustaining capex (e.g., $200K- 5300K for combined less $1 00K for .5
restaurant)

40 - selecion of reasonable multiple .5

41 -consider recent transactions, need more research .5, .5

42 - risk-free rates, equity premiums [award in Star — only once) 0

43 - historical profitability

44 - reliance on tourism/economy .5

45 - other valid (e.g., 5 Star) .5, .5

46 - conclusior on value .5

Synergies
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

2002 MQE - Suggested Marking Key [LL! INSIGHT

Marks Max.
Available

47 - discuss impact on value (e.g.. purchaser will not pay 100% for them, quantum paid .5.5,
depends on many factors such as how much purchaser wants the asset/negotia:ing
strengths/ability to pay/# of other potential purchasers)

48 - calc potential synergies using 8-12% of EBITOA .5

49 - select multiple .5

50 - support (e.g., riskier than ongoing cash flows so multiple should be lower) .5, .5

51 - examples of risk of achieving synergies .5, .5

53 . conclude on amount of synergies to be included/starting point for negotiations .5

54 - overall conclusion on value of combined entity .5

55 - other valid .5, .5

Sveta’s offer — restaurant

56 - compare calculated value to offer .5

57 - advantage of selling to Sveta (e.g., retain key employee) .5

58 advantage of selling to Sveta (e.g., protect against competition) .5

59 - advantage of selling to Sveta (e.g., increased motivation) .5

60 - advantage of selling to Sveta (e.g., may be difficult to find another purchaser) .5

61 - advantage of selling to Sveta .5

62 - disadvantage of selling to Sveta (e.g.. may be able to sell for more) .5

63 - disadvantage of selling to Sveta .5

.

64 - consider if Sveta is qualified to manage vs. cook .5

65 - consider if Sveta can secure financing .5

66 - consider Sveta’s intentions (e.g., bow long expect to work?) .5

67 - consider if she will leave Star if she doesn’t acquire .5

68 - options (e.g.. ask Sveta to support her offer) .5

69 - options (e.g., negotiate with Sveta for higher price) .5

70 - options (e.g., negotiate earn-out/contingent consideration to potentially increase .5
purchase price but reduce Sveta’s risk)

71 - options (e.g.. try to sell Star to a third party) .5
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s
2002 MQE - Suggested Marking Key INSIGHT

j Marks
Jj Available

72 - overall conclusion on whether or not to accept Sveta’s offer with support —— .5
-

73 -othervalid
-

Total 15

Obtained
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s I
2002 MQE - Suggested Marking Key LLI!1I INSIGHT

Marks Max.

j
Available

Question 4 (20 marks)

Overview/engagement issues

1 accounting treatment is responsibility of mgt & auditors, not CBV .5

2 - specify reasonable valuation date .5

3 - no opinion provided/more work required .5

Valuation oj’ management contracts

4 . select reasonable approach (e.g., OCE), support (e.g., highly fluctuating cash flows) .5, .5

5 - explain DCF .5

6 - reed to confirm AUM at closing date & adjust figures accordingly .5

7 - need to consider impact of events/economy subsequent to july/01 - preparation date of .5

business plan

8 . will need to do due diligence on business plan if acquire (e.g., preparer? .5,5, .5

background/experience? historical ‘accuracy” of business plan?)

9 - ques:ion reasorability of 11% market growth, support: .5

10 -9/11 impact .

11 low interest rates .5

12 . low/negative market returns, 60% of AUM is in equity .5, .5

13 - but longer-term forecasts are positive .5

14 - concluoe on selected market growth used in calcs .5

15 - question reasonability of sales/redemptions, support: .5

16 -maybe unlikely if elimination of broker bonus commission .5

17 -assume/conclude whether or not commissions should remain & impact on calcs .5

18 - risk of non-retention of key kind managers & resulting customer attrition .5

19 . risk of redemptions if don’t retain “Superstar name .5

20 -maybe another intangible asset to be separately valued - “Superstar’ .5

brand/trademark

21 -market/economic conditions may result in increased redemptions .5

22 - conclude on sales/redemptions used in calcs .5
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s
2002 MQE - Suggested Marking Key ILL!1S INSIGHT

I Marks
J Available

23 - select mgt fees, support (e.g., use average, recognize that motivation is to decrease fees) .5

Valuation calculations:

24 - adjust opening AUM for selected market growth .5

25 . adjust opening AUM for selected sales .5

26 . adjust opening AUM for selected redemptions .5

27 - apply selected mgt fee % to average AUM for relevant year .5

28 . apply trailer/advisor fee % (e.g., 5%) to AUM .5

29 - recognize that trailer fees should be applied to enoing AUM & advisor to average AUM .5

30 - deduct operating costs at 25% of rngt tees .5

31 - deduct salaries (or assume part of operating costs) .5

32 - deduct income taxes at reasonable tate .5

33 - apply reasonable discount rate, support: .5

34 - terms of mgt contracts unclear
.

35 . cash flows are tied to unpredictable patameters (ie.. market returns) .5

- -

36 - ‘0% in fairly conservative instruments .5

37 - but conservative instruments don’t yield large returns .5

38 - increasing pressures on mgt fees .5

39 - very competitive industry .5

‘0 -much of assets to be acquired are intangible & by nature more risky/no TAB .5

41 risk of attrition due to changingfund names .5

42 - risk of loss of advantages from parenrs broker network .5

43 - other valid (e.g.. good reputation) .5

44 . other valid (e.g., low fund mgr turnover) .5

45 - value conclusion .5

46 - need to review details of mgt contracts (e.g., term, renewal, cancellation clauses), can .5, .5, .5,
significantly affect value/risk .5

47 - recognize that other intangibles may exist & would need to be separately valued, may .5, .5
reduce value assigned to mgt contracts
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

______

2002 MQE - Suggested Marking Key ILL!IS INSIGHT

Marks Max.
Available

48 - “Superstar” brand/trademark [identification in #20 above] 0

49 - identify potential valuation method (e.g., relief from royalty), explain (e.g., apply .5, .5
market royalty rate to cash flow stream)

50 - comment on method — difficulties, appropriateness .5

51 . identify potential valuation method (e.g., capitalized direct margin method or other .5, .5
earnings-based method), explain

52 - comment on method — difficulties, appropriateness .5

53 -software .5

54 - identify potential valuation method (e.g., reproduction cost), explain (e.g., current cost .5, .5
to replace/recreate software in existing condition)

55 - comment on method — difficulties, appropriateness .5

56 - identify potential valuation method (e.g., incremental approach), explain (e.g., what .5, .5
incremental cash flow a purchaser would realize)

57 - comment on method - difficulties, appropriateness .5

58 . identify potential valuation method (e.g., market approach), explain (e.g., sales of .5, .5
comparable software)

59 comment on method — difficulties, appropriateness .5

60 - contracts with fund managers .5

61 - identify potential valuation method (e.g., incremental method), explain (e.g., what cash .5, .5
flows are gained by having the manager over compensation paid or lost if don’t, over
period of contract with consideration to renewals)

62 - comment on me:hoa — difficulties, appropriateness .5

63 - need to revie’,v contracts with fund managers .5

64 - broker network 5

65 - identify potential valuation method, explain .5, .5

66 . comment on method - difficulties, appropriateness .5

67 - need to consider if contract would be established on transaction .5

68 - other valid

Total 20.0

Obtained
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

______

2003 MQE - Suggested Marking Key ILL INSIGHT

IIIIIIIIf1 Marks Maxi

_______________ ___________________________________

Available

Question 1(53 marks)

Valuation Report

Terms of Reference

1 . id. asset being valued (i.e., goodwill of CHC) .5

2 - speci valuation date (e.g., june 3003l 1.5

3 - specif5’ purpose (i.e., income taxes) 5

4 . define FMV .5

5 - indicate nature of reportlassurance level or that nature needs to be clarified .5

Scope of review

6 historical F/S of CHC & AHC .5

budgetforCHc &AHCfor2003 S

8 - information regarding MTC :ransaction & Worldwide transactions .5

9 . other valid (e.g., scope limitation if can’t review circumstances surrounding the .5
transactions)

10 othervalid .5

11 . haven’t audited, reviewed or otherwise verified financial info provided .5

Restrictions & limitotions

12 special purchasers not considered .5

13 defire special purchasers .5

14 . business not exposed for sale .5

15 - if so, price may exceed FMV .5

16 . report not to be distributed without consent; not for general circulation .5

- reserve the right to change analysis .5

18 intended for stated purposes .5

19 . not responsible for losses from reliance outside of stated purpose .5

20 . restrict liability to fees charged .5

21 -othervalid .5
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

2003 MQE - Suggested Marking Key ILLtIi INSIGHT

Marks Max.
Available

Assumptions

22 . no contingencies or unrecorded liabilities other than as disclosed

23 - no unusual/non-recurring transactions other than as adjusted

24 - FMV of assets & liabilities at valuation date = book values at F/S date, other than as
adjusted

25 - tax rate of 40% is appropriate

26 - no info that hasn’t been considered

27 - no redundant assets

28 - price paid by Worldwide represents AhCs FMV

29 examples (e.g., no compulsion to transaction by MTC)

30 - value term to be used should be FMV not FV

31 -othervalid

Background, financial onalysis, industry, economy, etc (report-spec,fic)

32 - recognize need to outline key background of CHC

33 . finarcial analysis (e.g., strong working capital)

34 . financial analysis (e.g., high equity levels)

35 - financial analysis (e.g.. steady sales growth)

36 - financial analysis (e.g., stable margins)

37 . financial analysis (e.g., stable pre-tax earnings, EBITDA, etc.)

38 - recognize need for industry analysis section

39 - key industry factor

40 - recognize need for economy section (in comprehensive report)

41 . key economic factor

Goodwill valuation approach

42 . oefine goodwill

43 --explain valuation concept i.e., equity value less book value of investment in CHC; or

equity value less FMV of underlying assets

44 discuss tax-related issues — e.g., dealing with future income tax liability
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s
2003 MQE - Suggested Marking Key LL.J INSIGHT

45

46

47

48

49

50

51

54

55

56

57

58

59

60

61

62

63

64

65

.5

.5, .5

.5, .5

.5

.5

.5

.5

.5

.5, .5

‘5

.5

.5, .5

.5

.5

‘5

.5

.5
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52

53

Marks[ - Available

recognize peed for general valuation approach discussion .5

brief description of asset-based approach/when used .5

-brief description of income/earnings/cash flow approach/when used .5

- brief description of market approach/when used

selected approach (e.g.. going concern), support (e.g., profitable in past & expected in
future)

- selected method (e.g., CCF, CE, capitalized EBIT/EBITDA), support

brief description of selected method (don’t award twicej

Conclusion

- conclusion on FMV of gooowill .5

29.0 15.0

Valuation Calculations

Maintainable EBITDA/cosh flow/earnings (p. 8)

- calcs for reasonable period with support

Normalization adjustments:

- depreciation/amortization if use CCF/capitalized EBITDA

-interest expense if used capitalized EBITDA (or if consider red0ndancy)

restructuring costs

- select maintainable adjusted EBITONcash flow/earnings, support

Capitalized cash flow/EB?TOA (p. II)

- deduct income taxes at 40%

- deduct sustaining capex

-net of tax shield, reasonable calc

-apply reasonable cap rate/multiple:

- brief explanation of cap rate/multiple

consider 6% risk-free rate

- add equity risk premium of 4%-6%

- consider industry risk premium



Section 5: suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

2003 MQE - Suggested Marking Key •1 INSIGHT

Marks Max.

Available

66 - add reasonable company-specific risk premium, support: .5

67 - good relationship with suppliers & customers (positive) .5

68 - long opera:ing history (positive) .5

69 - strong purchasing power (positive) .5

70 - one of largest independent Cdn distributors (positive) .5

71 - cyclical nature of industry (negative) .5

72 - no proprietary products (negative) .5

73 - potential for expansion with new customers or products (positive) .5

74 - potential economic downturn (negative) .5

75 - competitive pricing (negative) .5

76 - risk of U.S. manufacturers brirging distribution channels (negative) S —

77 - high TAB (positive) .5

- _______

78 - other valid 5

79 - other valid .5

WACC calculation:

80 - selection of reasonable DIE ratio, support: L5ame as #91] .5

81 - CF-IC’s tangible assets to support debt

82 -bank financing available .5

83 - maintainable cash flow to support debt .5

84 - other valid 5

85 - select reasonable cost of debt with support .5

86 - adjust to after-tax using consistent/reasonable tax rate .5

87 - adjust for inflation/growth using reasonable rates .5

88 - add existing tax shield, reasonable calc .5, .5

89 - add tax shielo on existing CEC, reasonable calc 1.0.5

90 - deduct interest-bearing debt from resulting enterprise value (bank long & long-term .5, .5

debt) or deduct normal interest expense
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s
2003 MQE - Suggested Marking Key LLI13 INSIGHT

Marks MaJ]

_______

Available

If value equity directly, calculate redundant leverage:

91 - debt to equity ratios [same as #80j .5

92 - security review .5

93 - working capital ratio .5

94 - interest coverage ratio .5

95 - conclude on appropriate level of capacity .5

24.5 13.0

Relative value calculations-Worldwide & MTC deals

Overall considerations:

96 - recognize that the transacrions need to be analyzed. eventhough they only indirectly 1.0
relate to the value of CHC

97 - comment on strengths/relevance of approach (e.g., arm’s-length reflection of value) 1.0

98 . comment on strengths/relevance of approach (e.g., Worldwide deal likely has no 1.0
synergies — therefore, clean)

99 - comment on weaknesses of approach (e.g., MTC deal likely has synergies) 1.0

100 - comment on weaknesses of approach (e.g., MTC deal is old) 1.0

101 . comment on weaknesses of approach (e.g., unsure if consideration for MTC deal is cash 1.0
or not)

102 - other valid .5

- discuss considerations in relative calculations:

103 - CHCs operating results relative to Al-iC’s consolidated results .5

104 - CF-IC’s tangible assets relative to AHC’s consolidated assets .5

105 - expectations for long-term growth of CF-IC vs. AHC (e.g., Cl-IC - strong position in .5
Canada; AHC - weaker position in U.S.)

106 - impact of potential economic downturn in Canada on CHC vs. expected upturn in U.S. .5
on AHC

Proportinnare value colculotions: (p. 730/4)

107 - review of more than one year to establish long-term relative amounts .5

108 -normalized ESIrDA of CHC compared to consolidated EBITDA ofAHC 1.0
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

2003 MQE - Suggested Marking Key L$3 INSIGHT

Marks Max.
Available

109 translate CHC’s EBITOA to USS at reasonable rate

110 - tangible net operating assets (or similar) of CHC compared to consolidated net assets of 1.0

AHC

1 11 - translate CHC’s assets to US$ at reasonable rate .5

112 - recognize should be different rate from EBITDA — should be year-end rate for assets 1.0

vs. average annual rates for EBITDA

113 - select reasonable proportionate amount .5

114 -calculate Al-IC’s implied enterprise value (or equity value) based on Worldwide deal .5,5, .5

—. (US$502M - C$717M)

115 - calculate AHC’s implied enterprise value (or equity value) based on MTC deal (US$933 .5,5.5

md assumed debt)

116 -attempt to adiust value based on MTC deal for synergies, reasonable calc of syrergies .5, .5

117 - attempt to adjust value based on decrease in prices for distribution companies since .5, .5

2000, reasonable calc

118 - attempt to adjust value based on Cl-IC’s performance exceeding AHC from 2000 to 2003, .5, .5

reasonable calc

1 ig - apply selected percentage to above .5

120 - compare to CCF, etc. intrinsic calculations, comment (e.g., unsure if MTC deal was in cash 1.0, .5,

ornot) .5 -

Comparison to industry mulriples:

- calculate implied multiples:

121 - trailing EBITDA, current EBITDA — Worldwide deal 1.0,1.0

122 - trailing EBITDA, current EBITDA - MIC deal 1.0,1.0

123 -trailing EBIT, current EBIT 1.0,1.0

124 - trailing NI, current NI 1.0,1.0

125 - compare to multiples of publicly traded distribution cos (1 2-1 SX NI); commert: .5

126 - reed :0 translate EBITDA & EBIT multiples to after-tax & after-interest for 1.0

comparability

127 -public company multiples reflect minority discount 1.0

128 - marketability discount likely applicable to AHC 1.0

129 - compare to transaction multiples n the industry; comment .5
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Section 5: suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

______

2003 MQE - Suggested Marking Key 0 INSIGHT

Marks Max.

—

Available

130 - not erough details known about the transactions (e.g., regotia:ing abilities) terms of 1.0,
the sale, composition of purchase price) 1.0,1.0

131 - compare to management’s selection of 20X net income; comment:
- .5

132 - not comparable as use all cos on TSX index 1.0

133 - other valid .5

134 - other valid .5

Calculation of goodwill:

135 - deduct net book value of CHC from equity value ($154,280) .5

136 - add book value of goodwill ($77,932) .5

137 - deduct ‘uture income tax liability, no tax base ($2,02) .5, .5

138 - include 75% of resulting FMV of goodwill .5

139 - calculate goodwill write-down .5

140 - other valid .5

141 -other valid .5

4j 25.0

Professional Capability Marks

Approprioteness of response

142 - report meets clients reeds (e.g., concepts explained, quantification performed) 1.0

143 -addresses all parts of the required .5

Communication

144 - response was clear, well planned & organized .5

Balance (quontitofive & quolitotive)

145 - response was not balanced 0.0

146 - response was somewhat balanced .5

147 - response was appropriately balanced 1.0

Professionol judgment

148 - weak PJ demonstrated 0.0

Copyright Melanie [. Russell, CPA, CA coy, GM, cFE, TEP. Not to be copied or otherwise reproduced without her express authorization.
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

2003 MQE - Suggested Marking Key
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.

.

tLLJ INSIGHT

r Marks Max.

j Available

49 - limited PJ demonstrated .5

150 - reasonable pJ demonstrated 1.0

151 . solid PJ demonstrated

Total 45 53.0

Obtained
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Section 5: suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQEs

_____

2003 MQE - Suggested Marking Key ‘_•l INSIGHT

Marks Max.

_________________________ _______

Available

Question 2(13 marks)

Part a) —10 marks

1 - recognition that without NCA, loss of customers due to good relationship with Michael,
profitability of Tottles would decrease on acquisition, goodwill worth less

2 - without NCA, Mega would offer less for Tottle

Valuation approach:

3 - select differential cash flow approach/Mega’s lost profits without NCA

4 - explain approach (e.g., calc value of Tottles with &without NCA

S - select other reasonable approach

6 - explain approach

7 - id. period to be reviewed as issue

B - e.g., as time passes, the differential cash flows/risk/potential loss should be reduced
because of increased ability of purchase to market time value of $, etc.

9 - id. subjectivity involved with separating cash flows related to NCA

10 - e.g., ability of purchaser to integrate operations

11 - e.g., ability of purchaser to retain existing customers through service & quality

12 - e.g.. ability of purchaser to retain staff

13 -e.g., Michael’s plans to compete

14 - e.g., Michael’s financial ability to set up competing business — he has $

15 - e.g.. low barriers to industry entry

16 . e.g., reputation associated with Tottles’ name

17 - e.g.. Tottles’ long history

18 - assumption re: cash flow forecast/not reviewed or audited

19 scope limitations (e.g., not review transaction, spoken with Mega, etc.)

20 - assumption re: Mega’s impact on business post-sale

Valuation calculations:

21 - use forecast, or adjust with support

22 - deduct reasonable sustaining capex

Copyright Melanie E. Russell, CPA, CA Coy. cM, Crc. TEP. Nor to he corned or otielvvse reproduced without her express authorzatioii.
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Section S: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s I
2003 MQE - Suggested Marking Key ILL!1. INSIGHT

Marks Max.

______

Available

23 - decrease revenue based on given information — without NCA .5

24 - increase expenses based on given information — without NCA .5

--

25 - calculate differential cash flows .5

26 - deduct taxes using reasonable rate .5

27 -apply reasonable discount rate .

28 - support (e.g.. risk-free rate of return)

29 - support (e.g., calculate implied multiple on offer - $60M/normalized figure or offer, .5, .5

adjust weighting)

30 - support [must differ from factors listed above) .5

31 - consider terminal value

32 . reasonable attempt at calculating terminal value .5, .5

33 - overall conclusion .5

34 - other valid (e.g., probability of not doing) .5

35 - other valid

Total 26.0 10.0

Partb)—3marks —

36 - service business .5

37 - explain (e.g., personal relationship/interaction is key component) .5

38 - conclude not likely appropriate in fottles’ case/pros & cons:

39 - NCA is to offset personal goodwill, not commercial 1.0

40 . simple manufacturing process/low capital costs .5

41 -competition based on product quality & service quality (i.e., not just service) 1,0

42 - little price differentiation between products 1.0

42 - likely other key drivers of cash flows exist (e.g., reputation, market share, history of 1,0

operations, relationship with customers)

43 - little TAB exists

44 - conclude the commercial goodwill likely exists

Total 12 3.0

copyright Melanie E. Russell, (PA, c C-3V, (TM, (SE, TEP. Not to be cnpied or otherwise reproduced without her express authorization.
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s
2003 MQE - Suggested Marking Key ILL!J.1NSIGHT

I 1±. Marks
Available

I Obtaned
—________________
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Section 5: suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s I
2003 MQE - Suggested Marking Key LLL!1,4 INSIGHT

Marks Max.

________ ____________

Available

Question 3(7 marks)

Overview/engagement issues

1 . opinion can’t be provided, support: .5

2 - insufficient information provided, specify: .5

3 - detailed cash flow forecasts .5

4 . costs to complete development .5

5 - speak to Softy management .5

6 - speak to development team, engage outside market specialist .5, .5

7 - purchase & sale documents re: Construct, important as may be inoicator of FMV .5, .5

8 . (engagement proceeds, disclosure of scope limitations required, likely will decrease .5, .5

usefulness of report

9 - purpose of report for financing .5

10 - therefore, risk high .5

11 - i.d. concern over fee payment, retainer necessary .5, .5

Reasons FMV may exceed price paid (i.e., price vs. FMV):

12 vendor may have been more motivated :har. purchaser (e.g., developers needed cash .5

ASAP)

13 - special purchasers may have existed .5

14 . explain special purchasers, need more than one to create a market & bid up prices .5, .5

15 - but no synergistic situation seems to be present .5

16 - Softy’s efforts may increase FMV (e.g., completion to commercialization reduces risks) .5

1] . Softy may bring expertise (technical, marketing, etc.) that vendor would have otherwise .5

had to pay for

18 other valid (e.g.. consideration may not have been cash) .5

19 -othervalid .5

Total 12.0 7

Obtained
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s
2003 MQL - Suggested Marking Key • INSIGHT

_______________

Ave1

Question 4(15 marks)

Part a) — 4 marks

1 - CBV is responsible for proper planning & execution of engagement .5

2 - supervision of juniors is importart .5

3 - utilization of junior staff is appropriate for cost efficiencies & trainingldevelopment .5, .5

4 - risk assessment supported (e.g., high because will be used by client in actual .5, .5
transaction)

5 -otbervalid .5

6 - need to read & understand the appraisal, why: .5

7 -value of land will be reflected in TAB, measures “downside risk” .5, .5

8 -selection of discount rate will be affected by TAB, why (e.g., required rate of return on .5,5, .5
tangible asset is usually lower than on intangible assets), how (i.e., the higher the TAB, the
lower than capitalization/discount rate)

9 -landis likely the most significant asset in the purchase .5

10 -potential for redundant portion of land, discuss concept of redundancies & impact on .5, S. .5
value (i.e., added, net of any disposition costs, to FMV of business operations)

11 -if rely on specialist, need to consider qualifications, review major .5,5, .5
calculations/analyses, understand implications on valuation of business

12 - major difference between income & comparable sales approach needs to be 1.0
reviewed/discussed with appraiser

13 - note that use of income approach crosses over to our analysis, ifwe select different .5, .5
maintainable earnings/cash flow we need to consider impact on appraisal

14 -othervalid .5

15 -othervalid

11.5 4.0

Part I,) -11 marks

16 - id. asset being valued (i.e., equity of CCHF) .5

17 - define FMV

18 - preliminary calculations only - not an opinion .5

19 - FMV differs from price .5

Copyright lc4elanie F. Russell, CPA. cA. c sv, CM, cR, TFP cot to be copied or other wise reproduced withou r her express author mu ion.
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20 .5

.5

22

23 5

25

26 .5

--

27 .5

28

29
-

30

32 .5.5

36 ‘5

37 .5

38 .5

3g

40
-

41 .5

42

43

44 .5

Section 5: suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

2003 MQE - Suggested Marking Key

___INSIGHT

Marks Max.
Available

FMV excluoes satisfaction to wife

- FMV assumes prudent buyers will pay only for anticipated return on investment via

cash flows

should not rely on preliminary analysis

select going concern approach, support (e.g., historical profitability: increasing revenue)

- select capitalized cash flow/earnings method, support

- explain selected method

Valuation calculations:

- normalize property taxes

address issue of properly taxes returning in 15 years (e.g., minor due to PV impact,

uncertainty 15 years hence)

add depreciation/amortization

-adjust miscellaneous costs or say needs to be addressed/reviewed

‘add back management fees increase ($200K), or another adjustment

‘normalize cost to replace volunteer workers, reasonable calc

- select maintainable earnings, support

- deduct income taxes using reasonable rate

deduct sustaining capex, support

net of tax shield, reasonable calc

- select reasonable multiples/capitalization rates, support:

historical profitability (positive)

- long history of operations (positive)

- land value/TAB (positive)

- potential impact of change in ownership (negative)

- difficulty in obtaining insurance until construction complete (negative)

- inability to use land for other purpose for 15 years (negative)

- other valid

-other valid

.

.
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s I
2003 MQE - Suggested Marking Key ILL!I4 INSIGHT

I Marks

Lz

______________________

Available

45 - risk-free rates of return .5

46 - add/consider redundant portion of land not used .5

47 - reasonable estimate (e.g., tied to appraisal) .5

48 - consider disposition costs .5

49 - consider taxes — deduct reasonable original cost, 50% inclusion rate, apply reasonable .5, .5, .5
tax rate

50 - considerother costs/issues (e.g., licenses, etc. to sever), risk of inability to sever land .5.5

51 - more investigation in this area required .5

52 - address issue of wide range of income & comparable sales values per the appraisal .5

53 - further review required — discussion with appraiser .5

—

54 - deduct refurbishment cost .5

55 - net of tax shield, reasonable calc .5, .5

56 - more investigation as to costs is required - potential impact on valuation is material .5, .5

57 -consider confirming refurbishment plan ahead of time with insurer 5

58 - if not, reconsider purchase as contingent liability/risk may outweigh benefits if the .5
purchase

59 - add tax shield on existing assets (if use CCF) .5

60 -overall conclusion as to reasonableness .5

61 -other valid (e.g. TAB calculazior-) .5

62 - other valid (e.g.. get updated appraisal since one year out of date) .5

63 -other valid (e.g., find out what other assets exist) .5

64 -other valid 5

Total 3i,fl 11.0

Obtained
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

______

2003 MQE - Suggested Marking Key ‘_.‘ljINSIGHT

Marks Maxl

____ ___—

Available

Question 5(12 marks)

Overview/engagement issues

1 - recognize need to clarify role .5

2 - can provide limited critique report

3 - no conclusion as to FMV provided, but may be line for negotiations .5.5

4 - can provide a full valuation report likely estimate or opinion .5, .5

5 - likely if negotiations aren’t successful, proceeds to trial, etc. .5

6 - concern regarding independence due to friendship .5

7 - may need to engage another valuator to ensure not ascribed less weight if proceed .5

to trial, etc.

8 - valuation date needs to be issuance of options - June 30, 2002 .5

9 - should consider events, etc. that occurred betweer January 2C02 (Board’s .5

determination) &june 30, 2002 (i.e., any explanation as to increase in value) [same as

#21j

10 -othervalid

11 - other valid .5

Valuation issues

12 - CRA did not provide calcs/aralysis

13 - CRAs detailed analysis/commentary should be requested .5

14 - CRA did not provide a scope of review .5

15 - it appears that little review performed .5

16 - CRA’s position relies primarily on hindsight — P0 at Sept/02 .5

17 - hindsight sometimes allowed to prove reasonability of assumptions used at Vdate, .5, .5

refer to case (e.g., National System of Baking)

18 -general valuation principle — hindsight not allowed .5

19 -if P0 price used, changes in business, industry, etc. in interim needs to be reviewed .5

20 - examples (plans/price cutting to increase marketing share, improved quality control, .5,5, .5

increased productior due to move)

21 - review of changes from jan/02 Board determination to Vdate required [same as #9] .5

.

.
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s
2003 MQE - Suggested Marking Key LLL!1! INSIGHT

22 - discount for lack of marketability/illiquidity at 10% may be low

23 - support (e.g., U.S. studies indicated discounts from 0-90%, but 30-40% on average)

24 - however, the studies are U.S., vary significantly, other valid

25 - need to review likelihood of going public in near future atJune 30/02:

26 . discussions with management, discussion with underwriters, review of Board

minutes,

review business plans, other valid

27 - recognize that Board’s determination of $6 was equal to book value atJan/02
((4,500+22507)14,5

28 - likely low since book value doesn’t reflect goodwill or other non-acquired intangible
assets, capital assets could be worth more (or less) than NBV

Valuation calculations:

29 - adjust for increase in expenses

30 - add moving expenses

31 - select reasonable maintainable earnings, support (e.g., most recent years due to
increased capacity)

32 - deduct income taxes at reasonable rate

33 - apply reasonable discount rate, support:

34 - average of public comparatives

35 - exclude Beeb as outlier

36 - other information needed before can finalize review of comparables & comment on
relevance of each (e.g., capital structure, nature of operations, geography covered)

37 - need to do comparable company analysis atJune/02, not Dec/02

38 - third largest in the industry (positive)

39 - competitive indusrry (negative)

40 - good reputation for quality & service

41 -othervalid

42 - adjust public company multiples for liquidity (i.e., to private company multiples)

43 - need to consider why 400,ODO unexercised stock options at $6 exercise price were
outstanding at Dec 31/02 (after IPO) when IPO in Sep/02 was at $16.67— are they
unvested?
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

2003 MQE - Suggested Marking Key

1.li Marks Max.
Available
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.

.

INSIGHT

44 consider potential redundant assets (e.g., cash due to high equity) .5

45 - calc per share FMV undiluted (e.g., 4,500,000 shares o/s) .5

46 - compare FMV talc to lPO ptice of $16.67 (e.g., discount for illiquidity) .5

47 - oak benefit to Angela (e.g., per share FMV less sale prIce) 1.0

48 - recognize need to review $3.OM in other assets on the balance sheet .5

49 - other valid .5

50 - othervalid .5

Total 34 12.0

Obtained
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Section 5: suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s
2004 MQE - Suggested Marking Key LLL1 INSIGHT

Marks Max.

_________

Available

Question 1(55 marks)

Valuation Reoort

Terms of Reference

1 - id. asset being valued (i.e., o/s common shares of Newtech). per share basis .5, .5

2 - speci/ valuation date (e.g., july 5/04) .5

3 - speci’ purpose (i.e., to s.,pport fairress opinion pursuant to the offer by Equipo) .5

4 - define FMV .5

5 - no deduction of minority/marketability discount/calculate pro-rata, support .5. .5

6 - indicate opinion/comprehensive determination undertaken .5

Scope of review

7 - Newtechs F/s for 2000 to 2004 .5

8 - info re: contracts & backlog .5

9 - info re: trading prices & volumes

10 - industry info .5

11 - comparable transactions .5

12 - market prices & multiples of comparable public companies .5

13 - discussions with mgt (e.g., operations, synergies) .5

14 -rep letter .5

15 - no technical review of software .5

16 - other valid .5

17 - haven’t audited, reviewed or otherwise verified financial info provided .5

Restrictions & limitations

18 - special purchasers considered .5

19 - define special purchasers .5

20 - business not exposed for sale 5

21 - if so, price may exceed FMV; explain (e.g., different negotiation abilities, not inS. .5, .5
different info)
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

2004 MQE - Suggested Marking Key

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

3D

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

4D

___INSIGHT

.5

.5

.5

.5

.5

.5

.5

.5

.5

.5

.5

.5

.5

.5

.5

.5

.5

.5

.5

.5

.5. .5

.5

.5

.5

.
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Sample Marking Keys —2004 MQE

.

Marks Max.

Available

report not to be distributed without consent; not for general circulation

reserve the right to change analysis

intended for stated purposes

not responsible for losses from reliance outside of stated purpose

restrict liability to ‘ees charged

- other valid

Assumptions

‘no contingencies or unrecorded liabilities other than as disclosed

- no unusual/non-recurring transactions other than as adjusted

- FMV of assets & liabilities at valuation date = book values at F/S date, other than as

adjusted

tax rate of 35% is appropriate/tax rates will continue

-no material changes in operating results or financial position

no info that hasn’t been considered

-forecastlprojection prepared based on mgt input is reasonable

- purchaser would/would not have access to non-cap losses & SR&ED tax credits

-75% of R&D spending qualifies for SR&ED tax credits

- 175 comply with GAAP

- transactions between Newtech & Equipo at market

- Dr. Little will not compete

- other valid

Background, financial analysis, industry, etc. (assuming comprehensive report/opinion

provided)

- recognize need to outline key background of Newtech

financial analysis

- recognize need for transaction background analysis

- key background point

- recognize need for industry analysis section

.

41

42

43

44

45
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s
2004 MQE - Suggested Marking Key LLL!1 INSIGHT

Marks Max.

-
_______ _____________________

Available

46 - key industry (actor .5

47 - recognize need for economy section .5

48 . key economic factor

Valuation approach

49 - recognize need for general valuation approach discussion .5

50 brief description of asset-based approach/when used .5

51 - brief description of income/earnings/cash flow approach/when used .5

52 - brief description of market approach/when used .5

53 -selected approach (e.g., going concern), support (e.g., profitable in past & expected in .5, .5
future)

54 - selected method (e.g., DCF), support .5, .5

55 - explain DCF .5

56 - other selected methods/secondary methods (e.g., market approach, trading prices of .5, .5
Newtech’s shares)

57 - explain method .5

14.0

Valuation Calculptions

Discretionary EBITDA/cosh flow/earnings (Schedule 1)

- forecast/project cash flows:

59 -15% increase for mfg applications, comment on reasonableness .5, .5

60 - $3M for security applications in 2005 .5

61 -gross margins — 50% for mfg, 60% for security .5, .5

62 . sales & marketing (e.g.. 20%) .5

63 . G&A (e.g.. 5%) .5

64 - R&D cash costs (e.g., 15%) .5

- synergistic analysis (Schedule 2):

65 - adjust for public co costs ($1 50K) .5

66 - synergies ($250) .5
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Section 5: suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

2004 MQE - Suggested Marking Key INSIGHT

Marks

—

-__________________ Available

67 - oeduct severance, etc. (e.g., 5500K) .5

68 - deduct income taxes using reasonable rate .5

69 - deduct capex

70 - net of tax shield, reasonable calc .5, .5

71 - add SR&ED tax credits .5

72 - net of clawback (20%) .5

73 - adjust for working capital .5

DCF ca/cs (Schedule 3)

74 - apply reasonable discount rate .5

75 - brief explanation of discount rate .5

WACC & CAPM calculation:

82 - selection of reasonable DIE ratio, support: .5

83 - pubLic companies debt/market cap ratio 1.0

84 maintainable cash flow to support debt .5

85 - other valid .5

86 -select reasonable cost of debt with support .5

87 - adjust to after-tax using consistent/reasonable tax rate .5

88 - calculate cost of equity using CAPM & info given .5

89 add reasonable specific company premium; support: .5

90 - strategic importance of Newtech to Equipo .5

gi - opportunities in securities applications market .5

92 - good reputation & experience in image processing applications .5

93 - future opportunities with US DND .5

94 - risk of successful performance of security applications .5

95 - reliance on Equipo for 20% of revenues .5

96 - need for additional financing .5

97 . risk of FX fluctuations .5
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s
2004 MQE - Suggested Marking Key LLL!1 INSIGHT

I
—

—

L

____________________

Available

98 - loss of long-term employees due to restructuring .5

99 - lack of profitability to date .5

100 - weak financial position/low TAB .5

101 - other valid 5,

102 - apply reasonable terminal multiple .5

103 - adjust for inflation/growth using reasonable rates .5

104 - discount to VDate using selected discount rates .5

105 - add PV of existing tax shield, reasonable calc .5. .5

106 - add value of NCL clfs, reasonable calc, consider PV .5, .5, .5

107 - discuss issue of acquisition of control

108 - add value of R&D tax credits, use reasonable tax rate, consider PV .5,5, .5

109 - deduct amount re: Softintel legal claim, net of tax, consider PV

110 - deduct interest-bearing debt from resulting enterprise value — bank loan (or if value .5
equity directly, deduct normal interest expense)

If value equity directly, calculate redundant leverage:

111 - debt to equity ratios .5

112 - security review .5

113 - working capital ratio

114 - interest coverage ratio

115 - conclude on appropriate level of capacity

28.5 15.0

Comparable transactions (Schedules 4 & 5)

116 - average multiples of revenue, EBITDA .5, .5

117 - comment on relevance of transactions (e.g., Softfun, Virusweep & Pharmasoft in .5
different businesses)

118 - comment on relevance of transactions (e.g., Chainsoft. Indusoft & Pharmasoft deals had .5
share consideration — but FMV is in terms of cash)

119 - comment on relevance of transactions (e.g., Softfun, Irausoft & Pharmasoft are U.S. cos) .5, .5

- comment on relevance of transactions (e.g., Indusaft & Chainsoft much larger in terms
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

2004 MQE — Suggested Marking Key INSIGHT

I Marks Max.

L Available

120 of revenje) .5

121 - comment on relevarce of :ransactions (e.g., Softfun EBITDA multiple seems like an .5

outlier)

122 comment on relevance or transactions (e.g., all are relatively recent) .5

123 - all deal details not known so comparability uncertain, why (e.g.. extent synergies paid .5.5, .5

for, negotiating abilities)

124 . multiples calculated on historical earnings - may not be comparable to Newtech with .5

growth expected from security applications

125 - other valid .5, .5

quantitative analysis:

126 - apply reasonable multiple of revenue to Newtech’s trailing revenue .5

127 - apply reas3nable multiple of EBITDA to Newtech’s trailing EBITDA .5

- normalized EBITDA:

128 - add depreciation/amortization .5

129 - add interest .5

130 adjust for restructuring & other (e.g., $500K) .5

131 - adjust for capitalized R&D (e.g., deduct) .5

132 - adjust capitalized revenue/EBITDA for non-CL c/fs

133 - adjust capitalized revenue/EBITDA for SR&ED tax credits, net .5, .5

I 3L
- adjust capitalized revenue/EBITDA for Softintel legal claim, net .5, .5

135 - deduct debt .5

Comparable public companies (Schedules 6 & 7)

136 - calc EV/revenue multiple for the cos, average 1.0, .5

137 - caic EV/EBITDA multiple for the cos, average 1.0.5

138 - calc market cap/NI multiple for the cos, average 1.0, .5

139 -comment on comparability of cos (e.g., Software & LogiquePlus are in Canada) .5

140 -comment on comparability of cos (e.g., Mega & Knowledge very large) .5

141 - comment on comparability of cos (e.g., products may differ) .5
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Section 5: suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s I
2004 MQE - Suggested Marking Key LJ±1 INSIGHT

I riJ1
L Available

142 - comment on relevance of public cos (e.g., equity markets may be sporadic) .5

143 comment on relevance of calculated multiples (e.g., [V/revenue doesn’t reflect cash flow .5
generating abilities or cost structure)

144 -comment on relevarce of calculated mjluples (e.g., revenue may be affected by acctg .5
policies)

145 - comment on relevance of calculated multiples (other valid) .5

146 - comment on relevance of calculated multiples (other valid) .5

147 - adjust capitalized revenue/EBITDA for non-CL c/fs .5

148 - adjust capitalized revenue/EBIIDA for SR&ED tax creDits, net .5, .5

149 - adjust capitalized revenue/EBIIDA for Softintel legal claim, net 5.5

150 -deductdebt 5

151 - gross-up for control premium/minority discount implicit in trading prices using .5
reasonable %

152 - explain control premium/minority discount .5

153 - support selected % (e.g., premiums on other going private transactions) .5

154 - support selected % .5

Shore price plus premium

155 - calc market cap of Newtech ($1 3.3M) .5

156 - apply reasonable going private transaction premium .5

157 - support for selected premium (e.g., given info) .5

157.1 - support for selected premium (e.g., geography) .5

158 -comment on premium (e.g., industry) .5

159 comment on premium (e.g., recency of deals) .5

-

160 - comment on relevance of Newtech’s market prices (e.g., thinly traded, may reflect .5, .5
inherent illiquidity discount)

-

161 - comment on relevance of Newtech’s market prices (e.g., sporadic/volatile trading prices) .5

162 -comment on relevance of Newtech’s market prices (e.g., may not reflect future potential) .5

163 comment on relevance of Newtecb’s market prices .5

Other value metrics
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Section 5: suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

2004 MQE - Suggested Marking Key INSIGHT

Marks Max.

L Available

164 - 1994 deal implies $15M, comment on relevance (e.g., manyyears ago) .5, .5

165 - 1997 IPO implies $45M, comment (e.g., 7 years ago) .5, .5

Value conclusion (ScheduleS)

166 - compare value metrics .5

167 -overall conclusion, supported 5,5

166 - value of Dr. Little’s interest .5

169 -othervalid .5

170 - other valid .5

16.5

Fairness opinion

171 address to Independent Committee .5

172 - reference point is “fair, from a financial point of view, to the minority shareholders” .5

173 - brief summary of proposed transaction .5

174 - mention complies with CICBV standards for fairness opinions .5

175 - scope includes valuation opinion/report .5

176 ‘select market approach .5

177 -reference to trading prices of Servisol .5

178 - apply reasonable discount to trading prices .5

179 - support (e.g., decline in prices upon sale by Equipo) .5

180 -support (e.g., thin trading) .5

181 - support (e.g., decline likely to be temporary) .5

182 - compare result to FMV of Newtech in valuation report .5

183 -no independent valuation of Servisol undertaken/mentioned to be done .5

184 - indicate fee to be disclosed .5

185 - independence to be addressed .5

186 -overall conclusion as to fairness, supported .5, .5

187 - other valid (e.g., lliquioity) .5

copvrighrMebue L Russell, CPA. CA. csv. CE\& cF T2 Not to be copieri or othe,wse reproduced without her ex’)ress acmorr!utton,
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s
2004 MQE - Suggested Marking Key

I I
[çj INSIGHT

Marks MaxJ]
-: Available

188 - other valid

15 5.0

Professional Capability Marks
—

Appropriateness of response

189 - report meets client’s needs (e.g., concepts explained, quantification performed) 1.0 —

190 - addresses all parts of the required .5

Communication

191 - response was clear, well planned & organized .5 —______

Ba/once (quantitative & qualitative)

192 - response was not balanced 0.0

193 - response was somewhat balanced

194 - response was appropriately balanced 1.0

Professiana/judgment

195 - weak PJ demonstrated 0.0

196 - limited PJ demonstrated .5 -

197 - reasorable PJ demonstrated 1.0

198 - solid PJ demonstrated 15

Total 4.5 55.0

Obtained
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

2004 MQE - Suggested Marking Key LL1TI INSIGHT

_____________________________________

Marks Max.

_______

Available

Question 2(20 marks) ‘1
1 - recognize that valuation needed to assess tax implications .5

2 - valuation of PCL & Liquid done separately due to di’ferent risks/operating environments .5

Valuation of PCL:

3 - select going concern, support (e.g., history of profits) .5, .5

4 - select CCF or CE or other reasonable method, support .5, .5

5 - explain method

Value calculations for PCL (Schedule 1)

6 - normali2e management salaries of Alan .5

7 . normalize management salaries to Mr. Apple, explain (i.e., assume no replacement .5, .5

required)

8 - add interest/amortization if jse EBITDA or EBIT approach .5

8. . taxes deducted using reasonable rates, support (e.g., assumed purchaser would have no .5, .5

associated entities)

9 - select ME/MCF. support .5, .5

10 - apply reasonable multiple, support: .5

11 - e.g., history of stable earnings .5

12 - e.g., depth of rrgt staff .5

13 - e.g., economic conditions .5

14 - e.g., potential for personal goodwill .5

15 - e.g., potential for synergies

16 - e.g., risk-free rates of return

17 - e.g., other valid .5

18 - e.g., other valid .5

19 - add value of Liquid .

20 - compare value to $2M offer .5 -—

21 - comment on relevance of offer (e.g., not completed, mayor may not reflect potential .5, .5

synergies)
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s
2004 MQE - Suggested Marking Key

___INSIGHT

I Marks Max.

________

Available

22

22.1

23

24

25

26

27

28

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

43.1

.5

.5

.5

.5, .5

.5, .5

.5

.5, .5

‘S

.5, .5

‘S
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- conclude on PCL’s value

- deduct debt if value equity indirectly

other valid

Value of Liquid

- select going concern approach, support

- select method (e.g., market), support

- explain market method

- comment on relevance of recent sale (e.g., arms-length, recent)

- need to review the details of the transaction to confirm relevance

- comment on relevance of investment bankers 2.5 multiple (e.g., hasn’t occurred, market
sentiment could change)

would need to apply marketability discount b/c 2.5 reflects liquidity of public market

- minority discount may (or may not) be relevant — id., discuss (e.g., assume would sell
IPO to individuals or control block to institutions)

-need more info to conclude on minority discount issue (e.g., discussions with
investment banker)

-select method (e.g., DCF), support

-explain method

- indicate can’t be applied here due to no projections

Value calculations for Liquid (Schedule 2)

-select maintainable revenue with support (e.g., $8-10M)

- apply 2.5 multiple

-pro-rate to 10,000 common shares

- deduct reasonable minority discount, support

deduct reasonable marketability discount, support

-conclude on value of Liquid

-reference to financing ($1 00/share)

- calculate goodwill

.5, .5

-5

.5, .5

.5

.5

.5

:

-5

.5, .5

.5, .5

.5

-5
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Section 5: suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s J
2004 MQE - Suggested Marking Key []j INSIGHT

MarkThiZ]

_______

Available

44 other valid .5

Net proceeds on sole of assets (Schedule 3)

45 - loss from MR ($5,500 — 5%)

46 - consider 5.22 election for MR to permit write-off .5

47 - loss is deductible against any income .5

48 - if not used, capital loss which is only deductible against CG .5

49 - inventory income ($31,250— 25% gross margin) .5

50 - recapture from building ($375,000) .5

51 - capital gain from building ($125,000); deduct/consider disposition costs .5, .5

52 - 50% inclusion rate 5

53 - capital dividend amount .5

54 - RDTOH amount .5

55 - capital gain on land ($1 3M); consider disposition costs (e.g., brokerage) .5, 0

56 - 50% inclusion rate [#50 abovej 0

57 - capital dividend amount [#51 above] 0

58 -RDToHamount[#S2above] 0

59 - terminal loss on equipment (550.000): deduct/consider disposition costs .5, .5

60 - capital gain on investment in Liquid; consider disposition costs (e.g., brokerage) .5, .5

61 -50% inclusion rate [#50 above] 0

62 - capital dividend amount [#51 above] 0

63 - RDTOH amount [#52 above] 0

64 -gain on goodwill as business income .5

65 - 50% to CDA

66 - use reasonable corporate tax rates

57 - different rates on TCG & income .5

68 - deduct liabilities ($1 30,C00 current & $1 SM bank loan) .5

69 - calculate deemed dividend Vunds available less PUC of $100) .5
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

______

2004 MQE - Suggested Marking Key ‘‘ • INSIGHT

Marks Mi
Available

70 -deduct CDA .5

71 - calculate $0 capital gain (i.e., funds less deemed dividend less ACC) .5

72 - gross up taxable deemed dividend by 25%, use reasonable personal tax rates (45%), 1.0
deduct dividend tax credit (or implied in tax rate selection)

73 - conclude on net proceeds .5

74 - sale of assets preferable for buyer, explain (e.g., bump in UCC) .5, .5

75 -sale of assets would permit tax deduction on goodwill .5

76 - proceeds on sale of assets could be retained in the company to defer taxes .5
-

77 - other valid (e.g.. stub period earnings) .5

Net proceeds on sole of shores (Schedule 4)

78 - consider if mgt consulting of $100K per year exceeds market
- .5

79 -if so, include in purchase price/reasonable calc .5, .5

80 - calculate CC (en bloc less ACS of $100) .5

81 - inclusion rate (50%) .5

82 - deduct capital gains deduction .5

S3 assume available .5

84 -indicate need to confirm not previously utilized .5

85 - use reasonable personal tax rates (45%) .5

86 conclude on net proceeds .5

87 - sale of shares trarsfers all liabilities .5

88 - likely reps & warranties would cover this aray .5

89 - simpler .5

90 -othervalid .5

91 overall conclusion/recommendation on alternatives .5

Other information requests:

92 - info on the success of Liquid’s new process .5

93 - - cost estimates for products with Liquid’s new process .5

Cooyitg[E Meia;ie 5. Russell. CPA, CA. CBV, CM, cr5, ICP Not to be copied or otherwise reprc-ducel without tier e>.press ,iu’hotization.
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

2004 MQE - Suggested Marking Key

Marks Max.
Available

.
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Sample Marking Keys - 2004 MQE

.

INSIGHT

94 - details of financing available to Liquid .5

95 - competency of staff to take company to production .5

96 - any contingent liabilities in PCL .5

97 - financial statements of PCI. & Liquid .5

95 projections of PCL & Liquid .5

99 . tax returns of PCL & Liquid/tax info .5

100 - asset appraisals 5

101 - personal customer relationships 5

102 - discussion with mgt

103 - industr3’ info .5

104 -othervalid

Total 20.0

Obtained
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Section 5: suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

______

2004 MQE - Suggested Marking Key • INSIGHT

Marks Max
- Available

Question 3 (25 marks)

Part i) - 20 marks

Overview considerations:

1 - Mr. Rider’s minority interest means that he cannot control financing, operational or .5
investment decisions/discussion minority situation

2 however, Mr. Alda can — 75% .5

3 - minority shareholder rights exist in corporations act 5

4 oppression remedy relates to abusive/unfairly detrimental conduct of majority .5
shareholder

S - proving oppression can be difficult .5

6 - costly undertaking if proceed to trial .5

7 . should consult experienced counsel .5

8 use FV for oppression

9 - define FV (e.g., usually FMV without minority discount), quote case (e.g., Domglas) .5, .5

10 - define FMV .5

11 can also include premium in situations of forcible taking/not relevant here

12 . valuation date reeds to be defined, should be date of alleged oppression .5, .5

13 assume currentvaluation date/reasonable other date .5

14 . indicate calculations are preliminary/subject to change upon receipt of additional .5
information, etc.

14.1 . indicate opinion most appropriate for court

15 indicate what’s beingvatued (i.e., 25% shareholding of Mr. Rider) .5

16 . select going concern approach, support (e.g., expected future increases) .5, .5

17 . select capitalized cash flow/earnings method, support .5, .5

18 - explain selected method .5

Valuation calculations (Schedu/es I & 2);

19 . normalize license fees (e.g., decrease 40%) .5

20 assume IT Pros report is accurate .5

Copyright Mela:Le E. Russell, CPA, cA. cay, GM, crr. TEP. Not to be copied ur otherwise reproduced without her express authorization.
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

2004 MQE - Suggested Marking Key lLt1 INSIGHT

Marks Max.

——____________________

Available

21 - normalize bad debts .5

22 - add depreciation/amortization .5

23 - normalize severance .5

24 - estimate forecast corporate file revenue (10% increase in 2004,14% in 2004) .5

25 -estimate forecast government file revenue ($14M) .5

26 - deduct salaries (e.g., 45% of revenues) .5

2] - deduct G&A

28 - select maintainable EBITDAIcI, support .5, .5

29 -deduct income taxes using reasonable rate .5

30 - dedjct sustaining capex .5

31 - net of tax shield, reasonable calc .5, .5

32 - select reasonable multiples/capitalization rates, support: .5

33 - decreasing corporate sales (negative) .5

34 - around since 1998 (positive) .5

35 - stable government business (positive) .5

36 - risk of rebidding governmert contract in 2 years (negative) .5

37 - TAB low (negative) .5

38 - risk-’ree rares of return .5

39 - other valid .5

- other valid .5

41 - add vaLe of loss carryforwards .5

42 - tied to maintainable EBFDNcf .5

43 - use reasonable/consistent tax rate .5

44 -discount for time value 8,/or risk of utilization, support: .5

45 - risk of attaining positive taxable income before expiry .5

46 - risk of losses flowing through to third party purchaser .5

4] - add tax shield on existing assets (if use CCF) .5

Copyright Melanre E. Russell, (P.4, CA. CG, CM. C, TtP. Not to be copied or otherwise reproduced without her express authorization.
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s I
2004 MQE - Suggested Marking Key

____

INSIGHT

I Marks
J:ii Available

48 - deduct debt, support (e.g., discuss whether equity or debt) .5

49 - deduct value of preferred shares .5

50 - value based on liquidation feature, compare 25% rate of return to market, calculate .5,5, .5
value using excess return for 3 years

51 - value on converted basis, calc 50% interest tie to total calculated equity value .5,5, .5

52 - value on redemption basis, compare 25% rate of return to market, calculate value .5, .5, .5
using excess return for 3 years

53 - comment/conclude on appropriate value (e.g., higher of the two methods) .5

54 - consider likelihood of co being able to pay liquidation or redemption amount .5, .5
potential discount to share value if cannot meet obligation

55 - overall value conclusion .5

56 - apply Mr. Rider’s 25% interest .5

57 -other valid .5

58 - other valid

38.5 20.0

Part ii) — S marks

Alternatives:

59 - disallow Housing to lease the software from Network .5

60 - discuss (e.g.. but software is critical to the business, can replacements be found?) .5, .5

61 appoint receiver to liquidate .5

62 - discuss (e.g., value is likely greater as going concern, employees will lose job) .5, .5

63 - amend Articles of Incorporation or bylaws .5

64 - discuss (e.g., all contracts to be reviewed by all shareholders, all contractsftransactions .5, .5
at market rates)

65 -enter into shareholders’ agreement if none, or review if one exists .5

66 discuss (e.g., value basis may be included) .5, .5

67 - appoint outside/independent director .5

68 - discuss (e.g., can oversee the business operations) .5. .5

69 - ask Mr. Alda to purchase his shares .5
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

2004 MQE - Suggested Marking Key jJINSIGHT

Marks Max.

Available

70 - oiscuss .5

71 - ask for contract to be set aside .5

72 - discuss .5, .5

73 -other valio .5

74 -othervalid .5

Total 11.5 5.0

Obtained
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Section 5: suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s
2005 MQE - Suggested Marking Key 11.3 INSIGHT

Marks Max.

____________ ________________

Available

Question 1 (55 marks)

Critique Renort

Terms of Reference

1 - specify critique under S.410 .5

2 - id. other report (i.e., ABC report) .5

3 - specify purpose (i.e., to support oppression claim by Mr. Rouge) .5

4 . brief background on matter .5

5 - specify VDate .5

6 - discuss appropriate VDate (i.e., Mr. Rouge still shareholder) or may need update of .5, .5
reports to Court date

5 . need input from the lawyer on appropriate VDate .5

7 - define FMV [in either report — but only once] .5

Scope of review [same point only awarded once between the 2 reports]

8 - A8C report

g - discussions with counsel .5

10 - information provided by the White’s about the company .5

11 - industry info from the White’s .5

12 -othervalid .5

13 . scope limitationS haven’t held discussions with Mr. Rouge .5

14 . scope limitation — other valid .5

is - haven’t audited, reviewed or otherwise verified financial info provided/no corroboration .5

16 - comments not equivalent to valuation opinion .5

Restrictions & limitations [in either report - but only oncel

17 . special purchasers not considered .5

18 - de’ine special purchasers .5

19 - business not exposed for sale .5

2D - if so, price may exceed FMV; explain (e.g., different negotiation abilities, not in$, .5, .5
different info)
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

2005 MQE - Suggested Marking Key LLL!11 INSIGHT

F :rL Marks

.LJ Available

21 - report not to be distributed without consent; not for general circulation .5

22 - reserve the right to change analysis .5

23 - intenoed for stated purposes .5

24 - not responsible for losses from reliance outside of stated purpose .5

25 - restrict liability to fees charged .5

26 - entire report (mci. schedules) to be read collectively .5

27 -other valid .5

Critique points

28 - Mr. Chardonnay is not a CBV .5

29 - Mr. Chardonnay does not appear to be independent (broker) .5

30 - professional valuation reporting standards not followed in ABC report: examples: .5

31 - no assumptions .5

32 - qualificatiors not fully listed .5 —

33 - purpose of report not listed .5

34 - level of assurance provided is unclear .5

35 - briefly discuss various valuation engagements (comprehensive, estimate, calculation) .5

36 - conclude as to type of ergagement prepared or not prepared .5

37 - support (e.g., no tour of premises) .5

38 - support (e.g., no discussions with the White’s) .5

39 -support (e.g., no review of supporting documentation/corroboration) .5

40 - VDate not specified .5

41 - possibility for changes in value between Dec. 31, 2004 &june 30, 2005 (e.g., quashing .5

of expansion plan)

42 - possibility for changes in value between Dec. 31, 2004 &June 30, 2005 (other valid) .5

43 - using hindsight may be appropriate to test reasonableness of assumption as to .5, .5

expansion plans. ability to raise financing, forecasts, etc. at Dec. 31,2004

44 . mention relevant case on hindsight .5

45 - FMV definition is U.S.
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s
2005 MQE - Suggested Marking Key LJ INSIGHT

Marks Max.
Available

46

47

48

49

50

51

52

53

54

55

56

57

58

59

60

61

62

64

65

66

67

68

69

70

71

.5

.5

.5

.5

.5

.5, .5

.5, .5

.5

.5

.5

.5

.5

.5, .5

.5

.5

.5

.5

1.0
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id, differences in U.S. & Cdr. defns (e.g., highest price not specified in U.S.)

i.d. differences in U.S. & Cdn. def’ns (e.g., open & unrestricted market not specified in
U.S.)

- id. differences in U.S. & Cdn. defns (e.g., prudent parties not specified in U.S.)

i.d. differences in U.S. & Cdn. def’ns (e.g., arms’ length parties not specified in U.S.)

question value def’n should be fair value since oppression is being claimed

- oppression relates to unfairly prejudicial actions; this requires legal determiration

oppression may be questionable because Rouge wasn’t excluded from operations,
was provided with access to acctg records presumably

oppression may be questiorable because qu ashing of expansion plan affected all
shareholders/related to a business decision not to thwart his right to exercise the option

oppression may be questionable (other valid)

usually F”) & FMV differ as no minority discount deducted

- mention case indicatirg no minority discount (e.g., Domgias)

if FMV appropriate, discount may be significant/quantify because:

no shareholders’ agreement

- White’s have 80%/controlling shareholding exists

Mr. Rouge not on Board

Mr. Rouge has only 20%- insufficient to block special resolutions

- illiquidity of private company holdings

other valid

value appears to be enterprise not equity value

- therefore, value of debt needs to be deducted (consistent with the “debt’ useo in :he
D/E ratio); significant amcunt at up to S2.7M

- value of preferred shares also need to be deducted

- calculate indicated multiples (e.g., Ent Value/normalized EBITDA)

- calculate indicated multiples (e.g.. Ent Value/revenue)

- calculate indicated multiples (e.g., other valid

compare to benchmarks & conclude on reasonableness of indicated multiples/values

.5

.5

.5

.5

.5

.5

.5
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Section 5: suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

2005 MQE - Suggested Marking Key [L!1S INSIGHT

r Marks

______

Available

72 - reliance on forecas:s/projections by ABC not warranted, support: .5

73 - likely optimistic since used for financing .5

74 - growth rate higher than wire industry .5

75 - projectior.s after 2007 based on mgts representations; speculative .5, .5

76 - insufficient due diligence/analysis undertaken by ABC .5

77 - forecast not detailed in terms of expenses .5

78 - no balance sheet or cash flow statement prepared to ensure forecast ‘ties in” .5

79 - 100,000 cases per year’ co’s capacity of 80,000 .5

80 - to achieve this level, requires investment in equipment .5

81 - questionable if the equipment could be financed .5

82 - up-front repackaging costs for PLC channel not considered .5

83 - COGS as constant % of sales along with declining unit revenues implies efficiency .5

gains - questionable

84 - selling costs at 25% may be too low based on higher costs re: PLC channel .5

85 - G&A at 10% may be overstated .5

86 - income taxes nor considered although tax losses will be used up in 2005 .5

87 - other valid re: use of projections .5

88 - DCF methocology incorrect, support:

89 - income approach not appropriate since future SCE differs from depreciation; also to .5, .5, .5

support 00,000 cases; impact on value

90 - supporting calcs

91 . no consideration of working capital; impact on value .5, .5

92 - no consideration of capital injection to pay suppliers: impact on value .5, .5

93 - after-tax discount rate used but no income taxes deducted; impact on value .5, .5

94 - interest should be deducted since using WACC .5

95 - loss carryforwards appear to be overstated because they weren’t tax-effected; impact .5, .5

on value

96 - timing of utilization of the LCFs not considered/present valued; impact on value .5, .5
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

_____

2005 MQE - Suggested Marking Key ‘• INSIGHT

I Marks Max.
L.__ - Available

97 . legal claim not tax-effected; impact on value .5,5

98 - legal claim not present valued; impact on value .5, .5

99 - likelihood of legal claim not assessed/claims usually overstated .5

100 - discount rate & multiples overstated, support: .5

101 - P/E multiple used for terminal value is EBITDA multiple; impact on value .5, .5

102 - use of avg public co EBITDA multiples questionable due to small popula:ior & wide .5, .5, .5
range of multiples; impact on value

103 - larger cos have higher EBITDA multiples — use of small comparables more relevant .5

104 - public co mJtiples need to be adjusted to compare to private cos. support: .5

105 - liquidityfmarketability .5

106 - availability of info .5

107 - acctg policies used .5

108 - assurance provided on financial statements (i.e., audit for public cos) .5

109 -depth of mgt

110 . public co trading prices may reflect minority discount .5

111 -othervalid .5.5

112 - considering HWL to be income trust candidate not appr3pria:e .5

13 . small size .5

114 - unstable cash flows/other valid .5

115 - CAPM not adjusted for co-specific risks .5

116 - CAPM not adjusted for small size .5

117 - CAPM assumes diversified portfolio

118 - other comments on CAPM .5

119 - risk-free rate too low/should be long-term basis to match term of investment .5

120 - consider whether forecast or actual risk-free rate should be used .5

121 - long-term interest rate seems low/no premLm over prime .5

122 - should be based on long-term rate .5

123 use of industry-wide beta inappropriate, support (e.g., doesn’t account for leverage, .5, .5,
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

2005 MQE - Suggested Marking Key LLL!JS INSIGHT

r’r Marks Max.

I Available

includes non-alcoholic beverage cos. includes more diversified & larger cos, etc.) .5, .5

124 - calc adjusted beta/re-lever bera using reasonable comparable for DIE .5

125 - DIE of 75/25 unsupported .5

126 . should reflect market/industry rates .5

127 - if use DIE of 75/25, required rates of return on HWL’s equity should be higher .5

128 - overall conclusion that WACC too low; impact on value .5, .5

129 - end-of-year discounting incorrectly used for 2005-2007/should be mid-year .5, .5

discounting; impact on value

1 3D -terminal value PV factor too low since brought back 4 yrs vs. 3; impact on value .5, .5

131 - questionable why premium for control added/ABC’s value is en bloc (i.e., control) .5

132 - question whether or not the PIE multiple for terminal value includes minority disc, .5, .5

support (e.g., marketable)

133 - may not be appropriate to use average takeover multiples given huge divergence .5

134 - may not be appropriate to use average takeover multiple since cos may not be .5

comparable

135 - takeover multiples may reflect synergies rather than control premiums .5

136 - discuss when synergies reflected in notional valuations (e.g., when evidence exists of .5

special purchasers & synergies that may exist)

137 - mention court case on issue of synergies .5

138 - Mr. Rouge has 20% of shareholdings not 30% .5

t39 - conditions giving rise to entitlement to exercise 10% not met .5

140 - impact of 10% option irrelevant b/c Mr. Rouge would have to pay 10% of value to .5

obtain 10% of value around VDate (i.e., no incremental value to option)

141 - no support for 30% premium for forcible taking .5

142 - even if oppression exists, no evidence of forcible taking; but this is legal determination .5, .5

143 - example court cases applying force out premium (e.g., Domglas, Investissement Mont .5

Soleil)

144 - other valid .5

145 - other valid .5

146 - other valid .5
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s
2005 MQE - Suggested Marking Key

_____

INSIGHT

I Marks Max.

L

__________ ________________________

Available

147 -other valid

148 - other valid

calculation of Value Report

Terms of Reference

49 - id. asset being valued (Mr. Rouge’s 20% interest)

150 - specify VDate [award at #5 or here, not twice]

151 - specify purpose

152 - specify calculation report, discuss level of assurance/minimal corroboration

153 - not enough work to provide estimate or comprehensive report

154 •conclusions may significantly change if estimate or comprehensive report done

155 - utilize same approaches as ABC, or discuss approach used

Assumptions [in either report - but only once]

156 - appropriate value definition

157 - no premium for control

158 - no premium for forcible taking

159 - tax rate of 35% is appropriate/tax rates will continue

160 -projections are reasonable & still applicable or adjusted on some basis

161 - no info that hasn’t been considered

162 - stability beyond 2007

163 - no capex other than $1 M for new pronuction equipment, avg thereafter at $x

164 - x # of barrels required per year

165 -W/Cof$x

166 - shareholders can redeem preferrea shares/other re: value of P/S

167 - other valid

168 -other valid

Valuation Calculations
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Section 5: suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

2005 MQE - Suggested Marking Key tLLI INSIGHT

Marks Max.

_______

Available

FMV crilcs (Exhibit 1)

169 -adddep .5

170 - add interest exp .5

171 - deduct market salaries for the White’s

172 -deduct income taxes using reasonable rate .5

173 - deduct capex — equipment barrels .5, .5

174 - net of tax shield, reasonable calc .5, .s

‘15 - working capital adjustment .5

176 - apply reasonable discount rate

177 - brief explanation of discount rate ..

WACC & CAPM calculation (Exhibit 2)

. . -

178 - use of long-term GOC

179 -add reasonable equity risk premium .5

180 - adjust beta using normal DIE 5

181 - support with calcs

182 -selection of reasonable DIE ratio, support:

183 -comparable companies - smaller .5

184 - other valid .5

185 . s&ect reasonable cost of long-term debt .5

186 - adjust to after-tax using consistent/reasonable tax rate - .5

187 - calculate cost of equity using CAPM & info given .5

188 - add reasonable specific company premium; support: .5

189 - small size of co

190 - reliance on wine-makerslexposure .5

191 -past quality issues .5

192 - exposure to fluctuations in grape prices .5

193 - exposure to local growing conditions/weather .5
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s
2005 MQE - Suggested Marking Key “• INSIGHT

Marks Max.
Available

194 - weak financial position [although should be accounted for in re-levering beta and .5
selecting market DIE ration)

195 - excess support of wines .5

196 - competitive industry .5

197 - domestic wine sales reduction through PLC/overall market decrease .5

198 -VQAlabel .5

199 - PCL mandate to promote local wines .5

200 - loyal customer base .5

201 - quality awards .5

202 - modern equipment .5

203 - other valid .5

204 - other valid .5, .5

205 - apply reasonable terminal multiple .5

206 - adjust for inflation/growth using reasonable rates .5

207 - discount to VDate using selected oiscount rates .5

208 - deduct initial equipment purchase, consider PV .5. .5

209 - add PV of tax shield, reasonable calc -N s

210 - and PV of existing tax shield, reasonable calc .5, .5

211 - add value of legal claim, net of tax, consider PV & contingency factor .5,5,
.5, .5

212 - add value of LCP at 35% rate, consider PV .5, .5

213 deduct W/C injection -$200,000 .5

214 - deduct interest-bearing debt from resulting enterprise value — bank loan & due to .5, .5
White’s (or if value equity directly, deduct normal interest expense)

215 - deduct value of p/s .5

216 - overall value conclusion .5

217 - apply 20% irterest .5

218 - deduct minority discount (if used FMV) [award marks for support in critique section) .5
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

2005 MQE - Suggested Marking Key ILL!J. INSIGHT

I Marks Max.

-

j Available

If value equityoirectly. calculate redundant leverage:

219 . debt to eqity ratios .5

220 - security review 5

221 - working capital ratio .5

222 - interest coverage ratio

223 - conclude on appropriate level of capacity .5

224 - other valid .5

225 - other valid

Reasonability tests:

226 - TAB — likely = BV of S/E .5

227 - calc indicated goodwill .5

228 - relate goodwill to something (e.g., rormalized earnings), comment on reasonability .5, .5

229 . relate value conclusion to 2005 normalized EBITDA .5

230 - relate value conclusion to 2004 normalized EBITDA .5

231 - relate value conclusion to 2005 EBITDA .5

232 . relate value conclusion to 2004 revenue .5

233 . relate value conclusion to 2005 revenue .5

234 - compare to multiples of Master Wines/Amazing Wines .5

235 compare to takeover multiples in Vintage Wines transactiors .5

236 - calc multiple of trailing revenues, both deals 5,5

237 - calc multiples of trailing EBI1’DA, both deals 5.5

238 - comment on comparability (e.g., transactions were non-cash, FMV assumes cash deal) .5

239 - comment on comparability (e.g.. synergies were anticipated) .5

240 - third party investors were not prepared to accept 19% for $1 .2M .5

241 . implies ceiling value of $6.3M & enterprise value less than $x .5, .5

242 -implied value at time guarantee provided by Mr. White - reasonable calc (e.g., indicated .5, .5,
equity value - # of shares to be issued, indicated enterprise value — consider P/S, due to .5, .5

WhiteCo)
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s
2005 MQE - Suggested Marking Key ‘1 INSIGHT

I I Marks Max.
Available
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243 - overall Conclusion Ofl reasonability of values .5

244 - other valid .5

245 - other valid .5

58.5 20.0

Professional Capability Marks

Appropriateness of response

246 - report meets client’s needs (e.g., concepts explained, quantification performed) 1.0

247 - addresses all parts of the required (i.e., must do critique & value calcs separately) .5

Communication

248 response was clear, well planned & organized .5

Balance (quantitative & qualitative)

249 - response was not balanced 0.0

250 - response was somewhat balanced

251 - response was appropriately balanced 1.0 —.

Professional judgment

252 - weak PJ demonstrated 0.0

253 -limited Pj demonstrated 5

254 - reasonable pj demonstrated 1.0

255 - solid Pj demonstrated 1.5

Total

Obtained 55.0
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Section 5: suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s I
2005 MQE - Suggested Marking Key ILL!1 INSIGHT

Marks Max.

_____

Question 2 (20 marks)

1 - purpose to assess appropriateness of premium to Mr. Orange relative to sale proceeds .5

received by Citrus s/bs in June 2005

2 - not been engaged to prepare fairness opinion .5

3 - not been engaged to prepare valuation conclusion .5

4 - any discussions/correspondence is privileged .5

5 - no legal advice provided .5

6 - based on limited review/analysis, no discussions .5, .5

7 insufficient info to assess whether any fundamental/structural change in the co or its .5

industry betweenjune & Aug. 2005 OR need to get such info

8 insufficient info as to any required normalization adjustments OR need to get such info .5

9 - no projections/forecasts OR need to get such info .5

10 - other valid restrictions/limitations .5

11 - other valid restrictions/limitations .5

12 - quantify indicated en bloc value of Citrus of $8M based on June 2005 transaction .5

13 - if minority discount applied to the 25%, indicated en bloc value would be higher .5

14 - to assess reasonableness of $4M “premium” to Mr. Orange, need to determine value of .5

Citrus atJune 2005 & Aug. 2005/other discussion as to approach

15 . analysis assumes no fundamental/structural change between the two dates .5

16 - select valuation approach (e.g., asset-based), support: .5

17 - historical operating losses .5

18 -assumes no unusual, non-recurring, non-market transactions that would indicate .5

reported losses not real

19 indicate reasonable assumption b/c until June 2005, there was 25% minority .5

holdings in Citrus

20 -assumes projections wouldn’t significantly differ from historical results .5

21 - recognize that most valuable unreported asset owned by Citrus may be tax losses - .5

requires vaIn

22 -special purchaser synergies/economic value-added may be another reason for the .5

“premium”
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Section 5: suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s
2005 MQE - suggested Marking Key INSIGHT

Marks Max. I
-

-- Available

23 - recognize that may be value in UCC’s also .5

24 - we aren’t tax experts: have relied on Mr. Orange’s advice being correct .5

25 - discuss ways Lettuce could utilize the losses (e.g., amalgamate Citrus & Lettuce, transfer .5,5,
productive assets, wind up Citrus to Lettuce) .5

Value calculations for LCF (Schedule 1)

26 - assumption that another co could utilize the loss .5

27 - otherwise, questionable how much would be paid by one bidder .5

28 - change in control will occur .5

29 - therefore, deemed year-end & loss of one year of LCF period .5

30 - would lose $30M of tax losses in 2007 without deal/must be jtilized immediately on .5
change in conrrol

31 - calc tax losses of Citrus for 2000 to 2004 .5

32 ‘add dep’n .5

33 -2004 losses can be carried forward 10 years (change in tax rules effective Mar22/04) .5 -- —

34 - doesn’t appear that Citrus could utilize all or most of the LCFs on a standalone basis .5

35 - vaIn bases (e.g., market/rule of thumb, specific to Lettuce) .5, .5

Market/rule of thumb basis:

36 - discuss appropriateness of rule of thumb (e.g., usually too general, but may be .5,5,
developed from actual transactions, other valid) .5

37 - calc price to loss for 3 comparables .5

38 - comment on comparability/relevance (e.g., diff md) .5

39 - comment on comparability/relevance (e.g., Software is non-arms’ length) .5

40 - tomment on comparability/relevance (e.g., Software was non-cash deal - not equal to .5
- FMV)

41 - comment on comparability/relevance (e.g.. fairness opinion re: Software doesn’t = FMV) .5

42 - comment on comparability/relevance (e.g., limited mkt for Manufacturing deal) .5

43 - comment on comparability/relevance (e.g., Manufacturing & Retail were arms’ length) .5

44 -comment on comparability/relevance (e.g., lack of info re: Retail transaction) .5

45 - comment on comparability/relevante (e.g., comparables may be larger than Citrus) .5 —
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

______

2005 MQE - Suggested Marking Key tLL!IA INSIGHT

Marks Max.

__________

Available

46 - comment on comparability/relevance (e.g., other valid) .5

47 - comment on comparability/relevance (e.g., other valid) .5

48 - select % based on comparables .5

49 - consider rvlr. Orange’s comments of 10% (020% .5

50 - calc rule of thumb basis .5

51 -other valid .5, .s

Value to Lettuce basis (Schedule 2)

52 - Lettuce is special purchaser .5

53 select approach (e.g., DCF). support .5, .5

54 - assign Citrus’ LCFs based on Lettuce’s 2005-2007 pre-tax earnings (i.e., for carryforward) 1.0

55 . recognize that carryback not permitted .5

56 - assume dep’n/or assume no depn in historical results .5

57 recognize some balances expire/quantify 1.0

58 - apply tax rate of 35% .5

59 . apply reasonable disc rate, support: .5

60 - per research analysts, cost of capital is 12% (015% .5

61 - risk of reliance on projections .5

62 - risk associated with Lettuce’s operations in generating sufficient future taxable income .5

63 . risk re: tax rules .5

64 -otbervalid .5

65 - overall conclusion as to value of LCFs .5

Value calculations for nergies (Schedule 3)

66 . recognition that synergies & LCFs should be valued separately due to risk oifferential .5

67 . select approach (e.g., discounted differential cash flow), support .5, .5

68 - assumes Mr. Orange’s estimates of synergies are accurate (i.e., from Appendix 2) .5

69 - select maintainable/future earnings for Lettuce .5

70 - reflect future earrings/loss from Citrus .5
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s
2005 MQE - Suggested Marking Key ILL!1 INSIGHT

71 - add COS savings re: Citrus .5

72 - add savings on Lettuce warehousing .5

73 - add admin savings .5

74 - deduct LCF5/tracking 1.0

75 - recognize there may be other costs of realizing synergies, examples: .5

76 severance, professional fees, etc. .5, .5

77 - calc taxes at 35% .5

78 - calc residual value inc .5

79 - calc differential income .5

80 - apply reasonable disc rate/multiple, support .5

81 - alternative rates of return/risk-free rates .5

82 - reliance on projections .5

83 - risk related to the cos’ operations .5

84 risk associated with realizing synergies .5

85 - risk associated with tax loss utilization .5

86 - other valid .5, .5

87 - reflect growth in terminal multiple .5

88 - overall conclusion as to value of synergies .5

89 - overall conclusion as to value of Citrus & Lettuce combined .5

90 compare to Si 2M price 8€/or S8M implied value based on payment to mm s/bs, .5
comment:

91 . e.g., prudent purchaser may not pay 100% of value of synergies .5

92 - e.g., could be re: mm discount .5

93 explain mm discount (e.g., can’t impact timing of sale or their cash flows, can’t .5
readily sell shareholdings)

94 - calc implied mm discount, comment on reasonableness: .5

95 . Mr. Orange has 75%/significant majority/sufficient to approve special resolutions .5

96 - co’s history of losses .5
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

2005 MQE - Suggested Marking Key [Lit INSIGHT .
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Marks Max.
Available

97

98

99

100

101

102

103

104

105

-

106

107

108

109

110

111

112

113

114

115

116

--

117

118

119

120

- lack of dividend-paying history

- value of Citrus on its own is derived from tax losses; close to expiration

- Mr. Orange has 75%/significant majority/sufficient to approve special resolutions

- private co — lack of liquidity

- other valid

- minority discount N/A in oppression remedy scenario

- refer to case involving oppression remedy

- doesn’t appear to be oppression since shares were willingly sold: but this is legal
determination

- if oppression proved, FV to be used

- P1 generally means FMV without a discount

- refer to case involvirg meaning of FV

- Mr. Orange has duty to minority shareholder as majority shareholder & director,
examples:

- to Citrus in general

- to act honestly in Citrus’ best interest

‘to disclose an interest in a contract involving Citrus

- not to appropriate corporate opportunity/property

- fiduciary duty to shareholders in sale of shares or takeover bid situations

- other valid

-maybe issue that Mr. Orange used insider info re: potential Lettuce deal to profit

- quantify potential FV of Citrus

- overall preliminary conclusion as to reasonability of “prernim”

- additional information required to provide final conclusion

- consider obtaining fairness opinion

-other valid

Total

Obtained

.

.5

-

-5,-s

‘5

‘5

-5

-5

‘5

.5, .5

‘5

‘5

‘5

‘5

-5

‘5

‘5

‘5

‘5

-5

-5

‘5

‘5

‘5

‘5

68.5
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Section 5; Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

______

2005 MQE - Suggested Marking Key ‘‘ • INSIGHT

I Marks Max.

_______________

Available

Question 3 (25 marks)

1 - objective to compare FMV of Katz brands to FMV of consideration offered .5

2 - purpose — to assist Mr. Katz in assessing financial fairness of offer .5

3 - not been engaged to prepare valuation conclusion .5

4 - analysis is based on limited info/scope of review/analysis .5

5 -more work required to provide a conclusion, examples: .5

6 - no discussions with n’.gt .5

7 - no market research .5

8 . other valid .5

9 - other valid .5

Analysis of offer:

10 - offered price needs to be adjusted to cash to equate to FMV basis .5

11 - $25M shares are restricted for 5 years — therefore, not equal value to freely traded .5
shares; discount should consider:

12 . volatility of Fiery’s stock prices/general decline in prices .5

13 . use put option theory, explain (i.e., lock-in profit/current price by buying put option; .5, .5
cost of put option reflects marketability discount)

14 - need option pricing model (e.g., 8lack-Scholes, binomial model) .5, .5

15 - or look at guideline options .5

16 - caic indicated discounts using put option prices given .5

17 - cost of put options on Fiery’s stock has been increasing which may indicate higher disc 1.0, .5
warranted, market perceives risk of the stock to be higher

18 - cost of call options on Fiery’s stock has been decreasing which may indicate higher 1.0, .5
disc warranted, market perceives less upside to the stock

19 - caic wtd avg disc, at two disc factors 1.0,
1.0

20 -. - % ownership of Fiery by Katz will depend on future stock prices .5

21 - caic ownership of Katz currently (e.g., 20%) .5

22 - but could be higher due to apparently decreasing stock price .5
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Section 5: suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

______

2005 MQE - suggested Marking Key LLL1S INSIGHT

I
Marks Max.

-
-

__________

Available

23 - comment on indicated % (e.g., minority position) .5

24 - comment on indicated % (e.g., exposed to market risk as can only get $ out through .5

selling shares)

25 - extent of control over % of Fiery may depend on ownership of remaining shares OR .5

assume would rot be in control position

26 - Katz’s % interest in Fiery maybe large enough block to warrant blockage discount .5

27 - b/c can’t liquidate portfolio immediately .5

28 - calc period to sell Katz’s interest in Fiery after restriction period up .5

29 - calc indicated discounts using put option prices given .5

30 - restricted stock stjdies indicate discounts ranging from 0% - 90%, but 20% 40% avg .5

31 - relevance of such studies eg., cover U.S. stocks) — — .5

32 - relevance of such studies (e.g., some are older) .5

33 - relevance of such studies (e.g., restriction periods in U.S. were 2 years for some .5

time, then 1 year)

34 - relevance of such studies (e.g., other valid) .5

35 - may need to make adjustments to reflect Fiery’s conditions (e.g., vola:ilit), operating .5, .5.

results, vesting period. other valid) .5, .5

36 - need to review recent stock trades of Fiery to check for related party transactions, .5,5,

insider trading, other unusual trading activity .5

37 . overall conclusion as to marketability/etc. discount & share value .5, .5

38 - mgt contract is at his current/economic remuneration, indicating no share value .5

transferred to mgt contract

39 . but he only has to work 30 hours per week — therefore, higher than market value .5

40 - calc value of mgt contract, use low disc rate .5, .5

41 - conclude or whether n’igt contract should be included in caic of FMV .5

42 - non-compete agmt for long term & wide area - enforceability is in question .5

43 - Katz should get legal advice on the agmt .5

44 . potential lost salary of $5M salary ($500K x 10 yrs) .5

45 - calc PV of lost salary, use low disc rate .5, .5

46 - consider reasonability of Katz not getting replacement work (e.g.. only 35) .5
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s
2005 MQE - Suggested Marking Key

__L.

- need to discuss Katz’s plans with him

- conclude on whether non-compete should be included in calc of FMV

- overall conclusion as to value of consideration for the Brand .5

-othervalid .5

- other valid .5

Intangible value calcs:

- need to segregate value of intangibles into their components .5

- disc..,ss valuation approaches for intangibles (e.g., cost), brief description .5,

-discuss valuation approaches for intangibles (e.g., market), brief description

- discuss valuation approaches for intangibles (e.g., income/cash flow), brief description

Cost approach:

- rebranding initiative done at nominal cost — therefore, not a reasonable reflection of .5
value

- mktg expenditure/future savings replacement cost calc - $240K after-tax x 30 stores x 3 1.0
years

- comment on goodwill on acquisition of restaurant chairs (only reflects brand value on .5
acquisitions)

- other valid .5

- overall conclusion on relevance of this approach .5

Market approach:

- difficult to find comparables .5

- Crème & Loose Goose acquisitions likely involved no brand acquisition since single .5
outlet, family run, etc.

- Crème is high-end while Katz is medium-end

- Grill House was renamed after the transaction - therefore, brand value questionable

- compare md multiples to deal multiples & commert (e.g., premium multiple)

but md multiples likely include non-Brand assets

- nd may be derived from non-con-parable cos(e.g.. market, size, TAB)

- synergies may be reflected in some deals -

____________
-
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Marks Max.
Available

5j

___

.5, .5

47

48

49

50

51

52

53

54

55

56

5]

58

59

60

61

62

63

64

65

66

67

68

.5

.5, .5

.5, .5

.5

.5

1.0

.5

.5



Section 5: suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

2005 MQE - Suggested Marking Key

Market approach — relief from royafty:

- explain approach

- selection of maintainable revenue

- select market royalty tate based on given info

- consider that rates derived from some corporate-run operations

- most comparables are larger than Katz

-

- Katz’s EBITDA margins exceed md levels - therefore, may warrant higher royalty rates

-most comparables are quick service vs. full service like Katz

- composition of “other services” not known

- other valid

- calc incremental margin of Katz

- relate to royalty rates

- studies exist to support higher royalty rates if higher profit situations

.5

.5

.5

.5

- select reasonable disc rate .5

- Katz’s expected rate of return on Grilihouse of 15% .5

- ird EBITDA multiples -

_______________

.5 —

- nominal long-term capex requirements .5

- md avg rates of return on assets — 6% to 12% .5

- indicates higher rates of return on intangible assets b/c debt would relate to tangible .5

assets/lenders prefer secured lending of tangible assets vs. intangibles

88 - reasonable asset life utilized, support (e.g., stale-dating after 3 yrs, Katz brand has higher .5, .5,

margins, diversity, longevity) .5, .5

89 -select reasonable growth (e.g., inflation) .5

90 - overall conclusion on relief from royalty values .5

91 - other valid .5

92 other valid .5

Market approach — excess earnings:
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INSIGHT

I.

Marks Max. I
Available I

70

71

72

73

74

75

76

77

78

79

80

81

82

83

84

85

86

87

.5

.5

.5

.5

.5

.5

.5

.5

.5

.

.

.



Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s
2005 MQE - Suggested Marking Key fLL!14 INSIGHT

I Marks Max.

__j \ Available

93 - explain approach .5

g4
- calc TAB (SIE + due to Katz — intangibles book value) .5, .5,

.5

95 - assume FMV of capital assets - NBV .5

96 - select maintainable earnings, with support .5

97 - need to obtain information to normalize .5

98 -need to obtain projections/forecasts/budgets .5

99 discuss whether synergies shoulo be reflected .5

100 -— — - seller cant access synergies other than via transaction. .5

101 - -quantum & timing of synergies unknown .5

102 - other valid .5

103 ‘deduct economic dep’n on cap assets, reasonable assumption as to economic life .5, .5

104 -deduct reasonable return on other assets (i.e., working capital), support (e.g., corporate- .5, .5
owned comparables)

105 -deducttaxes .5

106 - apply reasonable disc rate Lmarks for support awarded in relieffrom royalty .5
sectioN

07 - overall conclusion on excess earnings values .5

108 - other valid .5

109 - other valid .5

110 - compare value figures under various approaches, comment .5, .5

111 - compare value conclusion to offer, comment on reasonableness of offer .5, .5

112 - consider negotiating for more of offer in cash, reduced vesting period, other valid .5, .5,
.5

113 -othervalid .5

114 -othervalid 5

Total 74.0 25.0

Obtained
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s
2006 MQE - Suggested Marking Key

- INSiGHT

r Marks Max.
1

Available

Question 1(50 marks)

Part 1 - Draft Report

Terms of Reference

1 - id. asset being valued (9,000 Class A common shares ofjMC) .5

2 - specify valuation assurance level provided .5

3 - specify Voate (Dec. 31, 2004) .5

- specify purpose (i.e., income tax) .5

- define FMV .5

Scope of review

6
- F/S for 2000-2004 .5

- discussions with mgt .5

8
- real estate appraisal . . .5

- other valid (e.g., industry/market info) .5

10
- haven’taudited, reviewed or otherwise verified financial info provided/no corroboration .5

- estimate not equivalent to comprehensive valuation report, explain (e.g., limited financial .5,5, .5
& operational documentation reviewed, heavier reliance on mgt representations)

12
- conclusions may significantly change if comprehensive report done .5

Restrictions & limitorions

13
- special purchasers not considered .5

14 - refer to how utilized income trusts (e.g., yields considered, but not special purchasers) .5

15 ‘define special purchasers .5

16 - business not exposed for sale .5

17 - if so, price may exceed FMV; explain (e.g., different negotiation abilities, not in$, .5, .5
different info)

- report not to be distributed without consent not for general circulation .5

19
- reserve the right to change analysis .5

20 - intended for stated purposes/not responsible for losses from reliance outside of stated .5
purpose

21
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

2006 MQE - Suggested Marking Key LL!1 INSIGHT

Marks Max.
-

______ _____

Available

- restrict liability to fees charged

_____________——

.5

- --

22
- entire report (md. schedules) to be read collectively -

________- - --

23
- no investment advice provided/not a recommendation to sell .5

24 -

- report follows CICSV Stds #110) -- -
-

.5

- 25 statement of independence/disinterestedness --

.5

26
- other valid (e.g., scope limitation for no equip appraisals) .5

Assumptions

27 - FMV of assets & liabilities at valuation date = book values at F/S date, other than as .5

adjusted

28
- no unusual/non-recurring transactions other than as adjusted .5

29
- tax rates will continue/specify rates .5

30 - mgt’s future-oriented material provided represent best estimate of expected future .5

operating results

31 no info that hasn t been considered - 5
—

32
- no significant’material contingencies, etc. pending or threatened at Vdate .5

- warranty provision appropriately recorded .5

-

- historical warranty experience will be similar to future -_______
-

- .5

- other valid .5

36
- other valid .5

Background, financial analysis, industry, etc

37
- recognize reed to outlire key background ofjMC .5

38
- recognize need or industry analysis section .5

39
- recognize need for economy section [only if select comprehensive report] .5

Valuation approach

40
- recognize need for general valuation approach discussion .5

41
- brief description of asset-based approach/when used .5

42
- brief description of income/earnings/cash flow approach/when used .5

brief description of market approach/when used .5
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Section 5: suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s
2006 MQE - Suggested Marking Key !aJ INSIGHT

Marks Max.
I Available

49

50

51

52

53

54

55

56

57

58

60

61

62

63

64

65

66

- selected approach (e.g., going concern), support (e.g., profitable in past & expected in
future)

- selected method (e.g., CC9, brief explanation of method

- support (e.g., future earnings not volatile, no forecast info available)

- cash flow vs. income used b/c of differences between capex & dep.

other selected methods/secondary methods (e.g., market approach — trading &
transaction multiples)

Valuation Calculations

.5

.5, .5

.5

.5

.5

.5
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44

45

46

47

48

.5, .5

.5, .5

.5, .5

.5

.5

27

.5

.5

.5

.5

10.0

Maintainable cash flow:

- select period to reviewwith support (e.g.. exclude 2000 as no vinyl windows mfd)

- add dep & interest/start with EBITDA

adjust for favourable contract margin

-adjust for elimination of clerical position

- adjust for non-recurring use of temporary staff cost

- adjust for FX/comrnent, reasonable calc

- select normalized EB1TDA/etc. with support (e.g., averages due to cyclicality)

- deduct tax at 35%

deduct capex with support

- net of tax shield - reasonable calc

Cap rate:

apply reasonable cap rate

- brief explanation of cap rate

- use of long-term GOC/other reasonable risk-free rate

- add reasonable equity risk premium or use in CAPM calc

- select reasonable beta, support:

- quantitative analysis of comparable cos (e.g., averages)

- qualitative analysis of comparable cos

.5

.5

.5

.5

.5

.5

.5



Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

2006 MQE - Suggested Marking Key [LLIi INSIGHT

Marks Max.

I Available

67
- qualitative analysis of comparable cos .5

68
- qualitative analysis of comparable cos .5

69 -qualitative analysis of comparable cos .5

70
- qualitative analysis of comparable cos .5

71
- qualitative analysis of comparable cos .5

72 -qualitative analysis of comparable cos .5

73
- if don’t use CAPM, add industry risk premium

-addreasonablesizepremium .5

75 -add reasonable company specific premium, support: -
.5

76
- reliance on key man OR consider key man discount separately .5

- cyclical industry [don’t award if separate industry risk or beta selection reflects .5
cyclicalityl

78 FXexposure 5

- seasonal business .5

- focus on vinyl products - growing .5

- quality product/good reputation .5

81.1
- good relationshipwith customers .5

82
- long history .5

82.1 historical operating results profitable .5

83
- expansion to big box questionable .5

83.1 -good relationship with customers .5

84 -other valid [don’t award if separate industry risk or beta selection reflects the .5
factor)

85 - other valid [don’t award if separate industry risk or beta selection reflects the .5
factor]

86
- selection of reasonable D/E ratio, support: .5

87
- quantitative analysis of comparable cos (e.g., averages) .5

88 - qualitative analysis of comparable cos [points must be different than for beta to be .5

awarded]
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s
2006 MQE - Suggested Marking Key .4 INSIGHT

Marks
Available

89 - qualitative analysis of comparable cos [points must be different than for beta to be .5
awarded]

90 - qualitative analysis of comparable cos [points must be different than for beta to be .5
awarded]

91 - qualitative analysis of comparable cos [points must be different than for beta to be .5
awarded]

92 - qualitative analysis of comparable cos [points must be different than for beta to be .5
awarded]

- qualitative analysis of comparable cos [points must be different than for beta to be .5
awarded]

94
- select reasonable cost of long-term debt — .5

- adjust to after-tax using consistent/reasonable tax rate .5

96
- adjust for growth, support: .5

- 9 -CPI->2%inpast
- .5

nominal vs. real return long-term bond races .5

- housing starts & MLS sales growth slowing .5

100
- population growth < 1% .5

101 -housing stock increased .5

102
- compare to cash yield on building product trusts .5

Equity value:

103
- add PV of existing tax shield/reasonable calc .5

104
- add value of lower than market contract .5

- caic using 2005 & 2006 .5

106
- select reasonable discount rate .5

107 -addfmvofredupdantland .5

108 consider appropriate value -hindsight .5

109 -uselggacres .5

110
. deduct cost based on consistent # of acres .5

- consider disposal costs (e.g., brokerage, professional feees) .5
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Section 5: suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s
2006 MQE-Suggested Marking Key ILItIIINSIGHT

Marks Max.
Available

112
- 50% inclusion rate as TCG 5

112.1
- use reasonable tax rate .5

113
- consider RDTOH .5

114
- consider present valuing disposition costs .5

- support (e.g., potential for tax planning such as 588(1 )(d) bump) .5

116
. discount to VDate using selected discount rates .5

117 - reasonable adjustment for working capital, reasonable calc of annual financing cost, adjust .5,5, .5
forincometaxes - -

- adjustments to convert erterprise value to equity value;

- 18
- add cash & equivalents, reflect working capital adjustment

-- 5, .5

119 deduct bank indebtedness .5

120
- deduct dividends payable .5

121
- deduct term loan S

reasonability tests or’ enterpnse val Je or equity value or operations value:

122
. calc indicated TEVfrev (MVIC/rev) multiple .5

123 calc indicated TEV/EBITDA (MVIC/EBITOA) multiple .5

124
- calc irdicated TEV/rev (MVIC/rev) multiple .5

125
- calc indicated TEV/Nl (MVIC/Nl) multiple .5

126
- distinguish between NI & cash flow used in value calcs .5

127 quantitative analysis of comparable cos for one multiple (e.g.. TEV/rev), avg/etc .5.5

128
- quantitative analysis of comparable cos for secord multiple (e.g., TEV/EBITDA), avg/etc .5, .5

129
- quantitative analysis of comparable cos for third multiple (e.g., TEV/Nl), avg/etc .5, .5

130 -qualitative analysis of comparable cos (points must be different than for beta & DIE .5
be awarded]

131 qualitative analysis of comparable cos [points must be different than for beta & DIE .5

be awardedj

132 - qualitative analysis of comparable cos [points must be different than for beta & DIE .5

be awarded]

133 -qualitative analysis of comparable cos [points must be different than for beta & DIE .5
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Section 5: suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

______

2006 MQE - Suggested Marking Key CL! INSIGHT

2: 1
be awarded]

134 - qualitative analysis of comparable cos [points must be different than for beta & DIE .5
be awarded]

135 - qualitative analysis of comparable cos [points must be different than for beta & DIE .5
be awarded]

136 - qualitative analysis of comparable cos [points must be different than for beta & DIE .5
be awarded]

137 -TAB —likely By ofSIE
-

- -- .5

138
- caic indicated goodwill 5

1 g -relate goodwill to something (e.g., normalized earrings), comment on reasorability .5, .5

- analysis of transactions:

140
- calc indicated TEV/EBITDA (MVIC/EBITDA) multiple .5

141
- calc indicated TEV/rev (MVlClrev) multiple .5

142 qualitative analysis of transactions (e.g.. comparability of industry) .5

143
- qualitative analysis of transactions (e.g.. comparability of size — larger thanjMC) .5

144 -qualitative analysis of transactions (e.g., comparability of consideration - #4 & #6 include .5
nor-cash whereas FMV is in terms of $)

145
. qualitative analysis of transactions (e.g.. comparability of size — FWC investigation) .5

146 -qualitative analysis of transactions (e.g., comparability of implicit deal multiples toJMC’s .5
value)

147 qualitative analysis of transactions (e.g., comparability of operating results — e.g., EBITOA .5
margins)

148
- qualitative analysis of transactions (e.g.. timing of transactions — any hindsight issues?) .5

149
- qualitative analysis of transactions (e.g.. synergies in transactions?) .5

-overall value conclusion .5

151
-apply 90% interest (Alfred’s interest) .5

152
- comment on relevance of mm disc on Annie’s 10% .5

153 -explain concept of mm disc .5

- discuss relevance of mm disc to Annie’s 10%:

154
- one shareholder has 90% .5
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s IT1’l
2006 MQE - Suggested Marking Key LLL&. INSIGHT

a Marks Max.- Available

155 past amicable relationship

156 -highdivyield .5

- features of Class B shares (e.g., same divs, redeemable, convertible, rank ahead of Class .5,5,

A in liquidation/windup) .5, .5

158
- no indication of SI-IA .5

159
. othervalid .5

If value equity directly, calculate redundant leverage:

160
- debt to equity ratios .5

161
. security review .5

162
- working capital ratio .5

163
- interest coverage ratio

164
- conclude on appropriate level of capacity .5

165 other valid
-

665 2Q

9j 30.0

Part 2- Draft Memo

166
- consider if conflict re: valuation for tax & advisory services for P0 & buyout .5

167
- recommend reconciling 2004 FMV & IPO price if different .5

‘68 . our client tor vain report was Alfred — need his authorization to discuss report with .5
Michael

169
- need to get independent appraisal ot land at Dec 31/04

:.. —

_________

170
- currently use post-VD offer

__________

171 I
- should re’ire working cap caic using quarterly FS. etc. .5

112
- issue of high/low value irrelevant - FMV is determined based on financial principles .5

173
- income trust may reflect special purchaser premium due to tax advantages .5

174
- need to review accuracy of info contained in SVC memo & relevance to FMV ofJMC .5

175
- estate freeze to be done at FMV .5

176
. therefore, need vain vs. simply using PAC .5
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

______

2006 MQE - Suggested Marking Key I.ZSL INSIGHT

Mark5
Available

177
- compare FMV figure to elected amt ($1 4.288M) .5

178
- comment on differences (e.g.. results in tax risk)

I
179

- formal vain may result in different conclusions .5

180
- specify not a report/mark draft, etc. .5

181
- pricing of IPO may differ, support: .5

182
- market conditions cap caic using quarterly FS, etc. .5

183
- co/industry prospects may differ .5

184
- other valid .5

185 -update EBITDA normalization calcs to reasonable period (e.g.. favourable contract margin, .5, .5
market research costs)

186 - comment on normalized EBITDA since Dec 31/04 (e.g., decrease - cyclical, slowing housing .5,5,
sector, C$ increase, refocusing on big box customers) .5, .5

187
- select normalized EAITDA at current date .5

- calculate distributable cash flow:

188
- deduct interest on debt financing .5

189 -deduct sustaining capex with support .5

190
- deduct additional admin expenses .5

191 -deduct taxes at Snil or other minor amount with support .5

192 select/apply reasonable cap rate, support: .5

193
- quantitative analysis (e.g., averages) .5

- 194 qualitative analysis (e.g.. comparability of industry)

—

195 ‘qualitative analysis

196
- qualitative analysis .5

197
- qualitative analysis .5

198 -qualitative analysis

199 -comment on treatment of non-operating assets (e.g., exclusion: need to reflect to compare .5
toFMV)

- calculate enterprise value ofJMC as a trust:

200
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Section 5: suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

2006 MQE - Suggested Marking Key

_____

INSIGHT

Available

- add redurdant land/proceeds on assumed disposition of land before IPO .5

201
- net debt .5

202
- overall value as trust .5

203
- reconcile to 2004 value: .5

204
- specify difference (e.g., maintainable cash flow - big box impact) .5

205 specify difference (e.g., cap rate — why)

206
- specify difference

207
- comment on impact of current indicated trustvalue on value of Michael’s shareholdings .5

issues re: timing of trust offering:

208 wait ii expect increased future earnings/cash flow .5

209
- wait to see full impact of big box business .5

210
- cyclicality may indicate income trust not appropriate option forJMC .5

211 may need more time to prepare for conversion .5

212
- consider increasing mgt depth 5

213
- yields have beer, increasing — consider waiting for reduction .5

214
- need to ensure can address public co disclosure & other requirements .5

215
- may not be best timing with real estate cycle peaking/declining .5

216 ‘short-term contract with retailer risky

217
- small size could result in thin trading .5

218 -small size could mean inadequate analyst coverage .5

219
- recapitalization of share classes before IPO suggested, explain .5, .5

220
- Alfred may gain liquidity on trust offering

221 -risks of income trust (e.g., tax law changes) .5

222
- consider costs of issue .5

223
- increased disclosure issues .5

224
- other valid 5

225
- other valid 5
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s
2006 MQE - Suggested Marking Key “ .1.1 INSIGHT

Marks
Available

Max.
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226

227

- recommend re: timing of IPO

- other valid

228

229

20.0

230

231

232

233

Professional Capability Marks

Appropriateness of response

report meets client’s needs (e.g., concepts explained, quantification performed)

- addresses all parts of the required

Communication

- response was clear, well planned & organized

Balance (quantitative & qualitative)

- response was not balanced

- response was somewhat balanced

- response was appropriately balanced

Professional judgment

- weak P3 demonstrated

- limited Pj demonstrated

- reasonable P3 demonstrated

- solid Pj demonstrated

Total

.5

.5. .5

34

1.0

.5

‘S

0.0

.5

1.0

0,0

‘5

1,0

15

6.5

234

235

236

237

Obtained

6.5
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Section 5: suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

2006 MQE - Suggested Marking Key ItLL!] INSIGHT

I Available

Question 2 (25 marks)

rerms of Reference

1 - id. asset being valued (common shares of ElPco of Ms. Dora) .5

2 ‘specify valuation assurance level provided (should be calculation) .5

3 - specify VDate (Oct. 31, 2006) .5

specify purpose (i.e.. income tax) .5

- define FMV .5

Scope of review

6
- HP info .5

- fund prospectus .5

- Fund indenture .5

-Ms. Dora’s CV .5

10
. other valid .5

-haven’t audited, reviewed or otherwise verified financial info provided/no corroboration .5

-

12
- no discussions with m.gt or principals of the Fund, ElPco -

.5

-estimate not equivalent to estimate or coirprehensive valuation report explain (e.g., .5,5.
13 limited financial & operational documentation reviewed, heavier reliance on mgt .5

representations)

14
- conclusions may significantly change if estimate or comprehensive report done .5

Restrictions & limitations

15
- special purchasers not considered .5

16
- business not exposed for sale .5

17
- report not to be distribUted without consent: not for general circulation .5

- reserve the right to change analysis .5

19 intended for stated purposes/not responsible for losses from reliance outside of stated .5

purpose

20
- restrict liability to fees charged .5

21
- entire report (md. schedules) to be read collectively .5

Copyright Melanie E. Russell, CPA, CA. CBV, CM, GE, TEP. Not to he copied or otherwise reproduced withoul her express authorization.
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

_____

2006 MQE - Suggested Marking Key INSIGHT

Marks Maxi
-

- .4 Available

- not a fairness opinion .5

23
- report follows CICBV Stds (#110) .5

24
- statement of independence/disinterestedness .5

25
- other valid .5

Assumptions

26
- tax rates will continue/specify rates .5

2] - mgts future-oriented material provided represent best estimate of expected future .5
operating results

28
- no info that hasn’t been considered .5

29 no significant/material contingencies, etc. pending or threatened at Vdate .5

30
- Class C GP units (or class with similar characteristics) will be issued to GP of Fund .5

- 31
-—

Class ALP units (or class with similar characteristics) will be issued to investors .5

32
- Class B GP units (or class with similar characteristics) will be issued to ElPco .5

33
- GP will be owned equally by Fund principals .5

- all investment decisions re: the Fund will require 2/3 consent .5

- Fundwill payGP 1% of AUMoending balance

_________

- .5

36
- Ms. Dora will get 100% of C/S of ElPco on employmert commencement .5

- no transfer of shares until 90% of original capital returned to Fund investors .5

38 -shares, unpaid divs & distributions forfeited if employment terminated before 5tb yr .5

39 Fund will obtain $SOOM of capital .5

40
- 100% of committed capital will be invested upon reteipt .5

41
- investments will be realized evenly over 5 years .5

L2
- no latent tax liability on disposition of Class B units by ElPco .5

- only asset of ElPco is Class B units/no liabilities .5

-other valid (e.g., haven’t reviewed fairness opinion) .5

- other valid (e.g., haven’t reviewed details of investments underlying various indices .5
provideo)

Valuation approach

Copyright Melanie E. Russell. CPA, CA. CSV. CiM, GE tEP. Not to he copied or otherwise reproduced withour Iser express authorization.
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Section 5: suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s j
2006 MQE - Suggested Marking Key 1j INSIGHT

Marks Max.
Available

46 - selected approach for ElPco or Class B units (e.g., going concern), support (e.g., expected .5, .5

future profitabili:y)

- selected method for ElPco (e.g., ABV) .5

48
- support (e.g., holdco, value derived from Class B units)

- .5

-selected method for Class B units (e.g., income/DCF), explain .5, .5

support (e.g., strong returns for prior Funds, start-ups, finite cash flows, DCF used in .5,5,

fairness opinion) 55

29.0 10.0

Valuation Calculations (Schedule 1)

51 - recognized appropriate allocation of distributions (e.g., first to Class ALP for return of 1.0

capital, 2nd to Class C GP for 1%, 3d to Class A LP at 10%, 4°’ 80/20 split) - qualitatively

52
- select reasonable future return, support: .5

- historical returns on I & II from 11% to 20% .5

- CAP I & II — historical returns .5

historical returns of Funds I & II may be partly unrealizeo or partially realized — ultimate .5
return not known yet

56
. Ms. Dora’s previous experience - mfg & consumer industries .5

- Ms. Dora’s previous experience — ConCap funds .5

- Ms. Dora’s previous experience — Maru Cap funds .5

- returns for CVCA indices .5

60
. S&P/TSX indices

61
- considered use of probability weighting .5

62 -other valid (e.g., excl. food service) .5

63
- select reasonable discount period .5

64
- support .5

65
- separate calc of realized & unrealized returns

66 - talc annual capital continuity considering return on investment (return of cap of s100K + 1,0

realized returns)

67
- separate calc of realized & unrealized returns

copyright Melanie E. Russell, CPA, CA. csv. CM. crE. TEP. Nor to he copied or otherise reproduced without he exoress authorization.
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Section 5: suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

______

2006 MQE - Suggested Marking Key . INSIGHT

Ava NaMe

- 68
- deduct return of capital .5

69
- deduct mgt feel % .5

70
- deduct preferred return on Class A .5

71
- 20% of residual to Class B .5

72
- deduct tax, reasonable rate (i.e., recognize LP not taxable EIPco would be) .5, .5

Disc rate:

- apply reasonable disc rate, support: .5

-use of long-term 6CC/other reasonable risk-free rate .5

- -

- add reasonable equity risk premium .5

76
- add reasonable company specific premium, support: .5

-riskier than 10% preferred return - should be higher .5

78
- risk of fluctuating future returns - .5

79 risk of raising less than $SOOM (or more) - .5

- risk of rot deploying capital as expected (i.e., timing) .5

- risk of fluctuating investment holding period .5

82
- different investment team on CAP III .5

83
- risk of losing principals .5

84
- reference to other benchmarks (e.g., CVCA index) .5

85 reference to other benchmarks (e.g., yields on corporate preferreds & bonds) .5

86
- reference to other benchmarks (e.g., WACC in fairness opinions)

- .5

87 -

- reasonable calc of indicated WACC to Class A unitholders 1.0

88 -other valid .5

89
- other valid .5

- overall conclusion as to value of residual earnings for Class B units .5

91 Adjustments ro value of residual cash flows: .5

92
- select reasonable discount factor to reflect risk of forfeiture/termination, support: .5

- period of previous fund mgt before termination

copyoght Melanie F. Russell, CPA, cA. cBV. CM, CR, U-P. Not to be copied or otherwise reproduced without her express authorization.
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

2006 MQE - Suggested Marking Key ILL1.I INSIGHT

Marks Max.

Available

- previous returns realized by Ms. Dora, distinguish between short-term & long-term .5, .5

- frequency of previous terminations of Ms. Dora .5

96 - previous success rate of Ms. Dora, distinguish between consumer businesses & mfg .5, .5

businesses

- significant turnover of fund mgrs .5

98 competitive market .5

-othervalid .5

- select reasonable marketability discount, support: .5

101 recognize difference between forfeiture risk & other risk reflected in discount rate & 1.0

marketability risk (i.e., no double-counting of risk factors) — relates to holding period

102
- transfer of ownership not permitteo by ElPco s/hs until 90% of original cap returned .5

103
. investment decisions require 2/3 consent — Ms. Dora doesn’t have control .5

104
- Ms. Dora can’t block investment decisions being passed .5

- historical amicable relationship among Partners .5

- shares reflect compensation for mgt of Fund — therefore, operational influence .5

107
- private co — lack of liquidity .5

108
- other valid (e.g., restricted stock studies) .5

109
- other valid (e.g., long period—S years) .5

110
- overall conclusion of value of ElPco shares .5, .5

:1 -othervalid .5

112 -othervalid

35.0 15.0

Professional Capability Marks

Approprioteness of response

113 - report meets client’s needs (e.g., no detailed report but recognize conclusion required so 1.0

Std. 110 applied, conclusion provided, key risks considered)

Common/co (ion

114
- response was clear, well planned & organized .5
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Section 5: suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s
2006 MQE - Suggested Marking Key lLLI.i INSIGHT

Marks
Available

Balance (quantitative & qualitative)

- response was not balarced 0.0

1 16
- response was appropriately balanced .5

Professional judgment

- weak PJ demonstrated 0.0

118
- limited Pj demonstrated .5

119
- reasorable Pj demonstrated 1.0

Total 15 25.0

Obtained
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

2006 MQE - Suggested Marking Key INSIGHT

Marki3j
Available

Question 3(25 marks)

--- -

Terms of Reference

1 - id, asset being valued (equity of Alta) .5

2 specify valuation assurance level provided (should be calculation) .5

3 specify VDate nan. 1,2006), consider update likely needed before transaction .

- specify purpose (i.e., potential sale/succession planning) .5

- recognize objective to is max after-tax proceeds .5

6
- define FMV .5

Scope of review

- information re: DuraDry

8 -F/SofAlta

-market transactions & licensing arrangements .5

10
- other valid .5

- haven’t auoited, reviewed or otherwise verified financial into provided/no corroboration .5

- estimate not equivalent to estimate or comprehensive valuation report, explain (e.g., .5,5,
12 limited financial & operational documentation reviewed, heavier reliance on mgt .5

represertations)

13
- conclusions may significantly change if estimate or comprehensive report done .5

Restrictions & 1/mitotions

14 -special purchasers considered - Moore & Propaint .5

1
- explain special purchasers .5

16 - discuss when/how SP premiums may be realized (e.g., negotiating ability, motivations, .5

more than one SP/SP market)

17 - son not a special purchaser/he’s a financial investor, he may not be able to match offer .5, .5

of SPs

18
- business not exposed for sale/ultimate price may vary from FMV .5

19 -report not to be distributed without consent: not for general circulation .5

20
- reserve the right to change analysis .5

21
- intended for stated purposes/not responsible for losses from reliance outside of stated
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s
2006 MQE - Suggested Marking Key

purpose

- restrict liability to fees charged

- entire report (mci. schedules) to be read collectively

- not a fairness opinion or recommendation to divest

- report follows CICBV Stds (#110)

- statement of independence/disinterestedness

- other valid

Assumptions

- availability of CGE

- marginal personal tax rate

- tax rates will continue/specify rates

- no redundant assets

- no info that hasn’t been considered

- no significant/material contingencies, etc. pending or threatened at Vdate

• co qualify as QSSC

- other valid

Valuotion approoch

- selected approach (e.g., going concern), support (e.g., historical/expected future
profitability)

- selected method (e.g., capitalized EBITDA)

- support (e.g., mature co, stable earrings, transaction info available)

Valuation Calculations — Alta (Schedule 1)

- select normalization period with support

normalization adjustments:

- addback amortization & interest (if use EBITDA)

- normalize R&M in 2001 & 2005 on reasonable basis

- addback 2004 professional fees on patent

ILt1i INSIGHT

Available I

.5

.5

.5

.5

.5

.5

.5

.5

.5

.5

.5

.5

.5

.5

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

.5, .5

.5

22.0

.5

.5

.5
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

2006 MQE - Suggested Marking Key

_____

- deduct 2001-2003 SR&ED credits since technology complete

- addback mgt bonuses

- addback salaries to spouse &grandchildren

-other valid

- s&PirsX indices

- considered use of probability weighting

- other valid

- select normalized EBITDPJetc. with support (e.g., averages, most recent years)

Cop rate/multiple:

-apply reasonable cap rate, support:

-comment on deals in relation to type of business (e.g., High Fashion & LIC mfg premium

paints — more comparable)

- comment on deals in relation to type of business (e.g., High Fashion, LIC & Colour Your

Planet are interior paints — less comparable than industrial paints)

-comment on deals in relation to nature of purchaser (e.g., Propaint & Bear Paints

apparently acquired by financial purchaser — ro synergies which may be why EBITDA

multiples are lower)

-comment on deals in relation to consideration (e.g., all were share deals - Mr. Benjamin

may want cash vs. shares; share consideration not necessarily = FMV)

-comment on deals in relation to size of target — e.g., enterprise value or EBITDA (e.g.,

Propaint & Autopairt closer in size to Alta)

- other valid

• other valid

Adjustments to enterprise valt,e:

- add value of tax losses

- reasonable tax rate used

- deduct debt

- add cash

- deduct shareholder loan (or treat as equity with support)

- add redundancies (should only be in W/C if use EBITDA approach/value equity indirectly)
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1LL!1.i INSIGHT

Marks Max.
Available

.

.

43

44

45

46

47

48

£9

50

51

52

53

54

55

56

57

58

59

60

61

62

63

64

65

66

.5

-5

.5

.5

.5, .5

.5

.5, .5

.5

.5

.5

.5

.5

.5

-5

.5

-5



Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

______

2006 MQE - Suggested Marking Key ‘. INSIGHT

-1A;;i; Ni:1
— Available I

or conclude none

- competitive market

- other valid

- overall conclusion on equity value

Value of DuraDry (Schedule 4)

Replocement cost::

- selected replacement cost method

- brief explanation of method

- comment on relevance/appropriateness to value DuraDry

- comment on relevance/appropriateness to value DuraDry

- value calculations using replacement cost method:

- include total cost 2001-2003

- consider/discuss including overhead costs

- deouct income taxes at reasonable rate

- deduct tax credits, net of related income taxes

- value conclusion using replacement cost

- other valid

Re/ieffrom royalty method:

- selected relief from royalty method

- brief explanation of method

- comment on relevance/appropriateness to value DuraDry

- comment on relevance/appropriateness to value DuraDry

- value calculations using relief from royalty method:

- -

- reasonable allocation of revenue stream to DuraDry (e.g., 50%)

- select reasonable royalty rate, support:

- analysis of comparable arrangements — Schedule 5
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67

68

69

70

71

72

73

74

75

76

77

78

79

80

81

82

83

84

85

.5

.5

La

16.5

-s

.5

.5

-5

.5

.5

.5

.5, .5

.5

.5

.5

.5

.5

.5

.5

.5



Section 5: suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s
2006 MQE - Suggested Marking Key LLL!1A INSIGHT

Marks Max.

eatIrn!ciI!J

_________________________

Available

86
- caic price per litre .5

- calc gross margin per litre .5

- utilize GM % & royalty rate to estimate lP profit allocation .5

89
. apply to Alta’s GM

90
- use averages/etc. .5

91
- analysis Df comparable arrangements (e.g.. product type) .5

92
- analysis of comparable arrangements (e.g.. size) .5

analysis of comparable arrangements (e.g., margins) .5

- deduct income taxes at reasonable rate .5

- apply reasonable multiple, support:

96
- ESITDA multiple analysis .5

- risk of intangibles vs. entire companies .5

98 —

- value conclusion using relief from royalty .5

- o:her valid .5

Incremenrol profirs:

100
. selected incremental profit method 5

101
- brief explanation of method .5

102
- comment on relevance/appropriateness to value DuraDry .5

103
- comment on relevance/appropriateness to value DuraDry .5

value calculations using incremertal profits method:

104
. reasonable allocation of revenue stream to DuraDry (e.g., 50%) .5

apply incremental profit margin on DuraDry (i.e., 5.5%) .5

106
. deduct income taxes at reasonable rate .5

107
apply reasonable multiple. support: .5

108
- EBITDA multiple analysis [only award once] .5

risk of intangibles vs. entire companies [only award oncej .5

110
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Section 5: suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s
2006 MQE - suggested Marking Key IL1.i INSIGHT

r Marks Max.
Available

- value conclusion using incremental profits

-other valid

112
- overall conclusion on value of DuraD if used more than one method with suppo

113
- add tax shield on DuraDry since selling assets

114
. reasonable talc

Imolied Value of Goodwill (Schedule 6)

115
- adjust FMV on share basis for tax losses since can’t use on asset sale

- deduct net assets acquired:

116
- value of tangible assets

117 -valueofDuraDry

118
- before tax shield

-less debt

Value of Synergies (Schedule])

120
- calc incremental sales (e.g. 10%)

121
- calc increased E8ITDA margin (e.g., 5%)

122
- add cost savings ($]50,OCO)

123
- deduct income taxes at reasonable rate

124 -apply reasonable multiple, support:

125
- EBITDA multiple analysis [only award once]

126
- risk of intangibles vs. entire companies tonly award once]

127
- synergies riskier to realize

128
- potential purchaser may not pay full value therefor

129 other valid

-othervalid

Net proceeds on share sale (Schedule 2)
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Section 5: suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

2006 MQE - Suggested Marking Key

___INSIGHT

Marks rZ1
Available

- overall conclusion on net proceeds

- deduct ACB ($1M)

- deduct CGE if assume exists & co. qualifies

- 50% incksion rate

-5

.5, .5

S

• multiply by reasonable personal tax rate on regular income .5

- relevant qualitative consideration of share sale .5

- relevant qualitative consideration of share sale .5

Net proceeds on asset sale (Schedule 3)

- overall conclusion on net proceeds .5

- value AIR at reasonable amount (i.e., book value since 100% collectible) .5

value inventory at reasonable amount .5

resulting amount in to business income .5

value production equipment at reasonable amount (i.e.. NBV- $989,885) .5

$289,885 as business income/recapture .5

value degasification equipment at reasonable amount (i.e., original cost less 4%- $1 .5M) .5

-$250,000 as business income/recapture .5

-value land & building at given FMV ($3.5M)

-comment on applicability of appraisal for insurance purposes/need to look at value .5

definition used

consider disposal costs (e.g., commissions) .5

calc reasonable business income/recapture .5

- calc reasonable CG

- apply 50% inclusion rate for investment income .5

WA — other 50% .5

-ROTOH .5

- value IP/DuraDry at reasonable amount .-— .5

- consider disposal costs 5
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.5131

132

133

134

135

136

13]

138

139

140

141

142

143

144

145

146

14]

148

149

150

151

152

153

154

155

156

.
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Section 5: suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s
2006 MQE - Suggested Marking Key LL1i INSIGHT

—

______ _____

Avavablel

- consider reasonable investment inconielCG .5

1 57
- apply 50% inclusion rate for investment income .5

158 -CDA-othersO%

159 -RDTOH (26.7% of TCG)

160
- value goodwill/synergies at reasonable amount .5

161
- consider disposal costs

—

______-

.5

162
- apply 50% inclusion rate for business income

— .5

163 -CDA— other 50% .5

164 - value tax losses at reasonable amount (e.g., assume acquirer wou)d/not be able to benefit, .5, .5
tests for utilization — same or similar business)

165
- deduct liabilities

166
- calc taxes on business/active income using reasonable rate

167
- calc taxes on investment income using reasonable rate

168 -add RDTOH

169
- deduct paid up capital to get deemed dividend

170 -deouctCDAtogettaxabledivioend

_____________

171 apply reasonable personal tax rate on dividends

- ___________ - -

183
- relevant qualitative consideration of asset sale

184 ‘relevant qualitative consideration of asset sale

185
- overall conclusion on asset vs. share sale

186 -othervalid

187

-s

‘5

.5

.5

-5

-5

-5

-s

.5

.5

29.0

Professional Capability Marks

Appropriofeness of response

- report meets client’s needs (e.g., no detailed report but recognize conclusion required so
Std. 110 applied, conclusion on asset vs. share proceeds made)

Communicotion

- response was clear, well planned & organized

1.0

-5
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Section 5: suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

2006 MQE - Suggested Marking Key

MkEax.
Available

Balance (quantitative & qualitative)

189
- response was not balanced 0.0

190
- response was appropriately balanced .5

Professianal judgment

191
- weak PJ demonstrated o.o —

192
- limited Pj demonstrated .5

193
- reasonable PJ demonstrated l.a

Total 15

Obtained
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s
2007 MQE - Suggested Marking Key f.ji.s INSIGHT

I Marks Max.

[

__________________

Available

Question 1 (50 marks)

Part I - Valuation Report

Terms of Reference

1 - id. asset being valued (100% of shares of EIC) .5

2 - specify valuation assurance level provided

3 - specify VDate (Aug. 31, 2007) .5

-

- specify purpose .5

5 - complies with CIC8V reporting standards tinci. Std 11 DM0 .5

6 - define FMV .5

7 - minority discount applicable/not, explain (e.g., Lama owns minority stake) .5.5

- estimate not equivalent to comprehensive valuation report, explain (e.g., limited .5.5,
8 financial & operational documentation reviewed, heavier reliance on mgt representations, .5,5, .5

limited industry review, limited economic review)

Independence

9 - we have no conflicts .5

10 -no previous valuations .5

11 - no agreements with EIC or Lama re: future oealings .5

12 - no financial interest in EIC or Lama .5

13 -no historical services provided to EIC or Lama .5

14 - remuneration not dependent on results of Proposed Transactions .5

Scope of review

1 5
- F/S of EIC for 2003-2007 .5

16 -forecast F/S for 2003 .5

17
- business plan for Cornwall project .5

18
- project costing .5

19
- Lama’s letter of intent .5

20
- Nova Era stock price, trading volumes, p.st & call option prices .5
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

______

2007 MQE - Suggested Marking Key IL1!1 INSIGHT

Marks Mar}
Available

21
- historical & forecast prices for ethanol & corn .5

22
- historical & forecast U5S/C$ rates .5

-

23
- comparable company trading info & transaction info .5

24
- interest rates/rates of return/general economic info .5

25
- market premia .5

26
- discussions with reps of EIC, Lama & BCC .5

27
- haven’t audited, reviewed or otherwise verified financial info provided/nc corroboration .5

28
- conclusions may significartly change if comprehensive report done .5

Resrricrions & imitorions

29
- special purchasers rot considered .5

30 - define special purchasers
___E5

31 - Lama may be special purchaser; but unaware of special benefits .5, .5

32 - business not exposed for sale .5

- if so, price may exceed FMV; explain (e.g., different negotiation abilities, not in$, .5, .5, .5

different info, synergies)

- report not to be distributed without consent; not for general circulation .5

- reserve the right to change analysis

36 - intended for stated purposes/not responsible for losses from reliance outside of stated .5

purpose

-restrict liability to fees charged .5

38
- entire report (md. schedules) to be read collectively .5

- no investment advice provided/not a recommendation to sell .5

40 -otbervalid .5

Assumptions

41 - FMV of assets & liabilities at valuation date = book values at F/S date, other than as .5

adjusted

42
- no unusual/non-recurring transactions other than as adjusted .5

- tax rates will continue/specify rates .5
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s
2007 MQE - Suggested Marking Key [L1.i INSIGHT

I Marks Max.
L Available

- mgts future-oriented material provided represent best estimate of expected future .5
operating results

- no info that hasn’t been considered .5

46
- no significant/material contingencies, etc. pending or threatened at Vdate .5

- technology patent is beneficially owned by EIC .5

48
- no consideration of personal income taxes .5

- other valid .5

-othervalid .5

Background, financial analysis, indus fry, efc.

- recognize need to outline key background of EIC .5

52
- key co background factor .5

- key financial analysis factor .5

- key financial analysis factor .5

- recognize need for industry analysis section .5

56
- key irdustry factor (e.g.. ethanol supply & demand) .5

- key industry factor (e.g., ethanol price) .5

58 -key industry factor (e.g., corn price) .5

recognize need for economy section [only if select comprehensive report] .5

Valuafion approach

-recognize need for general valuation approach discussion .5

61
- brief description of asset-based approach/when used .5

62 -brief description of income/earnings/cash flow approach/when used .5

63
. brief description of market approach/when used .5

64
. if value equity directly, explain enterprise value .5

65 -selected approach (e.g., going concern), support (e.g., profitable in past & expected in .5, .5
future)

66
- selected method for existing ops (e.g.. CC9, brief explanation of method .5.5

copynght i1eIanie E. Russell, cPA. cA, csv. GM. cFE, TE’ ar-.d Adam N. Johnson cop. c. csv, CA. Not to no copied or otherwise reproduced
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79 .5

80 5

81

82

83

84

85

86

87 5
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

2007 MQE - Suggested Marking Key INSIGHT

I Marks ME
Available

67 - support (e.g., future earnings not volatile, limited sales volume growth/Close to .5, .5

capacity, ethanol & Corn prices projected to be consistent, no major capex)

68
- Cash flow vs. ircome used b/c of differences between capex & dep. .5

69
- selected method for Cornwall plant (e.g., DCF), brief explanation of method .5. .5

70 - support (e.g., 5-year sales contracts signed, construction to start shortly, start-up .5, .5

situation, fluctuations expected during “ramp-up” period)

71
- selected method for Sarnia plant (e.g., cost). brief explanation of method .5, .5

72
- support (e.g., in early planning stages, significant execution risk exists for the project) .5, .5

selected method for patent/IP (e.g., income), brief explanation of method [only award if .5, .5

different method from previous assets)

- support (e.g., cost method likely too low given cost savings, unlikely market .5

con’parable exists)

- selected income method for patent (e.g., incremental cash flows, relief from royalty) .5, .5

76
- speci whether considered potential for sale/license to third parties .5

- used market method as secondaty method, explain method s

78
. other valid

49.0 15.0

Existing Operations (Schedule 1)

Analysis offorecasts:

- relevant comment (e.g., impact of legislation)

- relevant comment (e.g., ethanol production projected to increase - impact on EIC)

-relevant comment (e.g., continuec imports from U.S. required)

- relevant comment (e.g. selling price decreases in the next few years)

relevant comment (e.g. product differertiation irrelevant)

- relevant comment (e.g. impact of US$/C$ exchange rates)

- relevant comment (e.g. corn price to stabilize)

- relevant comment (e.g. IPO market for ethanol offerings “hot”)

- relevant comment (e.g. cost overruns anticipated for construction)

Page 4



Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s
2007 MQE - Suggested Marking Key 1j1 INSIGHT

Marks Max.
Available

88
- relevant comment (e.g. capacity increase is critical to earnings growth)

89
- relevant comment (e.g. EIC mgt is experienced)

- relevant comment (e.g. other valid)

- relevant comment (e.g. other valid)

Value calculations:

92 - select reasonable normalized # of litres wirh support (e.g., 2005-2008 to reflect Delhi at
full production, forecast figures), consider import vs. production in Cda

- select reasonable ethanol selling price, consider US$/C$ exchange, consider markup.
consider other direct costs (e.g., transportation)

- deduct production costs with support (corn - analysts’ estimates, energy, direct labour)

- deduct reasonable SG&A with support

96
- if reviewing historical results, normalize for one-time costs ($2.5M)

- select normalized EBITDA/etc. with support

98
- deduct tax using reasonable rates

- deduct capex with support

100
- net of tax shield - reasonable calc

101 -consider working capital adjustment

102
- reasonable calc (e.g., based on margin increase)

Discount rote (Schedule 4):

103 -apply reasonable disc rate

104
- brief explanation of disc rate

- use of long-term GOC/other reasonable risk-free rate (e.g., 4%- 30 yr GOC)

106
- add reasonable equity risk premium or use in CAPM calc, explain concept

107
- select reasonable beta, support: (Schedule 5)

108 -quantitative analysis of comparable cos (e.g., averages)

-qualitative analysis of comparable cos

110 -qualitative analysis of comparable cos
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Section 5: suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

2007 MQE - Suggested Marking Key Lh4f!l3 INSIGHT

Marks M1

___________

Available

1 ‘.1
- qualitative analysis of comparable cos .5

112
- qualitative analysis of comparable cos .5

113
- qualitative analysis of comparable cos .5

14
- qualitative analysis of comparable cos .5

115
- qualitative analysis of comparable cos .5

116
- if don’t use CAPM, add industry risk premium .-

117
- add reasonable size premium, explain concept .5, .5

118
- add reasonable company specific premium, support: .5

119
- risks re: forecasts/projections _5 —

120
- commodity price risk .5

121 -FXexposure .5

122
- short history

123 other valid [don’t award if separate industry risk or beta selection reflects the .5

factor]

124 - other valid [don’t award if separate industry risk or beta selection reflects the .5

factor]

125
- selection of reasonable D/E ratio, support: (Schedules)

126
- quantitative analysis of comparable cos (eg., averages) .5

127 - qualitative analysis of comparable cos [points must be different than for beta to be .5

awarded]

128 qualitative analysis of comparable cos [points must be different than for beta to be .5
awarded]

129 qualitative analysis of comparable cos [points must be different than for beta to be .5

awarded]

130 - qualitative analysis of comparable cos [points must be different than for beta to be .5

awarded]

131 - qualitative analysis of comparable cos [points must be different than for beta to be .5

awarded]

132 - qualitative analysis of comparable cos [points must be different than for beta to be .5

awarded]
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s
2007 MQE - Suggested Marking Key LL!S INSIGHT

I Marks Max.

Li Available

133
- select reasonable cost of long-term debt .5

134
- adjust to after-tax using consistent/reasonable tax rate .5

135
- adjust for growth, support:

- .5

136
- energy & fuel products segment of CPI/CPI general - >2% in past .5

137
- nominal vs. real return long-term bond rates .5

138
- forecast of Energy & Fuel Products Prod icers’ Price Index

139
- other valid .5

140
- add tax shield on existing UCC - reasonable calc .5

Equity value:

141
- adjustments to convert enterprise value to equity value:

1
- add cash & equivalents .5

143
- deduct long-term debt .5

144
- comment on whether market value = By of LTD (or assume) .5

145
- other valid .5

146
- other valid .5

147
- value conclusion on existing operations .5

15,0

Cornwall Plant (Schedule 21

Value calculations:

148
- projections prepared for reasonable period (e.g., 2008-2011) .5

- select reasonable normalized # of litres with support .5

- select reasonable ethanol selling price, consider US$/C$ exchange. consider markup, .5, .5,
150 consider other direct costs (e.g., transportation) [support marks only awarded once

between Existing Operations & Cornwall Plant unless different considerations]

- deduct production costs with support (corn — analysts’ estimates, energy, direct labour) .5, .5,
151 Esupport marks only awarded once between Existing Operations & Cornwall Plant

unless different considerations]

152 deduct reasonable SC-& with support (e.g. CPI increases) .5
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Section 5: suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

2007 MQE - suggested Marking Key INSIGHT

Marks Max.

_____

Available

153
- select normalized EBITDNetc. with support .5

154
- deduct tax using reasonable rates .5

155
. deduct reasonable development costs .5

156
- support with comparable plant costs analysis:

1 57
- estimate based on cost relative to capacity lie. per litre) 1.0

- adjust for CPI, etc. .s

159
- consider ECI estimates .5

160
- reasonable allocation of costs among years .5

161
- deduct reasonable maintenance capex .5

162
- net of tax shield - reasonable calc .5

163
. consider working capital adjustment

164
. reasonable calc (e.g.. based on margin increase) 1.0

Discount rote:

165
. apply reasonable disc rate .5

166 . support (e.g., risk of additional cots overruns) [must differ from existing .5
operations]

167 support (e.g., risk of delay in completion) [must differ from existing operations] .5

168
- support (e.g., risk of finding suitable staff) [must differ from existing operations] .5

169 . support (e.g., risk of getting timely government/etc. approvals) [must differ from .5

existing operations]

170 support [must differ from existing operations] .5

171
. support [must differ from existing operations] .5

172
- add terminal value

173 use reasonable terminal cap rate, deduct growth .5

174
. P.V. to Vdate using discount rate .5

175
- other valid .5

176 -o:hervalid .5
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s J I
2007 MQE - Suggested Marking Key Ihj!1 INSIGHT

I Marks

________ ______

Available

- value conclusion on Cornwall plant zL
18.0 7,0

Sarnia Plant

- 178
- comment on replacement costs (e.g., 52.5M) .5

179
- address tax issues .5

Value of manufacturing process potent (Schedule 3)

- ct reasonable ethanol selling price, consider U5$/C$ exchange, consider markup, .5,5,
180 consider other direct costs (e.g., transportation) [support marks only awarded once

,, ,

between Existing Operations & Cornwall Plant unless different considerations]

deduct production casts with support (corn - analysts’ estimates, energy, direct labour) .5,5,
181 [support marks only awarded once between Existing Operations & Cornwall Plant

unless different considerations)

182
- projections prepared for reasonable period (e.g., 2008-2012) .5

183 select reasonable # of litres with support .5

- apply estimated cost savings per litre ($0.02)

185 deduct tax using reasonable rates .5

Discount rote:

186 apply reasonable disc rate .5

187 - support (e.g., risk of delay in completion of Sarnia plant) [must differ from existing .5
operations]

188
. support [mu5t differ from existing operations] .5

189
- support [must differ from existing operations] .5

190
- support (must differ from existing operations] .5

191
- support [mu5t differ from existing operations] .5

192
- support [must differ from existing operations) .5

193
- add terminal value .5

194
- discuss reasonable period .5

195
- use reasonable terminal cap rate, deduct growth .5

196
- P.V. to Vdate using discount rate .5
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s J
2007 MQE - Suggested Marking Key [L14 INSIGHT

___________________-

Marks Max.

__________ ________

Available

197
- other valid .5

198
- value conclusion on Sarria plant .5

13,0 5.0

EIC — Total Entity (Schedule 7)

199
- value conclusion on EIC (based on calcs) .5

- reasonability tests on total EIC (enterprise value or equity value) or operations value:

-

200
- calc indicated TEVfrev (MvlC/rev) multiple

201
- calc indicated TEv/EBITDA (MVIC/EBITDA) multiple 5

202
- calc indicated Equity Value/EBT (or similar) multiple .5

203
- compare to comparable companies multiples .5

Analysis of Comparable Companies’ Trading Prices (Schedule 5)

203.1
- calcTEV/ESITOA(MVIC/EBITDAI multiple, average .5, .5

203.2
- calc TEV/rev (MVIC/rev) multiple, average .5,5

203.3
- calc average beta

_. - -

203.4
. calc average D/EV 5

204 -qualitative analysis of comparable cos (e.g., sales) .5

205 -qualitative analysis of comparable cos (e.g., volume/production capacity) .5

206
- qualitative analysis of comparable cos (e.g., some located in U.S.) .5

207 -qualitative analysis of comparable cos (e.g., some diversified) S

208 -qualitative analysis of comparable cos (e.g., stage of operation — developmert vs. .5

mature)

209 -qualitative analysis of comparable cos (e.g., profit margins) .5

210
- qualitative analysis of comparable cos .5

211
- adjust or discuss adjustment of selected comps/averages/etc. for size, support .5, .5

212 - adjustor discuss adjustment of selected compsfaverages/etc. for control premium (or .5, .5

adjust EIC (or minority discount), support

23
- adjist or discuss adjustment of ElCfor liquidity discount, support .5, .5
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

______

2007 MQE - Suggested Marking Key ‘ •Ij INSIGHT

Marks MJ1

__________________________
________

Available

214 ‘othervalid .5

Analysis of Corn parable Corn pony Transactions (Schedule 6)

215
- caic indicated TEV/EBITDA (rvlVlC/EBITDA) multiple, average .5,5

216
- calc indicated TEVfrev(MVIC/rev) multiple, average [.. .s

217
- qualitative analysis of transactions (e.g.. only three publicly oisclosed transactions) .5

218
- qualitative analysis of transactions (e.g.. comparability of size) .5

219 - qualitative analysis of transactions (e.g.. comparability of consideration — all seem to be .5
in cash)

220
- qualitative analysis of transactions (e.g.. comparability of production capacity) .5

221
- qualitative analysis of transactions (e.g., U.S. vs. Canada) .5

222 qualitative analysis of transactions (e.g.. comparability of operating results — e.g.. EBITDA .5
margins)

223
- qualitative ar.alysis of transactions (e.g., timing of transactions — any hindsight issues?) .5

224
- qualitative analysis of transactions (e.g.. synergies in Eagleeye?)

225
- qualitative analysis of transactions (e.g., stage of operation) .5

226
. qualitative analysis of transactions .5

227
- other valid .5

228
- overall value conclusion re: EIC .5

Tangible Asset Backing:

229
- TAB of EIC- likely BV of S/E .5

230 calc indicated goodwill

231 - relate goodwill to appropriate base (e.g., normalized EBITDA/earnings), comment on .5, .5
reasonability

232
- compare to TAB of comparables .5

233
- calc indicated goodwill of comparables .5

234 - relate goodwill to appropriate base (e.g., normalized EBITDA]earnings), comment on .5, .5
reasonability

235
- other valid .5
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Section 5: suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQEs

2007 MQE - Suggested Marking Key ILLJ.. INSIGHT

Marks ri1
- -

- Available

If value eouity directly, calculate redundant leverage: -

236
- debt to equity ratios .5

237
- security review .5

238
- working capital ratio .5

239
- interest coverage ratio

240
- conclude on appropriate level of capacity .5

241 -othervalid

25.5

143.5

Part 2- Assessment of Reasonability of Lama Offer

242
. recognize need for section on description of consideration of offer 5

243
- commentary on offer .5

Volur,fion of offer (Schedule 8)

244
- cash = $1 1SM since on closing .5

- escrowed notes:

245
. select/discuss value method .5

246
- compare 1 .5% coupon to other rates (e.g., corporate bond, 1 year Tbill) .5

247
- other risk differences (e.g., breach of vendor reps)

248
- other risk differences (e.g., term) .5

249 need to get market-based yield .5

250
- select risk premium, with support: .5

251
- default risk low cue to cash .5

252
. default risk low due to reps being made by Board & sr execs (knowledgeable) .5

253
- other valid .5

254 calc value of notes, appropriate term .5, .s

- Nova Era stock:
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

______

2007 MQE - Suggested Marking Key ‘ INSIGHT

Marks

Available

255
- recognize stock price higher than atJuly 22, 2007 .5

256
- comment on trend of stock .5

257
- consider last of consensus on future prospects based on options 1.0

258
- restricted stock so worth less than freely traded .5

259
- third party purchaser would prefer freely traded shares, support: .5

260
- risk of price fluctuations during restriction period, can’t control gains/losses .5, .5

261
- time value of $ during restriction period .5

262
- lost opportunity costs

263
- therefore, discount for lack of marketability/liquidity appropriate .5

- quantum of discount affected by:

264 - volatility of freely-traded common shares, explain (the higher the volatility, the .5, .5
higher the discount because risk of liquidity is higher)

265
- volatility of freely traded shares high — therefore, discount should be higher 1.0

266
- period of restriction, explain (the longer the period, the higher the discount) .5, .5

26] - alternative rates of return, explain (the higher the rates, the higher the discount .5, .5
because lost opportunity costs & time value of $ is higher)

268 - size of block of restricted shares, explain (the larger the block, the higher the .5, .5
discount)

- reference points for quantifying restricted stock discounts:

269 - U.S. restricted stock studies comparing freely-traded & restricted stock of a corr.pany .5
(id.)

- discuss limitations:

270 studies usually use reflect stock that have 2 year (older studies) or 1 year (more .5, .5
recent studies) restrictions for U.S. regulatory purposes — Nova is restricted for 1 year

271 considers stock of all different industries & over many years .5, .5

272 -studies show wide ranges of results, averages of 25% to 45% .5, .5

273 - option pricing models can estimate cost of put option (id.,), should be maximum .5
discount reflecting “hedge” of position

274
- reasonable estimate of cost of put on Nova stock (e.g., extrapolate) 1.0
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

2007 MQE - Suggested Marking Key LsL!1..4 INSIGHT

Marks Mail
Available

275
- caic that EIC shareholders would be 19% (post-transaction) .5

276
- would be minority holding .5

277
- therefore, no adjustment to Nova stock price for mm disc require .5

278
- blockage discount may be appropriate, discuss (or insufficient information) .5,5

280 rnother valid .5,5

281
- overall value conclusior re: Lama offer .5

Fairness conclusion

282 - set out mandate (i.e., assess reasonability of consideration offered) — fairness opinion, .5

from a financial point of view, of the offer

283
- disclosure of fee required if in public filing .5

284 compare value of Lama offer to value of the company .5

- other fairness considerations

285 potential closing adjustments re: non-cash consideration .5

286 large portion of consideration is Nova stock which is non-cash .5

281 -other possible exit strategies (e.g., IPO) .5

288
- consider timing (e.g., after Cornwall plant done, value may be higher) .5

289
- no consideration of tax consequences to EIC shareholders .5

290
- other valid .5

291
- other valid .5

292
- overall conclusion on fairness of offer .5

293
- other valid .55

35.0 15.0

Professional Capability Marks

Appropriofeness of response

294 report meets clients needs (e.g., concepts explained, quantiflcatior performed) 1.0

295
- addresses all parts of the required .5

Communicofion
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s
2007 MQE - Suggested Marking Key ‘.13 INSIGHT

! Marks Max.
L Available

296
- response was clear, well planned & organized .5

Balance (quantitative & qualitative)

297
- response was not balanced 0.0

298
- response was somewhat balanced .5

299
- response was appropriate’ balanced 1.0

Professional judgment

300
- weak PJ demonstrated

301
- limited PJ demonstrated .5

302
- reasonable Pj demonstrated 1.0

303
- solid PJ demonstrated 1.5

Total 4.5 4.5

Obtained
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

2007 MQE - Suggested Marking Key I.LI!’L INSIGHT

Marks Max.

________________

—-
Available

Question 2 (30 marks)

Terms of Reference

1 - i.d. asset being valued (100% of equity of 401) .5

- specify valuation assurance level provided (should be calculation) - (OR comment to .5

2 indicate that the deliverable should be a valuation report as opposed to an informal

memo)

- calculation report not equivalent to estimate or comprehensive valuation report, explain .5

(e.g., limited financial & operational documentation reviewed, heavier reliance on mgt

representations)

4 - specify vuate (Sept. 1,2007 for estate/tax, current for oppression & shotgun) .5, .5

- specify purpose (i.e., estate/income tax - terminal return & probate) .5

6
- recognize objective also to max after-tax proceeds .5

- confirm independent .5

- fees aren’t contingent .5

- “memo” complies with CICBV standards (#110) .5

10
- indicate FMV needed for tax/estate purposes, define FMV .5, .5

11 - indicate oppression action requires use of FV (per corporations acts), define (i.e., without .5, .5

minority oiscount)

12
- refer to P1/oppression case (e.g., Domglas) .5

13 - comment on value term appropriate for exercise of shotgun clause (assuming not .5

defined in SHA)

14
- conclusions may significantly change if estimate or comprehensive report done .5

- Scope of review

‘IS -F/Sof 401 &EST

16
- public co & transaction info .5 . —

17
- SHA wouldn’t extend to purchaser .5

- assumption re: ‘oppressive” behaviour & value impact for tax purposes .5

19
- haven’t audited, reviewed or otherwise verified financial info provided/no corroboration .5

Resfricrions & !imirotions
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s
2007 MQE - Suggested Marking Key • INSIGHT

Marks Max.

______________

Available

21
- special purchasers not considered .5

22
- business not exposed for sale .5

23
- report not to be distributed without consent; not for general circulation .5

24
. reserve the right to change analysis .5

25 - irtended for stated purposes/not responsible for losses from reliance outside of stateo .5
purpose

26
- restrict liability to fees charged .5

27
- entire report (md. schedules) to be read collectively

28
- other valid .5

Assumptions

29 tax rates will continue/speci’ rates

30
- no info that hasn’t been considered .5

31 no significant/material contingencies, etc. pending or threatened atvdate .5 -.

32
. other valid .5

Voivotion opprooch

- selected going concern approach for 401 & EST, support (e.g.. expected future .5, .5
profitability)

- selected method for 401 (e.g., ABV/ANA) .5

-support (e.g., holdco, value derived from investment in EST) .5

36 selected method for EST(e.g., CE), explain me:hoo .5, .5

- support (e.g., service-oriented/not capital intensive, low TAB, mature business, .5, .5
contracts, no major W/C investment expected)

38 select market method as secondary, explain method .5, .5

Tax-Based Valuation Calculations - EST

- normalization adjustments:

- 10% transfer pricing policy (or explain why no adjustment) .5

40
- mgt bonuses of 20% in 2006 & 2007 (or explain why no adjustment) .5

41 -interest expense on NAL note payable (or explain why no adjustment) .5
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

2007 MQE - Suggested Marking Key [LL!1I fNSIGHT

I Marks Max.

L

_______ ________

Available

42
- other valid .5

- deduct taxes at reasonable rate .5

- select normalized earnings with support (e.g., averages, 2006 & 2007 because of DOD .5

contract)

Cap rarelrnulriple:

- apply reasonable cap rate, support: .5

Analysis of trading prices of comparable public companies:

46
. quantitative aralysis of multiples (e.g., averages) .5

comment in relation to nature of operations (e.g., NGT in general freight vs. time- .5, .5

critical services; Mega in ciifferer’t industry)

48
. comment in relation to size of business (e.g., NGT, Mega &JIT much larger) .5, .5 —______

comment in relation to location (e.g., NGT in U.S.) .5, .5

50 - comment in relation to assets/TAB (e.g., NGT has low capital assets to market cap, .5, .5

Mega & Federal may own its fleet)

other valid .5, .5

Adjustments ro comparable’s multiples:

.

52
- public cos reflect inherent minority discount .5

value calcs do/do not already reflect minority discount .5

liquidity disc may need to be reflected .5

- size adjustment may be required .5

Analysis of comparable transactions:

56
. quantitative analysis of multiples (e.g., averages) .5

- comment on deals in relation to type of business (e.g., ABC in logistics vs. freight) .5

58
- comment on deals in relation to type of business .5

- comment on deals in relation to nature ol purchaser .5, .5

60
. comment on deals in relation to consideration (e.g., ABC deal not all cash) .5

61
- comment on deals in relation to size of target

. -.

62
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

_____

2007 MQE - Suggested Marking Key • INSIGHT

Marks Max.
- -

________-.

———-- Available

- comment on deals in relation to leverage (e.g., ABC more highly levered, Time not .5, .5
capital intensive)

- comment on deals in relation to asset base (e.g., ABC higher TAB) .5, .5
63

64
- comment on deals in relation to size of consideratior (e.g., ABC deal more costly) .5, .5

65
- comment on deals in relation to proximity to VD (e.g., Custom deal more recent) .5, .5 -

Adjustments to trunsoction multiples:

66
- all control positions — directly relevant .5

67
- assumption of comparability of growth prospects .5

- other valid .5

Adjustments to enterprise value:

69
- deduct preferred shares .5

70
- attempt to value P/S at other than BV .5

71
- addcash .5

72
- support treatment as redundant (or otherwise) .5

- deduct QEVJ note payable (or other treatment) .5

- multiply by 49% (401’s interest) .5

select reasonable marketability/minority discount, support: .5

76
- difficulty in liquidating non-controlling position .5

- costs related to selling entire business (e.g., due diligence, mgt time & resources) I .5

78
. history of increasing earnings

- dividend termination reduces liquidity .5

- shotgun in SHA relevant only for 401 .5

81
- other valid .5

82
. other valid (e.g.. restricted stock studies) .5

83 - consistency between valuation approach (i.e., normalization adjustments or not) & .5
minority/marketability discount

84
- overall conclusion of value of 401’s shares .5, .5
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

2007 MQE - Suggested Marking Key [LL!1 INSIGHT

Marks Max.

________ ______ _______

Available

85
- other valid .5

Tax-based Valuation Calculations —401

86
- start with BV of 5/E (or assets less liab) .5

87
- adjust BV of investment in E5T with FMV .5

88 --deduct latent/contingent disposition costs .5

89
- calculate capital gains .5

- 50% inclusion rate .5

91
- apply reasonable tax rate I

92
- discount, support: .5

- potential for tax reorganization (e.g., 5.88.1(d) b.mp) .5

timing is speculative .5

- going concern assumption assumes long-term hold of EST & 401 .5

96
- FMV assumes willing buyer & seller - buyer would recognize tax obligation .5

-disc treatment of RDTOH (e.g., redurdant asset, exclude since requires -stripping’ of .5

value)

98
- calc value of RDTOH using reasonable tax rate (e.g., 33%) .5

- overall conclusion on value of 401 for tax purposes .5

100 -othervalid s

Value of EST Assumine Oooression

114
- oppression needs to be proven — is a legal matter .5

115 -we’ve assumed it can be proven but need to seek legal advice .5

116 -valuedern=l’V .5

117
- generally FMV without minority discountffrom control perspective .5

118
- refer to case (e.g., Don’glas) - .5

-

normalization adjustments: -

119
- include margins on DOD contract .5

- 120
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s
2007 MQE - Suggested Marking Key INSIGHT

Marks Mai]
Available

- mgt bonuses of 20% in 2006 & 2007 (or e<plain why no adjustment) .5

121
- interest expense on NAL note payable (or explain why no adjustment) .5

122
- other valid .5

123
- deduct taxes at reasonable rate [award once unless separate considerations] 0

124 - select normalized earnings with support (e.g., averages) [award once unless separate .5
considerations]

Adjustments to enterprise value:

125
- deduct preferred shares [award once unless separate considerations] 0

126
- attempt to value P/S at other than BV [award once unless separate considerations] 0

127
- add cash award once unless separate considerations] 0

128 - support treatment as redundant (or otherwise) jaward once unless separate 0
considerations]

129 - deduct QEW note payable (or other treatment) (award once unless separate a
considerationsj

130
- multiply by 49% (401’s interest) [award once unless separate considerations] 0

1
- select reasonable marketability discount .5

132
- support [award once unless separate considerations] .5

133
- support [award once unless separate considerations] .5

134
- other valid .5

135
- overall value conclusion in oppression scenario .5

Shoteun Exit ODtions

136
- assumption as to whether or not 401 has access to funds to complete shotgun .5

137
- offer should be based on control position sirce 401 woulo acquire control if buyer .5

138
- & since QEW is already controlling shareholder .5

139
- results of shotgun are uncertain .5

140
- if 401 is buyer, will eno up with 90% .5

41
- cost of shotgun less than oppression claim .5

142
- shotgun can be quick while oppression claim can take months or years .5
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

2007 MQE - Suggested Marking Key INSIGHT

r Marks Max.

_______

Available AlL.

143
- other valid .5

144
- caic full-diluted price on 01 acquisition 1.0

145
- other valid .5

146
. other valid .5

Conclusions/Recommendations

147 - overall conclusion as to whether to proceed with oppression claim or shotgun with .5

support

148
- o:her valid

Professional Capability Marks

Appropriateness of response

149 - report meets clients needs (e.g., ro detailed report but recognize conclusion required so 1,0

Std. 110 applied, conclusion provided, different value terms considered)

Communication

150
- response was clear, well planned & organized .5

Balance (quantita five & qualitative)

151 -response was not balanced 0.0

152
- response was appropriately balanced .5

Professional judgment

153
- weak PJ demonstrated 0.0

154
- limited I’) demonstrated .5

155
- reasonable Pj demonstrated

Total aü 30.0

Obtained
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s
2007 MQE - Suggested Marking Key LZIINSIGHT

Marks Max.

________ _______

Available

Question 3 (20 marks)

Terms of Reference

1 - recognize objective to maximize proceeds to MI .5

Assumptions

2 - offer is fair (i.e., no valuation of LC required) .5

3 - forecasts are reasonable/reflect LC mgt’s best estimates/no due diligence undertaken .5

- if not, calcs could differ significantly .5

-Ml’s investment horizon is 5 years .5

6
- proceeds will be returned to investors .5

- industry multiples will stay consistent .5

- tax treatment to Ml of all alternatives the same/taxes at investment level ignored .5

- industry multiples will stay consistent

10
- other valid .5

- other valid .5

Scope of review

12
- debenture docs

13
- Belus’ offer .5

14 -fairness opinion .5

1 5
- forecasts of LC .5

16 -F/S .5

17 - haven’t audited, reviewed or otherwise verified financial info provided/no corroboration .5
[award in #3 above but no both)

18 -

- nota valuation report .5

19 conclusions may significantly change if calculation, estimate or comprehensive valuation .5
done

20 -define FM V/value term used .5

Restrictions & limitations
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Section 5: suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

2007 MQE - Suggested Marking key ILL!1 INSIGHT

Marks Max.

—________

-

Available

21
- special not purchasers considered .5

22
- explain special purchasers .5

23
- nmo not to be distributed without consent; not for general circulation .5

24 - intended for stated purposes/not responsible for losses kom reliance outside of stated .5

purpose

25
- other valid .5

Alt. I - Accept Offer

26
- adjust offer re: earnout (or not), support: .5

27
- mgt has forecast margins less than 25% .5

28
- calculate EBITDA shortfall each year .5

29
- calculate earn-out penaky each year .5

- consider use of probability rates/scenario analysis .5

31
- calculate value of offer — include cash .5

32
- include PV of earnout over five years .5

- use reasonable disc rate, support (specifying factor’s impact on rate): .5

initial investment return criteria of 20% to 25% .5

35
- investment only 1 year ago. no signi9cant changes in business .5

36 -increasing trend to upgrade SbQs .5

- brand value maintained .5

38 existence of strategic buyer . .5

39 -experienced mgt

- good relationships with distributors .5

41
- only 1 year since turnaround started, still in turnaround process .5

42
- increased competitior from off-shore mfrs .5

-economic dependence on one contract .5

-potential acquisition of Nadian could affect contract renewal .5

limited ability to control operations or cash flows due to minority interest .5
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s
2007 MQE - Suggested Marking Key ILL!1 INSIGHT

Marks Max.

_______________ _____________________________

Available

46
- other valid .5

- other valid .5

- adjustments to PV calcs:

48
- deduct senior term debt .5

-assume redemption value = face value (or other assumption) .5

50
- reasonable treatment of interest (e.g., accrue some or assume no interest) .5

deduct convertible debenture, include 1 year of interest ($33M) .5.5

52
- multiply by 10% .5

- add debenture & interest ($33M) .5

- conclude on net proceeds .5

Alt. 2 — Hold Debentwe to Morurity

- recognize that value of Ml inS years needs to be calc .5

56
- add principal of $30M .5

calc interest for 5 years at 10%

- PV principal & interest for 4 years .5

-use reasonable disc rate, support: .5

60 -less risky since debt/ranks ahead of equity .5

61
- conversion feature provides upside .5

62 -coupon of 15%

63
- other valid .5

64 - select approach to value LC in 2011 (going concern), support (e.g., profitable based on 5.5
forecasts)

65
- select method to value LC (e.g., cap EBITDA), support .5, .5

Value calcs re: LC in 2001:

66
- -select maintainable EBITDA, support .5

-

- projections likely optimistic .5

68
- assumption/treatment re: contract re-signing with Nadian .5
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

2007 MQE - Suggested Marking Key

_____

INSIGHT

Marks Max.

j Available

69
- fairness opinion on the value (which includes projections) .5

70
- other valid .5

71
- apply reasonable multiple, support: .5

72
- quantitative analysis of comparables — 11 x EV/EBITDA .5 —

- Belus offer only 5 x EV)EBITDA, on cash basis lower .5, .5

- potential for growth .5

75
- risk of contract signing .5

-

76
- other operating risks .5

p
- marketability issue relative to comparables .5

78 -othervalid .5

19
- other valid .5

adjust enterprise value for:

added excess cash .5

81
- added real estate value .5

82
- deduct latentlcontingent disposition costs, consider PV .5, .5

83
- deduct senior debt

84 deduct potential mgt bonus, net of tax .5.5

86
- deduct convertible debenture & accrued interest .5

87
. multiply by 5% (warrant) .5

88
. present value 5% interest at reasonable disc rate, support: .5

89
- more risky than debt/convertible debenture .5 —

90
- other valid .5

91
. conclude on net proceeds .5

Alt. 3 - Hold Debenture & Convert ut Maturity

92
- recognize that value of Ml inS years needs to be calc [only give mark once] 0

select approach to value LC in 2011 (going concern), support (e.g., profitable based on 0,0
forecasts) [only give mark once]
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s
2007 MQE - Suggested Marking Key • INSIGHT

Marks
Available

- select method to value LC (e.g., cap EBITDA), support Lonly give mark once] 0,0

Value caics re: LC in 2001:

- select maintainable EBITDA, support [only give mark once] 0

- ______

96
. projections likely optimistic [only give mark once] 0

• assumption/treatment re: cortracz re-signirg with Nadian [only give mark once) 0

98 fairness opinion on the value (which includes projections) [only give mark once) 0

- other valid [only give mark once] 0

- apply reasonable multiple, support: [only give mark once] 0

101 -quantitative analysis of comparables —11 x EV/EBITDA [only give mark once] 0

102
- Belus offer only 5 x EV/EBITDA, on cash basis lower [only give mark once] 0,0

103
- potential for growth [only give mark once) 0

104
- risk of contract signing [only give mark once] 0

105 other operating risks [only give mark once] 0

106
- marketability issue relative to comparables [only give mark once) 0

107 -other valid [only give mark once) 0

108 -other valid [only give mark once] 0

- adjust enterprise value for: 0

- added excess cash [only give mark once) 0

110
- added real estate value [only give mark once] 0

- deduct latent/contingent disposition costs, consider PV [only give mark once) 0,0

112
- deduct senior debt [only give mark once) 0

113
- deduct potential mgt bonjs, net of tax [only give mark once] 0,0

115 -no deduction of convertible deberture & accrued interest .5

US -multiply by 22.5% (conversion t warrant) .5

117
- present value 22,5% interest at reasonable disc rate, support: .5

118
- more risky than debt/convertible debenture [only give mark once] .5
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

2007 MQE - Suggested Marking Key Ljl INSIGHT

Marks Max.
- Available

119
- other valid [only give mark once] 0

120
- add interest payment ($4.DM) .5

121
- conclude on net proceeds .5

122
- overall conclusion on best alternative considering Ml’s objective with support .5

123
- consider strategic purchaser will generally pay mare than financial investor .5

124
- if offer not accepted, shares will be illiquid & Ml may have difficulty exiting inS years .5

125
. other valid

hSS

Professional Capability Marks

Appropriateness of response

126 - report meets client’s needs (e.g., no detailed report but recognize conclusion required so 1,0

Std. 110 applied, conclusion on asset vs. share proceeds made)

.
Communication

127
- response was clear, well planned & organized .5

Balance (quantitative & qualitative)

128
- response was not balanced 0.0

129
- response was appropriately balanced .5

Professional judgment

130
- weak Pj demonstrated 0.0

131
. limited Pj demonstrated .5

132
- reasonable Pj demonstrated IS

Total j 58.5

Obtained
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s
2008 MQE - Suggested Marking Key [LI!li INSIGHT

Marks Marks internail

_____________
____________

Available Awarded Max

Question 1 50 marks, 120 minutesJ

Deliverable Part 1 Report to Ludwig

Terms of Reference

- id. asset being valued (100% of shares of Target) 0.5

- specify valuation assurance level provided 0,5

- specify VDate (Mar, 17, 2009) 0,5

- specify purpose (assisting with potential offer) 0.5

-

complies with CICBV reportirg standards (Std 210, 220, 230) 0.5

- not independent role: consideration may not be contingent 0.5

- estimate not equivalent to comprehensive valuation report, explain (e.g., 0.5
limited financial & operational documentation reviewed, heavier reliance on
mgt representations, limited industry review, limited economic review)

- define FMV 0.5

- FMV may not equal sale price: reasons why: 0.5

- special purchasers may exist (e.g., LAF) 0.5

define SPs
-

ability to obtain synergies 0.5

- discuss synergies in more detail (e.g., market participant, buyer specific 0.5
synergies)

LAF expects synergies re: rationalization of mfg facilities in west 0.5

synergies in pork feed ops in east may be available to all 0.5

discussion of/conclusion whether or not synergies should be reflected 0.5

________

- in value calc

compulsion to transact (explain) 0.5

differing negotiating abilities 0.5

- differing knowledge levels/due oiligence 0.5

non-cash consideration 0.5

- other valid 0.5

- other valid 0.5

Internal Maximum — Terms of Reference

.. .. .

/11.0 /5.0

Scope of review

-

-F/S of Target for 2004-2008 0.5
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

2008 MQE - Suggested Marking Key

_____

L_
- F/S for Pork Feed & Dairy Cattle Feed divs for 2004-2008

- discs with LAPs mgt

- due diligence extracts

-other

valid

- haven’t audited, reviewed or otherwise verified financial info provided/no
corroboration

- conclusions may significantly change if comprehensive report done
[requires consistency with selection of level of valuation assurance]

Internal Maximum — Scope of Review

Restrictions & limitations

- no access to mgt of Target

- business not exposed for sale

- report not to be distributed without consent; not for general circulation

- reserve the right to change analysis

- intended for stated purposes/not responsible for losses from reliance
outside of stated purpose

- restrict liability to fees charged

-

- entire report (inch schedules) to be read collectively

- no investment advice provided/not a recommendation to sell

- other valid

Internal Maximum — Restrictions & Limitations

Assumptions

-

no redundant assets/liabilities; other relevant assumption re: redundancies

- tax rates will continue/speci’ rates

- mgt’s future-oriented material provided represent best estimate of expected

future operating results

- no info that hasn’t been considerea

-

- no significart/rraterial contingencies, etc. pending or threatened at Vdate

estimated synergies are reasonable

CCA rate of 4%

- Pig Sty won’t want to do business with Target/other relevant assumption

- other valid
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Marks Marks lnterni]

Available Awarded Max.

/3.5 11.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

/4.5 /1.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5
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0.5

0.5



Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s
2008 MQE - Suggested Marking Key ILL!IS INSIGHT

F Marks Marks inti]
L .L Available Awarded Max.

- other valid 0.5

Internal Maximum - Assumptions -— / 5.0 /1.5

Background, financial analysis, industiy, etc

- recognize need to outline key background of Target

• key/relevant co background factor (e.g., geographical coverage) 0.5

- key/relevant co background factor (e.g., unionized employees)

-

0.5

- key/relevant co background factor (e.g., Porky plant on-line in 2010) 0.5

- key financial analysis factor — 0.5

- recognize reed for industry analysis section 0.5

-key industry factor (e.g., govt regulation) 0.5

- key industry factor (e.g., price elasticity) 0.5

- key industry factor (e.g., other valid) 0.5

- recognize need for economy section [only if select comprehensive report] 0.5

Internal Maximum - Background, financial analysis, industry, etc. 15.0 11.5

Valuation approaches

-recognize need for general valuation approach discussion 0.5

- brief description of asset-based approach/when used 0.5

- brief description of incomeamlngs/cash flow approach)wher used 0.5

- brief description of market approach/when used 0.5

- if value equity directly, explain enterprise value
. 0.5

- selected approach (e.g., going concern), support (e.g., profitable in past & 0.5
expected in future)

- selected method for Pork Feed Div (e.g., DCF), brief explanation of method 0.5

support (e.g., expected future fluctuations of price & raw materials) 0.5

cash flow vs. income used b/c of differences between capex & dep. 0.5

- selected method for Dairy Cattle Feed division (e.g.. cap EBlTDAlcash flow). 0.5, 0.5
brief explanation of method

- support (e.g., no forecasts, consistent & predictable earnings/lack of 0.5, 0.5
volatility)

support for cash flow vs. EBITDA vs. earnings 0.5

- secondary approach for Dairy Cattle Feed division (e.g., market/comparable 0.5, 0.5
public companies), brief explanation of method

CopydghrMeiuuie C. Russell, CPA, CA. CSt CM. CFE, TEP arc] Adam N.Johnson, CPA, CA CS’?. cr4. Not to he cop:ed or otherwise repioduced
without toe authors express aurhor’?at[oi’,
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

2008 MQE - Suggested Marking Key INSIGHT

Marks Marks Internail
-- -

- Available Awarded Max.

- selected method for milk quota (e.g., market/comparable transactions), brief 0.5, 0.5

explanation of method

- other valid 0.5

- other valid 0.5

Internal Maximum — Valuation approaches /8.0 /3.0

Pork Feed Div

Anafrsis offorecasfslassurnptions used:

-

0.5

- relevant comment (e.g., adjustment of grain price) 0.5

- relevant comment (e.g., adjustment of production re: Porky Plant) 0.5

relevant comment (e.g., SG&A savings) 0.5

- relevant comment (e.g. working capital of 5%) 0.5

relevant comment (e.g. capex for Porky plant in 2009) 0.5

relevant tomment (e.g. sustaining capex) - 0.5

- relevant comment (e.g. other valid) --

0.5

relevant comment (e.g. other valid) 0.5

-

relevant comment (e.g. other valia) 0.5

relevant comment (e.g. other valid) 0.5

Internal Maximum - Analysis of forecasts / 4.0 / 2.0

Value calculations . intrinsic (Exhibit 2);

- select reasonable capacity (tied to assumptions), consider non-union vs. 0.5, 0.5

union
- select reasonable selling prices per ton (tied to assumptions) 0.5

- deduct grain costs (tied ta assumptions) 0.5

deduct labour costs (tied to assumptions), consider ron-union vs. union 0.5, 0.5

- deduct overhead costs (tied to assumptions)

-

0.5

- deduct reasonable SG&A with support

-

0.5

- adjust for depreciation 0.5

- deduct tax using reasonable rates 0.5

-deduct working capital adjustment 0.5

- deduct capex 0.5

-net of tax shield -reasonable calc 0.5
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s
2008 MQE - Suggested Marking Key

Internal Maximum — Cash flow calculations

Discount rate:

- apply reasonable disc rate

- brief explanation of oisc rate

- use of long-term GOC/other reasonable risk-free rate

- add reasonable equity risk premium x beta, explain beta

Internal Maximum - WACC (basic mechanics)

‘select reasonable beta, support:

- quantitative analysis of comparable cos (e.g., averages)

- qualitative analysis of comparable cos (e.g., LAF& Feeds R Us larger)

- qualitative analysis of comparable cos (e.g., LAF, Pork & More, Feeds R Us
& Pork Feeder, Big Feeds in same industry)

-qualitative analysis of comparable cos (e.g., LAF, Fish Feeder, Pork & More,
Feeds R Us, Pork Feeders in same/similargeographic location)

-qualitative analysis of comparable cos (e.g., Fish Feeder, Big Feed & Milk &
More in different industry)

.

- qualitative analysis of comparable cos (e.g., Pork & More & Pork Feeders
similar size)

-qualitative analysis of comparable cos (e.g., Grains Galore in organic
industry)

- qualitative analysis of comparable cos (e.g., Greens and Bears subject to
oifferent government regulations)

rnother valid

- if don’t use CAPM, add industry risk premium

__________

- add reasonable size premium, explain concept

- add reasonable company specific/unsystematic premium, support:

risk re: timing & amount of filling Porky Plant capacity

- unionization/lack of ability to increase production capacity

good footprint in the west

strong profitability

rnother valid [don’t award if separate industry risk or beta selection
reflects the factor]

t7iL!ti INSIGHT
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_________

Marks Marks Internal

_______________

Available Awarded Max.

/6.5 /2.5

/ 2.5 /1.0

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5, 0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5



Section 5: suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

______

2008 MQE - Suggested Marking Key ‘ •11 INSIGHT

Marks Marks internfj

-

-
Available Awarded Max.

- other valid [don’t award if separate industry risk or beta selection

reflects the factor]

Internal Maximum - WACC - beta. industry risk, company-specific risk

z
selection of reasonable DIE ratio, support: (ScheduleS)

- quantitative analysis of comparable cos (e.g., averages)

- qualitative analysis of comparable cos (points must be different than

for beta to be awarded]

qualitative aralysis of comparable cos [points must be different than

for beta to be awarded]

- qualitative analysis of comparable cos [points must be different than

for beta to be awarded]

- qualitative analysis of comparable cos [points must be different than

for beta to be awarded]

- oualitative analysis of comparable cos [points must be different than

for beta to be awarded]

-qualitative analysis of comparable cos [points must be different than

for beta to be awarded)

Internal Maximum - selection of DIE ratio

- select reasonable cost of long-term debt

- adjust to after-tax using consistent/reasonable tax rate

adjust for growth, support:

- inflation rates

-

- nominal vs. real return long-term bond rates

- - -

- other valid

zaresss of tax shield on existing UCC

Internal Maximum - discount rate - other

Equity value:

- adjustments to convert enterprise value to equi value:

- deduct long-term debt

--

- comment on whether market value = BV of LTD (or assume)

Internal Maximum - Enterprise value to equity value

Synergies (Exhibit 3)

1. Saleafplants

- analysis of 2 properties (Steinbeck & Springville)

_______
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0.5

/10.0 14.5

0.5

0.5

0/0.5

010.5

010.5

0/0.5

0/0.5

0/0.5

14.0 11.0

0.5

0.5

0,5

0.5

0-S

0.5

0.5

/3.5 /1.0

0.5

0.5

0.5

/13 11.0

0.5
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s
2008 MQE - Suggested Marking Key sq INSIGHT

Marks Marks Internal

)

-

- Available Awarded Max.

- use reasonable proceeds for Steinbeck property 0.5

- use reasonable proceeds for Springville property 0.5

- deduct/consider disposition costs 0.5

- calc capital gains (i.e., deduct original cost) 0.5

- multiply by 50% inclusion rate 0.5

- multiply by investment tax rate 0.5

- net of RDTOH/consider RDTOH 0.5

- calc recapture 0.5

-consider discounting disposition costs: support 0.5

- delay in disposition 0.5

- tax planning opportunities 0.5

-othervalid
. 0.5

2. Operating savings

-reasonable calc of annual labour savirgs for two properties 0.5

- capacity multiplied by labour differential ($0.02) 0.5

- reasonable caic of overhead savings for Steinbeck 0.5

- reasonable calc of overhead savings for Springville 0.5

- deduct income taxes at reasonable rate 0.5

-apply reasonable disc/cap rate/multiple 0.5

- adjust to reflect risk associated with achieving synergies 0.5

3. Severunce & wind-up costs

- calc cost for Springville & Steinbeck 0.5

- calc employee costs (i.e., % of employees x cost per employee) 0.5

- calc wind-up costs 0.5

- deduct tax savings at reasonable rate 0.5

-consider discounting 0.5

4. Lass of cusromers

- calc lost revenue 0.5

- use different prices 0.5

- calc cost of sales 0.5

- deduct tax savings at reasonable rate 0.5

Ccpw ohr Maui .e E. Russell, CPA. GA. coy. Cvi, (FE, TSP and Ada,” N. Johnson, CA, GA. coy. crA. Nor to be copied or otherv.’ise reproduced
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

2008 MQE - Suggested Marking Key INSIGHT

F Marks Marks Internal
Available Awarded Max.

- apply reasonable discount rate 0.5

- add terminal value 0.5

- apply reasonable cap rate/multiple (i.e., deduct growth) 0.5

- discount to Vdate 0.5

-

other valid 0.5

-other valid 0.5

- conclude on value of synergies 0.5

Internal Maximum - Pork Division Synergies

-

/18.5 /6.5

- value conclusion on Pork Division 0.5

Internal Maximum - Value conclusion on Pork Division / 0.5 /0.5

Dairy Cattle Feed Division (Exhibit 4)

Value calculations:

- add interest 0.5

- add depreciation 0.5

- normalize quota revenue since redundant 0.5

- normalize quota expenses since not at market 0.5

- normalize labour costs re: new union agreement

-

0.5

- normalize issues re: fire in 2006 (revenues, labour, overhead) 0.5, 0.5

- select normalized earnings/cash flow, support 0.5, 0.5

- deduct tax using reasonable rates 0.5

Internal Maximum — Dairy — normalized earnings/cash flow / 5.0 / 3.0

- apply reasonable cap rate/multiple. support: 0.5

-quantitative analysis of comparable cos (e.g., averages) 0.5

-qualitative ar-alysis of comparable cos [points must be different to be 0.5
awarded]

- qualitative analysis of comparable cos (points must be different to be 0.5
awarded]

- qualitative analysis at comparable cos [points must be different to be 0.5
awarded]

- qualitative analysis of comparable cos [points must be different to be 0.5

awarded]
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s
2008 MQE - Suggested Marking Key tL!11 INSIGHT

[ j Marks Marks Internal
I J - Available Awarded Max.

- qualitative analysis of comparable cos [points must be different to be
awarded)

- adjust comparable cos’ multiples (e.g., operating at full capacity)

- adjust comparable cos’ multiples (e.g., small size)

- adjust comparable cos’ multiples (e.g., other valid)

- adjust comparable cos’ multiples (e.g., other valid)

_________

adjust comparable cos’ multiples (e.g., other valid)

Internal Maximum — Dairy - cap rate/multiple

apply reasonable control premium/consider

explain minority discount/relate to publicly traded (e.g.. minority lacks
rights vs. control position — unable to control operations, unable to influence
mgt’s decisions, unable to control dividends/liquidity)

- calc implied premium on LAF

- calc implied premium on Big Feed

- calc implied premium on Feeds R Us

caic implied premium on LAF

- consider liquidity discount

explain liquidity discount (e.g., no established market)

- other valid

- other valid

Internal Maximum — Dairy - control premiums and minority discounts

- recognize milk quota is redundant

- add value of milk quota (Exhibit 5)

- select reasonable per litre value

- support

- deduct/consider blockage discount

deduct/consider disposition costs other than taxes

deduct income taxes

calc capital gain

______
_________

- multiply by 50%-inclusion rate

-multiply by reasonable income tax rate

- consider discounting disposition costs; support
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0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

I 6.0

0.5

0.5, 0.5.
0.5

/ 1.0

0.5

0.5

0-s

0.5

0.

0.5, 0.5

0.5

0.5

/ 6.5 I

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0-s

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5



IINSIGHT

Marks Marks internaq

______

Available Awarded Max.

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

- delay indisposition

- tax planning opportunities

- other valid

-other valid

- other valid

-options re: milk quota:

-consider excluding milk quota from transaction

-continue to rent the milk quota

- sell the milk quota after purchasing Target

Internal Maximum - milk quota

- value conclusion on Dairy Cattle Feed Division

-

conclusion on offer

- discuss/consider whether to offer some/all of synergies

other valid

- other valid

Internal Maximum - Dairy - conclusions

Sum of Internal Maximums - Part 1

Deliverable Part 2: Memo to Atkins

- Board usually needs independent report

- fairness opinion may be required /appropriate

- explain meaning of fairness opinion

- assists Board in fulfilling its mandate

- need to consult with securities/corporate lasver to confirm what would be

required

- likely will be conflicted out of independent mandate,support:

- involved with sale mandate/as advisor

fees are contingent on closing of acquisition of Target

- supereisioni not possible/no other CBVs

- fees are contingent on closing of acquisition of Target

-othervalid - -

1.0

1.0

0.5

0.5

0.5
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/10.0

/ 3.5

/ 4.0

/ 2.0

/ 46.0

.

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s
2008 MQE - Suggested Marking Key 1LL!1 INSIGHT

Marks Marks

__________

Available Awarded

- should discuss with Board
- 5

- may need to consult with lawyer/Board consult with lawyer regarding 0.5
independence

- other valid 0.5

- other valid 0.5

Internal Maximum - Memo 1 7.5

Sum of internal Maximums - Parts 1 and 2

Professional capability Marks

Appropriateness of response

- report meets clients needs (e.g.. concepts explaired, quantification
performed)

- addresses all parts of the required

Communication

- response was clear, well planned & organized

Balance (quantitative & quolitotive)

- response was not balanced

- response was somewhat balanced

- response was appropriately balanced

Professional judgment

- weak Pj demonstrated

- limited PJ demonstrated

- reasonable PJ demonstrated

-

solid PJ demonstrated

Internal Maximum - Professional Capability Marks

Total Marks obtained - Question 1

Copvhght \1elanie E. Russell, 7A. cft Cv. CiNI, CEE, TEP and Adam N Johnson. CP CA. CBV CR4. Not to be copiecior otherwise repttjceci
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/ 4.0

I 50.0

‘4.5

1 50.0

1 .0

0.5

0.5

0.0

0.5

1.0

0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

a

‘4.5



Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

2008 MQE - Suggested Marking Key 24! INSIGHT .
I Marks

Available
Marks internal]

Awarded Max.

Question 2(30 marks. 72 minutesj

Terms of ReferencelBackgro and

-

recognition no report required as internal memo 0.5

- specify purpose — assist in assessing whetherjC should tender reports, 0.5

accept share-for-share exchange, or reject both

- speci’ effective dare (Sept. 15, 2008) 0.5

- outline of share owrership of ABC 0.5

- brief background to YC takeover bid (e.g., $50 cash — no brokerage costs or 0.5, 0.5

blockage)

-brief background to Pharma’s offer (e.g., share exchange/non-cash, requires 0.5,0.5

majority approval)

- calc # of Pharrna shares o/s(1 75M) 0.5

- calc % ownership of Pharma shares by ABC shareholders after if offer 0.5

accepted (22%)

- calc % ownership of Pharma shares byjC (>4%) 0.5

- implication (e.g., blockage discount reduced) 0.5

- reference point is FMV 0.5

define FMV 0.5

- conclude/discuss whether minority discount applicable; support: 0.5

- if results in dissent, appraisal remedy would use FV 0.5

differentiate FMV & FV (i.e., no minority discount per cases)

-

0.5

- refer to case on P.’ (e.g., Domglas) 0.5

other valid --

0.5

- haven’t other valid 0.5

Internal Maximum - Terms of Reference/Background /10.5 /3.0

Volaof ion approach

- going concern approach selected 0.5

- support (e.g., long history) 0.5

- support (e.g., profitable historical results) 0.5

- support (e.g.. dominant national presence in Canada) 0.5

support (e.g., opportunities to improve profitability — improved 0.5

distribution network)
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Section 5: suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s
2008 MQE - Suggested Marking Key ILL11 INSIGHT

- Marks Marks Internal

____________ ________

Available Awarded Max.

_________

: selected vain method (ag., capitahzed cash flow/earnings explain method 0.5, 0.5

- support 0.5

selected secondary vain method (e.g., market), explain, method 0.5. 0.5

- support 0.5

- select dual capitalization approach. explain method 0.5. 0.5

- use different rates of return for tangible assets/corporate owned store 0.5
because higher TAB

-othervalid 0.5

-othervalid 0.5

Internal Maximums - Valuation approach /8.0 /2.0

__________-

Valuation Calculations

- normalized cash flow calcs (Schedules I & 2)

- review period 0.5

- rent expense (if use dual capitalization) 0.5

- add amortization 0.5

add restructuring expense 0.5

- other valid 0.5

- deduct taxes at reasonable rate 0.5

- select normalized earnings with support (e.g., averages, later years more 0.5, 0.5
relevant because of increased competition & price reduction, 2007 & 2008
less relevant because of operational issues)

Internal Maximum — Normalized cash flow calculations / 4.0 / 2.0

Cap rate/multiple:

— --

apply reasonable cap rate/multiple, support: 0.5
—

Analysis of trading prices of comparable public companies (Schedule 5)

- quantitative analysis of multiples (e.g., averages) 0.5

-comment in relation to nature of operations/product line (e.g., Pharma 0.5,0.5,
has pharmaceutical & cosmetic products, Organics deals with organic & 0.5, 0.5
health foods, Department sells general merchandise, CSI & Dl are
discounters)

- comment in relation to size of business (e.g., CIS much larger, Dl much 0.5, 0.5
larger, Organics smaller)
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

2008 MQE - Suggested Marking Key ILJ!1 INSIGHT

Marks Marks internail

______________

Available Awarded Max.

- comment in relation to location (e.g., CSI & DI are international, 0.5, 0.5

Department in North America.)

- comment in relation to assets/TAB 0.5, 0.5

-—
- comment in relation to inventory turnover: calc from comparables 0.5, 0.5

—

- comment in relation to gross/profit margin: calc from comparables 0.5, 0.5

- other valid 0.5, 0.5

Adjustments to comparable’s multiples:

- adjust earnings for rent expense/equate leased & rented operations - in 0.5, 0.5

comparable

cos & transactions .

.

adjust enterprise/equity value to equate leased & rented operations - in 0.5, 0.5

comparable cos & transactions

-otbervalid .

0.5

- public cos reflect inherent minority discount 0.5

- value calcs do/do not already reflect minority discount 0.5

- liquidity disc may need to be reflected .

0.5

- size adjustment may be required ...

0.5

Analysis of comparable transactions (Schedule 6)

- quantitative analysis of multiples (e.g., averages) 0.5

—

. comment on deals in relation to type of business 0.5

- comment on deals in relation to type of transaction (e.g., Storage & 0.5

Temperature going private)

- comment on deals in relation to nature of purchaser (e.g., International is 0.5, 0.5

global co)

comment on deals in relation to consideration 0.5. 0.5

- comment on deals in relation to size of target 0.5, 0.5

- comment on deals in relation to leverage - relevant only if use equity 0.5, 0.5

value

-comment on oeals in relation to asset base 0.5, 0.5

comment on deals in relation to size of consideration 0.5, 0.5

comment on deals in relation to proximitytoVD 0.5, 0.5

comment on deals in relation to synergies (e.g.. Storage deal likely 0.5, 0.5

articipated synergies/lr.ternational was strategic purchaser)

..

- comment on deals in relation to target’s nature of operations (e.g., 0.5. 0.5

Storage only 50% in Canada: Medical & Gas similar because provide
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s
2008 MQE - Suggested Marking Key

_____

INSIGHT

Marks Marks Internal 1

_______

Available Awarded Max.

necessities/subject to inelastic demand)

Adjustments to transaction multiples:

- all control positions — directly relevant 0.5

- assumption of comparability of growth prospects 0.5

- other valid 0.5

Internal Maximum — compltransaction analysis
- 125.5 18.0

Calculate value implied by takeover bid Schedule 3):

- calculate enterprise value 0.5

- deduct net debt 0.5

- add net value of redundant assets —

________________

0.5

- explain concept 0.5

.

include net value of retail sites -—— 0,5

- reasonable calc of value of retail sites (e.g.. annual rental mc oivide by cap 0.5
rate)

Cap rote for retail sites & distribution centres (Schedule 4):

- use pre-tax cost of debt 0.5

- apply reasonable tax rate 0.5

- use reasonable weighting of 0/TV 0.5

calc averages, etc. based on comparables [marks awarded for 0.5
comparability discussion above]

- use reasonable risk-free rates 0.5

- add spread for BBB-rated corporate rating 0.5

- add equity risk premium 0.5

add reasonable industry risk premium/discuss relevant (actors (e.g., 0.5,0.5
increased competition, inelastic demand/required products)

- add reasorable company/asset specific (actor, support: 0.5

e.g., cost-cutting measures to maintain margins (impact must be 0.5
specified)

__________

- e.g., general merchandise line not successful to date (impact must be 0.5
specified)

________

-e.g., restructuring efforts not successful to date (impact must be 0.5
specified)
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

______

2008 MQE - Suggested Marking Key [L1!I INSJGHT

Marks Marks Internal

_________I

Available Awarded Max.

- e.g., cost savings from restructuring not yet realized (impact must be 0.5

specified)

e.g., largest chain in Canada (impact must be specified) 0.5

- e.g., restructuring efforts expected to be success’ul & result in cost 0.5

savings in the future (impact must be specified)

- e.g., long history (impact must be specified) 0.5

- e.g., profitable history (impact must be specified) 0.5

- e.g.. high tangible asset backing (impact must be specified) 0.5

-deduct/consider inherent disposition costs 0.5

-deduct ACS 0.5

- multiply by 50% inclusion rate 0.5

- apply reasonable income tax rate 0.5

consider/deduct RDTOH 0.5

-calc recapture 0.5

-apply reasonable income tax rate 0.5

- consider present value for time delay. ability to tax structure, etc. 0.5, 0.5

- include excess inventory - food products, general (Scheoule 9) 0.5, 0.5

- caic ABC’s working capital ratio - 0.5. 0.5

-calc ABC’s acid test 0.5, 0,5

- calc ABC’s days sales in mv/inventory turnover — food products, general 0.5

- calc/select industry days sales in inventory/mv turnover — food products, 0.5

general

- consider write-down/impairment provisions. support (e.g.. rebranding 0.5

problems)

- inclUde excess receivables (Schedule 9) 0.5

caic ABC’s days sales in receivables 0.5

- calc/select industry sales in receivables 0.5

- caic implied EBITDA/earnings multiples based on takeover offer 0.5

-compare to multiples of comparable transactiors/cos 0.5

- comment (e.g., ABC’s cost cutting measures are eroding margins) 0.5

- comment (e.g., unsuccessful venture to general merchandise so far) 0.5

comment (e.g., ABC’s distribution problems) 0.5
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

______

2008 MQE - Suggested Marking Key LAL1. INSIGHT

Marks Marks Internal
Available Awarded Max.

- comment (e.g., anticipated cest savings not yet achieved) 0.5

- comment (e.g., ABC largest chain in Canada) 0.5

- comment (e.g., restructuring efforts expected to pay off eventually) 0.5

- commert (e.g., anticipated long & pro9table history) 0.5

- comment 0.5

- comment 0.5

- overall conclusion as to whether or notjC should accept takeover bid, 0.5
supported

Internal Maximum - Takeover bid calculations / 8.0

Analysis of Pharma Share-for-Share Exchanee Proposal

discuss methodology (e.g., reference to Pharma’s trading price adjusted for 0.5
the transaction/pro-forma)

- discuss inclusion of synergies/economic value-added f 0.5

Combined Post-acquisition EBITDA/eornings for Phorma (Schedule 7)

- include ABC & Pharma’s pre-deal EBITDA/earnings 0.5

- review period 0.5

- rent expense (if use dual capitalization) 0.5

- add amortization 0.5

add restructuring expense 0.5_

- -

. add restructuring expense
. 0.5

- othervalid
.

- deduct taxes at reasonabte rate 0.5,0.5

- select normalized earnings with support (e.g., averages, later years more 0.5, 0.5
relevant because of increased competition & price reduction, 2007 & 2008
less relevant because of operational issues)

- add increase in saies at ABC, reasonable calc (i.e., considering annual 0.5, 0.5
growth & EBITDA/R margin)

- add increase in sales at Pharma, reasonable caic (i.e., considering annual 0.5, 0.5
growth & EBITDPJR margin)

- add increase in gross margin at ABC, reasonable calc (i.e., considering 0.5, 0.5
annual growth & gross margin)

- add increase in gross margin at Pharma, reasonable calc (i.e., considering 0.5, 0.5
annual growth & gross margin)
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Section 5: suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

2008 MQE - Suggested Marking Key L!1. INSIGHT

Marks Marks Internal]

________

Available Awarded Max.

- add increase in SG&A savings, reasonable calc 0.5

-

deduct normal retail site/distribution cenrre rental expenses if use dual cap 0.5, 0.5

— ABC & Pha rn’ a

Calculore value implied by share exchange (Schedule 8):

apply reasonable multiple/cap rate, support: 0.5

- reflect ABC’s & Pharma’s multiples 0,5

- consider comparable cos & transactions [detailed marks for analysis of 0.5

comparables awarded above)

-

- add netvalue of redundant assets -- -- 0.5

-

explain concept -

- include net value of retail sites 0.5

- reasonable calc of value of retail sites [calc/analysis marks awarded -

above

including disposition costs]

- include excess inventory - food products, general tcalc/analysis marks 0.5

awarded above]

include excess receivables [calc/analysis marks awarded above] 0.5

deduct net debt of ABC & Pharma --
0.5

divide by # of post-transaction shares (i.e., 225M) 0.5

other valid (e.g., non-cash deal) 0.5

- other valid (e.g., liquidity may be reduced/blockage oiscount may be 0.5

- reduced on a combined basis)

- other valid e.g., deal contingent on Pharma’s closing price)

-

0.5

- overall conclusion as to whether or notJC should accept share-for-share 0.5

exchange, supported

Internal Maximum — Share-for-Share Analysis ,‘ 6.0

Conclusions/Recommendarions

—-

- compare alternatives - -
0.5

- --

- overall conclusion on alternatives with support 0.5

-otbervalid 0.5

Internal Maximum — Conclusions /1,0

Sum of Internal Maximums - -
/30.0
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s
2008 MQE - Suggested Marking Key INSIGHT

Marks Marks Internal
Available Awarded Max.

Professional Capability Marks

Appropriateness of response

- report meets clients needs (e.g., no need to comply with Std, 110 applied as 1.0
internal memo requested, conclusions on alternatives provided)

Communication

- response was clear, well planned & organized 0.5

-

Balance (quantitative & qualitative)

- response was not balanced 0.0

response was appropriately balanced 0.5

Professional judgment
- —

- weak PJ demonstrated 0.0 —

limited Pj demonstrared 0.5

- reasonable Pj demonstrated 1.0

Internal Maximum - Professional Capability Marks
- /3.0

totalMarks.Ottáined—Question ItS I30.0
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

2008 MQE - Suggested Marking Key IL11 INSIGHT

Marks Marks Internali
-

- Available Awarded Max.

Question 3 [20 marks, 48 minutes]

Terms of Reference

- recognition no report required as internal memo 0.5

- specify purpose — potential litigation re: purchase of the shares 0.5

specify vain date (Dec 31, 2X6)

-

0.5

specify level of assurance — likely calc’n 0.5

- if proceed to trial, will need comprehensive report 0.5

conclusions may significantly change if estimate or comprehensive 0.5

valuation done

-

not acting independently 0.5

define FMV 0.5

Assumpfions

information & documentation provideo is accurate 0.5

forecasts are reasonable/reflect mrs best estimates/no due diligence 0.5

undertaken

forecasts may be biased as they were prepared by mgt for negotiating a 0.5

price

other valid 0.5

Scope of review

—

‘audited FS of MECo for 2005 & 2006 0.5

projections for MECo prepared by mgt 0.5

comparable public cos

.

0.5

excerpts from SHA 0.5

discussion with Mr. White 0.5

- haven’t audited, reviewed or otherwise verified financial info provided/no 0.5

corroboration

no industry research 0.5

no comparable Co or transaction research 0.5

FMV vs. price

special not purchasers considered 0.5

- explain special purchasers 0.5

co not exposed to market so price may differ, reasons: 0.5
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s
2008 MQE - Suggested Marking Key

- synergies that RH may achieve (e.g., cost savings, large make-whole
provision)

-

RH & MECo managers may not be at arms-length

- RH may have been compelled to transact because of high mgt fees & large
fund size

- other valid

Internal Maximum - Terms of ReferencelAssurnptlonslFMV vs. price

Valuation methodology

- going concern approach selected, suppor:

- selected vain method (e.g., DCF), support:

- finite contract period

_________________

- AUM is increasing

- consider use of probability rates/scenario analysis

Internal Maximum - Valuation Methodology

DCF ca/cs (Schedule 2)

use base term & extension period

- calc AUM for existing core assets using reasonable growth rate

- support selected growth rate (e.g., subsequent results, hindsight generally
can’t be used, but permitted to test reasonableness of assumptions, laer
will need to do research on this)

- calc AUM for acquired core assets using reasonable declining rate

support selected rate

-apply reasonable mgt fee rate, consider different rate during extension
period

________ -

bTá!1i iNSIGHT

-recognize mm of S13M

- hindsight shows rate decreased to 0.15%

- but partly tax planning

‘at Vdate, contractually tied to 0.25%

_______

-analysis of comparables (schedule 4):

_________

-quantitative analysis of multiples (e.g., averages)

- comment on comparables in relation to size - AUM &/or market cap (e.g.,
- Mega much larger, GAREM, Pinnacle & Nadir closer in size)
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Marks Internal
Awarded Max.

11.0

Marks
Available

0.5, 0.5

0.5

0.5, 0.5

0.5

0.5

9.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5, 0.5,
0.5,0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5



INSIGHT

Marks Marks Internal

Available Awarded Max.

-

comment on comparables in relation to rev sources (e.g., Mega & GAREM 0.5, 0.5

own some of the assets they manage - earn investment income + mgt fees,

Nadir does personal asset mgt)

-comment on comparables in relation to location (e.g., Mega in similar 0.5, 0.5

location, Pinnacle located in US, Nadir in Ontario)

- comment on comparables in relation to type of assets managed (e.g., 0.5, 0.5

Mega in real estate industry but focuses on commercial, residential &

infrastructure assets vs. infrastructure per RH, Nadir does commercial & retail

also)

comment on comparables 0.5, 0.5

add investment/other income, reasonable calc 0.5

deduct operating expenses 0.5

-discuss expenses as fixed/indirect or variable/direct 0.5

- add inflation to fixed costs 0.5

- ‘or direct/variable expense, project relative to revenues

-

0.5

-. -

- deduct income taxes at reasonable rate

.
.

0.5

- deductcapex 0.5

- net of tax shield, reasonable calc 0.5

Internal Maximum - DCF calculations / 5.0

Discount rote (Schedule 3)

-

use reasonable disc rate, support: 0.5

- select reasonable risk-free rate, should match the projection period 0.5, 0.5

- add equity risk premijm

.

0.5

-add reasonable co specific premium 0.5

-support 0.5

-support 0.5

select reasonable debt rate 0.5

- convert debt rate to after-tax 0.5

select reasonable debt/equity ratio, support: 0.5

- calc avg. etc. based on comparables [marks awarded for 0.5

- comparability discussion above)

othervalid 0.5

- othervalid 0.5

Internal Maximum — Discount rate 11.5
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s
2008 MQE - Suggested Marking Key ‘ t INSIGHT

1 Marks Marks Internal

________

A I Available Awarded Max.

Vu/we ca/cs (Schedule 1)

- add tax shield on existing assets, reasonable calc 0.5

- add redundant cash 0.5

-reasonable calc (e.g., working capital) 0.5

-

- add redundant investments 0.5

deduct/consider inherent disposition costs 0.5

-deductACB 0.5

- multiply by 50% inclusion rate 0.5

- apply reasonable income tax rate 0.5

- consider/deduct RDTOH 0.5

- consider present value for time delay, ability to tax structure, etc. 0.5, 0.5

- other valid 0.5

other valid 0.5

- adjust enterprise value for:

- deduct debt 0.5

- calc per share en bloc value (divide by SM shares)

_______________

— 0.5, 0.5

deduct/consider minority oiscocjnt, explain concept 0.5

- SHA requires block purchase of mgi shares - 60% 0,5

mgi group likely controls operations 0.5

- consider if rngt voted collectively in the past 0.5

- other valid 0.5

add/consider premium for control, explain concept 0.5, 0.5

- may be relevant since rngt shares must be purchased together 0.5

- refer to articles/studies 0.5

- but if premiums relate to synergies, not relevant here 0.5

________

-- -othervalid

______
___________-

0.5

discount for illiquidity/marketability, explain concept 0.5, 0.5

- MECo is private co - no ready market for shares 0.5

refer to restricted stock studies 0.5

- discuss issues relating to the studies 0.5

- discuss issues relating to the studies 0.5
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE1s

2008 MQE - Suggested Marking Key

-Iowrkofunderlyingassets ... .

- contract in place

- short term of contract

- logical buyer is RH

- -—

- RH may be special purchaser

- RH may not value liquidity/long hold period

- risk minimum fees

-other valid

• other valid

- other valid

- calc EV/EBITDA multiples of comparable companies — avg, adjustea, etc.

[comparability comments awarded above)

- caic EV/rev multiples of comparable cos — avg. adjusted, etc. [comparability

comments awarded above]

overall conclusion of FMV per share

comment on price

Internal Maximum-Value calculations (other)

Other options

- explain concept for Mr. Pink’s interest being negatively affected (i.e., RH had

more economical option than purchasing shares of $].5M)

1. Terminate agreement with MECo & pay make-whole (Schedule 2)

- explain scenario

- use future payments per mgt agmt

- apply reasonable discount rate, support:

- lower risk than operations [comparable support marks awarded

above]

-other valid [comparable support marks awarded above]

- calc per share termination cost

- compare to $2.50 per share cost

- recognize would reed to replace mgt services or hire staff/start department

-other valid

MQE Insight 2017 Course Notes
Sample Marking Keys —2008 MQE

[LL11 INSIGHT

1

Marks Marks Internal
Available Awarded Max.

0.5

0.5

0.5

0,5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

I 5.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0,5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5,0.5

0.5

.
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s
2008 MQE - Suggested Marking Key LLLtJ. INSIGHT

Marks Mark5 Internal

_________

Available Awarded Max.

2 Continue under the agmt

- explain scenario 0.5

options

at end of 3 years (i.e., renegotiate with MECo, find alternative mgr) 0.5

— —

- or could renegotiate with MECo to extend term & reduce to market rate - - 0.5
-—

- MECo’s services required — would have to pay regardless (but maybe at a 0.5
lower rate)

- only issue is the potential 5% excess rngt fees 0.5

- calculate potential max savings, deduct taxes 0.5, 0.5

-0.25% rate not far off market/in the range, refer to comparables 0,5

- $7.SM purchase price results in additional 60% of discretionary cash flow to 0.5
accrue to RH

-othervalid 0.5

overall conclusion on best alternative with support -- 0.5

Hindsight 0.5

-

post-Dec 31, 2006 events can’t be considered
-- 0.5

- may be permitted to assess the reasonability of assumptions 0.5

-- -

- example cases 0.5

-

oppression issue is to be determined by the courts 0.5

- if proven, Pt would be used

-

0.5

-

- differentiate FMV & Pt (i.e., generally no minority discount) 0.5

-

refertocases

-

05

-

othervalid
- 0.5

Internal

Maximum - Other Options / 4.0

Professional Capability Marks

Appropriateness of response

- report meets client’s needs 1.0

Comm un/cation

- response was clear, well planned & organized 0.5

Batonce (quantitative & qualitative)

- response was not balanced - 0.0

- response was appropriately balanced . 0.5
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Section 5: suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

2008 MQE - suggested Marking Key L! INSIGHT .
L_i

Professionol judgment

--

- weak Pj oemorstrated

- limited PJ demonstrated

- reasonable PJ demonstrated

Internal Maximum - Professional Capability Marks

Marks Marks Internal
Available Awarded Max.

0.0

0.5

‘.0

/ 3.0

[Total Marks Obtained - QuestionS 1 1 1200
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s
2009 MQE - Suggested Marking Key [LL!1 INSIGHT

*Marks Marks Internal 1

_____

— Available Awarded Max.

Question 1 [45 marks, 108 minutes]

Deliverable Part 1: valuation of Debt Balances

Rep ortine Standards - Revort Verbiage

Valuation report

- i.d. asset being valued (enterprise value) 0.5

- specify valuation assurance level provided 0.5

- specify VDate (Aug. 31, 2009)

--

-
-

0.5

- specify purpose (determine Rivard’s debt balance to be recognized after 0.5
restructuring of Fernandez)

- complies with CICBV reporting standards (Std 110,120,130) 0.5

- no contingent fees, no financial involvement with Fernandez, etc. 0.5

recognize whether internal prelim valuation is report, whether Std. 410 or 0.5,0.5
210 relevant

estimate not equivalent to comprelensive valuation report, explain (e.g., 0.5, 0.5
limited financial & operational documentation reviewed, heavier reliance on
mgt representations, limited industry review, limited economic review)

- define enterprise value 0.5

define FMV 0.5

FMV may not equal sale price; reasons why: 0.5

.

special purchasers may exist 0.5

define SPs 0.5

ability to obtain synergies 0.5

discuss synergies in more detail (e.g., market parricipart. buyer specific 0.5
synergies)

- compulsion to transact (explainl 0.5

______

differing negotiating abilities 0.5

--________ -differing knowledge levels/due diligence
-- 0.5

- non-cash consideration/structure of consideration 0.5

differing risk assessments
- 0.5

other valid
.. . 0.5

- other valid 0.5

Internal Maximum - Introduction I 12.0 12.0
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

2009 MQE - Suggested Marking Key 1LI INSIGHT

Marks - Marks Internal

_________

Available Awarded Max.

Scope of review

- F/S of Fernandez for 2005•2009 0.5

—

- forecasts in Plan of Arrangement for 20102014 0.5

- summary of Fernandez proposals - 0_S

-

tax information re: rates, UCC balances & CCA rates 0.5

public co trading multiples 0.5

-private co transactions details 0.5

- -

- hedge fund industry info -

-
0.5

-

tax excerpts from preliminary internal vain of Fernandez
-

0.5

- gereral economic info 0_s

- other valid 0.5

- haven’t audited, reviewed or otherwise verified financial info provided/no 0.5

corroborati?n [can be in assumptionsi

- -

-conclusions may significantly change if comprehensive report done 0.5

[requires consistency with selection of level of valuation assurancel

Internal Maximum - Scope of review /6.0 / 1.5

Restrirtions

& limitations

- - -

- no access to mgt of Fernandez/scope limitation 0.5

-

- business not exposed for sale --

0.5

- report not lobe distributed without consent; not for general circulation 0.5

- reserve the right to change analysis 0.5

- -

- intended for stated purposes/not responsible for losses from reliance 0.5

outside

of stated purpose -

-

-

- —
- restrict liabili to fees charged 0.5

- entire report (md. schedules) to be read collectively 0.5

- no investment advice provided/not a recommendation to sell 0.5

-othervalid 0.5

Internal Maximum — Restrictions & limitations / 4.5 / 1.0

Assumptions

—

- no redundant assets/liabilities; other relevant assumption re: redunoancies 0.5

—

- tax rates will continue/specify rates

- - -

0.5

mgts future-oriented material provided represent best estimate of expected 0.5
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s J
2009 MQE - Suggested Marking Key ILL! INSiGHT

Marks Marks Internal
j

_____

Available Awarded Max.

future operating results

- no info that hasn’t been considered 0.5

- no significant/material contingencies, etc. pending or threatened at Vdate 0.5

- -

- no prior valuations or offers 0.5

no material changes in financial position between valuation date & date of 0.5
report

- legal & consulting expenses for 2010 & beyond will approximate $300,000 0.5
(or other reasonable assumption)

- optimal debt-to-equity ratio of 10/90 (or other reasonable assumption) 0.5

-othervalid 0.5

-othervalid 0.5

— Internal Maximum — Assumptions /5.5 11.5

Background, financial analysis, industry. etc.

- recognize need to outline key background of Fernandez 0.5

- key/relevant co background factor (e.g., ownership of shares) 0.5

- key/relevant co background factor (e.g., importance of Fernandez’ 0.5
personal relationships with investors)

key/relevant co background factor 0.5 —

- key financial analysis factor 0.5

- key financial analysis factor 0.5

recognize need for industry analysis section 0.5

key industry factor (e.g., impact of economic conditions/wind ups) 0.5

- key industry factor (e.g., rule of thumb) 0.5

- key industry factor 0.5

recognize reed for economy section [only if select comprehensive report] 0.5

Internal

Maximum — Background, financial analysis, industry. etc. /5.5 /2.0

Valuation approaches

- - -

- recognize need for general valuation approach discussion -

- 0.5

brief description of asset-based approach/when used 0.5

- brief description of income/earnings/cash flow approachlwhen used 0.5

_________

-

- brief description of market approach/when used

--
--—

0.5

selected going concern approach (e.g., going concern), support (e.g., 0.5
existence of Plan of Arrangement)
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

2009 MQE - Suggested Marking Key INSIGHT .

- support (e.g., existence of Plan of Arrangement)

- support (e.g., forecasts indicate expected reasonable return on

investment after restructuring)

- select DCF method, brief explanation of method

- support (e.g., expected future annual fluctuations)

- cash flaw vs. income used b/c of differences between capex & dep.

- select liquidation method, support (e.g., to check if higher recovery wo’Jd

result from rejection of Plan)

- support (e.g., no forecasts, consistent & preoictable earnings/lack of

volatility)

- support for cash flow vs. EBITDA vs. earnings

- othervalid

- other valid

Internal Maximum - Valuation approaches

Analysis offorecasts/assumptions used:

- relevant comment (e.g., normalization of legal &consulting expenses)

relevant comment (e.g., normalization of management salary, reference to

Munson & Amadeus who are in CCM)

relevant comment

- relevant comment

- relevant comment

-relevant comment

Internal Maximum — Analysis of forecasts

Value calculations (Schedule 2):

Cash flaw analysis

- reasonable AUM (if other than given irfo)

- reasonable rev calc (if other than given info)

-normalize legal expenses

- normalize mgt salaries, support:

- e.g., industry averages

- e.g., relevance of comparable cos (Amadeus & Munson in CCM)

copyright Melarre E. Russell, CPA. CA. sq. CIM,CFE, p and Adam N johnson, cA, cA. CBV, GA.
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0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5, 0.5

/ 7.5

/ 3.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0,5

0.5

0.5
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s
2009 MQE - Suggested Marking Key INSIGHT

I

__________

Marks Marks Internal

__________[

— Available Awarded Max.

- remove income on redundant asset 0.5

- ded ct tax using reasonable rates 0.5

deduct working capital adjustment 0.5

- -

- deduct capex 0.5

- net of tax shield - reasonable calc 0.5

Internal Maximum - cash flow analysis /5.5 /2.0

Discount rate (Schedule 3):

- apply reasonable disc rate 0.5

brief explanation of disc rate 0.5

use of long-term GOC/other reasonable risk-tree rate
- 0.5

add reasonable equity risk premium, explain equity risk premium 0.5, 0.5

- add reasonable size premium, support (e.g., # of years) 0.5, 0.5

- explain size premium 0.5

Internal Maximum — discount rate (basic mechanics)
- /4.0 1 2.0

- explain co specific premium
— 0.5

- -

-

add reasonable company specific/unsystematic premium, support: — 0.5

- long history (since 20021 0.5

- experienced management 0.5

- past growth/increases in revenue & net income 0.5

-

- hedge fund industry expected to recover
--

- - - -

0.5

- volatile industry 0.5

- low TAB 0.5

- high level of personal goodwill with Mr. Fernandez 0.5

- no long-term contract with Mr. Fernandez 0.5

- small market share
- 0.5

- not diversified - only hedge fund industry
- 0.5

_________

-

- other valid [don’t award if separate industry risk reflects the factor] 0.5

—

- other valid [don’t award if separate industry risk reflects the factor] 0.5

-

- Internal Maximum -discount rate - company-specific risk premium /7.0 /2.0

-selection of reasonable DIE ratio, support: 0,5

copyrtghr \-Ielanie F. Russell, cPA, CA. COY, CM. (FE, TE’ and Adam \Johr,or. CP. CA COY. GA. ‘cot to be copied or ctherwise reproduced
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

2a09 MQE - Suggested Marking Key LLi INSIGHT .
‘555,asurZ. ‘ Marks Marks Internal

j -

Available Awarded Max.

- quantitative analysis at comparable cos (e.g., averages) 0.5

-

qualitative analysis of comparable cos 0.5

- qualitative analysis of comparable cos 0.5

- qualitative analysis of comparable cos [points must be different than 0.5

for beta to be awardedi

- select reasonable cost of long-term debt 0.5

- calc of weighted average rate (consider secured, senior unsecured & sub 0.5

debt)

- adjust to after-tax using consistent/reasonable tax rate 0.5

- adjust for growth, support: 0.5

- inflation rates

-------

0.5

-

nominal vs. real return long-term bond rates 0.5

. other valid 0.5

Internal Maximum - discount/cap rate - leverage, growth, etc. / 6.0 / 2.0

Other value calculations -
-

- - -

- add tax shield on existing UCC, reasonable calc, separate classes 0.5, 0.5

-

- add value of loss carryforwards 0.5

- reasonable caic - - --
0.5

. add value of redundant asset — parking lot - - - - 0.5

—-

- deduct commissions -

-

0.5

. deduct disposition costs - 0.5

- deduct income taxes 0.5

—

- calc capital gain 0.5

- multiply by 50% - inclusion rate 0.5

-- -

- multiply by reasonable income tax rate - - - - 0.5

-

consider discounting disposition costs; support - - - o.s

-

delay in disposition 0.5

—

. tax planning opportunities -
0.5

Internal Maximum —en bloc calculations -
I 1.0 / 2.0

,_

- multiply by 49% . 0,5

- deduct minority/lack of control discount 0.5

copyught Melanie E. Russell, CPA, CA. cOy, ClM,CPE, HP and Adam N.Johnsor. cPA. cA. cOy, cPA. Noti.o be copied or nrherwise epi-oduced
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

_____

2009 MQE - Suggested Marking Key [Tj INSIGHT

______

Marks Marks internal]

______

J Available Awarded Max.

__________

support 0.5

- support 0.5

-

deduct marketability/liouidity discount 0.5

________

support (e.g., the third party investor doesn’t want to sell) 0.5

- -

support 0.5

Internal Maximum — minority sharehoiding calculation /3.5 /1.0

Marker approach - comparable public companies (Schedule 5)

- caic enterprise value for Amadeus, Tremblay, Munson, Norman 0.5, 0.5,
0.5, 0.5

calc implied EV to AUM multiples for 2 or more entities - 1.0

- calc implied EV to AUM multiples for Fernandez 0.5

comment on comparability (e.g., public co multiples generally higher due 0.5
to marketability/liquidity)

- comment on comparability (e.g., market speculation may impact public 0,5
cos)

- comment on comparability (e.g., market timing relating to economic 0.5
conditions)

comment on comparability (other valid) 0.5

- calc implied EV to fee revenue for 2 or more entities 0.5

- calc implied EV to fee revenue multiple for Fernandez 0.5

- comment on comparability (e.g., management of hedge funds may impact 0.5
multiples due to riskiness)

comment on comparability (e.g., diversification of services provided by 0.5
public cos)

- comment on comparability (other valid) 0.5

qualitative analysis of comparables (e.g.. all except Munson much larger in 0.5
revenue)

- qualitative analysis of comparables (e.g., all except Munson much larger in 0.5
terms of AUM)

qualitative analysis of comparables (e.g., level of diversification of services 0.5
offered)

-qualitative analysis of comparables (e.g., Munson & Norman do work for 0.5
hedge funds)

-qualitative analysis of comparables(e.g.. Munson also in CCM) 0.5

_________

qualitative aralysis of comparables (other valid) 0.5

copyright Velane E. Russell, CPA: CA, cpv, CM, CE, iT? and Adam N. johrsor, CPA, CA, coy, CPA ‘cot to b€ copied at otPer’.’:i5e teproduced
without the authors’ express authorization.
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Section 5: suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

______

2009 MQE - Suggested Marking key IL1 INSIGHT

qualitative analysis of comparables (other valid)

-

overall conclusion on most comparable cos

- overall conclusion on impact of comparable co analysis to multiple

for Fernandez

Internal Maximum — comparable public companies

Market approach — transactions (Schedule 6)

- calc enterprise value for Creditvalley, Trojan & Schie’tler deals

- calc implied EV to AUM multiples for all 3 deals

- calc implied EV to AUM multiples for Fernandez [awarded abovel

- calc implied EV to fee revenue for all three deals

- calc implied [V to fee revenue multiple for Fernandez [awarded above]

- comment on cornparability(e.g., Creditvalley &Trojan are U.S. deals)

- comment on comparability (e.g., Creditvalley & Trojan occurred before

- recession) -
-

—
-—

comment on comparability (e.g., may include SP synergies that weren’t

disclosed)

- comment on comparability (e.g., Creditvalley & Trojan involved larger cos vs.

Fernandez)

comment on comparability (e.g.. Schieffler is Canadian deal)

- comment on comparability (e.g., may Schieffler deal occurreo just after start

of Cdn recession — may not have reflected impact of recessEor)

- comment ? comparability (other valid)

- comment on comparability (e.g., other valid)

- overall conclusion on impact of comparable transaction analysis to multiple

selection for Fernandez

Internal Maximum - transaction analysis

Rule of rhumb approach:

- caIc irdicated value using rule of thumb of8% to 10% of AUM

- discuss basis 9f AUM to use (e.g., forecast)

- compare to value caics

- discuss relevance of rule of thumb (e.g., may be outdated due to economic

conditions)

copyright Melanie E. Russell, CPA, C& csv, CM. crE, TEP and Adorn N.]obnsor. cPA, CA, cOy. cFA Not tn he copied or otherwise eproduced

without the authors express aurhori,atinn,
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Internal
Max.

14.0

1 4.0

Marks Marks
Available Awarded

0.5

0.5

0.5

1 12.5

0.5, 0.5,
0.5

1.0

1 .0

0,5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

/ 8.0

1.0

0.5

0.5

0.5

.
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Section 5: suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

______

2009 MQE - Suggested Marking Key LLI! INSIGHT

Marks
[ Available

- discuss relevance of rule of thumb (e.g., should be compared to recent 0.5
transactions)

- discuss relevance of rule of thumb (e.g., other valid) 0.5

- overall conclusion on impact of rule of thumb to multiple selection for 0.5
Ferrandez

Internal Maximum - Rule of thumb

- overall conclusion on Fernandez’ enterprise value 0,5

deduct TAB to calc implied goodwill 0,5

- deduct redundant assets (land, investment) 0.5, 0.5

- deduct intangible assets (software, intangible assets) 0.5, 0.5

comment on reasonability with support 0.5

Internal Maximum - conclusion and reasonability check

Allocation of enrerprise value to debt balances (Schedule fl;

allocate first to LOC 0.5

- then senor secured debt 0.5

- then to senior nsecured debt 0.5

then to pref shares, support 0.5, 0.5

selectJdiscuss approach to value pref shares 0.5

select reasonable market div rate 0.5

- then to subordinated unsecured debt 0.5

- other valid, other valid 0.5, 0.5

Internal Maximum - Allocation of enterprise value

______

—-

Sum of Internal Maximums - Part 1

—

___________

PartZ watIonVaIueofFenlafld&(ScheduIe 7)

- explain purpose (i.e., check if higher recovery if reject Plan of Arrangement) 0.5

- revalue MIS to 90%, deduct taxes 0.5, 0.5

revalue A/R to 50%, deduct taxes 0.5 0.5

revalue prepaids to 50% (or assume used during liquidation) 0.5

- revalue land to 1 .75M 0.5

- deduct commissions 0.5

- deduct income taxes 0.5 -

Coevrlght Melanie 1. Russell, CPA, 1k cay. GM. CFE. liP and Adorn N Johnson, CPA, ck cay, CFA. Not to be copied or otherwise reproduced
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Section 5: suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

200g MQE - Suggested Marking Key INSIGHT

Marks Marks internaTj

[ Available Awarded Max.

revalue bldg & office furniture/equipment to 80% 0.5

- revalue software & intangible assets to 75% 0.5, 0.5

- revalue investment, deduct commissions/etc., deduct taxes [see marks 0.5. 0.5,
awarded previously) 0.5

discuss PV’g disposition costs (may differ from going concern value 0.5
assumption)

- deduct disposition costs

z deduct/discuss operating profits/losses 0.5

- deduct/discuss severance costs 0.5

deduct/discuss other liquidation costs 0.5

conclude on liquidation proceeds 0.5

allocate proceeds in appropriate order (as above) 0.5

conclude on amount that would be realized on liquidation of Fernandez 0.5

- other valid 0.5

- other valid

-

---

0.5

Internal Maximum — Part 2 (Liquidation Calculations) 112.5 /5.5

Part 3 Critique of Fernandez’s Internal Valuation -J’ - z_F

conclude whether limited critique report or not/Std. 410 (i.e., n/a as already 0.5

conclude on values previously)

- CCF method inappropriate, discuss (i.e., fluctuating cash flows expected) 0.5, 0.5

-no normalization of non-recurring CCM fees in 2009, discuss impact 0.5, 0.5

no normalization of salaries & bonuses, discuss impact 0.5, 0.5

- double-counting of capita) expenditures as no addback of amortization, 0.5, 0.5
discuss impact

-income tax rate too high (40% vs. 35%), discuss impact 0.5, 0.5

- risk-free rate too high, discuss impact 0.5, 0.5

- no support for growth rates, seem high, discuss impact 0.5, 0.5

-marketability discount may not be relevant 0_S

-valuing 100% of equity not a partial interest 0.5

- no support for level of marketability discount 0.5

- consider costs to go public 0.5

copyright Meiarie E. ussell. c*, cA. csv cii1. (FE. TEP and Adam NJohnsnn. CPA, CA, CBV. CE?.. Nor to be coeed or rirtierw;e reproduced
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s
2009 MQE - Suggested Marking Key

_____

Marks
Available

- restricted stock and pre-IPO studies say average around 25% to 35% 0.5

- ranking of debt incorrect — pref shares should be ahead of sub debt 0.5

- othervalid 0.5

—-

- other valid 0.5

Internal Maximum - Part 3 (Critique)

Sum of Internal Maximums - Question 1 (Parts 1,2 and 3)

Professional Capability Marks

Appropriateness of response

report meets client’s needs (e.g., concepts explained, quantification 1.0
performed)

addresses all parts of the required 0.5

Communication

- response was clear, well planned & organized 0.5

Balance (quanritotive & qualitorive)

- response was not balanced 0.0

response was somewhat balanced 0.5

response was appropriately balanced 1.0

Professionol judgment

weak Pj demonstrated 0.0

- limited Pj demonstrated 0.5

- reasonable Pj demonstrated 1.0

- solia PJ demonstrated 1.5

Internal Maximum - Professional Capability Marks
--

- { TotalMarksobtalned-Questionl

Conyright Melanie [ Russell, CPA. Ck CSV, CM, CFE, TEP and Ad,rn N :ohrsor’. CPA, 4, C3V, cr4. Not to he copied or otherwise reproduced
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s I •
2009 MQE - Suggested Marking Key LLj!1..3 INSIGHT

Marks Marks Internail
Available Awarded Max.

Question 2 [30 marks, 72 minutes]

Terms of Reference/Introduction

- recognition no report required as internal memo/communication 1.0

- specify purpose — analysis of Mr. Pill’s value submission

...

0.5

specify effective date (Dec. 2C08) as

restrict memo 0.5

- if goes to court or given to Mr. Pill, formal report required & more work 0.5, 0.5

required

define FMV 0.5

- recognize reference point is whether 2006 acquisition price is FMV 0.5

- FMV & price (other than in a notional context) can differ, reasons: 0.5

special purchasers i-nay exist that aren’t reasonably con:errplated in the 0.5

- notional marketplace -
-

- -

- define special purchasers 0.5

- no exposure of Pharma to market around Vdate 0.5

- conclude whether or not Pharma is SP for Stress Relief, support: 0.5

- synergies/EVA likely anticipated due to use of existing technologies to 0.5

bring product to market

-differing negotiating strengths of vendor & purchaser 0.5

- different motivations 0.5

- different knowledge levels 0.5

- form of consideration may not be in terms of cash 0.5

other valid 0.5

Internal Maximum — Terms of Reference/Introduction /10.0 /5.5

Anolysis of 2006 Acquisition of Stress Relief

- conclusion whether or not 2C06 acquisition is reliable indicator of 2008 0.5

value

purchase price included contingent consideration 0.5

- therefore, $1SM likely low 0.5

- to confirm impact need further details regarding the probabilities of 0.5

the milestone & royalty payments being achieved at VDate

Copyrighr Melanie E. Russell, CPA, cs. CBV, ClM. crc, UP and Adam N.jot’nsor’, CPA, CP CBV. CtA. Nut to be copied or otherwise epiodr:ced
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s
2009 MQE - Suggested Marking Key LLL!1i INSIGHT

Marks Marks lnterna[]

__________

Available Awarded Max

- in 2006, Stress was in precknical stages vs. Phase II in 2008 0.5

- at minimum, 8% increase in likelihood which means higher value 0.5

- revenue forecasts lower atvdate vs. 2005
- 0.5

- indicates lower value in 2008 0.5

-2006 forecasts assumes 9 years of exclusivity while 2008 forecasts 0.5
assumes only 6

- ir,dcates lower value in 2008 0.5

- need more info to assess reasonability of exclusivity estimates at 2006 0.5
and Vdate

-2006 forecasts use 48% sales & marketing expense but comparable cos 0.5
have lower % at Vdate

- indicates higher value in 2098

_____________

0.5

- other valid 0.5

- other valid 0.5

Internal Maximum-Analysisof 2006Acquisition of Stress Relief /7.5 /4.0

Valuation calculations — intannible assets

- going concern approach selected with support 0.5

- selected vain method (e.g., DCF)

_____________

- -

________

0.5

- support (e.g., forecasts exist) 0.5

- support (e.g., start-up/fluctuating cash flows)

__________________

0.5

- need to verify no other products or assets of value 0.5

Internal Maximum - Selection of valuation approach / 2.5 / 1.0

- -

Cash flow projections (Schedule)

- forecast/project revenue to 2021
-- 0.5

-adjust/discuss issue me: time lag between completion of Phase Ill & 0.5
commercialization (i.e., generally one year but projections use less than one
year)

- adjust/discuss issue of decline in forecast revenue 0.5

need to review market share estimates 0.5

-probability adjust sales projections for likelihood of approvals
- 0.5

- adjust/discuss issue of decline in forecast revenue
-____________ 0.5

- deduct cost of Stress P1-I II clinical trials 0.5

copvlnbr Metanie C Russell CPA, CA. coy. C ‘4 CFE. TEP and Adam N-. Johnson. CPA, cA. cnv. CA. ‘cc- it be cupied or otherwise rein oduced
Wit Dot ;l-e authors express stirhorizannn.
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

200g MQE - Suggested Marking Key IS INSIGHT

Marks Marks Internal

L L 1: Available Awarded Max.

deduct cost of Stress PH III clinical trials 0.5

- apply probability weightings 0.5

ignore cost of research as no related revenues included; other reasonable 0.5

treatment of these costs

-

deduct cost base cost of sales 0.5

- deduct milestone costs 0.5

-deductroyaltypayments 0.5

—

- probability weight cost of sales (or any component) - 0.5

- separately consider Ph II, Ph III and NDA approval weightings 0.5

discuss reasonable sales, marketing & admin expenses 0.5

- comment on reasonability of $1 OM & $SM launch costs 0.5

- adjust/discuss issue re: decrease in sales & marketing once Stress patent 0.5

expires ($50K)

- probability weight SMA/non-program costs (awarded above] -

- separately consider Ph II, Ph III and NDA approval weightirgs --
0.5 —

- other valid 0.5

- other valid 0.5

- deduct taxes at reasonable rate 0.5

- consider losses 0.5

- deduct one-time technology transfer cost ($4.5M) 0.5

- probability weight one-time cost 0.5

- adjust/discuss tax treatment of one-time transfer 0.5

- include reasonable terminal value 0.5

-discuss appropriateness of 5% terminal growth (e.g., long-term inflation 0.5

forecasts)

-
-

- - -

Internal Maximum - Cash flow projections /14.0 /8.0

Cap/discount rare/multiple;

- apply reasonable cap rate -

0.5

- apply reasonable discount rate, support 0.5

- refer to comparable pharma cos 0.5

- if probability weight cash flows, should not also double-count 1.0

development stage risk of Pharma OR if don’t probability weight cash flows,

consider development stage cos only

Copyright MePjne r. Rjsseli, CPA, CA, CBV. GM. CR. TEP ard Adam NJohnsor. CPA. GA, CBV, CPA. Not to he coo;ed or orherw!se eproduced
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Section 5: suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s
2009 MQE - Suggested Markhig Key [Li11 INSIGHT

Marks Marks Internal
Available Awarded Max.

- use 10 yr GOC as risk free (3.8%) 0.5

-selectreasonablebeta,support: 0.5

- quantitative analysis of comparables (e.g., averages) — -— 0.5

- comment in relation to stage ? development -

_________

0.5

-

comment in relation to size of business 0.5

- comment in relation to stability of earnings/cash flows 0.5

- comment in relation to trading volumes/liquidity 0.5

- include equity risk premium (7%) 0.5

include reasonable size premium 0.5

include reasonable specific company premium, support 0.5

- select reasonable Cost of debt 0.5

- tax effect at reasonable rate 0.5

- select reasonable D/TC ratio, support 0.5

- quantitative analysis of comparables (e.g., averages) 0.5 -

_______

comment in relation to stage of development [award only if not 0.5
awarded above]

- comment in relation to size of business (award only if not awarded 0.5
above]

comment in relation to stability of earnings/cash flows [award only if not 0.5
awarded above]

- deduct reasonable growth to determine terminal cap rate 0.5

Internal Maximum - Discount Rate Considerations
- /11.5 / 6.5

Redundant assets/liabilities:

- add value of investment in 800,000 shares of Big Pharma 0.5

- consider/deduct disposition costs, consider discourting & possible tax 0.5
planning opportunities

Internal Maximum — Redundant Assets / 1.0 / 1.0

Valuation Calculations - debt capacity & existin2 debt

recognize need to consider debt capacity/redundancy 0.5

discuss/include value of excess capacity (52CM) -- - - 0.5

‘deduct debt sewice at 13% 0.5
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Section 5: suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

2009 MQE - Suggested Marking Key IL!1 INSIGHT

Marks Marks Internal

L A Available Awarded Max.

- conclude 13% lower than market support

-

0.5

- analysis of debt terms of development stage comparables & established 1.0

companies

- calc present value of debt 0.5

- select repayment lime frame used with support 0.5

- probability weighting if use different scenarios as to time frame 0.5

- apply reasonable discount rate 0.5

- support (e.g., comparable company analysis) 0.5

- support (e.g., risk-free rate) 0.5

- other valid 0.5

-othervalid 0.5

- overall conclusion on value vs. elected transfer price ($1 SM) 0.5

-othervalid 0.5

-other valid — 0.5

Internal Maximum - debt capacity & existing debt /8.5 /4.0

Sum of Internal Maximums / 30.0

Professional Capability Marks

Appropriateness of response

- report meets client’s needs (e.g., no need to comply with Std. 110 applied as 1.0

internal memo requested, conclusions made in relation to $1 SM transfer

price)

Comm unicotion

- response was clear, well planned & organized 0.5

Balance (quontilritive & qualitative)

- response was not balanced 0.0

- response was somewhat balanced 0,5

- response was appropriately balanced 1.0

Professionol judgment
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s
2009 MQE - Suggested Marking Key

- reasonable PJ demonstrated

Internal Maximum — Professional Capability Marks

.

...,

Total Marks Obtained - Question 2 z
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Marks
Available

- weak PJ demonstrated 0.0

- limited Pj demonstrated 0.5

‘1.0

Marks Internal i
Awarded Max.
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Section 5: suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

2009 MQE - Suggested Marking Key • INSIGHT

Marks Marks Internail
Available Awarded Max.

Question 3 [25 marks. 60 minutes)

Terms of Reference

- recognition no report required as internal memo 0.5

- specify purpose 0.5

- specify vain date 0.5

- recognize Mr. Chamberland isn’t the client 0.5

-per SHA, Board has to make determination 0.5

- comprehensive report may be more appropriate than estimate, support 0.5

- high level of scrutiny and risk (Board, Continuum, Clinic, Mr. 0.5

Chamberland)

Clinic is a public co - 0.5

- potential for a significant financial impact on the prties 0.5

- other valid

-
- -

0.5

- define FMV 0.5

- FMV & price (other than in a notional context) can differ, reasons: 0.5

- special purchasers may exist that aren’t reasonably contemplated in the 0.5

notional marketplace

-define special purchasers 0.5

- Clinic could be SP 0.5

-since Clinic majority shareholder, not likely further SPs 0.5

- conclude whether or not SPs considered (e.g., since Continuum only has 0.5
minority interests, can’t force sale to SP)

Internal Maximum - Terms of Reference / 8.5 / 3.5

Minority discount - onolysis

_________

- reference point ot SHA doesn’t address whether or not minority discount to 0.5

be considered

-since SHA uses PMV, must consider minority discount 0.5

- group control not likely given Continuum & Clinics current relationship 0.5

select reasonable minority discount

...

0.5

- othervalid 0.5

Internal Maximum — Minority discount analysis /2.5 /1.5

Copynght Me!one E. RusselL CPA, CA. COy, CM, CE. TO’ andAddn \.Jobrscr, CPA. C& C5V, CA. Nn to he copred ci orh.erw .eproduced
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

______

2009 MQE - Suggested Marking Key LL.L! iNSiGHT

Marks Marks Internal
Available Awarded Max.

Scope lirnitotions/restrictions

- .inaudited financial statements may affect whether or not comprehensive 0.5
report to be issued

- however, all parties sit on Board that reviews FSs each year 0.5

forecast prepared by Continuum who isn’t objective 0.5

no approval of forecast by the Board 0.5

- we will need to undertake due diligence on the forecast
. 0.5

- both parties will need to review & comment upon the forecast 0.5

other valid 0.5

Internal Maximum - scope limitations

Valuation approach/methodology

- going concern approach selected, support — 0.5

- selected vain method (e.g., DCP), support: 1.0

- start-up entity/past losses 0.5

- occupancy rates expected to increase 0.5

- forecasts exist & show profitability 0.5

- consider use of probability rates/scenario analysis 0.5

select secondary approach (i.e., market comparables) 0.5

explain approach (e.g., adjust public cos & transactions) 0.5

internal Maximum - valuation approach/methodology

DCF calculations (Schedule 1)

- use forecast period (2010-2073) or less re: contracts with Continuum end in 0.5
2012

— -eliminate impact of new properties (or discuss) 0.5

-eliminate corresponding increase in expenses relating to new properties 0.5

- support (e.g.. inability to attract & maintain new properties) 0.5

adjust% of ret revenues from nurses or consider in discount rare 0.5

- support (e.g., not in line relative to historical results) 0.5

-add economic value of mgt fees 0.5

- add economic rent 0.5

- deduct income taxes at reasonable rate 0.5

add value of tax losses or reflect in cash flow projections

cor.-rg[oMeIaiie E. Russell, CPA, CA. C5V GM, CFE, TrP cod Adam N. johnson, CPA, CA. CSV. CPA Nut to be copied or otherwise reproduced
without the authors express cut hori?arion,
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

______

2009 MQE - Suggested Marking Key

_____

I__
- include opening LCF

- reasonable treatment of working capital (e.g., assume not material or

include calc)

- deduct capex

-

net of tax shield (reasonable calc)

select reasonable terminal cash flow with support (e.g., add growth,

consider impact of Continuum contract expiring end of 2012)

Internal Maximum - DCF calculations

Market approach (Schedule 3)

quantitative analysis of public co multiples (e.g., averages) — EVJEBITDA

- quantitative analysis of public co multiples (e.g., averages) — EV/rev

- comment on relevance of comparables (e.g., nursing staff Gv1 of SL not

consistent with reporting of comparables)

commert on coniparables in relation to nature of operations (e.g.,
property owners excluded since different business/cash flowgeneration

sources & capital structure)

- comment on comparables n relation to size (e.g., all larger than SL)

comment on comparables (other valid)

comment on comparables (other valid)

adjust comparables for control premium

-

- supporting analysis (i.e., based on minority interests in public co analysis)

spporting analysis (other valid)

Internal Maximum - comparable company analysis

- quantitative analysis of transaction multiples (e.g., average) — EV/rev

• comment on relevance (e.g., revenue presentation of SL not comparable)

- no control premium required since transactions are for control

Internal
Maximum - transaction analysis

overall conclusion on relevance of market approach

Internal Maximum - Overall conclusion on relevance of market

approach

Copyright Melanie L. Russell CPA, c& CBV, CM, CPE, Tcp anti Adam N.]ohnsori, CPA, CA, COV, CFA Not tn be copied o’ otherwise reproduced

w rhc,A ti-c authors’ ep’ess a.rrtonznon.
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.

Marks
Available

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5, 0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

___iNSIGHT

1nu1
Max.

1 4.0

/ 2.0

11.0

I 0.5

Marks
Awarded

/ 8.0

/ 5.0

/ 1.5

1 0.5
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s
2009 MQE - Suggested Marking Key bTsL1i INSIGHT

Discount/cap rote (Schedule 2)

use reasonable disc rate, support:

- select reasonable risk-free rate - should match the projection period

- add equity risk premium

__________ _____

- add reasonable size premium

Internal Maximum - discount rate - basic mechanics

- add reasonable co specific premium

- support (e.g., reliance on forecasts that seem overstated — “JO if adjust
cash flows accordingly) -— —

- support (e.g., industry strong & expected growth)

- support (e.g., major upgrades required in the future - NO if adjust cash
flows)

- support (e.g., no non-compete requirement in SHA)

- support (e.g., risk that Continuum will sell properties & SL will lose
revenue)

- support (e.g., poor success in retaining contracts)

- support (e.g., other valid)

-support (e.g., other valid)

Internal Maximum - discount rate - company-specific risk premium

- select reasonable debt rate (e.g., 7% to 8% based on prom notes)

- convert debt rate to after-tax

-select reasonable debt/equity ratio, support:

- service business with low TAB

- historical losses — therefore, low cash flow to service debt

Internal Maximum -discount rate -cost of debt analysis

-select reasonable cap rate for terminal value

- deduct inflation/long-term growth

- consider risk of contacts with Continuum ending in 2012

- historical losses - therefore, low cash flow to service debt

Internal Maximum — terminal cap rate

- conclude use of Clinic’s cost of debt & equky not appropriate, support:

- need to reflect risk of 5L, which is asset being valued

ccpyrigl•c MeIur:e E. Russell. CPA, Ck c5v, GM, CE, TEP and Adam icJohr,sor,, GA, CA. coy. CA. Ioi Ic, be copied or otherwise reproduced
without the authors’ express autborizar[on.
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Available Awarded Max-

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

/2.0 /1.0

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

143 /2.0

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

___

0-S

/2.5 /1.0

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

/2.0 /1.0

0.5

0.5



- Clinics risk profile differs from SL’s

- Clinic is larger than SL

- Clinic is more diversified than SL

- -

- Clinic has higher TAB chat can be used as collateral/security for debt

- other valid

Internal Maximum - discount rate - other

- add tax shield on existing assets (reasonable calc)

- deduct debt of $5.8M from enterprise value

- multiply by 45% (Clinic’s interest)

- deduct minority/marketability discount, support: [see some qualitative

marks awarded previously]

- implied discount from transactions

- restriction on transfer of shares per SHA increases discount

- equal Board represertation decreases discount

-

- major decisions require unanimous consent which decreases discount

- intention to distribute excess cash decreases discount

-other valid

- other valid

- overall conclusion of FMV of 45%

Internal Maximum - valuation calculations - other

Impact of option fo renew contracts (Schedule 4)

-value calcs: 0.5

- select reasonable pre-tax profit from the contracts 0.5

- deduct income taxes at reasonable race 0.5

- apply reasonable cap rate with support: 0.5

- no guarantee of extension period [must differ from points in 0.5

selection of cap/disc rate abovej

--
_______

- other valid [must differfrom points in selection of cap/disc rate 0.5
above)

- discount to 2008 using reasonable discount rate 0.5

- compare optior value to 52M threshold price & concluoe 0.5

Copyright Melanie F. Russell. CPA. cA. CPV GM. CE. TEP and Adorn Njohrrsorr, CPa CA. CBV. CPA. Not to he copied or otherwise reproduced
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

2009 MQE - Suggested Marking Key LLi1S INSIGHT

I J Marks Marks Internal

[ j Available Awarded Max.

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

/ 3.S

16.0

/ 1.0

/2.0

.

.
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s
2009 MQE - Suggested Marking Key LLL!1 INSIGHT

Sum of Internal Maximums — Question 3

Professional Capability Marks

Appropriateness of response

- report meets client’s needs

Communication

- response was clear, well planned & organized

Balance (quantitative & qualitative)

- response was not balanced

- response was somewhat balanced

- response was appropriately balanced

Professional judgment

- weak Pj demonstrated

- limited PJ demonstrated

- reasonable Pj demonstrated

Internal Maximum - Professional Capability Marks

Total Marks Obtained - Question 3

Ccpyrigh.rMeIai’ie F. Russell, CPA, C& cdv. C1. CFE, TEPand Adam N.Johnson. CPA, CA. cRv CR4. Notro becop’ed or op erwise ‘eproduced
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Marks Marks
:- Available Awarded

- comment on whether or not option should be included: - 0.5

- e.g., valuation date consideration (i.e., option not granted at trigger date) 0.5

-other supportidisc point 0.5

other support/disc point 0.5

- other valid 0.5

-othervalid 0.5

Internal Maximum - impact of option to renew contracts /6.5

Internal
Max.

/ 2.0

/ 25.0

/ 3.5

/25.0

1.0

0.5

0.0

0-s

1.0

0.0

0.5

1 .0

13.5



Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s
2010 MQE - Suggested Marking Key Lf INSIGHT

Marks Marks Internal

____________
_____

Available Awarded Max.

Question 1 [50 marks, 120 minutes]

Deliverable Part 1: Report

Reportiny Standards - Report Verbiage

Terms of reference

• id. asset being valued (CFI’s 10% shareholding) 0.5

- speciivaluatiori assurarce level provided, brief explanatior 0.5

- specii reasonable VDate 0.5

- speci’ purpose (potential sale) 0.5

- complies with CICBV reporting standards (Std 110,120,130) 0.5

- no contingent fees, no financial involvement with CFI, etc. 0.5, 0.5

- confirm independence 0.5

define capex 0.5

-defineFMV
-- o.s

assets/equity not exposed for sale
— 0.5

-othervalid OS

Internal Maximum - Terms of Reference
- /6.0 /2.0

Conclusions

- FMV of CFI’s 10% shareholding 0.5

- compare to value of Sandar’s offer in 2009 0.5

- conclude on value of Manitoba assets 0.5

Internal Maximum - Conclusions
-- 11.5 / 1.5

Scope of review

F/S of Adam for200Y & 2010
-- 0.5

forecasts for 2011 & 2012 0.5

- forestry industry info, tax program, etc. 0.5

--

- tax information re: rates, UCC balances & CCA rates 0.5

- public co trading multiples 0.5

info re: Manitoba operations 0.5

- general info about Adam, ownership, etc. 0.5

- details Bandra’s February 27,2009 offer —. 0.5

Copvhghr MeIare C. Russell, CPA, ca, cay, Ci,1. CFE. TED and Adarr \Johrson, CPA, CA, coy, CA. Not to be copied or otherwise reproduced
c-irhout she aurhors’ express aurhohzad,o.
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

2010 MQE - Suggested Marking Key [Li! INSIGHT

- haven’t audited, reviewed or otherwise verified financial info provided/no
corroboration can be in assumptions]

Internal Maximum - Scope of Review

Restrictions & limitations

report not to be distributed without consent: not for general circulation

- reserve the right to change analysis

- intended for stated purposes/not responsible for losses from reliance
outside of stated purpose

- restrict liability to fees charged

- entire report (md. schedules) to be read collectively

- other valid

Internal Maximum - Restrictions & limitations

Assumptions

- tax rates will continue/specify rates

- mgts f,jture-oriented rraterial provided represent best estimate of expected
future operating results

U no info that hasn’t been considered

- no significant/material contingencies, etc. pending or threatened at Vdate

- no prior valuations or offers other than 2009 Bandra offer & indication from
MB government

- no material changes in financial position between valuation date & date of
report

MQE Insight 2017 Course Notes
Sample Marking Keys - 2010 MQE

.

I I
L I

[ J-genera economic info

I -othervalid

Marks Marks Internal
Available Awarded Max.

0.5

0.5

0.5

/5.5 /1.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

/3.0 /1.0

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

/4.5 /1.0

0.5

0.5

0.5

I” ed u ‘a erwse rer,rodur ed

.

optimal debt-to-equity ratio of 50/50 (or other reasonable assumption)

-other valid

- other valid

Internal Maximum - Assumptions

Background, financial analysis, industry, etc.

recognize need to outline key background of Adam

key/relevant co background factor (e.g., ownership of shares)

- key/relevant co background factor (e.g., restructuring/CCM)

Copydght Melanie F. Russell. CPA, CA. coy, cv.CFF.TEP and Adam N.Johnson, CPA, CA. COy. CF& ‘Jot to he

the out hors’ e>.precs at,thorL7adnn.
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s
2010 MQE - Suggested Marking Key

_____

INSIGHT

Marks Marks Internal
Available Awarded Max.

- key/relevant co background factor (e.g., significant reliance onUS 0.5
economy)

key financial analysis factor 0.5

- key financial analysis factor - -

-

recognize need for industry analysis section 0.5

- key industry factor (e.g., growth expected due to forecast US housing start 0.5
increases)

key industry factor (e.g., increase in pulp & lumber prices projected) 0.5

- key industry factor 0.5

- recognize need for economy section jonly if select comprehensive reportl 0.5

- key economic factor (e.g.. impact of US$/C$ fluctuations) 0.5

.

key economic factor 0.5

Internal Maximum - Background/industry/economic overview, etc. /6.5 /2.5

Vaiuoton approaches

- recognize need for general valuation approach discussion 0.5

- brief description of asset-based approach/wher used 0.5

brief description of income/earnings/cash flow approach/when used 0.5

- brief description of market approach/when used 0.5

Internal Maximum - General Valuation Approach Discussion / 2.0 / 1.0

selected going concern approach (e.g., going concern) 9.5

- support (e.g., forecasts indicate expected reasonable return on 0.5
investment)

- select DCF/CCF method, brief explanation of method 0.5, 0.5

support (e.g., expected future annual fluctuations) 0.5, 0.5

cash flow vs. income used b/c of differences between capex & dep. 0.5

select liquidation method, support (e.g., to check if higher recovery would 0.5
result from rejection of Plan)

-

-

-support 0.5

- support for cash flow vs. EBITDA vs. earnings 0.5

- other valid 0.5

-

othervalid , 0.5

Internal Maximum - Selection of Valuation Approaches I / 6.0 /2.0

copyright Mea’rs E. Russell, CPA, CA. csv. CM, CEE, TEP and Adorn N.Johnson. CPA, CA, CBV. CF.k Not to be copied or otherwise reproduced
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Section 5: suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

2010 MQE - Suggested Marking Key

Analysis afforecasts/assumptions used:

- relevant comment (e.g., needs to be adjusted for new 15% export Ietv on

shipments to US)

- relevant comment (e.g., needs to be adjusted for pine-beetle epidemic

costs/impact)

relevant comment (e.g., needs to be adjusted for impact of Green

Transformation Credit)

relevant comment (e.g.. significant variances of actual results from forecasts)

relevant comment

- relevant comment

Internal
Maximum — Analysis of Forecasts

Value calculations (Schedules I & 2/2a):

adjust forecasts for 15% export tax 0.5

- reasonable talc (consider threshold of US$325/i 000 bf) 0.5

- reasonable calc (calc Adams US lumber sales volume) 0.5

-

reasonable calc (apply US/C exch rate) 0.5

- adjust forecasts for reduction in mfg & product costs re: green capital 0.5

projects

reasonable caic (e.g., 20% reduction 2011 & after) 0.5

- adjust forecasts for historical forecasting inaccuracy/contingency [Not also 0.5, 0.5

in discount rateJ

- reasonable calc (consider threshold of US$325/i 000 bf) 0.5, 0.5

- deduct interest on deposits. loans & advances (redundant) 0.5

- remove income on redundant MS assets (Renoir Facility, SNil for Caugin & 0.5, 0.5

Timber)

add amortization & interest (if use EBlTOAas cash flow proxy) 0.5

deduct tax using reasonable rates 0.5

-deduct working capital adjustmert

....

0.5

-deductcapex o

- net of tax shield-reasonable caic

.

0.5

Internal

Maximum - DCF mechanics .
/ 9.0 I 5.0

Copyright Melanie E. Russell. CPA, CA, csv, GM, CFF. TEP and Adam N.johnsnn, CPA, CA, COy, CFA. Not to be copied or otherwise reproduced
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INSIGHT

Marks

- Marks Internal

Available Awarded Max.

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

-

/3.0 - 11.0

.

.

.
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s
2010 MQE - Suggested Marking Key

L.

__

Discount/cap rate (Schedule 3):

- apply reasonable disc/cap rate

- brief explanation of disc/cap rate

- use of long-term GOC/other reasonable risk-free rate

- add reasonable equity risk premium, explain equity risk premium

- add reasonable industry risk premium, explain

- add reasonable size premium, support (e.g., /t of years)

- explain size premium

Internal Maximum - DiscountiCap Rate (mechanics)

- explain co specific premium

-add reasonable company specific/unsystematic premium, support:

- long history (since 2002)

- opportunities with Bandra re: technology, cost efficiencies

- past growth/increases in revenue & net income

- US housing starts expected to increase

________

-

- lumber & pulp prices expected to increase

high TAB

- US lumber & pulp consumption expected to increase

- subject to FX fluctuations

- reliance on forecasts/past inaccuracies

- weak management

- risks related to pine-beetle epidemic/estImation risk

- risks related to loss of MB facilities

- other valid [don’t award if separate industry risk reflects the factor]

Internal Maximum - Company-Specific Risk Premium

- selection of reasonable DIE ratio, support: [here or for Renoir facility]

- quantitative analysis of comparable cos (e.g., averages)

- qualitative analysis of comparable cos

- qualitative analysis of comparable cos

- qualitative analysis of comparable cos [points must be different than
for beta to be awarded)

Marks Marks Internal
Available Awarded Max.

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5, 0.5

0.5, 0.5

0.5. 0.5

0.5, 0.5

0.5,

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

ccpyrJghr 1eLe r. CPA, cA. CSV, CM, CE, TtP ard Adam N.Johrso-r. CPA, CA, COy, CFA. Not to he coped or otherwise reproduced
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

2010 MQE - Suggested Marking Key “•1. INSIGHT .

- select reasonable cost of long-term debt

- calc of weighted average rate (loan from Bandra, US Treasury loan & term

loan)

- recognize rate should be at market/assume CFI’s rates are at market

- adjust to after-tax using consistent/reasonable tax rate

- adjust for growth (for cap rate), support:

- inflation rates

-nominal vs. real return long-term bond rates

- other valid

Internal Maximum - discount rate - leverage and growth assumptions

- add tax shield on existing UCC (reasonable calc), stratify for diff CCA rate

assets

- exclude MB assets

- add value of loss carryforwards, reasonable calc

- reasonable calc

- add value of tax credits from GT program, add cash

- reasonable calc

- deduct lost tax shield

- deduct PV of obligation to harvest trees re: pine-beetle epidemic

- reasonable caic ($0.05, after-tax). PV to Vdate

- deduct PV of legal costs re: MB facilities

- reasonable caic (deduct tax)

Internal Maximum — Valuation calculations — other

MB ossets (Schedule 6):

- add value of redundant asset — MB assets

- define redundant assets

- support redundancy (i.e., Government of MB offer & expropriation threat,

expected to occur soon)

-select valuation method for Gaugin Mill (e.g., market)

- analysis of sale price of mills

deduct

decontamination costs

copvght’!an:e E. Russell, cPA. cA CBV, CM. GE, TEP and Adam :.Johrsor. CPA, CA BV.C’A, Not to be coded or ntherwd9rpIodu:ed
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Marks Marks
Available Awarded

0.5

0,5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

/ 6.5

0.5, 0.5

0.5

0.5. 0.5

0.5

0.5, 0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5. 0.5

0.5

0.5

/ 7.5

Internal
Max.

/2.5

/ 2.0

.

.

,0.5

0.5

0.5, 0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

Page 6



Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s
2010 MQE - Suggested Marking Key

0.5

0.5

9.5, 0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5, 0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5. 0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

LLL!1 INSIGHT

MQE Insight 2017 Course Notes
Sample Marking Keys —2010 MQE Page 7

-.

Marks Marks Internal 1Available Awarded Max.

0.5

15.0 11.0

select valuation method for Renoir facility (e.g., DCF)

market analysis re: kwh

market analysis re: kwh

Internal Maximum - Manitoba assets

Renoir facility (Schedule 6a):

project revenues (# of mwh & PPA price)

deduct operating costs/expenses

- deduct taxes at reasonable rate

- deduct SCE, net of tax shield

apply reasonable discount rate (Schedule Gb)

support (e.g.. PPA contract in place) (must be different than Adam]

support (e.g., higher TAB) Lmust be different than Adami

support (must be different than Adami

- select reasonable Dim’ ratio

- support (e.g., comparable cos)

seject reasonable Dim’ ratio

add terminal value

reasonable calc (deduct long-term growth, PV to present)

select valuation method for Timber licenses (e.g., market or cost)

quantitative analysis of comparable transactions (e.g., average)

qualitative analysis of comparable trans (e.g., dates relative to Vdate -

Nfid & iNS most recent)

qualitative analysis of comparable trans (e.g., softwood-hardwood
ratios — Nfld & NS closest)

- qualitative analysis of comparable trans (e.g., property features)

- qualitative analysis of comparable trans (e.g., size of transaction)

- add value redundant asset — 33% of Timber Corp

______

-deduct disposition costs (e.g.. commissions)

_______ ________

-

deduct income taxes

calc capital gain

multiply by 50% - inclusion rate

copynghc Melanie E. P,ssell, CDA, CA. cay, Ci1. GE, U-P and Adorn N. Johnson. CPA, CA, cay, GA. Nor to be copred or otherw.ce reproduced
without the authors’ express authori,acior.



Section 5; Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

______

2010 MQE - Suggested Marking Key

_____

- multiply by reasonable income tax rate, net of RDTOI-I

- consider discounting disposition costs; support

- delay in disposition

- tax planning opportunities

- multiply by 33%

- deduct minority/lack of control discount

- support

-support

- deduct marketability/liquidity discount

- support (e.g.. the third party investor doesnt want to sell)

- support

- deduct discount for transaction/litigation risk

- support

- deduct debt (5367M)

- multiply by CFIs 10%

- deduct minority discount

- define minority discount

-

support (eg., can appoint 3 of 10 directors decreases discount)

- support (e.g., ability to provide additional financing decreases discount)

- support (e.g., size of shareholding increases discount)

- support (e.g., could be diluted to 8% or 6% by Bandra which increases
discount)

-

- Internal Maximum - Renoir Facility

Dilution calculation

- calc value of Adam at 6%

- calc value of Adam at 8%

- - -

- Internal Maximum — Dilution Calculation

Market approoch — cornparable public componies (Schedule 5)

- calc EV/EBITDA multiples for selected comparables

Copyright Melanie E. Russell, CPA, CA, cE CIM, CPE, TEn arid Adam N John-on. CPA. CA C3V. CPA Noire he copied or srherwjse reproduced

without the aLirnors express authorization.
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Marks Internal]
Awarded Max.

/ 24.0 / 8.0

/1.0 11.0

Marks
Available

0.5, 0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s
2010 MQE - Suggested Marking Key

- caic EVIEBITDA multiples for Adam

:?mment on duff (Adam has underperformed relative to competitors)

-

caic EV/timber harvestirg rights multiples for selected comparables

- calc EV/annual pulp capacity for selected comparables

- comment on relevance (for diversified companies with different
operations mix, not comparable)

- comment on comparability (e.g., public co multiples generally higher due
to marketability/liquidity)

- comment on comparability (e.g., market speculation may impact public
cos)

- comment on comparability (e.g., Wilfred, Cedar, Barkwoods, Pemberton &
North Forest smaller)

- comment on comparability (e.g., Wilfred doesn’t own timber rights) 0.5

- comment on comparability (e.g., Wilfred has operations in Canada & US; 0.5
Cedar only in Canada; Avenida only in BC; North Forest in Asia & S. America
also)

- comment on comparability (e.g., North Forest has wider scope of
operations — home building & home sales)

comment on comparability (e.g., Cedar has nominal pulp & paper)

comment on comparability (e.g., Barkwoods diversified like Adam & owns
timber rights)

comment on comparability (e.g., Avenida doesn’t have power generation
ops)

- overall conclusion on impact of comparable co analysis to multiple selection
for Adam

Internal Maximum - Analysis of Comparable Public companies

Analysis of Sandra offer

- comment on difference (e.g., more than one year before VDate - change in
company)

- comment on difference (e.g.. more than one year before VDate — change in
market)

- comment on difference (e.g., consideration was debt & equity/non-cash)

Internal Maximum

Calculate FMV of Class B shore consideration:

- calc # of Class B shares indicated by Si SCM using closing/other
reasonable share price (1 M)

CcpvngbrMe!oI’ie 2. Russell, CPA, C.k CBV, CM. CR, TEP ann Adon N. ohrsor, CPA C& CB CA.
without the authors exprest authorization.
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Marks
Available

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

Marks Internal
Awarded Max.

fLU 13.0

/1.5 /1.0

0.5

0.5

0.5

H—
0.5

to be copied or otlsrwise eprodticeu
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

2010 MQE - Suggested Marking Key [a! INSIGHT .

- deduct reasonable blockage/liquidity discount, support:

75% closely held by three individuals means limited market

- refer to trading volumes/time required to sell all shares

- “dumping may depress stock prices

- share price is volatile

- other valid

Internal Maximum

Calculate FMVoJ debenture consideration:

- select reasonable market interest rate (between 10% and 15%)

- caic value of debenture

Internal Maximum

- compare value of Bandra offer to FMV

- overall conclusion on value of Bandra offer

Internal Maximum - overall conclusion on value of Bandra offer

Implied goodwill (Schedule 4):

- start with SE

- deduct book value of MB assets

- deduct book value of goodwill

- deduct book value of deferred charges

- deduct obligation to harvest trees

- deduct book value of long-term investments

- add book value of future income taxes

- calc implied goodwill & other intangible assets

-

- relate goodwill to cash flow/payback

comment on reasonability with support

- other valid, other valid

Internal maximum - implied goodwill and reasonability

Sum of Internal Maximums — Deliverable Part 1

Marks lnternali
Awarded Max.LJ Marks

Available

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0,5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

.

I 3.5

I 0.5

/1.0

1 5,5

/1.0

1 0.5

11.0

I 1.5

I 46.0

copyright Melanie E. Russell, CPA, CA csv, ciM, CFE, TEP arid Adorn N.Johnson, CPA, CA, COy, CPA. Not robe copied or otherwise reproduced
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s
2010 MQE - Suggested Marking Key 113 INSIGHT

Marks Marks Internal
Available Awarded Max.

Deliverable Pan 2 Memo to 11am Benedict
—

- id threevaluation report available, compare (extent ot work/due diligence, 0.5, 0.5
contents of report)

conclude on appropriate report (likely comprehensive or estimate), support: 0.5

- for strategic decision regarding selling 0.5

government entity/public scrutiny of price likely 0.5

- sigrificant dollars involved 0.5

- other valid 9.5

- FMV may not equal sale price; reasons why: 0.5

- special purchasers may exist 0.5

- define SPs 0.5

ability to obtain synergies 0.5

- compulsion to transact/different motivations (explain) 0.5

differing negotiating abilities 0.5

- differing knowledge levels/due diligence 0.5

non-cash consideration/structure of consideration 0.5

-differing risk assessments 0.5

- timing of transaction vs. Vdate 0.5

- duff may not be significant since we’ve used comparable co analysis 0.5

- can present slides if all disclosure requirements in Std. 110 reflec:ed 0.5

- need to clarify what he means by “non-essential” sections 0.5

- examples of items required if comprehensive (e.g., economy, md) 0.5, 0.5

- examples of items required if estimate (e.g., co background) 0.5, 0.5

- othervalid 0.5

- othervalid j 0.5

Internal Maximum - Deliverable Part 2
. 113.0 /4.0

Sum of Internal Maximums - Parts 1 and 2 I 50.0

Professional capability Marks I
Appropriateness of response

report meets client’s needs (e.g.. concepts explained, quantification 1.0

copyrgnr Me’,jnie F. Russell, cPA, C8 CS’?, Cit1. CFE, TEP and Adam NHohnsor, CP c& C3V. Uk Not to he cop:ed or otherwise ‘eproduced
without me aurhors’ 0<press atithorizacion.
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

2010 MQE - Suggested Marking Key [L!1. INSIGHT

_H _

performed)

- addresses all parts of the required 0.5

Communication

- response was clear, well planned & organized 0.5

&aionce (quantitative & qualitative)

- resporse was not balanced

- response was somewhat balanced

- response was appropriately balanced

Professionol judgment

weak I’) demonstrated

- limited Pj demonstrated

- reasonable Pj demonstrated

- solid PJ demonstrated

Internal Maximum - Professional Capability Marks

a Total Marks Obtained - Question 1

Marks
Awarded

Marks
Available

0.0

0.5

1.0

0.0

0.5

1.0

1 .5

Internal

______
______

Max.

I 4.5

Copyr!ghl Melanie E. Russell, CPA, CA. CBV, CM. CFE, TEP and Adam N.johnsor. CPA. CA. CBV. CEA. Nor To he copied or otherwise reproduced
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s
2010 MQE - Suggested Marking Key ILJ!14 INSIGHT

EtZAVA

____

Question 2 [30 marks, 72 minutes)

Terms of Reference/Introduction

- recognition no report required as internal memo/communication 0.5

- address to Board 0.5

- speci’ purpose — prepare/assess settlement offers 0.5

- select vain date (e.g., termination date ofJuly 15,2010 per shareholders’ 0.5
agreement)

-

indicate values at various dates will differ, explain: 0.5

- impact of June 5 orjuly 15 significant due to U-Domo contract signing 0.5

- if June 5, discounting of U-Domo contract/increased risk 0.5

-- -

- need legal advice on appropriate vain date 0.5

- restrict memo

--
- -

-

0.5

_______

-
- not independent -

-
-

- 0.5

-
doesn’t comply with Practice Standards/not a valuation report 0.5

- if goes to court or otherwise distributed ols MCL, formal report required & 0.5,0.5
more work requireo

- scope limitation/qualification re: exclusion of farmland, impact is to reduce 0.5, 0.5
value of MCL

-

defineFMv -
-

- 0.5

- define RI 0.5

- FMV & price (other than in a notional context) can differ, reasons: 0.5

- special purchasers may exist that aren’t reasonably contemplated in the 0.5

—
- notional marketplace

—
- define special purchasers 0.5

- special purchasers not considered - no evidence of existence found 0.5

-othervalid

--

Internal Maximum — Terms of Reference
-

- IllS /5.0

- value conclusion — FMV, FV 0.5, 0.5

— Internal Maximum - Value conclusions - /1.0 / 1.0

Scope of review:

- FS of MCL for 2006-2009 & interims
- 0.5

- shareholders’ agreement 0.5

Ccpynght Metanie E. tjsseli. CPA. CA. CBV, GM, ccs icp ard Adam \. Johnson, cP, CA, cs’I, c:A. Not to he coped or nrhvwise reprodcd
without the authors’ express authorization.
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- details of U-Domo contract, ownership structure, salaries, industry, etc.

(i.e., notes from meeting)

- comparable transactions

Internal Maximum — Scope of Review

- recognize need for brief general valuation methodology section (given

audience)

- select going concern approach, support

- select CCF method, support:

- positive historical cash flows

- dep’n not eoual to SCE

- no projections/forecasts [or can be scope limitation)

- other valid

- other valid

Internal Maximum - Selection of Valuation Approach

Valuation Calculations

Maintainable earnings (Schedule A):

- normalize bonuses to shareholders

- normalize non-recurring investment advisor fees in 2008 & 2009

-normalize savings from outsourcing of sales force

-

n?rmalize Danielle’s salary ($80,000)

- normalize gross margin impact re: EX fluctuations/discuss issue/consider in

weighting

- aralysis of impact of FX fluctuations relative to GM

- other valid

Internal Maximum - normalizations

-select maintainable cash flow

- support

- deduct taxes at reasonable rate

-

deduct sustaining capex

- add tax shield (reasonable calc)

Internal Maximum

copyright Melanie E. Russell, CPA, C& Ch’V, CM. CFE, TEP and

without the at chars express authorization.
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

2010 MQE - Suggested Marking Key

H

___INSIGHT

Marks Marks Internal!
Available Awarded Max.

/1.0 /1.0

0.5

0.5, 0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

/4.5 /2.0

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

.

.

.

/3.5 /Z0

12.5 /1.5

Adorn N.Johnsor,, CPA, CA, CDV, CFA. Not to he copied or otherwise reproduced
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Section 5: suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s
2010 MQE - Suggested Marking Key

_____

LJ

__

Cap rate/multiple (Schedule C):

- define cap rate/multiple

- apply reasonable cap rate

- use reasonable risk-free rate (e.g., 10 year GOC)

- include equity risk premium

- include industry risk premium with support (e.g., expected growth,
competitive)/or consioer factors in co specific

- include reasonable size premium/or consider factors in co specific

Internal Maximum - Discount rate - basic mechanics

-include reasonable specific company premium, support (e.g., small size)

- long history

- good reputation

- strong management teari/experienced

- high TAB

- grow:h potential re: product lines

- declining operating results

- subject to FX fluctuations

- other valid

Internal Maximum - company-specific risk premium

- select reasonable D/TC ratio, support

—

- quantitative analysis of comparables (eg.. averages) — Schedule D

- comment in relation to comparability [award only if not awarded belawJ

-

comment in relation to comparability[award only if not awarded belowJ

-comment in relation to comparability [award only if not awarded below]

- select reasonable cost of debt, tax effect at reasonable rate

-deduct reasonable growth to determine terminal cap rate

Internal

Maximum - cap rate - leverage, cost of debt and growth

U-Damn contract:

- add value of contract

- apply gross margin of 30%

copvdghr k-lelarie L. Russell. CPA: CA coy, C M. crc, TEP arid Ada,,: \Johrsor. CPA, cA, coy, CFA. Not to he copied or otherwise repiouticed
wirhour the authors express asttorization.
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LLL!1! INSIGHT

1Marks Marks Internal

-

Available Awarded Max.

0.5

0-s

0.5

0.5

0.5, 0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0,5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5, 0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

/ 1.5

/ 2.0

I 2.0

/ 3.5

/4.0

/ 4.0



Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

2010 MQE - Suggested Marking Key 1LL11 INSIGHT .
I__
F

- separate calculation for minimum sales of $1 .5M & expected additional

sales of $3M

- deduct income taxes at reasonable rate

- apply reasonable discount rate with support, for minimum & expected
additional

- deduct $1 M of cap ex, net of tax shield

- apply probability of securing contract, support:

- e.g., arrangements existed as to GM% only, LOI signed before Vdate

Internal Maximum - U-Domo contract

Redundant assets/liabilities:

- add value of investment

- consider/deduct disposition costs, consider discounting & possible tax

planning opportunities

- deduct sales force severance costs, net of taxes

- deduct value of preferred shares, support:

-

- redeemable & retractable at $1,000 (like debt)

-other valid

- deduct debt

- add UCC of tax shield

apply 20% (Linus’ interest)

Internal Maximum - equity value calculations - other

Marketability/lack of liquidity (he., FMV)

- select reasonable minority/illiquidity discount

- -

- define minority/illiquidity discount

- support (e.g.. SHA provides liquidity re: profits & purchase/sale)

support (e.g., Shepl’ard interested in obtaining control for daughters)

- support (e.g.. Shephard has financial means)

support (e.g., no industry consolidation)
-

-- i - -

_________

- support (e.g., no voting control with 20%) 0.5

support (e.g., private co - therefore, available purchasers fewer) 0.5

- support (e.g., terms of SHA may not be attractive to purchasers - explain) 0.5

copyt]gi-r Meiaie F Russell, CA, CA csv, CM. CE. TEP ard Aoan N.Johnsori, CA cay. cEA. Sot to be copied or otherwise repoduced

without the authors’ express acrhorizar:on.
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.

Internal
Max.

/ 2.5

1 3.0

Marks Marks
Available Awarded

0.5

0.5

0.5,0.5

0.5, 0.5

0.5

0.5, 0:5.

1 5.5

0.5

0.5, 0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

/ 5.0

0.5

0,5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

.
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s
2010 MQE - Suggested Marking Key [Li! INS1(31-IT
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Marks Marks Internalu,,, Available Awarded Max.

- support (e.g.: othervalid) 0.5

-

support (e.g., other valid)

..

0.5

Internal Maximum — Marketability/illiquidity discount
- 1 6.0 I 2.5

Reasonability checks/camp analysis (Schedule D)

- caic implied EV/EBITDA multiple for all/selected deals 1.0

. calc implied EV/sales multiples for all/selected deals 1.0

calc implied PIE for alllselected deals 1.0

. comment on comparability (e.g., Incisor, Thomson & Zuba in similar 0.5
industry)

. comment on comparability (e.g.: Incisor, Protection, Zuba, Saturn, Thomson 0.5
& Jones of similar size)

- comment on comparability (e.g., Data not mfg co) 0.5

comment on comparability (e.g., Precision in diff industry) 0.5

. comment on comparability (e.g., Jones & Saturn are Canadian cos) 0.5

. comment on comparability (e.g., Saturn old oeal)

.

0.5

: . comment on comparability (other valid) 0.5

.

comment on comparability (e.g., other valid) 0.5

.

other valid 0.5

Internal Maximum - Reasonability Checks/Comp Analysis / 7.5 I 4.0

Sum of Internal Maximums / 30.0

Professional CaDability Marks

Appropriateness of response

. report meets client’s needs (e.g., no need to comply with Std. 1.0
internal memo requested)

Communication

- response was clear, well planned & organized 0.5

Balance fquantitative & qualitative)

. response was not balancea 0.0

110 applied as



Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

2010 MQE - Suggested Marking Key LLL&S INSIGHT

Marks Marks Internal

— ,J a Available Awarded Max.

response was somewhat balanced 0.5

- response was appropriately balanced 1.0

Professional judgment

- weak R demonstrated 0.0

- limited pJ demonstrated 0.5

- reasonable PJ demonstrated 1.0

Internal Maximum — Professional Capability Marks /3.0

Total Märk.Obtained ..Question2 IIIII 1— I 3OÔ

.

Copyright MeFarie C. Russell, CPA, CA. CSV, GM. CFE, TEP and Adam N.jo}ir’son. CPA, CA, COy, CnA. Not robe copied or orherwise eprodiiced
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s
2010 MQE - Suggested Marking Key iNSIGHT

Marks Marks Internal
Available Awarded Max.

Question 3120 marks. 48 minutes)

Engagement Issues

- recognize internal memorandum/no: a report 0.5

- speci’ purpose (advise Albert re: ABC shares) 0.5

- suggest type of report (e.g., advisory/Std. 210) 0.5

- address independence/no independence requirement if Std. 210 0.5, 0.5

tax advice likely needed for Albert 0.5

Internal Maximum - Engagement Issues / 3.0 / 1.0

Sale of assets coiculatiarg

- resulting amount for AiR, inventory. prepaids to business income 0.5

- value warehouse equipment at reasonable amount (i.e., $918,000) 0.5

-$18,000 as business income/recapture 0.5

value trucks at reasonable amount (i.e., $817,000) 0.5

- consider disposal costs (e.g.. commisons)/would affect ABI& CG

,,

0.5

- calc reasonable business incorre/recapture($50,000) 0.5

- calc reasonable CG ($27,000)
‘ 0.5

- apply 50% inclusion rate for investment income 0.5

- CDA - other 50% 0.5

- RDTOH 0.5

- deduct liabilities 0.5

- calculate goodwill (i.e., plug) 0.5

- resulting amount in to business income — 50% 0.5

- CDA - other 50% 0.5

-add assets retained (cash, redundant assets) — 0.5

- deduct debt retained/term loan

. .

0.5

- calc taxes on business/active income using reasonable/given rate 0.5

calc taxes on investment income using reasonable/given rate 0.5

Internal Maximum corporate-level taxes / 9.0 14.0

- add RDTOH

. _________ .

0.5

- de&ct paid up capital to get deemed dividend 0.5

copyngtr Melanie E. Russell, CPA, CA, CS’/. CM. CE, TE2 and Adorn N. ohnsor:, CPA, CA, CDV. CFA. No: robe copied or otherwise eprociriced
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

2010 MQE — Suggested Marking Key

___INSIGHT

Marks Marks
Available Awarded

- deduct CDA to get taxable dividend 0.5

- apply reasonable personal tax rate on dividends 0.5

- conclude on net cash proceeds

--- --- --

0.5

Internal Maximum — personal-level taxes / 2.5

Valuation of ABC based on cashflavvtoAlbert:

--

- use select approach/method (e.g., capitalized dividends), support

-

- Albert is cash flow investor

- select maintainable dividends from ASC, stpport

• add normalization of rent & salary

- - --

- tax effect to equate to dividends

-

- apply reasonable dividend yield, with support:

- calc Albert’s threshold dividend yield/benchmark for his investments

- add redundant asset (mortgage)

- assume at FMV/other valid comment

- multiply by 50% shareholding

-other valid

-conclude on value of ABC’s shares to Albert

-compare to Fancy Suits’ offer, comment:

--

- offer is for assets so no utilization of CGE

-

- other valid

- other valid

Internal Maximum - Valuation of ABC based on cash flow to Albert

MQE Insight 2017 Course Notes

Sample Marking Keys —2010 MQE

.

Internal
Max.

/3-s

.

0.5

0.5

0.5, 0.5

0.5, 0.5

0.5

0.5

1.0

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

/ 9.5

Value of ABC on sale at FMV:
-

recognize could expose for sale due to willing buyers ] 0.5

- select valuation method (CCF), support: 0.5

-- —

- stable cash flows j 0.5

-othervalid j 0.5

Internal Maximum - selection of valuation approach 1 /2.0 /1.0

- normalize for rent 0.5

Copyright Melanie F, Russell, CPA, CA, CBV, CM, CFE, TEP and Adam N. Johnson, CPA, CA, Coy, CFA. Not to he copied or otherwise reproduced
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Section 5: suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s
2010 MQE - suggested Marking Key

___iNSIGHT
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Marks Marks Internal
Available Awarded Max.

- norrnaliie for salary 0.5

- add interest, tax, amortization if using ESITDA 0.5

select normalized EBITDA’etc. with support 0.5

- deduct tax using reasonable rates
— 0.5

- -

- deduct capex with support 0.5

- net of tax shield - reasonable calc 0.5

Internal Maximum — maintainable cash flow calculations / 3.5 /1.0

- apply reasonable WACC 0.5

- select risk-free rate
- . 0.5

________

-apply beta of 1 .Sto equity risk premium

---
-

0.5

• add reasonable size premium 0.5

- add reasonable industry risk premium (e.g.. stable) [only if build-up 0.5
method usedi

Internal Maximum - WACC (basic mechanics) / 2.5 / 1.0

- add reasonable co specific risk, support:

________ _______

- o.s

- commodity product

_____—

0.5

-lowTAB

________

- 0.5

—

- small player in iragmented industry 0.5

- comment on relevance (e.g., revenue presentation of SL not 0.5
comparable)

- stable management 0.5

- good reputation 0.5

- good reputation
- - 0.5

-other

valid 0.5

Internal Maximum - company-specific risk premium / 4.5 / 1.0

- select reasonable debt rate (e.g., 7% to 8% based on prom notes) 0.5

- convert debt rate to after-tax 0.5

- select reasonable debt/equity ratio, support: 0.5

- service business with low TAB 0.5

- historical losses — therefore, low cash flow to service debt 0.5

- deduct inflation/long-term growth 0.5

Internal Maximum -leverage and growth - 13.0 / 1.0

copvrighc Melace E. Russell, CPA, cA. CBV, CM. CE, TE2 aivi Ada,,’ \,johrsor, CA, cA, CSV. CFA. Not w he copied or ott-crease reprodtaed
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s I
2010 MQE - Suggested Marking Key ILiS INSIGHT

Marks Marks inte’i1

L Available Awarded Max.

- add PV of existing tax shield/reasonable calc 0.5

- add value of redundant asset (mortgage) 0.5

- deduct debt 0.5

- add cash 0.5

- othervalid 0.5

Internal Maximum — other valuation adjustments /2.5 / 1.0

Adjusted book volue coc:

-

.

startwith bookvalue ofS/E 0.5

- -

-

add PMV increase in equipment 0.5

---— -

deduct lost tax shield - o.s

. add future taxes -

-

0.5

- - --

compare ABV to Francy’s offer/other value calcs 0.5

- comment . 0.5

- refer to purchase of Curtis’ shares, comment: 0.5

-

7years ago —too old 0.5

ABC was a different company 0.5

other valid 0.5

- othervalid --
-

-

0.5

Internal Maximum - Adjusted book value calculation / 5.5 / 2.0

RecommendotionsforAlbert

- recognize that ABC shares likely qualify for 3750K lifetime CGE, support:

-

0.5

. >90% of assets used in active business 0.5

—

held by Albert for long time -

0.5

- recommend re: Fancy’s offer (tied to value calcs) 0.5

recommend
re: shotgun (tied to value calcs) 0.5

- recommend re: selling to third party 0.5

- other valid --

0.5

othervalid -

- o.s -
-

Internal Maximum — Recommendations for Albert /4.0 / 2.0

Sum of Internal Maximums / 20.0
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Appropriateness of response

- report meets clients needs 1.0

Communication

- response was clear, well planned & organized 0.5

Balance (quantitative & qualitative) -

- response was not balanced 0.0

- response was appropriately balanced 0.5

Profess/analjudgment

weak Pj demonstratea 0.0

limited Pj demonstrated 0.5

- reasonable PJ demonstrated 1.0

Internal Maximum - Profes5ional Capability Marks

Total Marks Obtained - Question 3

Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s
2010 MQE - Suggested Marking Key

Profpscionnl Can ability Marks

INSIGHT

Marks Marks
Available Awarded

Internal
Max.

/3.0

120.0
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Section 5: suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s
2011 MQE - Suggested Marking Key INSIGHT

Marks Marks Intern1]
Available Awarded Max.

Question 1 [55 marks, 132 minutes]

Deliverable Part 1 Report

Reportinv Standards - Reoort Verbiage

Terms of reference

- id. asset being valued (Ms. Ann’s 10% shareholding of LaPointe) 0.5

- also to calc lost business value 0.5

- specifyvaluation assurance level provided (estimate or comprehensive only 0.5, 0.5
appropriate), brief explanation

- specify reasonable Voates (sale date S current - Aug 31,2011) 0.5

specify purpose [litigation) 0.5

-

- complies with CICBV reporting standards (Std 110,120, 130) 0.5

- no contingent fees, no financial involvement with LaPointe or SHI, etc. 0.5

-confirmindependence 0.5

define FMV 0.5

—

. assets/equity not exposed for sale 0.5

--

. other valid
-

-— 0.5

Internal Maximum - Terms of Reference

-

16.0 12.0

Conclusions

FMV of Ms. Ann’s 10% shareholding 0.5

- lost business value

—
.

0.5

Internal Maximum - Conclusion /1.0 /1.0

Scope of review

- F/S of LaPointe for 2007-201 1 0.5

forecasts for 201 2-2014 0.5

- industry & economy info
.

backgrouno info & info on reorganization . 0.5

________

_- analysis of public Co trading multiples 0.5

analysis of transactions 0.5

- excerpts of Examinations for Discovery of Tremblay &John-Paul 0.5

-share price&volumeinfoforcHl
.

- analysts’ forecasts of share prices 0.5
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Section 5: suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

2011 MQE - Suggested Marking Key INSIGHT

Marks Marks Internal

_______

Available Awarded Max.

-othervalid 0.5

- haven’t audited, reviewed or otherwise verified financial info provided/no 0.5

corroboration [can be in assumptions]

Internal Maximum - Scope of Review / 5.5 /1.0

Restricf
IO5 & limitations

report not to be distributed without consent; not for general circulation 0.5

-reservetherighttochangeanaiysis 0.5

- intended for stated purposes/not responsible for losses from reliance 0.5

outside of stated purpose

- restrict liability to fees charged 0.5

- entire report (mci. schedules) to be read collectively 0.5

- other valid 0.5

Internal Maximum - Scope of Review / 3.0 / 1.0

Assumptions

- tax rates will continue/specify rates --
0.5

-

mgt’s forecasts represent best estimate of expected future operating results - 0.5

- no info that hasn’t been considered 0.5

no significant/material contingencies, etc. pending or threatened at Vdate 0.5

- no prior valuations or offers 0.5

no material changes in financial position between valuation date & date of 0.5

report

- assumption ret lawsuit e.g., would not have been filed against LaPointe if no 0.5

sale in 2009

reasonable assumption ret future cash flows of finance division

-

0.5

-

reasonable sustaining capex for LaPoirte (e.g., $55M) 0.5

-100% of the change in value of LaPointe between 2009 sale date & current is 0.5

due to the investigation & the negative press

- other valid 0.5

Internal Maximum - Assumptions -

j / 2.0

Background, financial analysis, industry, etc.

- recognize need to outline key background of LaPointe 0.5

- key/relevant co background factor (e.g., ownership of shares) 0.5

- key/relevant co background factor (e.g., reorganization) 0.5
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Section 5: suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s
2011 MQE - Suggested Marking Key IATSL!14 INSIGHT

_________

Marks Marks Interni]

_______

—— Available Awarded Max.j

- key/relevant co background factor 0.5

-key financial analysis factor (e.g., losses) 0.5

key financial analysis factor (e.g., forecasts) 0.5

-

. recognize reed for industry analysis section

________ -

0.5

key industry factor (e.g., economic downturn reduced sales) 0.5

- key industry factor (e.g., econornis:s forecast increased sales) 0.5

- key industry factor (e.g., Biodiesel initiative) 0.5

-recognize need for economy section [only if select comprehensive report] 0.5

-key economic (actor (e.g., impact of U5$/C$ fluctuations) 0.5

- key economic factor — 0.5

Internal Maximum - Background, industry, economy /6.5 12.0

Approach to lost business value

-value LaPointe on pro-forma basis as if no sale in 2009 0.5

compare to current value of LaPointe shares
-

-explain the conceptual basis for the lost business value 0.5

- other valid —

________

0.5

Internal Maximum - Approach to Lost Business Value /2.0 / 1.0

Valuation approaches

- recognize need for general valuation approach discussion 0.5

—-

. brief description of asset-based approach/when used 0.5

brief description of income/earnings/cash flow approach/when used 0.5

- brief description of market approach/when used 0.5

- selected going concern approach (e.g., going concern), support (e.g., positive 0.5, 0.5
industry metrics)

- support (e.g., forecasts indicate expected reasonable return on 0.5, 0.5
investment, long history)

- select DCF method, brief explanation of method 0.5

- support (e.g., expected ‘uture annual fluctuations/forecasts prcvideo) 0.5. 0.5

cash flow vs. income used b/c of differences between capex & dep. 0.5

- select market method as secondary method 0.5

support (e.g., no forecasts, consistent & predictable earnings/lack of 0.5
volatility)
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

2011 MQE - Suggested Marking Key

[J
- support for cash flowvs. EBITDA vs. earnings

- other valid

- other valid

Internal Maximum - Valuation Approaches

- Analysis of forecasts/assumptions used: -- -

- - - -

- relevant comment

- relevant comment

- relevant comment

- relevant comment

Value calculations — value af Lapoinre no sale in 2009 (Schedules 2 & 3):

- aojust forecasts to add financial services division

-

- support (e.g., transcripts indicate the division is still integral to LaPointe)

- support (e.g., without the reorganization, would have remained part of

LaPointe)

- add interest

- add amortization expense

- legal costs added

-support (e.g., lawsuit not related to LaPointe products)

- 2% mgt fees charged by Gill added

-

- support (e.g., per transcript not a standard charge)

support (e.g.. per transcript, no authority if 2009 purchase didn’t occur)

- increased mfg costs of 3%-7%/midpoint deducted re: Biooiesel initiative

- deduct R&D savings of $2M/year

- reasonable treatment re: additional QC costs (e.g., cost that was required)

- support

- reasonable treatment re: price increases

---
-

- support

- deduct tax using reasonable rates (e.g., 30%)

- add value of non-capital loss carryforward/refiect in tax calc

- deduct working capital adjustment
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___INSIGHT

Marks -internail
Available Awarded Max.

0.5

0.5

0.5

/8.5 /30

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5
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Section 5: Sugge5ted Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

______

2011 MQE - Suggested Marking Key ‘ • INSIGHT

L..
- deduct capex (based on Lapointe’s historical capex)

- net of tax shield - reasonable calc

- deduct additional (apex (based on analysis of comps/industry) (both capex
marks if select capex solely on comps)

- support (e.g., average of comps)

- support

- net of tax shield - reasonable calc

Internal Maximum — Value Calculations for Lapointe (if no sale in 2009)

- apply reasonable disc/cap rate

- brief explanation of disc/cap rate

- use of long-term GOC/other reasonable risk-free rate

- add reasonable equity risk premium, explain equity risk premium

- add reasonable industry risk premium, explain

- add reasonable size premium, support (e.g., It of years)

- explain size premium

- explain co specific premium

Internal Maximum - Discount/Cap Rate (mechanics)

add reasonable company specific/unsystematic premium, support:

- long history (since 2002)

- brand strength

______

- industry trend to smaller & more fuel efficient vehicles

- improvements in product quality & move “upscale”

- industry forecasts favourable

- high TAB

- good labour relations

- management depth & strength

reliance on forecasts/past inaccuracies

- small player in large market

- competitive industry

- litigation threats/risks
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Discount/cop rote (Schedule 4):

Marks
Available

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5, 0.5

0.5, 0.5

0.5, 0,5

0.5, 0.5

0.5, 0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

9.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

Marks Internal
Awarded Max.

/14.5 16.0

/6.5 /2.0



Section 5: Suggested Marking keys for Prior MQE’s

2011 MQE - Suggested Marking Key IL1 INSIGHT

Marks Marks Internal
Available Awarded Max.

-

otl-er valid [don’t award if separate industry risk reflects the factorl

- other valid [don’t award if separate industry risk reflects the factorj

Internal Maximum — company-specific risk premium / 7.5 /2.5

- selection of reasonable DIE ratio, support: 0.5

- use of analysis of comparable cos (e.g., averages) 0.5

- select reasonable cost of long-term debt 0.5

- support (e.g., existing rate) 0.5

-

recognize rate should be at market/assume Gill’s rates are at market 0.5

-adjust

to after-tax using consistent/reasonable tax race 0.5

- adjust for growth (for cap rate), support:

..

0.5

- inflation rates 0.5

- nominal vs. real return long-term bond rates 0.5

-othervalid 0.5

Internal Maximum — discount rate — leverage and growth assumptions / 5.0 /3.0

add tax shield on existing ucc (reasonable calc), stratify for diff CCA rate 0.5, 0.5

assets

- add value of redundant cash 0.5

- support quantum (e.g., current ratio of comparables)

....

0.5

-reasonable calc 0.5

Internal Maximum - tax shield and redundant assets /2.5 / 1.5

Sringray brand (Schedule 2 Notes):

- add value 0.5

- define redundant asset 0.5

- support redundancy (i.e., not used but competitor interested) 0.5

- select valuation method (i.e., relief from royalty) .

- calculate incremental revenue 0.5

- calc increase in volume 0.5

- use reasonable selling price assumption 0.5

- select reasonable royalty rate/range 0.5

- support (e.g., averages of comps analysis) 0.5
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

______

2011 MQE - Suggested Marking Key

_____

INSIGHT

r I Marks Marks Internal’]
I_________ Available Awarded Max.

-support

-- 0.5

- deduct taxes at reasonable rate 0.5

- apply reasonable discount rate 0.5

- support (e.g., unsupported brand) [must be different than LaPointe] 0.5

- support [must be different than LaPointe) 0.5

- support [must be different than LaPointel 0.5

- select reasonable 0/TV ratio 0.5

- support (e.g., 100% equity because intangible asset) 0.5

- add terminal value 0.5

- reasonable calc (deduct long-term growth, PV to present) 0.5

- deduct corporate incon taxes on disposition of brand 0.5

- calc capital gain 0.5

- apply 50% inclusion rate o.s

- use reasonable income tax rate 0.5

- consider whether RDTOH to be deductedfdiscjss 0.5

consider discounting disposition costs; support 0.5

- delay in disposition 0.5

-tax planning opportunities 0.5

- deduct debt 0.5

- support selection (e.g., structural) 0.5

- discuss treatment of $0.SM accrued legal costs (i.e., exclude as due to 0.5
reorg)

- multiply by Ms. Ann’s 10% 0.5

- deduct minority/lack of control discount 0.5

- support (e.g., part of group that has 50% of shares) 0.5

- support (e.g., only 10% shareholding — no control over operations, etc.) 0.5

- support (e.g., key employee — therefore, more influence) 0.5

- support (e.g., being a key employee is specific to Ms. Ann but not 0.5
necessarily a purchaser of her shares)

- support (e.g., no shareholders’ agreement?) 0.5
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Section 5: suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s
2011 MQE-Suggested Marking Key [L!1.1N5IGHT

{ Marks Marks Internal
Available Awarded Max.

- support (e.g., existence of shareholder protections in Business 0.5
Corporations Act)

- support 0.5

- support 0.5

________

— -deduct marketability/liquidity discount 0.5

- support (e.g., private co if no 2009 sale) 0.5

- support 0.5

Internal Maximum —Valuation of Stingray Brand / 21.5 /8.0

Market approach - comporoble public companies (Schedules So & SB)

- calc W/C ratio for selected comparables 0.5

- calc capex % for selected comparables 0.5

- calc EV/rev for selected comparables 0.5

c&cEV/EBITDA for selected comparables 0.5

.

comment on comparability(Heritage, Inada similar in size) 0.5

- comment on comparability (Heritage, Inada only one brand) 0.5

comment on comparability (e.g., Heritage, Dexler close geographically vs. 0.5
others)

comment on comparability (e.g.. Heritage, Dexler targets the same 0.5
market segment - economy)

comment on comparability (e.g., Inada, Dexler does leasing aswell) 0.5

- comment on comparability (e.g., Unagi sells a range of cars & trucks so 0.5
not comparable)

- comment or comparability (e.g., Unagi sells worldwide so not 0.5
comparable)

- comment on comparability (e.g.. Unagi has wider scope of operations — 0.5

heasy construction vehicles)

- comment on comparability (e.g., Unagi much larger) 0.5

comment on comparability (e.g., Zidane has five brands, Boehler has four 0.5
brands & Inter has eight brands)

- comment on comparability (e.g.. Boehler, Inter have wider product line) 0.5

- comment on comparability 0.5

- comment on comparability 0.5
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s
2011 MQE - Suggested Marking Key 1L!1S INSIGHT

ET Marks Marks Internal
Available Awarded Max.

- overall conclusion on impact of comparable co analysis to multiple selection 0.5
for LaPointe

Internal Maximum - Analysis of Comparable Companies 19.0 14.0

- calc implied EV/rev for LaPointe 0.5

- calc implied EV/EBITDA for LaPointe 0.5

• comment on difference (e.g., growirg market in economy segment) 0.5

- comment on difference 0.5

Internal Maximum - Calculation of Implied Multiples - comparable /2.0 /1.0
Companies

Market approach - comparable transactions (Schedule 6)

calc EV/LTM for selected comparables 0.5

- calc EV/NTM for selected comparables
— 0.5

- calc EV/rev for selected comparables

______

— 0.5

- comment on comparability (e.g., transactions before 2010 not as 0.5
comparable due to economic conditions)

comment on comparability 0.5

- compare to implied multiples for LaPointe & comment on difference 0.5

compare to implied multiples for LaPointe & comment on difference 0.5

nternat

Maximum - Comparable Transactions / 3.5 12.5

Implied goodwill (Schedule 7):

______________

- start with SE 0.5

- deduct book value of redundant cash 0.5

- calc implied goodwill & other intangible assets 0.5

- relate goodwill to cash flow/payback 0.5

- comment on reasonability with support 0.5

- other valid, other valid
-

______________

0.5, 0.5

Internal Maximum - Implied Goodwill / 3.5 / 1.5

Value of Ms. Ann’s shares currenrly (Schedule 8):

- select method (e.g., use current share price & adjust for liquidity/blockage 0.5
discount)

- explain liquidity/blockage discount 0.5
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II
fTit#1I INSIGHT

-

Marks Marks Internal

J Available Awarded Max.

- select method (e.g., use analysts’ projections for share prices & adjust for 0.5

discounts)

- select method (e.g., apply PIE ratio to forecast earnings & adjust for 0.5

discourts)

Internal Maximum — Value of Ms. Ann’s shares currently - methods / 2.0 /1.0

Using actual & forecast share prices (Schedule 8:

brief explanation of method 0.5

if use forecast share prices, PV them 0.5

- select reasonable discount rate with support 0.5, 0.5

.

compare forecast share prices to current -
-

0.5 -- -

-comment ---

0.5

-other valid 0.5

Internal Maximum — Using Actual & Forecast Share Prices / 2.5 / 1.0

Using P/E ratios (Schedule 8):

brief explanation of method 0.5

-

select foreca5t per share earnings, support/comment 0.5, 0.5 -

-

select PIE ratio 0.5 - - -

-

support (e.g., selection of appropriate indust) 0.5

-support (e.g., 2011 figures) 0.5

- other valid o.s

-conclude on per share value before discount 0.5

-— Internal Maximum — Using PIE Ratios I 4.0 /1.0

-

deduct reasonable lisuidity discount -
-

0.5

- calc implied goodwill & other intangible assets 0.5

- -

- support (e.g., thinly traded based on historical trading volumes) 0.5

- quantify periodic trading volumes (e.g., monthly) 0.5

quantify how long it would take Ms. Ann to sell -

-

0.5

- conclude on the value of Ms. Ann’s shares at current date under these 0.5

methods

-- --

- other valid 0.5

Internal Maximum — FMV of Ms. Ann’s shares /3.5 / 1.0

Sum of Internal Maximums — Part 1 / 49.0
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s
2011 MQE - Suggested Marking Key

_____

INSIGHT

Marks Marks Internal

__________ _______________

Available Awarded Max

1 DeiWerable Part 2 Memo to Counsel ‘Ia.

Independence/Engagement Acceptance Issues

- cannot take contingent fees — Code of Ethics requirement when act 1.0
independently/as expert

- will also need to sign Acknowledgement of Expert form attesting to 0.5
irdepenoence

- cannot take deferred payment ei:her as may impair appearance of our 0.5
independence

Internal Maximum - Independence/Engagement Acceptance issues /2.0 /1.0

Comments an other va/uarion:

- doesn’t represent valuation or limited critique report pursuant to the CICBV 0,5
standards

- overall conclusion (e.g., concerns about validity of conclusions made) 0.5

- DCF more appropriate than CCF 0.5

- support [must be different reason than in valuation reportl 0.5

-

selected volumes seem unrealistically high (63,000)

______—

0.5

- higher than projections of LaPointe 0.5

- selected average selling price seems high ($26,000) 0.5

- higher than forecast 0.5

- no details on whether the relationship between increasing selling prices 0.5
and unit sales was considered

income taxes on financial services division deducted twice 0.5

- impact is that calculations are understated 0.5

- cost of sales seems too low 0.5

support (i.e., relative to historical actual results) 0.5

- interest expense is somewhat low 0.5

- sustaining capex may be low; needs further analysis to support selection 0.5

4% annual growth indefinitely likely too high in current economic conditions 0.5

- minority/lack of marketability discount should be considered: - 0.5

- support (e.g., Mr. Cyr has only 5%) 0.5

support 0.5

wrong valuation date ‘used - should be deduction of value at current date 0.5

- explain (i.e., they still own their securities) , 0.5
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w’tP.Out the authors’ express aurhorizator’.
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Section 5: suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

2011 MQE - Suggested Marking Key [LJf1S iNSiGHT

Marks Marks internaq
Available Awarded Max.

-othervalid

.

0.5

-otliervalid 0.5

Internal Maximum - Comments on valuation --
/11.5 / 5.0

Sum of Internal Maximums — Part 2 16.0

Professional Caaability Marks

Appropriateness of response

- report meets clients needs (e.g., concepts explained, quantification 1.0
performed)

addresses all parts of the required 0.5

Comm unicotion

- response was clear, well planned & organized 0.5

Bo/once (quantitative & quolitorive)

response was not balanced 0.0

- response was somewhat balanced 0,5

-response was appropriately balanced 1.0

Professional judgment

weak 19 demonstrated 0.0

limited Pj demonstrated 0.5

- reasonable Pj demonstrated 1.0

solid Pj demonstrated 1.5

Internal Maximum — Professional Capability Marks /4.5

Maks Obtained- Question II IhH ..

I 55M

Copvrigl-r Melanie S. Russell, CPA, CA CSV. GM. CFE TSP and Adam NJo[irtsori, CPA, C. cBV, CPA. korto be copLed or other’; Se reproduced

w[nout th.e auth ors’ press a,Jrhoritar[on,
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s
2011 MQE - Suggested Marking Key INSIGHT

Marks Marks interi1
I________ Available Awarded Max,

Question 2 [45 marks, 108 minutesl

Terms of Reference/Introduction

- recognition no report required as internal memo/communication 1.0

- speci’ purpose — analysis of three options for Duplimax’s Board 0.5

- select reasonable Vdate (i.e. current) -

- 0.5

• Board is requestirg value conclusions — therefore, must comply with 0.5
Practice Standards

- specifyvaluation assurance level should be provided - comprehensive likely 0.5
most appropriate given Board’s reliance, brief explanation

- given timing, likely can’t provide more than estimate/calc, brief 0.5, 0.5
explanation

- can’t take contingent consideration/must be based on time incurred or fixed 0.5
fee

- value reference points/metrics:

- Duplimax’s share price - implies market cap of S74.SM 0.5, 0.5

- but shares are thinly traded so not necessarily reflective of FMV 0.5

- current issues affecting co may not be reflected in share price (e.g., 0.5, 0.5
refinancing, new pricing to Pig)

-othervalid 0.5

- offer to purchase of 5425M 0.5

- market data/comp public cos aralysis 0.5

but cos aren’t overly comparable
-- 0.5

- other valid 0.5

Internal Maximum - Terms of Reference / 9.5 / 5.0

Approach #1 - Value under refinancing scenario

used going concern approach
- 0.5

- support (requested by client) 0,5

- support (historic operations have been profitable) 0.5

support (if Pig contact renewed, should be profitable OR if Pig not 0.5
renewed, GC assumption questionable)

- support (if refinancing takes place, positive cash flows OR if refinancing 0.5
doesn’t occur, GC assumption questionable)

Copyhght MeLi,’ie E. Russell, CPA. Ck COY. Cs1. CEE, TEP and Adam t.Ichnsnn, CA ca, COY. CFA. Not robe copied or otherwise reproduced
wicucur the cuihors’ express auchor;zntion.
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

2011 MQE - Suggested Marking Key

Zi
Internal Maximum - Selection of Valuation Basis and Support

- Refinancing will result in dilution of existing shareholders by 10% to 91%

- discuss methodology briefly (e.g., use adjusted mgt’s projections & DCF

calcs)

analysis of mgt’s projections:

- compare to analysts report & comment (e.g., in line with industry sales

volume estimates for Big Dog)

compare to analysts report & comment (e.g., overstated re: DVD

projections)

compare to analysts report & comment (e.g., overstated re: CD

projections)

compare to analysts report & comment (e.g., overstated re: video

projections)

other valid

Internal Maximum - Discussion of DCF approach

DCF calculations (Appendix 2 & table):

adjust forecasts for BD

adjust forecasts for DVD

- adjust forecasts for CD

- adjust forecasts for video

- adjust forecasts for other revenues or uses reasonable figures from

projections

adjust forecasts for revenues on film rights/redundant asset

other valid adjustments

-add amortization & interest (if use EBI1’DA as cash flow proxy)

- deduct tax using reasonable rates (35%)

- deduct working capital adjustment

-deduct capex

- net of tax shieldS reasonable calc

- select reasonable ME/MCP for terminal value

Internal Maximum — DCF calculations

INSIGHT

Marks Marks Internal
Available Awarded Max.

12.5 11.0

1.0

0.5

• 0.5

• 0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

14.5 /2.0

0.5

D.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5,0.5

0.5,0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

/7.5 /4.0

.

,...•., ,.....,
-

Copyright Melanie Russell, CPA CA, Csv, CM, CEE. YEP and Adorn N.Johrsor:, CPA, A, CBV. CPA. Not robe copied or otherwise eprodriced
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Section 5: suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s
2011 MQE - suggested Marking Key

0.5

0.5, 0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5, 0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

ILL! iNSIGHT

Ccpvrght Melanie E. Russell, CPA, CA, CS’?, CM. CR. TEP and Adam N. Johnson, CDA. CA, C6V. CF& N<u to be copied or otbewise reproduced
without the authors’ express authorization.
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- Marks Marks
Available Awarded

- Discountlcap rate (table):

-apply reasonable disc/cap rate

-use of long-term GOC/other reasonable risk-free rate (e.g., US treasuries 20
yr), support (e.g., most ops in US)

- add reasonable equity risk premium

-add reasonable industry risk premium

-add reasonable size premium, support

______

- Internal Maximum — discount/cap rate (basic mechanics) -- I 3.5

- add reasonable specific co, support:

-positive relationship with movie studios

- past operating results

strengths in distribution & logistics

high TAB

- risk of Pig not renewing contract

- declining volumes

-

reliance on forecasts/past inaccuracies
-

-

reliance on key customer

- risks related to refinancing

- overcapacity in industry

- price pressures on most products

- othervalid Cdon’t award if separate industry risk reflects the factorl

Internal Maximum - company-specific risk premium /6.5

-selection of reasonable D/E ratio, support:

- quantitative analysis of comparable cos (e.g.. averages)

-qualitative analysis of comparable cos (e.g.. Copytech most relevant)

- qualitative analysis of comparable cos

- qualitative analysis of comparable cos

- qualitative analysis of comparable cos

Internal Maximum — Analysis of Comparable Companies /3.0

- select reasonable cost of long-term debt

- support (i.e., per refinancing term sheet - LIBOR of 1.25 plus 9%)

Internal
Max.

/ 2.0

/3.0

/ 2.0

Page 15



Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

2011 MQE - Suggested Marking Key 1L!1. INSIGHT

- -

-
Available Awarded Max.

- recognize rate should be at market j 0.5

-adjust to after-tax using consistent/reasonable tax rate (e.g., 35%) 0.5

-

adjust forgrowth (forcap rate), support: 0-5

- inflation rates (e.g., per research memo) 0.5

-

nominal vs. real return long-term bond rates
-

0.5

-

sustainable real growth/decline (e.g., per research) 0.5

- other valid 0.5

Internal Maximum - Discount/cap rate - leverage and growth / 4.5 /2.0

assumptions

Enterprise Value/Equity Value Calculations

- add tax shield on existing UCC (reasonable calc), stratify or 01ff CCA rate 0.5, 0.5

assets

- add value of loss carryforwards 0.5

- reasonable calc, PV 0.5, 0.5

- add redundant cash 0.5

- reasonable calc (i.e. consider debt paydown) 0.5

-

reasonable caic (i.e., consider refinancing fees) . 0.5

- reasonable calc (i.e.. consider required $25M cash balance in proposed 0.5

Pig contract renewal)

- add redundant film rights 0.5

- select multiple based on romp analysis 0.5

- quantitative analysis of comparable transactions (e.g., averages) 0.5

- qualitative analysis of comparable transactions 0.5

- qualitative analysis of comparable transactions 0,5

- deduct income taxes on redundant film rights 0.5

-reasonable calc 0.5

- deduct interest bearing/structural debt, net 3Ovl debt paydown 0.5, 0.5

- conclude on equity value of Duplimax 0.5

- on per share value 0.5

Copytight Melanie E. Russell, CPA, Ck COy, CM, CFE, TEP and Adorn Njohrison CPA, CA, COy, FA. Not to he copied or otherwise reproduced

without the a’ ,thors’ express authorization.
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s
2011 MQE - Suggested Marking Key

- other valid

- other valid

Internal Maximum - Enterprise and Equity Value calculations

Impact of equity raise in one vearI2Ol2:

- recognize further dilution to existing shareholders of 5% (3.04M shares)

calculate impact to per share values (i.e., 5% lower if no other value
changes)

- caic amount of equity require to repay debt (i.e., $1 03.SM - $9OM ÷ 15%
interest)

- calc number of shares to be issued

- calculate impact on per share values

- other valid

- other valid

Internal Maximum - Impact of Equity Raise in 2012

Impact of no equity raise in one vearIZOl2 (i.e.. conversion):

- recognize potential dilution as conversion of 2nO Tier debt to equity at $0.25

- compare to calc per share FMV & conclude (i.e., dilution or not)

calc amount of equity require to repay debt (i.e., $1 03.5M - 59DM + 15%
interest) [award above]

- calc number of shares to be issued

- calculate impact on per share values

-other valid

- other valid

Internal Maximum - Impact of No Equity Raise in 2012

Copyright Meunie P. Russe!f CPA, CA. CBV GM, (FE, TEP and Adam \.Jehnson, CPA
without the authors’ express authorization.
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111.0

1 .0

1 .0

0.5

1.0

1,0

0.5

0.5

0.5

1 .0

0

Marks Marks Internal
Available Awarded Max.

0.5 1 --

0.5

/5.0

I 3.0
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

2011 MQE - Suggested Marking Key L!lJ INSIGHT .

MQE Insight 2017 Course Notes

Sample Marking Keys -2011 MQE Page 18

.

Marks Marks Internal

_____

Available Awarded Max.

Approach #2: Copvrech offer

- need to deduct interest bearing debt of $3]2.5M for equity value of $52.5M 0.5

- calc per share value 0.5

- proceeds (before income taxes) would be $43.SM/fees of $9M to be 0.5

deducted

- aralysis of relevance of offer/compare to FMV tenets:

- offer ron-binding (i.e., not determinative of FMV) 0.5

- due diligence to be undertaken so any final price may change 0.5

- risk exists since contingent on extension of Pig contract on similar terms 0.5

consideration is shares of Copytech/not cash as per FMV 0.5

volatility of Copytech share prices recently 0.5

low trading volumes of Copytech share prices 0.5

-restructuring of Copytech may increase volatility 0.5

select illiquidity discount, support 0.5,0.5

possibility
of escrow requirement on the deal 0.5

- blockage discount may be necessary

—

0.5

- overall conclusion on Copyfech offer 0.5

• other valid 0.5

-othervalid 0.5

Internal Maximum - Analysis of CopyTech offer /8.5 /5.0

Annraach #3: Liquidation (Apoendix 3)

brief explanation (e.g., if can’t renew Pig contract or refinance debt or sell, 0.5

liquidation likely)

will need Lurther information to prepare liquidation calcs (i.e., scope 0.5

limitation) — preliminary analysis only

- e.g., asset appraisals needed 0.5

- liquidation calculations:

-cash at 100% 0.5

- A/R discounted at reasonable amount 0.5

Copyright ?eiuiue C Russe1l. CPA, CA. CRy, CM, ccE’TcP and Adam N. Johnson, CPk CA. CSV. CA. Not In be cooJed or otherwise reproduced

without the authors’ eApress authorization.
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0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

1 .0

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s
2011 MQE - Suggested Marking Key LJ INSIGHT

Marks Marks lnI

________

J Available Awarded Max.

-inventories discounted at reasonable amount 0.5

- taxes receivable & other assets treatment reasonable 0.5

- prepaids treated appropriately (e.g., $nil value or assume will be refunded 0.5
or used in wind-down)

- FIT at $Nil 0.5

- PP&E discounted at reasonable amount 0.5

goodwill at SNil 0.5

- supply contract at reasonable amount, support (e.g., 2-3x multiple given in 0.5
question)

add reasonable value of film rights

- deduct legal/professional fees

- deduct critical supplier payments/priority liabilities

- deduct royalty obligations

- deduct payroll/severance, etc.

- calc income tax recoveries/note LCF — therefore, no recoveries

- calc amount available to pay term debt/other creditors

- calc amour’.t available to shareholders

- conclude on appropriateness of liquidatior

- other valid

- other valid

Internal Maximum - Liquidation Calculations /12.0 8.0

Overall Conclusion/Analysis of Approaches

-compare the 3 alternatives

-overall conclusion on the 3 alternatives

- othervalid

- other valid

Internal Maximum - Overall Conclusion
-- - / 2.0 /1.0

Sum of Internal Maximums — Question 2

.. . -

/45.0

V johnsor, cp. cA, CSV, CFA. Not to be copied or otherwise reproduced
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

______

2011 MQE - Suggested Marking Key IL.c!1 INSIGHT

Marks Marks Internal

_______

Available Awarded Max.

Professional Capability Marks

Appropriateness of response

- report meets client’s needs (e.g., no need to comply with Std. 110 applied as 1-0

internal memo requested, conclusions made in relation to the 3 alternatives)

Communication

- response was clear, well planned & organized 0.5

Balance (quantitative & qualitative)

- response was not balanced 0.0

-response was somewhat balanced 05

- response was appropriately balanced 1.0

Professional judgment

- weak Pj demonstrated 0.0

- limited pJ demonstrated
—

0.5

- reasonable PJ demonstrated 1.0

Internal Maximum — Professional capability Marks /3.0

Total Marks Obtained — Question 2 1 145 0

Copyrght Metar,e E, Russell, CPA, CA coy. CM. cFE, TEP and Adam \ichnson. CPA. CA, (By. Cr4. or to be coped or otherwise epwduced
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Section 5: suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s
2012 MQE - Suggested Marking Key 1LL!1 INSIGHT

Marks Marks Internal

_______

Available Awâided Max.

Question 1 [55 marks, 132 minutes]

Deliverable Part lRepor’

Reportini Standards - Report Verbiaze

- id. assets being valued (shares of ManuCo held by ETC. IP of EIG) 0.5

- specily valuation assurance level provided (i.e., calc per Board request) 0.5

- specify reasonable VDate (Sept. 15, 2012) 0.5

- specify purpose (Canadian income tax — transfer of IP to Luxembourg co; 0.5
transfer of ManuCo shares to Cdn sub ofAero)

- recognize value term for tax is FMV 0.5

complies with CICBV reporting standards (Std 110, 120, 130) 0.5

no contingent ees, no financial irvolvement with the cos; confirm 0.5, 0.5
independence

- define FMV 0.5

conclude whether sale of ETC meets FMV definition 0.5

sold by auction 0.5

some of interested parties were in the aerospace industry — therefore, 0.5
synergies likely

-othervalid 0.5

Internal Maximum - Terms of Reference 16.5 / 2.0

Conclusions

FMV of IP & shares of ManuCo 0.5, 0.5

Internal Maximum - Valuation Conclusions /1.0 /1.0

Scope of review

- Ff5 of ETC 0.5

- proposed plan of reorg 0.5

- Aero transaction info 0.5

royalty rates 0.5

comparable co data 0.5

Copyright MeI,r’ii.’ Russell. C’A. CA. cuv. GM, CFE. TEP and Addrn N. Johnson, CPA. CA COV. CA. Not to he copied or otherwise reproduced
without the authors’ express authori,aric.n.
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

2012 MQE - Suggested Marking Key

_____

INSIGHT

________________________________________________________________

- Marks Marks Internal’

L_____ -

Available Awarded Max.

- aerospace transaction data 0.5

- info regarding the aerospace sec:or & economy 0.5

-othervalid 0.5

• haven’t audited, reviewed or otheneise verified financial info provided/no 0.5

corroboration [can be in assumptions]

Internal Maximum - Scope of Review /3.5 /1.0

Restrictions & limitations

-report not to be distributed without consent not for general circulation 0.5

- reserve the right to change analysis 0.5

- intended for stated purposes/not responsible for losses from reliance 0.5
outside of stated purpose

- restrict liability to fees charged 0.5

- entire report (md. schedules) to be read collectively 0.5

-othervalid 0.5

Internal Maximum — Restrictions & Limitations /3.0 /1.0

Assumptions

- tax rates will contmnueIspeci’ rates 0.5

- mgt’s forecasts represent best estimate of expected future operating results 0.5

- no info that hasn’t been considered 0.5

no significant/material contingencies, etc. pending or threatened at Vdate 0.5

- no material changes in financial position between valuation date & date of 0.5
report

- no recent valuations 0.5

•othervalid 0.5

Internal Maximum — Assumptions / 3.5 / 1.0

Background, financial analysis, etc

- recognize need to outline key background of ETG 0.5

keyfrelevant co background factor (e.g.. founded in 1949) 0.5

copyrght Meu1e E. Russell, CA. CA. ccv, CM, dEE. TEP ard Adam . Johrsnr, cPA. c& ccv. cA. Not to be coped or otberwse reprod:;ced
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s
2012 MQE - Suggested Marking Key

_____

INSIGHT

j’” Marks Marks Interni]
L ,,J :t Available Awarded Max.

- key/relevant Co background factor (e.g., allocation of sales by country & 0.5
product)

- key/relevant co background factor (e.g., dependence onto three 0.5
customers)

- key financial analysis factor (e.g., decrease in sales & EBITDA de to 0.5
recession)

- key financial analysis factor (e.g., leverage/financial ratios) 0.5

- key economic factor 0.5

Internal Maximum - Background 13.5 /1.5

Valuation Aparoaches

- recognize need for general valuation approach discussion 0.5

- brief description of asset-based approach/when used 0.5

- brief description of income/earnings/cash flow approach/when used 0.5

- brief description of market approach/when used 0.5

Internal Maximum — General Valuation Approach Discussion /2.0 / 0.5

selected going concern approach for ManuCo, support 0.5

- support (e.g., profitable historically. long history) 0.5

- select valuation method for existing IP (e.g., relief from royalty), brief 0.5
explanation of method

- support 0.5

- select market method as secondary method (i.e. AviSoft transaction), 0.5
support:

- support (e.g., recent transaction - 2010) 0.5

- support (e.g., same P is being valued) 0.5

- support (e.g., IP involved is a large portion of P owned by ETG — 35%) 0.5

-select valuation method for IP in development (e.g., cost), brief explanation 0.5
of method

- support (e.g., no track record for estimating revenues) 0.5

Copyright Melanie F. Russell, CPA: CA Cz’f, C \1. CE. TEP ard AIdITr \.johnson. CPA. cA, C0V CPA. Nc’s to he copied or otherwise reprod.iseu
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

2012 MQE - Suggested Marking Key Ik4±l. INSIGHT

Marks Marks Internal

_______

J Available Awarded Max.

- support 0.5

- recognize limitation of cost approach in that it doesn’t recognize future 0.5
economic benefits

select valuation method for ManuCo (e.g., capitalized cash flow), brief

explanation of method

- support

- select cash flow proxy for valuing ManuCo with support

- other valid

Internal Maximum — Selection of Valuation Approaches /8.0 / 2.0

Value calculations using relief-from-royalty — existing IP (van 8)

- select useful life, support (e.g., 5 years remaining patent protection) 0.5

-select maintainable revenues, support: 0.5

- exclude third party sales as not relevant to II’ 0.5

- recognize economic cycle 0.5

- other valid 0.5

-apply reasonable annual growth rate 0.5

- select reasonable royalty rate, support 0.5

- quantitative analysis re: comps (e.g., averages of all/relevant comps) 0.5

-isolate rates relating to IP vs. marketing 0,5

- critical analysis of comps (e.g., exclusion of those in industries other 0.5
than aerospace)

- critical analysis of comps (e.g., relevance of base for the royalty rates) 0.5

- critical analysis of comps (e.g., recency of comps) 0.5

critical analysis of comps 0.5

- deduct income tax at reasonable rates 0.5

- support (e.g., current Canadian rate in place) 0.5

-support (e.g., unclear whether other market participants could use 0.5

copyight Mehiie P. Russell, CPA, CA, csv. CAl. CFE, TEP and Adam N,johnsor.. CPA, c& C6’/. CPA. Not to he cou.ed or otherwise epmd.;ced
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Section 5: suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s
2012 MQE - Suggested Marking Key LL!I INSIGHT

Marks Marks Internal
Available Awarded Max.

similar Luxembourg structure)

- support (e.g., utilize 2% Luxembourg rate re: IP — consistent with 0.5
highest value per FMV)

- adjust/comment upon loss of R&D benefit 0.5

- support (other valid) 0.5

- select reasonable discount rate 0.5

- support (e.g.. consider ETG’s cost of capital) 0.5

- support (e.g., adjust ETG’s cost of capital for financing/leverage 0.5
differentials)

- support (e.g., add asset-specific premium), support: 0.5

- IP protected by patents 0.5

-othervalid 0.5

- use mid-period discounting convention 0.5

- add tax shield if use Canadian rates (reasonable calc), explain concept 0.5

- add $Nil if use 2% tax rate/question if tax shield benefit exists in 0.5
Luxembourg

- add residual/terminal value (or specify none because of 5 year remaining 0.5
patent protection)

- reasonable calculation 0.5

- PV to ‘Jdate using reasonable discount rate 0.5

- other valid 0.5

-othervalid 0.5

Internal Maximum - Relief-from-Royalty calculations i 16.5 /6.0

Value calculations usineAviSoft transaction - existine IP (page 9)

- calculate implied P/Rev multiple 0.5

- utilize 35% factor in calculating revenue form AviSoft IP 0.5

- consider adjustments to P/Rev multiple with support 0.5

- select maintainable P revenue 0.5

Copynghi Melanie usseli, CPA, CA. CBV, GM, CFE. TEP and Adorn N. Johnson CPA CA. CDV, GA. Not to be copied or otherwise eprGduced
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

2012 MQE - Suggested Marking Key iNSIGHT

-- Marks Marks internfj

_____ _____
_______

Available Awarded Max.

- support 0.5

- adjust for difference in economic/useful life of IP, or assume no difference 0.5

- calculate FMV of existing IP 0.5

- compare to FMV indicated by relief-from-royalty method 0.5

- comment (e.g.. AviSoft transaction may include premium for synergies) 0.5

- comment 0.5

- other valid 0.5

- other valid 0.5

- overall conclusion on value of existing P 0.5

Internal Maximum - Existing P /6.5 /2.0

Value calculations — IP under development (oaee 10)

- refer to historical R&D expenditures (e.g., $70M for last three years) 0.5

- consider 90% related to development of next gen cockpit 0.5

inclode reasonable administration/overhead, explain 0.5

- deduct R&D tax credits at 20% 0.5

deduct income taxes 0.5

add tax shield (reasonable calc) [explain concept awarded abovej 0.5

rnother adjustments (e.g., changes in costs between incurrence & Vdate, or 0.5

efficiencies)

- other adjustments 0.5

-othervalid 0.5

other valid 0.5

overall conclusion on value of lP under development 0.5

Internal Maximum - P under development / 5.5 / 2.0

Copvtghr Melanie E. RLSSCH. (‘A, CA CSV. (‘1. CE.ThP and Adaer N.Johrsor. CPA, GA C3V CEA, Not to tie copiedot otherwise repioduced

without the authers’ expresr authorization.
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s
2012 MQE - Suggested Marking Key INSIGHT

-

Marks Marks Internal
J

______________

Available Awarded Max. j

Value calculations - shares of Manuco:

Maintainable EBITDA (page 12):

- selected maintainable revenue 0.5

- support (e.g., cyclical) 0.5

- support (e.g., averaging) 0.5

- exclusion of operating results from third-party products 0.5

- deduct cost of sales 0.5

- adjust for new financing program (2008 to 2010) 0.5

-remove operating results of IP to isolate rnfg operations [should be 0.5
consistent with royalty rates, etc. used in valuing the IP]

- deduct distribution margin of 10% since Manuco doesn’t do this 0.5

- deduct normal warranty provision with support 0.5

- deduct admin costs at 75% 0_s

- deduct income taxes using reasonable rate (if use net cash flow) 0.5

-othervalid 0.5

- conclude on selected maintainable EBITDA range 0.5

Internal Maximum - maintainable EBITDA (ManuCo) /6.5 /2.0

Multiple/cop rate (page 12):

-apply reasonable multiple/cap rate, support: - 0.5

-discuss relevance of ETC multiples to ManuCo (e.g.. significance) 0.5

-discuss relevance of ETG multiples to ManuCo (e.g., specialized nature 0.5
of mfg plants vs. real estate)

- discuss relevance of ETC multiples to ManuCo (e.g.. leverage 0.5
differential)

-discuss relevance of FIG multiples to ManuCo (other valid) 0.5

- calc implied EV/EBITDA multiple on ETC transaction (6.5-7.0) 0.5

prior valuation indicated 6.0-7,0 EBITDA 0.5, 0.5

- other valid 0.5,0.5

copyrgtt Malaria E Russell. CPA. CA. csv, CM. (FE, TEP and Adam N.Johnsor, C& c& (By. CA. Not to he copied or otherwise reproliiced
wirlsout the authors e,.press a,thorizar,on.
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

2012 MQE - Suggested Marking Key

[

______

-

recognize no adjustment for cash or debt since in ETC not ManuCo

-

explain size premium

- explain co specific premium

- add reasonable company specific/unsystematic premium, support:

- reasonable treatment of pension deficit with support

- reasonable treatment of working capital with support

- other valid

- overall conclusion on value of ManuCo

Internal Maximum — valuation calculations (Manuco)

Sum of Internal Maximums - Part 1

Deliverable Part 2: calculations for Fairness Opinion

Value calculations — ErG

- select capitalized cash flow method

- support (e.g., no forecasts)

- support (other valid)

- select cash flow proxy

Internal Maximum - ETG - selection of valuation method

Mainrain able EBITDA (Schedule 1)

- select period to review with support (e.g., cyclical)

- normalize third-party sales (reasonable caic)

- adjust selling costs for savings

normalize financing program for 2008-2010

apply 80% factor for aircraft segment

- deduct normal selling expenses with support

- add provision for warranty with support

normalize pension expenses 2010 to 2012

iNSIGHT

Marks Marks Internal
Available Awarded Max.

0.5, 0.5

0.5, 0.5

0.5, 0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

/10.5 / 5.0

/ 27.0

.
0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

/2.0 /1.0

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

.copyright Melanie E. Russell, CPA, CA. COy, CM, cPE. TEP and AdarTi .Johnsorr, CPA, cOy, CPA. Not to he copied or otherwise reproduced

without the authors’ express authorization.
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s
2012 MQE - Suggested Marking Key

LJ
- select maintainable cash flow

- support (e.g., average)

- deduct income taxes at reasonable rate

-deduct capex (e.g., 4% of revenue from ETC product sales) 0.5

- net of tax shieldS reasonable calc

- support for capex (e.g., average of comps)

- support

- deduct/consider W/C investment

- support (e.g., historical actual levels for ETC)

- support

- other valid

-othervalid 0.5

- conclude on maintainable after-tax discretionary cash flows 0.5

Internal Maximum - ETG - maintainable cash flows

Multiple/cop rote (Schedule 3)

- apply reasonable multiple/cap rate 0.5

- use of long-term COC/other reasonable risk-free rate 0.5

- adjust/discuss re: forecasts 0.5

- add reasonable equity risk premium, explain equity risk premium

- select reasonable beta

- support (e.g., average/median of selected comps)

- qualitative analysis of comps

- qualitative analysis of comps

- explain reasonable size premium (or consider in specific co factors)

- support 0.5

Internal Maximum - ETG - cap rate - mechanics /5.0 12.0

0.5

Copyrgh( Metarie E. Russeil. CPA, Ck cv, CM. CE. TE and Adam N.Jo rsc, cpa. CA. CSV, cA Not to tie cooed or otlerwNe reproduced
without the authors express authori7ation.

0.5

0.5

0.5

INSIGHT

Marks Marks lnl
Available Awarded Max.

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

13M/10.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

- add reasonable company specific/unsystematic premium, support:

MQE Insight 2017 Course Notes
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

2012 MQE - Suggested Marking Key IL1- INSIGHT

Marks Marks Internal

L_ Available Awarded Max.!

- long history -

0.5

- opportunities to develop Asian market with Dash 0.5

- barriers to entry due to high regulation 0.5

- strong patents 0.5

- specialized mfg lacilities 0.5

cyclical industry 0.5

- client dependence 0.5

- litigation threats/risks that may not be fully insured 0.5

- ETC relatively unknown in Asian market 0.5

- other valid [don’t award if separate industry risk reflects the 0,5

factor]

- other valid [don’t award if separate industry risk reflects the 0.5

factor)

Internal Maximum — ETG — cap rate — company-specific risk premium / 6.0 /2.0

- selection of reasonable D/E ratio, support: 0.5

use of analysis of comparable cos (e.g., averages) 0.5

-critical analysis of comps (e.g., DuTech, GenTech and Science Orbit 0.5

seem to be outliers)

-critical analysis of comps 0.5

- select reasonable cost of long-term debt 0.5

- support (e.g., comparable yields on BB rated debt) 0.5

- adjust to after-tax using consistent/reasonable tax rate 0.5

- adjust for growth (for cap rate), support: 0.5

inflation rates (i.e., GDP forecast) 0.5

-othervalid 0.5

Internal Maximum - ETG — cap rate - leverage/growth analysis - / 5.0 / 2.0

Copyrrehr Mc .e E. Russell, CPA. CA. COy. crt. TEn end Adam N. Johnson, CPA CA, CV. CcA \:oc to he coned or otherwise reproduced

c.rrt-ur the authors’ express arrIlonzarion.
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

_____

2012 MQE - Suggested Marking Key LLL!JS INSIGHT

U Marks Marks Internal
Available Awarded Max.

Enterprise and equity values (Schedules 2 & 4)

- add tax shield on existing UCC (reasonable calc) 0.5

- add value of excess working capital 0.5

- support quartum 0.5

- reasonable calc 0.5

- deduct pension deficit, net of tax j 1.0

- deduct lawsuit 0.5

- consider 50% to be covered by subcontractor & insurance co 0.5

net of tax 0.5

- discount to reflect delay in payment 0.5

- deduct legal costs, net of tax 1.0

-netoftax 0.5

- add cash (SliM) 0.5

- deduct debt ($1 36M) 0.5

support selection (e.g., structural) 0.5

- discuss treatment of $0.5M accrued legal costs (i.e., exclude as due to 0.5
reotg)

- calculate implied multiples based on valuation (e.g.. EV/EBITDA) 1.0

Internal Maximum — Enterprise and Equity Value calculations i
I

/4.0

Market approach — comparable public companies & transactions

- quantitative analysis of EV/EBITDA of public ca camps (e.g., averages & 0.5
medians)

- comment on comparability (e.g., comps much larger than ETG) 0.5

- comment on comparability (e.g., DuTeth is growing significantly) 0.5

-comment on comparability (e.g., camps reflect minority interests) 0.5

- comment on comparability (e.g., camps ate more liquid) 0.5

comment on comparability 0.5

Copyright Melanie c. Russell, cA, CA. csv. c CFE, TEP and Adam Njohnsor, cp, CA, coy, CFA Not to be coped or crherwse replodLiced
witlo:j the authors express authori,ernn.
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I
Section 5: suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

______

2012 MQE - Suggested Marking Key ‘_•]INSIGHT

- comment on comparability

- overall conclusion on impact of comparable co analysis to multiple selection

for ETG

- calc EV/EBITDA for transactions (e.g., averages)

- comment on comparability (e.g., not all are cash deals)

comment on comparability (e.g., multiples may include synergies)

- comment on comparability (e.g., all transactions are of control

positions)

comment on comparability

- comment on comparability

overall conclusion on impact of comparable co analysis to multiple selection

for ETG

• calc EV/EBITDA for transactions (e.g.. averages)

comment on comparability (e.g., not all are cash deals)

- comment on comparability (e.g., multiples may include synergies)

- comment on comparability (e.g., all transactions are of control

positions)

- comment on comparability

- comment on comparability

- overall conclusion on impact of comparable co analysis to multiple selection

for ETG

Internal Maximum - ETC - Market Approach

Market approach — consideration paid byAero (Schedule 5)

- need to value the consideration

include cash component of $350M

- select trading price of Aero shares

- comment on impact of share price at announcement

crrert trading prices

Copyright Me:arie Russell, CPA, CA. COy. cIM. CE, TOP and Adam N. Juhosor-. c°A, CA Coy. CFA. Sot to be copied or otherwise reproduced

without the authors express authorizatton.
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Internal
Max.

/ 5.0

Marks Marks
Available Awarded

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

1.0

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

1.0

/ 12.0

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

.

date exceeding
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s
2012 MQE - Suggested Marking Key tLL1? INSIGHT

Marks Marks Internal
— Available Awarded Max.

recognize 6% of shares is not significant enough to require adjustment 0.5
to price

discount s100M of cash to be received in one year 0.5

- adjust for working capital 0.5

- reasonable caic (e.g.. consider 90-110% threshold) 0.5

- adjust for warranty, net of tax. net of legal fees, discounting 0.5, 0.5,

0.5, 0.5

-othervalid 0.5

- overall conclusion on value of consideration 0.5

- compare to value figure 0.5

- explain discrepancy (e.g., premiums paid of 30% based on 0.5
transactions)

- explain discrepancy 0.5

-othervalid 0.5

-othervalid 0.5

Internal Maximum - Value of Aero consideration /9.5 /4.0

Value of synergies (Schedule 6):

- reduction in R&D costs of $3M 0.5

- deduct R&D tax credit 0.5

- 25% of selling expenses 0.5

- plant closure of $12M 0.5

- offset by discontinuance of selling third-party products 0.5

- reasonable calc of impact (e.g., $49M sales, contribution margin of 0.5, 0.5
6.8%, s1M admin costs)

- deduct income taxes at a reasonable rate 0.5

- apply reasonable cap rate 0.5

- support (eg., riskier if valued directly) 0.5

copynghr Me!ar’.e E. Russell CPA, CA, CBV CM CE TtP ad Adam N Johnson CPA, Ck. cgqcFA. Not to be copied or ohierwixe eprod;icad
without the authors express authorization.
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Section 5: suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

2012 MQE - Suggested Marking Key

___INSIGHT

da

Marks Marks Internal
Available Awarded Max.

- support 0.5

include gross proceeds of $20M on divestiture of one plant 0.5

net of 5% selling costs 0.5

- deduct income taxes 0.5

- calc capital gain 0.5

- calc recapture 0.5

- select reasonable income ta)c rate 0.5

- consider discounting the proceeds due to 15 month delay 0.5

- apply reasonable discount rate, with support 0.5

- add debt synergy given that Aero’s cost of debt will be lower than ETG’s 0.5

reasonable calc (e.g.. lower cost of debt) 0.5

overall conclusion about value of synergies 0.5

- other valid, other valid 0.5, 0.5

Internal Maximum - ETG - Synergies 112.0 /4.0

Other explanations for the premium:

- ETG is critical to Aero for mfg key components 0.5

Aero’s product developmert is tied to ETC’s new products 0.5

- potential defensive move to protect Aero’s access to future technology 0.5

- pocertial other benefits/cost savings 0.5

better opportunity for Aero to bid on military projects 0.5

potentially assist ETC’s penetration of the Asian market 0.5

other valid 0.5

- other valid 0.5

- overall conclusion onthe fairness of Aero’s office with support 0.5

other valid 0.5

Internal Maximum - ETG - other explanations for acqui5ition premium / 5.0 /1.0

Sum of Internal Maximums - Part 2 / 28.0

Copyright Melanie E. Russet, CPA, CA. COy. C it. CFE, TEP and Adam \joht’snn. C’A, CA, COy, CFA. Nut to he coped ot otherwise reprod:iced

wir-iour the authors express aJrtorizatror.
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s
2012 MQE - Suggested Marking Key “ • INSIGHT

Marks Marks Internal

__________

Available Awarded Max.

Professional Capability Marks

Appropriateness of response

- report meets cliert’s needs (e.g., concepts explained, quantification .D
performed)

- addresses all parts of the required 0.5

Communication

- response was clear, well planned & organized 0.5

Balance (quantitative & qualitative)

response was not balanced 0.0

- response was somewhat balanced 0.5

- response was appropria:ely balarced 1.0

Professional judgment

- weak PJ demonstrated 0.0

- limited P3 demonstrated 0.5

- reasonable PJ demonstrated 1,0

- solid PJ demonstrated 1.5

Internal Maximum - Professional Capability Marks /3.5

Total Marks Obtained — Question 1 /55 0

Copvtgh[ Melai’ie Russell. CPA. Ck C-3V. GM. CFE. TEP and Adorn N. Johnson. CPA CA. COd, CA. Not to be copied or otberwse reprod.ied
wirhot the aLitnors eApress aurboozecion.
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Section 5: suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

2012 MQE - Suggested Marking Key

_____

INSIGHT

Marks
Marks Internal

I_______ Available Awarded

-

Max.

Question 2(45 marks, 108 minutes]

rerms of ReferencefIntroduction

- recognition no report required as internal memo/communication & not a 1.0

valuation report

- specily purpose — analysis of offer 0.5

shouldn’t be disclosed to third parties 0.5

- if formal valuation required, need independent valuator 0.5

- specify value term used, define FMV 0.5, 0.5

- specify what’s being valued (i.e., enterprise value), define 0.5, 0.5

- refer to CBCA requirements for special resolutions — need for creating new 0.5, 0.5

class of shares; 2/3 requirement

- two largest S/Hs have 62% & are agreeable 0.5

- therefore, P’s statement correct as would result in 68% approval 0.5

- identify issues with not participating in the proposed issue: 0.5

new class would rank ahead of all other classes (i.e.. dilution of position 0.5

on liquidation, etc.)

- return higher than other classes (i.e., value dilution) 0.5

- return higher than market yields 0.5

- other valid 0.5

other valid 0.5

Internal Maximum—Terms of Reference/Introduction / 9.0 /4.0

Aparoach #1 - Value using market approach

-explain market approach 0.5 / 0.5 / 0.5

a) Analysis of public cot (page 35):

- ouantitative analysis of comps (e.g.. average of EV/revenue) 0.5

- quantitative analysis of comps (e.g., average of V/E8ITDA) 0.5

- quantitative analysis of comps (e.g., average of DebtJEV) 0.5

copwtsht eane E. RJssell. cPA, Ck CBV. GM, cPE UP ard Adorn \4 .ohrson, cPA, c& c3v, CFA Not to he copped or otherwise reproduced

wirhoL.c th,e aitbors & press a rhorirarpon.
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

2012 MQE - Suggested Marking Key 1LI!1 INSIGHT

- quantitative analysis of romps (e.g., average of beta)

- qualitative analysis of romps (e.g., size of revenue)

- qualitative analysis of romps (e.g., size of ESITDA)

- qualitative analysis of romps (e.g., EBITDA margin)

- qualitative analysis of camps (e.g., location)

- qualitative analysis of romps (e.g., service lines)

- qualitative analysis of romps

- qualitative analysis of romps

Internal Maximum - Analysis of Public Companies (1)

Pro-forma operating resulrs of Garage to reflect acquisition ofABC (page 33):

- ralr combined revenue

- ralc rombined EBITDA

- calc combined EBIIDA margin

- calr rombined revenues by category (mechanical, exterior, electrical) & %S

Adjustments to public co multiples £qualitative or quantitative]:

higher liquidity tI-an Garage being private co

liquidity discount smaller because of waterfall protection for minority
shareholders

- better mgt teams than private cos

- public cos trade at minority discount/control premium needed

explain control premium/minority discount (e.g., minority shareholders
can’t control operations)

other valid

- conclusion on EBlIDPJrev multiple based on analysis of public cos with
support

Internal maximum - Analysis of Public Companies (2)

MQE Insight 2017 Course Notes
Sample Marking Keys -2012 MQE Page 17

Marks Marks InteriI]
Available Awarded Max.

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

/5.5 12.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5, 0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

/6.0 /2.5

Nor to tie copied- or otherwise reproducedCopyoght Meicide E Russell. cPA, c CBV, CM, CE. TEP and Adam N.Johnson, cpk cA. CDV, CA.
without the authors’ express authorization.



Section 5: suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

2012 MQE - suggested Marking Key L(J!1 INSIGHT

Marks Marks Internal
Available Awarded Max.

b) Analysis ofprecedent transactions (page 40):

- qualitative analysis of comps (e.g., recency of transaction) 0.5

- qualitative analysis of comps (e.g.. size - EBITDA or revence) 0.5

-qualitative analysis of comps (e.g., asset vs. share transactions) 0.5

- qualitative analysis of comps 0.5

qualitative analysis of comps 0.5

- qualitative analysis of comps (e.g., negotiating abilities of parties unknown) U.S

-qualitative analysis of comps (e.g., knowledge levels of parties at time of 0.5
deal unknown)

- qualitative analysis of comps (e.g., motivations of parties unknown) 0.5

-qualitative analysis of camps 0.5

Smith Garage:

Quantitative analysis:

-gross up to 100% 0.5

- add debt [for any of the compsj 0.5

- add potential additional value of royalties/earn-out 0.5 —

- reasonable calc of potential annual royalties 0.5

- discount at reasonable rate, support: 0.5

- payment based on revenues so lower risk of realization (no impact of 0.5
expense fluctuations)

-othervalid 0.5

- comment on impact of employment contract & non-compete (e.g., 0,5
decreases risk of deal success & therefore, multiples maybe higher)

- caic implied EV/EBITDA multiple [for any two of the corrps] 1.0

calc implied EV/Revenue multiple [for any two of the camps] 10

-othervalid 0_s

Horshock Portners:

Quantitative analysis:

Copyright Melanie I. Russell, CPA, Ck C9v, GM, CII, TIP ant] Adam N.Johnson, CPA, CA, Coy. CR4, Not tn he copied or ntliervjiw repiodriced

w,tl’out the authors’ express authorization.
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

_____

2012 MQE - Suggested Marking Key

_____

- add debt laward above]

- discount VTB due to non-interest bearing using reasonable
discount rate, support:

- unsecured

- consider other debt of target

- need to review cash flow available for debt service

- other valid

- other valid

Appleton & Sons:

Quantitative analysis:

- add debt [award above]

- increase consideration for 20% common shares of purchaser

- since no other assets or liabilities than target, equal to 20% of
target

- adjust for (or discuss appropriateness of adjusting for) minority
discount

- one other shareholder has 80%/control 0.5

- unable to exercise control in general 0.5

- 20% shareholding unable to block special resolutions 0,5

- dissent/minority shareholder rights 0.5

- purchaser receives tax shield since purchased assets 0.5

- increases cash flow 0.5

- impact on multiples 0.5

- other valid 0.5

WgllndGaroe:

L Quantitative analysis:

- add debt [award above]
-

- increase consideration for 10% common shares of purchaser 0.5

Copvrighr \elane E. Russell. CPA, CA. Coy, C M. CE, TEP ard Adorn ‘.Johnsnn CPA. CA. Coy, CPA Not to he tored or otherwise repreduted
without the authors’ exprecs authorization.
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0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

LL!1 INSIGHT

Marks Marks Internal

_____

Available Awarded Max
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Section 5: suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

2012 MQE - suggested Marking Key ILL!1, INSIGHT

Marks Marks Internal

________ -

Available Awarded Max.

L - talc implied equity value based on trading prices ($62M-1 2M) 0.5

- apply 1 0% 0.5

- adjust for blockage discount, support: 0.5

-large individual shareholding 0.5

- other valid 0.5

- adjust for marketability discount 0.5

- support 0.5

- add value of earnout, support: 0.5

- likelihood of payment based on target EBITDA of $3M 0.5

- other valid 0.5

- discount at reasonable rate 0.5

- support 0.5

- other valid 0.5

Nadur Garage:

- gross up to 00% (from 30%) 0.5

- add debt [award above] -

- add control premium, support: 0.5

- quantum dependent upon nature of the relationship among 0.5

the other two 35% shareholders

- if they form a control group, control premium would be 0.5

higher/30% not control

- if the three shareholders form control group, premium lower 0.5

- 30% can’t block special resolutions 0.5

- dissent/minority shareholder rights reduce control premium 0.5

- other valid 0.5

- other valid 0.5

Coovught Melanie E. RjsselL C’A, CA, CBV. cit,i. CE. TP ard Adam N ohnson, CP4 C& CBV. CR4. \nt to he copmed or otherwise rep’oduced
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

______

2012 MQE - Suggested Marking Key • iNSIGHT

Marks Marks Internal
— Available Awarded Max.

lendan:

- add debt laward above] -

- increase consideration for value of capital loss carryforwards

-

0.5

- restricted to use based on “same or similar” business which 0.5
seems to be the case

- consider seeking tax advice to confirm 0.5

- consider/calc timing of utilization 0.5

- apply reasonable tax rate 0.5

- apply reasonable discount rate 0.5

- support 0.5

- other valic 0.5

- overall conclusion on EBITDA multiple basea on analysis of 0.5
precedent transactions

-

-
- - - -

Internal Maximum — Analysis of Precedent Transactions /36.0 /11.5

Enterprise value & allocation based on waterfall (pages 42-43)

-

apply selected multiple tD E8ITDAto calculate Ev 0.5

- deduct net debt ($49.SM) 0.5

- recognize correct ordering of waterfall 0.5

- N/A to class x as only proposed 0.5

- allocate return of puc ($1 OM) to classy a.s
-allocate up to 10% annual return on uc 0.5

- for one year from issuance ($1 M) 0.5

- allocate return of Puc ($1OM) to class Z 0.5

-

allocate up to 5% annual return on class Z 0.5

-

for three years from issuance ($576250), compounded --
-- 0.5, 0.5

—- - -

- -allocate return of uc ($20M) to class A common 0.5

- allocate p to 2C% return on class A common 1.0

__________

-

- for five years from issuance ($8,294,400), compounded
-—

0.5, 0.5

- allocate up to 20% return on class A common 0.5

Copyrigh cvetaoie F, Russell, CPA, CA CRV. CthI. CEE, TEP and Adam N. johrsnn, CPA, CA, C/, CEA. Not- to be copied or otherwise reproduced
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

2012 MQE - Suggested Marking Key ILL!IS INSIGHT

Marks Marks Internal

___________

Available Awarded Mn.

- allocate to I’ fund:

- Classy—total S. pershare 0.5, 0.5

-Class Z — totals, per share

-
--

0.5, 0.5

- Class A - total 5, per share 0.5, 0.5

- compare to Consumers offer of $11.25 per share, by class: 0.5, 0.5

- higher than $10 PUC 0.5

consider/quantify relevance of minority discount: 0.5

-lvyhasl6% 0.5

- other valid 0.5

- consider/quantify relevance of marketability discount: 0.5

-support 0.5 —

- support 0.5 ——

- Consumers as competitor would obtain inside knowledge about Garage 0.5

-other valid 0.5

-other valid 0.5

- overall conclusion as to which shares to sell to Consumers (if any) 1.0

- calc resulting amount (proceeds/gain) to Ny 0.5

- calc amount available to shareholders . 0.5

- othervalid 0.5

- other valid 0.5

Internal Maximum - Waterfall Calculation 20.5 /12.0

Approach #2 — Value usint 2017 exit values (paves 45 & 46)

- brief explanation of method (i.e., use $2]5M & waterfall) 0.5

-recognize correct ordering of waterfall [award only once] -

- allocate return of PUC ($25M) to Class X 0.5

- allocate up to 5% & 20% annual return on PUC 0.5, 0.5

-

for five years from issuance (based on assumed date of issuance) 0.5

- allocate return of PUC (51GM) to Class V 0.5

allocate up to 10% anrual return on PUC 0.5

- for six years from issjance 0.5

Cooyight Melanie E. Russell, CPA, CA, CBV. CiM. CE. TEP and Adam 4.Jobnson. CPA CA. csv, CFA. Not to he copied or otherwise reprod.iced
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Section 5: suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

____-I

2012 MQE - Suggested Marking Key ILL!]S INSIGHT

Marks Marks Internal
Available Awarded Max.

0.5

- allocate up to 5% annual return on Class 2 0.5

- -

- for eight years from issuance, compounded —_________
--

- 0.5, 0.5

-allocate return of PUC (52DM) to Class A common 0.5

- allocate up to 20% return on Class A common 0.5

-

-for 10 years from issuance, compounded 0.5,0.5

- allocate up to 20% rerurn on Class A common 0.5

- discount amounts at reasonable discount rates, for each class 0.5, 0.5

support (e.g., tied to five year horizon) 0.5

- support

_______

0.5

support 0.5

- support 0.5

- support 0.5

- Class X- total 5, per share 0.5, 0.5

-

Class V — total 5, per share
— 0.5, 0.5

• Class Z — total 5, per share 0.5, 0.5

-Class A — totals, per share 0-5, 0.5

- compare to Consumer’s offer of $11.2S per share, by class: 0.5, 0.5

- support (e.g., mgt may oppose) Imust be different than abovel 0.5

- support (must be different than above] 0.5

-

suppon (must be different than above] 0.5

- overall conclusion as to which shares to sell to Consumers (if any)

_________ .

1.0

- calc resulting amount (proceeds/gain) to I’

_______ .

0.5

- calc amount available to shareholders 0.5

-other valid 0.5

- other valid 0.5

- overall conclusion on whether or not ly should invest in Class X shares 1.0

- support (e.g., tie to FMV calcs) 0.5

- support (e.g., tie to waterfall ranking) 0.5

Internal Maximum - Exit Value Approach 124.0 /12.0

Sum of internal maximums - Question 2

..

/45.0

Copyrhr Melanie C Russell CPA, CA, C’3V, CM. CE. TEP and Adarr’ \.johrson, CPA. CA COy, CFA. Not ro he copied or otherwise reproduced
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQEs

2012 MQE - Suggested Marking Key INSIGHT

—a—-—
--—__----;; MkSIflflall

-

—— -

S Available Awarded Max.

Professional Capability Marks

Appropriateness of response

report meets clients needs (e.g.. no need to comply with Std. 110 applied as 1.0

internal memo requested, conclusions made in relation to the waterfall,

Consumer’s offer & whether or not to invest in Class X)

addresses all parts of the required 0.5

Comm unicarion

response was clear, well planned & organized 0.5

Balance (quantitative & qualitative)

response was not balanced 0.0

- response was somewhat balanced 0.5

- response was appropriately balanced 1,0

Professional judgment

- weak Pj demonstrated 0.0

- limited pJ demonstrated 0.5

reasonable Pj demonstrated 1 .0

Internal Maximum - Professional capability Marks /3.5

Total Marks Obtained - Question 2
-

/45.0
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Question 1 [70 marks, 168 minutes]

Deliverable Part 1: Report

Repeetin. Standards - Report Verbiage

Terms of reference

- specify advisory report

- specify purpose (to assist in evaluating offer to purchase issued and
outstanding common equity of CHL)

- specify reasonable valuation date (“current date” or September 16,2013)

- complies with applicable CICBV reporting standards (i.e., 210,220,230)

- specify that tax guidance has also been requested with respect to Gerard
Smiths holdings in CHL

- define FMV

- define special purchaser; specify thatJMC represents a special purchaser

- mark report as “draft”

- other valid

Internal Maximum - Terms of reference

Scope of review

- F/S of CHL and its subsidiaries (only award once)

- finarcial forecasts for Colonial

- market, operational ano financial data forJMC (publicly available)

- information with respect to synergies available tojMC

- comparable company trading multiple data

- comparable royalty transaction data

• other valid

- haven’t audited, reviewed or otherwise verified financial info provided/no
corroboration [can be in assumptionsi

Internal Maximum -5cope of review

Copy:ight MeIa”:e E RusselL CPA. Ck cay cM,cFE.TEPard Adam N. jobrsun, CPA, CA, (By, CFA.

‘Airaut the auFhnrs’ Psprets aurhor:tar:on.
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

______

2013 MQE - Suggested Marking Key ‘ * INSIGHT

I Marks Marks Internal

L_._ Available Awarded Max.

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5, 0.5

0.5

0.5

/5.0 /1.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

14.5 /1.5

Nor to be copied or otherw:se rep: oduced

- other valid
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Section 5: Suggested Marking keys for Prior MQE’s

2013 MQE - Suggested Marking Key ILI&i INSIGHT

Marks Marks internail
Available Awarded Max.

Restrictions & limitations

- advisory report; thus CBV not considered independent 1.0

report not to be distributed without consent; not for general circulation 0.5

- reserve the tight to change analysis - 0.5

intended for stated purposes/not responsible for losses from reliance 0.5
outside of stated purpose

- restrict liability to fees charged 0.5

- entire report (md. schedules) to be read collectively 0.5

- other valid 0.5

Internal Maximum — Restrictions & limitations /4.0 11.5

Assumptions

- specify tax rates for each entity/assume tax rates will continue at current 0.5
rates

- mgt’s forecasts represent best estimate of expected future operating results 0.5

no info that hasn’t been considered 0.5

no significantlmaterial contingencies, etc. pending or threatened at Vdate 0.5

no material changes in financial position between valuation date & date of 0.5
report

- no recent valuatiors 0.5

-othervalid 0.5

Internal Maximum — Assumptions / 3.5 /1.5

Valuation of CHL

- select going concern basis with support 0.5

select adjusted book methodology with support (investment holding 0.5
company)

brief explanation of methodology (assets and liabilities of CT-IL adjusted to 0.5
FMV)

-assume repor.ed book values of all assets and liabilities = FMV except where 0.5

copyuhr Melai;Ie Russell, CPA, CA CV. CM. cFE. TEP and Adorn N Johnson. CPA. CA. csv, crA. Not Tnt-c coped or otherwise reptudriced
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Section 5: suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s
2013 MQE - Suggested Marking Key

F I

__

otherwise specified (j include in Assumptions section)

Internal Maximum - Valuation Approaches— GIL

- adjust investments in subsidiaries (CTR, Color.ial, and BFC) to their
calculated FMV

- FMV for investment in Colonial

• adjust investment in Colonial shares to calculated FMV

- calculate capital gain on Colonial’s shares (FMV less ACB)

- identify that cost base is negative since distributions exceeded capital

- calculate taxable capital gain at 50% inclusion rate

- FMV adjustment for investment in BFC

- adjustment in BFC shares to calculated FMV

- calculate capital gain on BFC shares (FMV less ACS); reasonable
assumption for ACB

- FMV adjustment for investment in CIR

- adjust investment in CTR shares to calculated FMV

- calculate capital gain on CIR shares (FMv less ACB); reasonable
assumption for ACS

- FMV adjustment for land and building

- adjust land and building to total of $32 million ($10 million for land;
$22 million for building)

- calculate taxable capital gain on land (FMV less ACB); ACS of $1 million

- calculate taxable capital gain on building (FMV less ACB): ACB of $8
million

- calculate recapture on building (cost of $18 million less uCC of $11
miflion)

- calculate total taxable income (total taxable capital gains plus recapture)

- apply reasonable tax rate with support

- apply reasonable discount to reflect time value of money and timing
uncertainty of disposition

Internal Maximum - ABV calculations - CHL

ILL1A INSIGHT

___

L
Copydg[irM&anie E. Russell, CPA, CA CSV, C M. CE, TEP and Adam N. Johnson, CPA, CA, Coy. CFA. Nut to be coped or otherwise reprGduced
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Marks Internal
Awarded Max.

12.0 I /1.0

Marks
Available

0.5

0.5

0.5

1 .0

0.5

0.5

0.5$ 0.5

0.5

0.5, 0.5

0.5

0.5. 0.5

0.5, 0.5

0.5, 0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

I 6.0



Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

2013 MQE - Suggested Marking Key INSIGHT

..:
Marks Marks lnterni]

[________

. Available Awarded Max.

Valuation of Colonial

Approach

• select going concern basis with support 0.5

- select income approach, DCF methodology with support 0.5, 0.5

Internal Maximum - Approach - Colonial /1.5 / 1.0

Cornparable Company Analysis

- Caliper — several product lines, financial services — conclude not comparable 0.5, 0.5

with support

-German Motors - no buses — conclude not comparable with support 0.5, 0.5

- Ecoroute — conclude whether or no: comparable with support 0.5, 0.5

- City Connect - conclude whether or not comparable with support 0.5, 0.5

Ameristar — conclude whether or not comparable with support 0.5, 0.5

- Roadmaster — conclude whether or not comparable with support 0.5, 0.5

-JMC - conclude whether or not comparable with support 0.5, 0.5

Internal Maximum - Comparable Company Analysis - Colonial /14.0 /5.0

Equity Value Calculations

-normalized EBITDA calculations:

-add back management fees with support 0.5

- deduct centralized costs with reasonable calc 0.5

deduct market royalty to be paid to CTR; reasonable calc with support 0.5, 0.5

-deduct rebate from BFC with support (not indicative of market rates): 0.5, 0.5
reasonable calc

- arrive at normalized EBITDA for each year 0.5

- deduct taxes at reasonable rate with support 0.5

Coovnghr Mlare E. Russell, CPA, Ck ccv, GM, cFE. TEP and Adam N. Johnson, CPA. CA. COV CA. Nor to he CopFed or otherwee reproduced
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s
2013 MQE - Suggested Marking Key WsLt1 INSIGHT

[ I Marks Marks iiaI

_______ _______

Available Awarded Max.

- deduct incremental working capital requirement; reasonable calc with 0.5, 0.5
SLOFt

- deduct annual sustaining capital expenditures; reasonable caic with support 0.5, 0.5

- add back tax shield on sustaining capex (reasonable calc) 0.5

- arrive at normalized free cash flow 0.5

-adjust 2013 cash flow for partial period (September i 6,2013 to December 0.5
31, 2013)

- calculate terminal value; state long-term growth rate assumption 0.5, 0.5

- apply annual discount factor using calculated WACC (reasonable calc) 0.5

- arrive at enterprise value (clearly indicate the EV) 0.5

- deduct interest bearing debt 0.5

oeduct capital leases 0.5

- add tax shield on existing 0CC base with reasonable calc 0.5

- conclude on equity value of colonial o.s

Internal Maximum - Equity Value Calculations - colonial i 11.5 /7.0

WA CC calculation

- cost of debt

- select appropriate cost of debt with support (i.e., BBB 10 year 0.5
corporate bond yield)

-apply tax rate to arrive at after-tax cost of debt 0.5

- cost of equity

- select appropriate risk-free rate for cost of equity 0.5

- select 5% equity risk premium (given in question) 0.5

- apply reasonable beta (average of deemed comparable companies or 0.5
other valid with support)

- apply reasonable size premium (estimate) 0.5

Internal Maximum - WAcc calculation (mechanics) I / 3.0 / 2.0

copyrght Melanie E. Russell, CA, cA. csv. CM. CFE, TEP and Adam \.johnsnrr, CPA. CA. cay. CA. Not to b coped or otherwise reproduced
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

______

2013 MQE - Suggested Marking Key LLL!11 INSIGHT

Marks Marks Internal

[

______

- I Available Awarded Max.

- company specific risk premium:

positive factor decreasing risk (established business, history of profits) 0.5

- positive factor decreasing risk (quality of management team) 0.5

- positive factor decreasing risk (stable, non-unionized workers) D.5

- positive factor decreasing risk (financial support from investors) 0.5

- positive factor decreasing risk (other valid) 0.5

- negative factor increasing risk (cyclical business) 0.5

negative factor increasing risk (reduction in government spending) 0.5

- negative factor increasing risk (highly capital intensive) 0,5

- negative factor increasing risk (costs subject to commodity price 0.5

changes)

- negative factor increasing risk (other valid) 0.5

Internal Maximum — WACC calculation (company specific risk factors) /5.0 /2.0

- conclude on cost of equity 0.5

- select reasonable optimal capital structure with support (average of deemed 05,0.5

comparable companies or other valid with support)

- conclude on selected WACC or WACC range 0.5

Internal Maximum — WACC calculation (calculation, conclusion) / 2.0 / 2.0

Reconciliation of DCF Value to Implied Market Mu/rip/es;

calculate implied EV/normalized EBITDAfrom DCF valuation analysis; 0.5

compare to EVIESITDA of deemed comparable companies

qualitative comparison/reconciliation of implied valuation metrics and public 0.5, 0.5

company trading metrics

Internal Maximum - Reconciliation of OCF Value to Implied Multiples / 1.5 / 1.0

tionaBFC

Approach

select going concern basis with support 0.5

copynght Melanie L, Russell, CPA, CA. coy, GM. crc, TEP ,rnd Adam N. Johnson, cPA, c& COW. cA. Not to be c.opred or otherwise reproduced
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

_____

2013 MQE - Suggested Marking Key

_____

INSIGHT

select income approach, CCF methodology with support

Internal Maximum - Approach - BFc

Maintainable Cash Flow Analysis

- adjust rebates with reasonable calc

• adjust for rent with reasonable calc

- adjust gross margin (reduce by 5%)

- add back management fee with support (or do not add back, with sapport)

- add back pension “top up” cost

- arrive at normalized EBITDA

- deduct taxes at reasonable rate with support

- deduct sustaining capex with support (equal to depreciation
with support)

- add tax shield on sustaining capex: reasonable calc

- conclude on maintainable cash flow range

Internal Maximum - Maintainable cash Flow - BFC

start with Colonial WACC as a reference point and adjust accordingly (award
marks for WACC buildup only once between Colonial and BFC)

adjust Colonial WACC to arrive at appropriate WACC for SFC

- positive factor decreasing risk (business more diversified due to FTL
business)

-positive factor decreasing risk (BFC has more stable raw material costs
or other valid)

nrn-nai
Max. I

/1.0

/ 3.0

or other valid

Marks Marks
Available Awarded

0.5, 0,5

/ 1.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

/ 5.0

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5, 0.5

Capitalization Multiple

-negative factor increasing risk (more heavily weighted to FIL business)

negative factor increasing risk (uncertainty over volumes if acquired)
or other valid

select appropriate long-run growth rate to adjust discount rate to

copyrighr Melanie C. Russell, CPA, CA. coy. CM, c:E, TEP and Man’ NJuhrsnr, CPA, CA. (BA CPA. Nut to be copied u otherwise teptocluced
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___INSIGHT

Marks Marks Internal

______________

Available Awarded Max.

En Bloc Value Calculations

- capitalize cash flows at selected multiples

- conclude on enterprise value before redundancies

- calculated implied EV/normalized EBITDA under CCF methodology

- discuss implied EV/normalized EBITDA as it compares to deemed
comparable companies

- add appraised value of land and building

- deduct foregone tax shield on FMV of builaing with reasonable calc

- deduct interest-bearing debt per F/S

- deduct pension liability — normal (per F/S)

- deduct pension liability related to nfunded shortfall (ensure consistency

with treatment in normalized EBITDAcaIc)

- project required payments through 2018

- reasonable PV calc

- use actuarial discount rate (or business discount rate) with support

- calculate value of 100% of equity of BFC; conclude

Internal Maximum — En Bloc Value Calculations — BFC

Calculation of CHL’s Equity Interest in BFC

- consider implications of buyout option from BFC shareholders agreement:

- identi’ issue that CHL has the optional to be bought out at higher of

FMV and value determined under buyaut agreement (0.5 times
revenues)

Section 5: suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

2013 MQE - Suggested Marking Key

L__ I
capitalization rate; support

- conclude on capitalization multiple range

Internal Maximum — Capitalization Multiple - BFC

0.5, 0.5

0-S

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5, 0.5

0.5, 0.5

1.0

0.5

.

- conclude on whether buyout clause would be triggered based on FMV

conclusion

copyright Melanie E. Russell, CPA, CA. CSV. GM, cE. T:p and Adari, 4Johr.sor’, CPA. CA, CS’?. CF.’. Nor to he copred or otherwise reproduced
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Section 5: suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s
2013 MQE - Suggested Marking Key

_____

INSIGHT

Marks Marks Internal

__________

Available Awarded Max.

- allocation of value equity value of BEC between CHL and FTL: 1.0

- identify issue that shareholders’ agreement does not specify allocation 0.5
of value

discuss “economic basis” allocation of value (I.e., expected 0.5
proportionate volumes)

discuss allocation of value based on legal stated capital 0.5, 0.5

- conclude on basis for allocation of value with support 0.5

- determine pro rata value (i,e, en bloc equityvalue multiplied by 30%) 0.5

- consider applicability of minority discount 0.5

- apply reasonable minority discount with support 0.5, 0.5

- discuss impact of jMC deal on GIL’s volume with BFC; concluoe with 0.5, 0.5
reasonable assumption

- conclude on FMV of CHL’s equity interest in BFC 0.5, 0.5

Internal Maximum - OIL’s Interest in BPC / 9.0 /5.0

Valuation of CR

Approach

select going concern basis with support 0.5

- select asset-based approach, adjusted book methodology with support (i.e., 0.5, 0.5
CTR is effectively a holding company with one significant asset the paterted
technology)

- discuss valuation methodology for patented technology (i.e., cost or relief- 0.5, 0.5
from-royalty); select appropriate valuation methodology with support

Internal Maximum - Approach - CTR /2.5 12.0

Patented Technology - Royalty Analysis

- Standard Motors - trademark; not comparable 0.5

- Propeller — dated transaction; not comparable 0.5

- Tamago Motor Corp. — related party transaction (therefore likely not at 0.5
market rates); not comparable

COpyI!ghr Me!.onie C Russell. CPA, CA. cBv, GM. CFE, TEP and Adurn N.Johnson. CPA, CA. COy. GA. Not to be copied or otherwise reprodjced
without the author5 express authorization.
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I INSIGHT

Marks Marks Internal
Available Awarded, Max,

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5, 0.5

/4.0 /3.0

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

Page 10

.

Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

2013 MQE - Suggested Marking Key
.

.

0.5

0.5

- Diamond Star — transaction based on motor chasis; comparable

Aero Holdings - transaction based on motor chasis: comparable

- Red Oval — transaction based on motor chasis; comparable

calculate average royalty on deemed comparable transactions; conclude

Internal Maximum - Royalty Analysis

Valuation Calculations

-forecast revenues through 2018 (five-yeai life as suggested in question or

other time period with adeauate support)

reasonable attempt to calculate forecast revenues (two times Colonial

revenue plus $10

million)

-apply selected royalty rate to forecast revenues

adjust for taxes at appropriate rate (i.e., 28%); calculate after-tax royalty

- adjust for partial period for 2013

- discount cash flows using reasonable discount rate

- consider Colonial WACC as a starting point for the discount rate

- positive factor decreasing risk relative to Colonial WACC

- negative factor increasing risk relative to Colonial WACC

- calculate sum of discounted cash flows

tax shield on discounted cash flows; reasonable calc

-
adjust balance sheet to FMV

- conclude on FMV of 100% of equity of CTR

Internal Maximum - Valuation Calculations - CTR / 6.0 / 5.0

Allocation of Value of CTR

- identi’/explain ratchet mechanism” (value of CTR is allocated depending 1.0

upon the rate of return)

copyright Melanie E, Russell, CPA, Ck CSV, CM. CFE, TEP and Adorn N.johnson, CPA, CA, Coy. CFA, Not to he copied or otherwise reproduced
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s
2013 MQE - Suggested Marking Key

___INSIGHT

Marks Marks Internal
L... L Available Awarded Max.

- reasonable attempt to calculate implied IRR based on MV conclusion for
100% of dR

- allocate equity between Alset and CElL based on IRR analysis

- consider applicability of minority discount

- apply reasonable minority discount; support

- conclude on EMV of Cl-IL’s interest in CTR

Internal Maximum - Allocation of Value of CTR

Ownefl Tax Implicatians

- transaction would likely be structured as a share-for-share exchange under
5.85.1(1)

- ACE of Gerards newJMC shares on acquisition would be the ACE of his Cl-IL
shares

- calculate tax liability on immediate sale ofJMC shares afterJMC transaction

- reasonable calc of PMV of JMC shares

ded uct ACE of Gerard’s CElL shares

- calculate taxable capital gain at reasonable tax rate (50% inclusion)

- consider whether CHL would qualify as QSBC

- Gerard’s CML shares have been held for more than two years

- CHL is 60% controlled by two Canadian shareholders

- 315 of CEll’s Board of Directors is Canadian

- conclude on whether CHL will qualify as QSBC

- identify that Gerard would need to sell his CML shares before theJMC
transaction in order to utilize his capital gains exemption ()MC is not a QSEQ

Internal Maximum - Owners Tax Implications

Analysis of Offer from IMC

Discussion of Share Block Resulting from Sale

copynghr Melanie L Russeli, CPA, C& C’3v, GM, crc. TEP and Adam k.Johrtsort. CPA, CA, Cay. CFA. Not to he copied or otherwise reproduted
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I 4M / 2.0

1.0

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5, 0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5, 0.5

/ 6M I 3.0



-55 million jMC shares offered to CHL represents minority stake inJMC 0.5

- CHL would become second-largest shareholder of JMC after a transaction 0.5

- discuss possible sale of CHL shares to other shareholders ofjMC 0.5

- discuss possibility of CHLs block of shares commanding a premium if 0.5

combined to form a controlling block

- consider blockage discount on CHL’s block of shares 0.5

- conclude on applicability of blockage discount with support 0.5

Internal Maximum - Blockage /3.0 /1.0

Analysis of Synergies

- 25% reduction in administrative costs in CHL 0.5

-improvement in gross margin from savings from CNC technology in JMC 0.5, 0,5

production: reasonable calc

- apply reasonable multiple to annual savings with support 0.5

reasonable attempt to calct.Iate R&D savings

-$60 million less 28% in taxes 0.5

- P’1 for three years 0.5

- consider discount rate higher than Colonial discount rate with support 0.5, 0.5

(incremental risk associated with CNC technology not proven)

- reasonable attempt to value of incremental sales to Canadian government

- calculate incremental sales 0.5

- calculate EBITDA using reasonable margin: support 0.5

- adjust for taxes 0.5

- PV for three years 0.5

- consider discount rate equal to Colonial discount rate with support 0.5,0.5

(incremental risk associated with CNC technology not proven offset by lower

risk of govt contract)

- calculate and conclude on synergies 0.5

- analyze the impact of the value of synergies relative to the offer price 0.5

Internal Maximum - Analysis of Synergies /8.0 /4.0
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s
2013 MQE - Suggested Marking Key 11 INSIGHT

Marks Marks Internal

_______ -

Available Awarded Max.

Conclusion — Offer

- compare total value ofJMC shares to calculated FMV of CHL shares 0.5

- provide clear conclusion on whether to accept offer; support 0.5

Internal Maximum - Conclusion /1.0 /1.0

Sum of Internal Maximums / 70.0

Professional Capability Marks

Appropriateness of response

- report meets clien?s needs (e.g., concepts explained, quantification 1.0
performed)

- addresses all parts of the required 0.5

Communication

- response was clear, well planned & organized 0.5

Balance (quantitative & quolitotive)

- response was not balanced 0.0

- response was somewhat balanced 0.5

- response was appropriately balanced 1.0

Professional judgment

-weak PJ demonstrated 0.0

- limited PJ demonstrated 0.5

reasonable Pj demonstrated . 1.0

- solid Pj demonstrated 1.5

Internal Maximum - Professional Capability Marks / 5.0

Total Marks Obtained - Question 1 / 70.0
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s I I
2013 MQE - Suggested Marking Key 1aaL1. INSIGHT

ri iit;i;i

[ -
Available Awarded Max.

Question 2 [30 marks, 72 minutesJ

Deliverable Part 1: Limited Critique Report

Reportinz Standards - Limited Critique Report

- specify that Zenith LLP has been engaged to provide comments on thejones 0.5

Report

- specify purpose of limited critique (to assist with litigation proceedings 0,5

between LF, 551, and Ms. Campbell)

Independence and RestrktJons

- statement of independence (Zenith independent of LF and 551) 0.5

Zenith not receiving any fees contingent on the outcome of the matter 0.5

• complies with applicable CICBV reporting standards (i.e., 410) 0.5

Internal Maximum - Intro, Restrictions /2.5 ‘ /1.0

Value Terms

define FMV 0.5

define fair value 0.5

‘identify that fair value is most appropriate value term in a shareholder 1.0

oppression remedy context

Internal Maximum - Value Terms / 2.0 /1.0

Scope of revie// -

-

reliance or informatior in Jones Report 0.5

- independent research re economy, transaction data, comparables, etc. 0.5

other valid 0.5

haven’t audited, reviewed or otherwise verified financial info provided/no 0.5

corroboration [can be in assumptions]

Internal Maximum - Scope of Review / 2.0 / 1.0
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s
2013 MQE - Suggested Marking Key LLL!Ii INSIGHT

Marks Marks Internal

L______ ....

. Available Awarded Max.

Critique Points - Valuation Approach

- discuss various indicators which suggest that a liquidation approach was
inappropriate as at the December 31, 2010:

-551 reported positive net income in years leading up to VDate 0.5

- signs of recovery for oil and gas industry (capital projects: upward 0.5
trend in oil futures)

- signs of broad economic recovery 0.5

- equity analysts predicting growth for 551$ industry going forward 0.5

- conclude that going-concern approach should have been utilized by Mr. 0.5
jones

-jones Report fails to utilize past transaction data/public co data/equity 0.5
analyst estimates to assess reasonability of the valuation conclusion

-jones Report fails to calculate tangible asset backing 0.5

Internal Maximum - Critique Points - Valuation Approach / 3.5 I 2.0

Critique Points - Calculation Comments

-jones Report utilized NBV of property vs. net realizable value 0.5

- directional impact of error (would increase liquidation value of 551) 0.5

- reasorable calc to quanti impact on value 0.5

- no calculation of capital loss on equipment held for rental; however, loss 0.5, 0.5
would be disallowed

- no calculation of terminal loss on equipment held for rental 0.5

- terminal loss could be carried back against income reported in prior 3 0.5
years

- directional impact of error (would increase liquidation value of 551) 0.5

- reasonable calc to quantify impact on value 0.5

no calculation of recapture on property 0.5

- directional impact of error (would decrease liquidation value of 551) 0.5
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

______

2013 MQE - Suggested Marking Key

_____

INSIGHT

Marks Marks internaq

________t. -

Available Awarded Max.

• reasonable caic to quartify impact on valLe 0.5

- no calculation of taxable capital gain or capital dividend amounts 0.5

- directional impact of error (no impact) 0.5

- no consideration given to RDTOH amount on gain related to disposition of 0.5
property

- directional impact of error (would increase liquidation value of 551) 0.5

- reasonable calc to quantify impact on value 0.5

Internal Maximum — Critique Points - Calculation Comments /8.5 13.0

Critique Polnfl - Repofline

- no statement indicating Mr. Jones acted independently and objectively 0.5

- no statement indicating Mr. Jones’ compensation was not contingent on 0.5
results of litigation proceedings

- no statement indicating the jones Report was prepared in accordance with 0.5
CICBV standards

wrong definition of fair market value 0.5

- no discussion of consideration of special purchasers 0.5

- no discussion of key assumptions used 0.5

no description of valuation calculations 0.5

no discussion of economic context industry outlook for 551 0.5

- r,o comment that Mr. Jones has the right to make revisions 0.5

- other valid 0.5

Internal Maximum - Critique Points — Reporting 15.0 / 2.0

- conclusion thatJones Report is not suitable for use 0.5

Internal Maximum - Critique - Conclusion / 0.5 / 0.5

Deliverable Part 2: Valuation Memo

(Note: do not award any marks for valuation analysis that is included in the
limited critique reportj
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s
2013 MQE - Suggested Marking Key

_____

INSIGHT

Marks Marks inal

--

a Available Awarded Max.

Aoproach

- select going concern approach; applicable support 0.5, 0.5

- select discounted cash flow methodology 0.5

- projections available 0.5

- capital intensity of the business 0.5

Internal Maximum - Approach /2.5 / 1.0

Assumptions - see marks applicable in Calculations

Analysis of PubIkW Traded Comaanies

- Scaffolds ‘R’ Us — diversified, larger than 551; conclude not comparable 0.5, 0.5

- Millennium Scaffolding same market as 551 (Canada): conclude 0.5. 0.5
comparable

Scaffolders Inc. — same market as 551 (Canada): conclude comparable 05, 0.5

- Simply Scaffolding Inc. — same market as 551 (Canada): conclude comparable 0.5, 0.5

Pinnacle Scaffolding — exclusively in U.S.: conclude not comparable 0.5, 0.5

- Sky jacks — geographically diversi9ed, larger: conclude not comparable 0.5, 0.5

- Construction Group — geographically diversified, larger; conclude not 0.5, 0.5
comparable

- Durable Solutions — exclusively in U.S.; conclude not comparable 0.5, 0.5

Shoring Inc. — geographically diversified; conclude not comparable 0.5, 0.5

- Scaff Holdings — geographically diversified, larger; conclude not comparable 0.5, 0.5

Internal Maximum - Analysis of Publicly Traded companies / 10.0 / 4.0

Analysis of Transactions

transactions prior to economic recession (i.e., 2008) not considered 0.5
representative of the economic environment at the VDate

• conclude that the 2009 and 2010 transactions are most comparable 0.5

Internal Maximum — Transactions / 1.0 / 1.0
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

2013 MQE — Suggested Marking Key

WACC Analysis

- reasonable cost of debt with support (61 rating)

- calculate after-tax cost of debt; state assumption re tax rate

- cost of eq uity:

- select appropriate risk-free rate

- select appropriate equity risk premium and multiply by assumed beta;

clearly state assumption regarding beta (i.e.) average of deemed

comparables or other valid)

Internal Maximum —WACC (mechanics)

- reasonable company-specific risk premium with support

- positive factor decreasing risk (long profitable history of business)

- positive factor decreasing risk (high barriers to entry)

- positive factor decreasing risk (other valid)

- negative factor increasing risk (cyclicality of customers’ businesses)

- negative factor increasing risk (labour costs/threat of union strike)

- negative factor increasing risk (other valid)

Internal Maximum - WACC (company-specific risk premium)

- conclude on cost of equity

- select appropriate optimal capital structure with support (average of

deemed comparable companies or other valid)

- calculate WACC: conclude

Internal Maximum - WACC (calculation and conclusion)

DCF Calculations

- start with projected revenues based on analyst growth rate estimates

- calculate ESITDA with reasonable EBITDA margin assumption (average of

deemed comparables or othervalid with explanation)
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lnternaI
Max.

I 2.0

11.5

/ 1.5

Marks Marks
Available Awarded

0.5

0.5, 0.5

0.5

0.5, 0.5

13.0

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

/ 3.0

0.5

0.5

0.5

11.5

0.5

0.5

.

.

.
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2013 MQE - Suggested Marking Key
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INSIGHT

LJ
- adjust for incremental labour costs to avoid strike; show reasonable calc

- deduct reasonable assumption for rent expense (state assumption that S5l’s
property is a redundant asset)

- compute normalized EBITDA for each year of forecast period

- deduct taxes at reasonable rate with support

- deduct incremental working capital at 20% of revenue

- deduct sustaining capex using reasonable assumption (i.e., average of
deemed comparable gro.p or other valid with explanation)

- add tax shield on sustaining capex with reasonable calc

- compute normalized free cash flow

- reasonable calculation of terminal multiple with stated long-run growth rate
assumption

- calculate sum of discounted cash flows (enterprise value)

- deduct interest-bearing debt

- deduct senior preference shares

- add FMV of redundant property

- aod PV of tax shield on existing UCC base

- conclude on en bloc FMV of equity

Internal Maximum — ocp calculations

- calculate implied EWEBITDA multiple from DCF valuation; comment on
comparison to EV/EBITDA multiple of deemed comparable companies

- calculate implied EV/revenue from DCF valuation; comment on comparison
to EVfrevenue multiple of deemed comparable companies

- conclude on overall reasonability of valuation conclusion

Internal Maximum - DCF (Reasonability and Conclusion)

Marks Marks
Available Awarded

0.5, 0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

I 9.0

0.5, 0.5

0.5, OS

0.5

I 2.5

Internal
Max. I

/ 4.0

/ 2.5

Dilution Analysis

- calculate FMV after $5 million equity raise Uanuary 2011) ard calculate “new 1.0
money ownership” after equity raise (implied dilution);

r calculate dilution based on number of shares held by Ms. Campbell before

Copyright Melanie E. Russell, cPA, CA CBV. CM. CE, UP and Adam X. Johnson CPA. CA cai, CF& Nut to be copied or otnerwise reprc;dced
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

2013 MQE - Suggested Marking Key ILL!1 INSIGHT

Marks Marks Internal]

[__ j Available Awarded Max.

(6%) and after (4.5%) january 2011 equity raise

- compare implied dilution from Zenith’s analysis to the dilution prepared by 0.5

LF and Jones

-conclude on Ms. Campbell’s dilution resulting from january 2011 equity raise 0.5

Internal Maximum — Dilution Analysis /2.0 / 2.0

Sum of Internal Maximums / 30.0

Professional Capability Marks

Appropriateness of response

- report meets client’s needs (e.g., concepts explained, quantification 1.0
performed)

- addresses all parts of the required 0.5

Communication

- response was clear, well planned & organized 0.5

Balance (quantitative & qualitative)

- response was not balanced 0.0

- response was somewhat balanced 0.5

- response was appropriately balanced 1.0

Professional judgment

- weak Pj demonstrated 0.0

- limited Pj demonstrated 0.5

- reasonable Pj demonstrated 1.0

- solid Pj demonstrated 1.5

Internal Maximum — Professional Capability Marks / 5.0 / 3.0

Total Marks Obtained - Question 2 / 30.0
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Section 5: suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s
2014 MQE - Suggested Marking Key bp INSIGHT

-

Marks Marks Internal

L Available Awarded Max.

Question 1 [60 marks. 144 minutes]

Deliverable Part 1: Valuation Report

Rep acting Standards - Report Verbiage

Terms of reference

Specify entities being valued (CSE on a stand-alone basis and CSE, ECS, and 0.5
RTG on a combined basis)

Correctly define FMV 0.5

Specify purpose of report 0.5

Mark as draft” 0.5

Indicate type of report (Comprehensive Valuation Report) 0.5

Indicate compliance with relevant CICBV standard (Standard 110) 0.5

Specify valuation date (August31, 2014) 0.5

Discuss special purchasers in the context of the situation 0.5

Internal Maximum - Terms of reference / 4.0 / 2.0

Restrictions & QuoI,ficctions

Report not to be distributed without consent; not for general circulation 0.5

Reserve the right to change analysis 0.5

ln:ended for stated purposes/not responsible for losses from reliance outside 0.5
of stated purpose

Restrict liability to fees charged 0.5

Internal Maximum — Restrictions & Qualifications /2.0 11.0

Scope of review

Background information on the operations of the companies (CSE. ECS. RTG) 0.5

F/S for the companies (CSE. ECS. RTS) 0.5

Cash flow projections provided by RTG management 0.5
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Section 5: suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s I
2014 MQE - Suggested Marking Key

_____

INSIGHT

Marks Marks Internal
—

‘“ Available Awarded Max

Precedent transactions; guideline public company info 0.5, 0.5

Publicly available economic data 0.5

Other valid 0,5

Internal maximum - scope of review /3.5 11.0

Assumptions

No contingent liabilities and/or unusual contracts, substantial commitments, 0.5
pending litigation (or threatened litigation), etc.

No contracts being negotiated other than in the ordinary course of business 0.5
as at Val Date which would have material impact on future operating results

of GE, ECS, RTG

FMV of assets and liabilities approximates book value except where otherwise 0.5
adjusted

Tax rates 0.5

Other valid 0.5

Other valid 0.5

Internal Maximum - Assumptions 13.0 , 11.0

Company Industry, Economic Background

Brief background of companies (CSE, ECS, RTG) 0.5

Economic background with one key economic point 0.5

Industry background/discussion with one supporting point 0.5

Internal Maximum - Company, Industry, Economic Background 11.5 / 1.0

Conclusion of FMV(must be a clear/separate section to award markj

Clear conclusion of FMV — CSE (on a stand-alone basis) 0.5

Clear conclusion of FMV — CSE (as a combined enti:y including RTG and ECS) 0.5

Internal Maximum — Conclusion of FMV / 1.0 /1.0
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Section 5: suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s
2014 MQE - Suggested Marking Key ILL!1 INSIGHT

Marks Marks internaH

__________ _____________________

Available Awarded Max.

Valuation Approaches

Select appropriate valuation basis, approach, and rnethooology for each
entity, with support:

- CSE: going concern basis, income approach, CCF methodology; support from 0.5, 0.5
case facts

- FaG: going concern basis, income approach, DCF methodology; support 0,5, 0.5
from case facts

- ECS: going concern basis, asset-based approach, adjusted book value (ABV) 0.5, 0.5
methodology; support from case facts

Use of market approach as secondary methodology for CSE, RTG 0.5,0.5

Internal Maximum - Valuation Approaches /4.0 /3.0

Comparable Comoany Analysis - CSE (Sch. 1)

Qualitative Analysis

German Bourse — somewhat comparable product line, but based in Europe — 0,5. 0.5
conclude somewhat comparable with support

Lasdaq Group — somewhat comparable product line, but global — conclude 0.5, 0.5
somewhat comparable with support

MYSE — somewhat comparable product line, but global - conclude somewhat 0.5, 0.5
comparable with support

NSX - somewhat comparable product line, but based in Australia conclude 0,5, 0.5
comparable with support

Derivatives exchanges — conclude that these are not comparable (with 1.0
support) (OME Group, DICE]

Clearly conclude on selected comparable company set 0.5

Internal Maximum - qualitative analysis of guideline public companies /5.5 / 3.0

Quantitative Analysis

Calculate average metrics based on selected comparable set

- EV/NTM EBITDA; EVINTM revenue 0.5, 0,5

Internal Maximum — quantitative analysis of guideline public companies / 1.0 / 0.5
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

2014 MQE - Suggested Marking Key ILl! INSIGHT .

Precedent Transaction Analysis (SchJl

Qualitative Analysis

Exclusion of Deals 1-4 given that these all involved ATS targets, conclude not

comparable

Deal 5— somewhat comparable product line, but based in Australia —

conclude somewhat comparable with support

Deal 6- somewhat comparable product line, but baseo in US — conclude

somewhat comparable with support

Deal 7- somewhat comparable product line, but based in UK — conclude

somewhat comparable with support

DealS— somewhat comparable product line, but based in Europe - conclude

somewhat comparable with support

Clearly conclude on selected precedent transaction set

Internal Maximum - qualitative analysis of precedent transactions

Quantitarive Analysis

Calculate average metrics based on the selected precedent transaction set:

- EVILTM EBITDA; EV/LTM revenue

- Premiums paid for synergies (%)

Internal Maximum — quantitative analysis of precedent transactions

Discount Rate Calculation - CSE (Sd,. 3)

Cost of debt

- select appropriate cost of debt with support (i.e., risk-free rate plus

reasonable premium)

- apply tax rate to arrive at after-tax cost of debt

Cost of equity
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Marks Marks Internal I

Available Awarded Max.

0.5, 0.5

0.5, 0.5

0.5, 0.5

0.5, 0.5

0.5, D.5

0.5

/5.5 /3.0

0.5, 0.5

0.5

/1.5 /1.0

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

.

select appropriate risk-free rate for cost of equity

-select 5% equity risk premium (given in question)
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s
2014 MQE - Suggested Marking Key ILL!lj INSIGHT

Available Awarded Max.

- apply reasonable beta (average of deemed comparable companies or 0.5
other valid with support) I
- apply reasonable size premium (estimate) 0.5

Internal Maximum -WAcc calculation (mechanics) 13.0 /2.0

Company-specific risk premium

- positive factor decreasing risk (cominant market share) 0.5

- positive factor decreasing risk (diversified business model) 0.5

- positive factor decreasing risk (history of profitable results) 0.5

- positive factor decreasing risk (other valid) 0.5

- positive factor decreasing risk (other valid) 0.5

• negative factor increasing risk (volatility of industry) 0.5

-negative factor increasing risk (RTG stealing market share) 0.5

- negative factor increasing risk (sub-par trading platform) 0.5

-negative factor increasing risk (other valid) 0.5

- negative factor increasing risk (other valid) 0.5

Internal Maximum — WACC calculation (company-specific risk factors) /5.0 /2.0

-conclude on cost of equity 0.5

- select reasonable optimal capital structure with support (average of deemed 0.5, 0.5
comparable companies or other valid with support)

-conclude on selected WACC or WACC range 0.5

Internal Maximum — WAcC calculation (calculation, conclusion) / 2.0 / 1.0

CSE - CCF Calculations (5th. 4)

Maintainable EBITDA

Normalization adjustments:

• information services revenue (extra $20M/annually) 0.5

- compensation and benefits expense (adjust to market) 0.5
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

2014 MQE - Suggested Marking Key LL ft INSiGHT

I_L

_

- marketing costs (incremertal costs required to sustain market share)

- information/trading system costs (lost revenues + repair costs)

Add back interest

Add back depreciation & amortization

Internal maximum - maintainable EBITDA calculations

Maintainable cash flow

Adjust for taxes (state reasonable tax rate with support)

Deduct sustaining cash flows

Add tax shield on sustaining (apex (if applicable)

Conclude on range of maintainable after-tax cash discretionary flows

Internal maximum — maintainable cash flow calculations

Enterprise Value, Equity Value Calculations

Recognize need to examine working capital levels

Reasonable calculation of working capital redundancy

Add PV of tax shield on existing UCC

Calculate enterprise value

Calculate implied multiples from enterprise value conclusion

- EV/EBITDA, EV/revenue

Compare implied multiples to romps and transactions; qualitatively discuss

Conclude on range of enterprise value

Deduct debt (reasonable inclusion of structural debt items)

Conclude on equity value of CSE

Internal maximum - enterprise value/equity value calculations

Discourn Rate Calculation - RTG (Sdi. 5)

(Note: marks for discount rote analysis could also be earned if candidate first did

a detailed discount rate analysis far RTG, then adjusted for CSE]
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0.5

0,5
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/3.0 /2.0

0.5
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0.5

12.0 11.0

0.5

0.5

0-s

0.5

0.5, 0.5

0.5, 0.5

0.5

0.5

0-s

/53 /3.0
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Section 5; suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

______

2014 MQE - Suggested Marking Key IL1 INSIGHT

Marks Marks Internal]

L__ Available Awarded Max.

Apply reasonable discount rate with support 0,5

Consider CSE’s discourt rate as a starting point: adjust upward or dowrward 0.5, 0.5
with support

Consider RTG’s debt capacity (i.e. low tangible asset backing) 0.5

Conclude on discount rate for RTG 0.5

Internal maximum - discount rate - RTG /2.5 /2.0

DCF Calculations - RTG (5th. 6)

Recognize/identify need to adjust forecasts 0.5

Discuss potential sources of error/bias in managements forecasts

-

0.5

Revenue projections:

- equity market volume for forecast period 0.5

- market share forecast: adjustments to market share forecast for 0.5. 0.5
revenue dis-synergies with support

- equity trading volumes for forecast period 0.5

- information services revenue - @90% of equity trading and related 0.5
revenue

- technology services revenue - @50% of equity trading and related 0.5
revenue

Expense projections (fixed costs increase by inflation) 0.5

Consider taxes at reasonable rate with support 0.5

Deduct capex with support ($3M annually): appropriate treatment of tax 0.5, 0.5
shield

.

Calculate after-tax cash flows for each year in forecast period 0.5

Terminal value calculation; reasonable calc with support 0.5, 0.5

Calculate sum of discotAnted cash flows 0.5

Calculate tax shield on existing UCC balances 0.5

Calculate tax shield on existing CEC balances 0.5

Calculate PV of non-capital loss carry forwards: reasonable calc/explanation 0.5, 0.5

Copyright Meidnie E Russell, CPA, CA. Cdv, CIM. CEE, up and Adam N.Johron, CPA, CA, COy, CFA. Not to be copied orötherw[se ‘eproduced
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

2014 MQE - Suggested Marking Key

_____

LL
I — ofmethod - -

Internal maximum - DCF mechanics - RTG

Tests/checks on reosonobility of DCF conclusion

Calculate implied enterprise value metrics (EV/EBITDA, EV/revenue)

Compare implied multiples to comps and transactions; qualitatively discuss

Calculate implied gooowill: qualitatively discuss reasonability of result

Conclude on range of enterprise value

Deduct debt (reasonable inclusion of structural debt items - or comment on

no structural debt for RTG)

Conclude on equity value of RTG

Internal maximum - reasonability test on DCF conclusion - RTG

Valuation of ECS (Sch. 7)

Adjust balance sheet items with appropriate support:

- equipment — adjust to FMV per appraisal

- intangible assets — adjust to FMV per estimate

- state assumption that FMV book value except where otherwise

noted

Latent tax calculations:

- recognize need to consider latent taxes; reasonable estimate/calc

Conclude on FMV of equity of ECS

Internal maximum -ABVvaluation of ECS

Valuotion of Combined Entity

-- -

Identify/discuss components of combineo entity (CSE RTG-’- ECS + expected 0.5

syn e rgi e 5)

Calculate sum of FMV of CSE — RTG + ECS based on calculations previously 0.5

performed

copyright Melanie F. Russell, CPA, cA. CV, CM, CFE, TEP and Adam N.johnson, C°A, CA, CV, CFA. Nor to he copied em orherwise eproduced

without the authors’ express authorization,
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Marks Mark5 Internal
Available Awarded Max.

/10.0 /7.0

0.5, 0.5

0.5, 0.5

0.5, 0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

/4.5 /2.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5. 0.5

0.5

/3.0 /3.0

.

.

.
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s
2014 MQE - Suggested Marking Key I.L.[!3 iNSIGHT

Marks

______

- Available

Conclude on sum of synergies to be included in the combined entity 0.5

Identify/highlight difference between one-time vs. recurring synergies 0.5

[Note; minimal marks awarded if one-time synergies were multiplied by a
capitalization multiple]

Internal maximum — combined entity calcs — basic components + clear / 2.0
conclusion on value of synergies to be included

Calculation of recurring synergies:

- - ___________ _________

- savings in informa:ion and trading systems costs 0.5

- saved marketing expenses 0.5

- savings in information and trading systems costs 0.5

- savings in annual compensation/benefits expense — RTG 0.5

- savings in annual compensatIon/benefits expense — CSE 0.5

-othervalid 0.5

- indicate total of recurring synergies on an annual basis 0.5

-apply reasonable capitalization multiple to synergies: discuss multiple 0.5, 0.5
with qualitative support (link back to capitalization multiple for CSE)

- conciLde on PV of recurring synergies to be included in combined 0-S
entity calcs

Internal maximum - calculation of recurring synergies /5.0

Calculation of one-time synergies

one-lime severance costs 0.5

- ore-time costs of substituting trading platforms 0.5

- conclude on one-rime synergies to be included in combined entity calcs 0.5

Internal maximum - calculation of one-time synergies / 1.5

Sum of internal maximums — Deliverable Part 1 (Valuation Report) —

Marks
Awarded

Internal
Max.

/ 1.0

/ 3.0

/ 1.0

/ 48.0
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Section 5: suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

2014 MQE - Suggested Marking Key

[lit....
Deliverable Part 2: Memo

- specify that communication is an internal memo

- address to partner

- briefly describe purpose: (1) to assess ESE’s offer: (2) to assess how much

OCI should bid for the combined entity

Analysis of ESE’s offer

- recognize that ESE’s offer includes non-cash components; need to evaluate

- correctly identify how much cash would be received up-front ($1.78)

- recognize that ESE’s offer includes an earn-out provision; discuss impact (i.e.

$300M of the $28 cash component of ESE’s offer is comprised of an earn-

out/contingent payment)

- recognize thar ESE’s offer includes share consideration (ESE shares)

Ana/ysis of ESE’s offer — earn-our provision

- cash subject to earn-out over 3-year period ($1 00M/year)

- apply probability factor of achieving synergies (80% per case facts)

- calculate probability-adjusted cash flows

- apply reasonable discount rate; qualitatively discuss with suppor

- calculate total PV of earn-out component; conclude

Analysis of ESE’s offer - shore consideration

- correctly specify number of ESE common shares received in deal (2M

shares)

- calculate value of 2M ESE shares using August 31, 2014 share price (or other

per-share value with support)

- identify/discuss whether ESE’s share price reflects FMV

- discuss movements in ESE’s share price in months leading up to bid

- consider/discuss ESE’s trading volume

- calculate how long it would take to liquidate 2M ESE shares using average

monthly trading volume of 375.000 shares

- discuss whether a blockage discount should apply to the 2M ESE shares

Copvrght Melarie E. Russell, CPA, CA. COy, cr’,l. crE, Tcp ard Adorn \ iobnsor, CPA CA, C3V. CPA. Nor tube copred or otherwise reproduced
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Marks Marks Internal
Available Awarded Max.

0.S

0.5

0.5, 0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5, 0.5

05

0.5

0.5

0.5

0-S

0.5, 0.5

0.5

0-S

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5
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Section 5; Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

______

2014 MQE - Suggested Marking Key ‘ •1 INSIGHT

Marks Marks lnl
Available Awarded Max.

- apply/calculate reasonable blockage discount % to value of ESE share block 0.5

(with support)

- discuss one-year trading restriction on ESE shares 0.5

-discuss whether discount for lack of marketability should be applied to value 0.5
of ESE shares

- apply/calculate reasonable marketability discount % to value of ESE share 0.5
block (with support)

- conclude on total IZMV of ESE share block to be received in deal 0.5

Analysis of ESE’s offer - overall I
Conclude on total FMV of ESE’s offer 1.0

Compare FMV of ESE’s offer to concluded FMV of CSE on a standalone basis 0.5

- calculate implied control premium; discuss 0.5, 0.5

Compare FMV of ESE’s oFer to concluded FMV of the combined entity 0.5

- calculate implied control premium; discuss 0.5, 0.5

Compare implied control premiums from ESE’s offer to observed control 0.5
premiums from industry transactions

Recommendation to CCI

Triangulate/discuss data points (FMV of CSE on standalone basis, FMV of 1.0
combined ertity, FMV of [SE’s offer)

Provide clear conclusion to 00 with respect ro a bid price for CSE; provide 0.5, 0.5
reasonable support

Sum of internal maximums — Deliverable Part 2 (Memo) 120.0 112,0

Sum of Internal maximums - Parts 1 and 2 /60.0

Professional Capability Marks

Appropriateness of response

- report meets client’s needs (e.g., concepts explained, quantification 1.0
performed)

- adoresses all parts of the required 0.5

Copyright Meianie E. Russ&i, C°A. CA. CSV CM, CFE. TEP and Adam N.Johnson, CPA. Ck CRVt cFA Not to be coped or otherwise reproduced
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

2014 MQE - Suggested Marking Key

DI . ....

Comm un/cation

- response was Clear, well planned & organized

Balance (quantitative & qualitative)

- response was not balanced

- response was somewhat balanced

- response was appropriately balanced

Professional judgment

- weak Pj demonstrated

- limited PJ demonstrated

- reasonable PJ demonstrated

- solid PJ demonstrated

Internal Maximum — Professional Capability Marks

Total Marks Obtained - Question 1

___INSIGHT

Marks Marks Internal
Available Awarded Max.

0.5

/4.5 /4.5

I 60.0

.
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Section 5: suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s
2014 MQE - suggested Marking Key INSIGHT

Marks Marks internail
- Available Awarded Max.

Question 2 140 marks, 96 minutes]

Memo - Background/introduction

1 Internal memo — addressed to Rick/partner 0.5

2 Specify entity being valued (NuGames) 0.5

3 Specify purpose of memo (Denise wants to know how much her equity 0.5
interest in NuGarnes is worth and whether the Digitech offer is reasonable)

4 Specify VDate (September 22, 2014) 0.5

5 Advisory role to Denise; therefore role is not independent 0.5

5 Memo does not constitute valuation report urder CICBV Standards 0.5

7 Recognize that analysis in the memo is still in “draft’ 0.5

B Comment restricting circulation of memo to outside parties 0.5

9 Correctly define FMV 0.5

Assumptions

10 - FMV of assets and liabilities for NuGames = book value, except where 0.5
otherwise noted

11 . no unusual/non-recurring items for NuGames, except where otherwise 0.5
noted

12 - management projections are best estimate of expected future 0.5
operating results

13 - no significant/material contingencies at VDate 0,5

14 -othervalid 0.5

Internal maximum - background!lntroirestrlctionslnsumptions /7.0 /4.0

Valuation Approach

15 NuGames should be treated as going concern; support 0.5

16 Recognition that the valuation of early-stage companies requires 0.5
consideration of multiple approaches and valuation metrics

Primary methods: Discuss possible primary approaches/methods to value
Nucames, with support:

Copyright Melanre L RusseIi, cp, CA coy, c;.i, cEE, TEP ann Adorn N. johrrsnrr, CPA, CA, CDV, CFA. Not to he copied or nrherwie reproduced
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

2014 MQE - Suggested Marking Key

_____

INSIGHT

Marks Marks Internal
Available Awarded Max.

17 -— - - Income approach, DCF (forecasts available; uneven growth prospects) 0.5, 0.5

18 - Market approach: comparable company trading multiples 0.5

19 - Market approach: precedent transaction multiples 0.5

20 - identification of most relevant metrics (EVIEBITDA) 0.5

21 - identification of most relevant metrics (PIE) 0.5

22 - identification of most relevant metrics (EV/revenue) 0.5

23 Secondary methods: Recognize the need to consider industry-specific metrics 0.5

as a secondary approach

24 . identification of most relevant metrics (P/DAU) 0.5

25 - identification of most relevant metrics PIMAU) 0.5

Internal maximum — valuation approaches and methodologies 16.0 / 3.0

Valuation Calculations — DenSe’s fully diluted equity interest 96 in NuGames

(# of shares)

Approach/steps to calculate Denise’s equity interest in NuGames (# of shares)

Briefly explain steps to properly calculate Denise’s interest [note: marks can be

awarded from candidate’s calculations so long as they ore properly labelled and

the candidate demanstrates to marker an understanding af the allocation of

value]:

26 - calculate redemption value on Series B Common shares (total of principal + 0.5

accrued dividends)

27 - consider the impact of outstanding options by calculating the notional 0.5

proceeds to the Company upon option exercise

28 - calculate the Company’s fully oiluted # of Series A common shares 0.5

29 - calculate Denise’s fully diluted equity interest (# of shares) 0.5

Calculate current redemption value of Series B common shares

30 Indicate that redemption value = total principal + accrued dividends 0.5

31 Calculate total principal 0.5

32 Calculate accrued dividenas: reasonable calc 0.5

33 Conclude on Class B common shares redemption value 0.5

Copyright Melanie E. Russell, CPA, CA, CBV, CM, CtE, ftp and Adam N.johnsnn, CPA, CA, CBV, CPA. Not to be copied or otherw[se reproduced
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

_____

2014 MQE - Suggested Marking Key LLLt1 INSIGHT

Marks Marks Internal

L__.. -

- Available Awarded Max.

Calculate impact of oustunding options

34 - option contracts have vested immediately on issuance: therefore 0.5
investors have right to exercise them

35 - identify that options were granted in different tranches 0.5

36 - options can be in-the-money, at-the-money, or out-of-the-money 0.5

37 . recognize that only $2,500 and $5,000 strike price options are in-the- 0.5
money

38 . holders of $10000 options have no incentive to exercise 0.5

39 - calculate notional cash proceeds based on stated assumption with 0.5
respect to options being exercised

Calculate company’s fully diluted # of Series A common shores outstanding after
option consideration

40 Note that options exercised would result in new Series A shares being issued 0.5

41 Calculate total Series A common shares 0/S after impact of options 0.5

Calculate Denise’s fully diluted ownership percentage

42 Calculate Denise’s fully diluted ownership % (100,000 shares divided by total 0.5
number of Series A common shares 0/5)

43 Conclude/label Denises fully diluted ownership % in NuGames 0.5

Internal maximum - Denise’s fully diluted ownership % in NuGames /9.0 / 5.0

ValuntMn Cplwlodons - DCF

EBITDA or EBIT calculations (note: could be done on either top-down or bottomup
basis; either would be oworded marks]

44 - start with net income I o.s

45 - add back net interest income/expense 0.5

46 - add back D&A 0.5

47 - adjust for non-recurring items (gain on disposal ol assets) 0.5

48 - adjust for non-recurring items (impairment) 0.5

- other adjustments:

Copyright Metanie E. RusselL CPA, CA cay, CM. CE. TEP and Adorn \.johnson, cr-. CA. C\, CA. Not he copied or otherwise ieprodced
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Section 5: suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

2014 MQE - suggested Marking Key

___INSIGHT

L:J
50

51

54

55

56

57

5S

59

60

61

62

63

64

65

66

67

68

69

- adjustment for microtransaction revenues

- adjust for market salaries (i.e. additional amounts to be paid for

roles of co-founders)

- adjust for cash-based compensation for 201 Sand 2016

- adjust for stock-based compensation for 2015 and 2016

Internal maximum - EBITDA calculations

Cash flow projections

Apply taxes at appropriate raze with support

(Oeduct)/add non-cash working capital (investment)/inflow; support

Deduct capex with support

Appropriate tax treatment on capex (i.e. tax shield, or no tax shield if taxes

were calculated based on EBIT)

Arrive at after-tax discretionary cash flow

Internal maximum - cash flow projections

Enterprise value and equity value calculations - DCF

Apply PV factor using 13% discount rate (per Appendix H) (Note:

State assumption that cost of equity WACC with support (nature of

business; most comps do not have debt)

Calculate discounted cash flows for discrete period

Add PV of terminal factor; reasonable caic

Calculate sum of discounted cash flows

Calculate PV of tax loss carry forwards; reasonable calc

Deduct PV of termination peralty: reasonable calc

Add PV of UCC (if taxes calculated on EBITDA in DCF)

Add cash, investment securities, long-term investments

Deduct debt of $nil (or note that there is no debt in NuGames)

Add cash proceeds from options

0.5

0.5

0-s

0.5

I 5.0

0-s

0.5

0.5

0.5

0-S

0-S

D’S

0,5, 0.5

0.5

0.5, 0.5

0-S

0.5

0.5, 0.5,
0-S

0.5

0-S
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52

53

Marks Marks Internal
Available Awarded Max.

3.0

/ 1.5

0.5

/ 2.5 .
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Section 5: suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s
2014 MQE - Suggested Marking Key

LJ
Arrive at equity value

74 Conclude/label pro rata value of Denise’s interest in NuGames

Market aaoroach - comparable coanIn and transactions

Comparable trading companies

Recognize potential need to document additional rationale on the
comparability of Queen and King

Recognize that there is sufficient information to calculate trading multiples
for Queen and King

Reasonable calc of Enterprise Value for Queen, King

Reasonable calc of EBITDA for Queen, King

Calculate implied metrics for Queen, King

Consioer adjusting implied multiples for liquidity discount (or assume
odjustnsenrfor IiquidiEy discount and odjustmenrfor conrro/ premium offset)

Consider adjusting implied multiples for control premium (or assume
adjustment for /iquidiry discount and adjustment for contro/ premium offset]

Conclude on reasonable EV/ESIFDA metric from Queen and King

Conclude on EV/revenue metric from Queen and King

87 Conclude on P/E metric from Queen and King

Internal maximum - calculation of implied metrics from Queen and King

IZ1 INSIGHT

Copyrght Melanie r Russel:, CPA. C4. coy, GM, crr, TEP and Addm N. ohnsor, CPA! CA. coy. CA. Norm he copied or otherwise reproduced
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70

71 Deduct value attributable to Series B common shares

72 Conclude/label value attributable to Series A common shares

73 Multiply by Denise’s ownership %

Internal maximum - enterprise value and equity value calcs — DCF

75

76

78

79

SD

81

82

83

84

85

86

Marks Marks Internal
Available Awarded Max.

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

/10.0 14.0

0.5

0.5

0.5, 0.5

0.5, 0.5

0.5, 0.5

0.5, 0.5

0.5, 0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

18.5

- EV/EBITDA

- EVlrevenue

P/E

1 3.0
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

______

2014 MQE - Suggested Marking Key ‘ eli INSIGHT

Marks Marks Internal]
Available Awarded Max.

Precedent transactions

88 Recognize potential need to document additional rationale on the 0.5

comparability of Rook and Pawn

89 Recognize that thete is sufficient infotmation to calculate trading multiples 0.5

for Rook and Pawn

90 Reasonable calc of Enterprise Value for Hook, Pawn 0.5, 0.5

9 Reasonable caic of EBI”DA for Rook) Pawn 0.5, 0.5

Calculate implied metrics for Rook) Pawn

92 - EV/EBITDA 0.5, 0.5

93 - [V/revenue 0.5, 0.5

94 - PIE 0.5, 0.5

95 Consider/discjss adjusting implied tx multiples for minority discount 0.5

96 Consider/discuss that tx multiples may re9ect synergies 0.5

97 Conclude on reasonable EVIEBITDA metric from Rook and Pawn 0.5

98 Conclude on EVlrevenue metric from Rook and Pawn 0.5

99 conclude on PIE metric from Rook and Pawn 0.5

Internal maximum - calculation of implied metrics from Rook and Pawn /8.5 I 3.0

Marks 100— 106— only award if market approach used as direct approach

00 Apply reasonable EV/EBITDA metric to NuGarr.es to derive enterprise value 0.5

101 calculate FMV of Denise’s Series A common shares using EVIESITDA 0.5 0.5

approach: reasonable calc

102 Apply reasonable EV/revenue metric to NuGames to derive enterprise value 0.5

103 - calculate FMV of Denises Series A common shares using EV/revenue 0.5, 0.5

approach: reasonable calc

104 Apply reasonable PIE metric to Nucames to derive equity value 0.5

105 calculate FMV of Denise’s Series A common shares using EV/revenue 0.5, 0.5

approach: reasonable calc

106 Conclusion on pro rata value of Denise’s interest using market approach 0.5

Internal maximum — marks 101-106 / 5.0 14.5
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Section 5: suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s
2014 MQE - Suggested Marking Key 1.!fII INSIGHT

Marks Marks internafl
[ Available Awarded Max.

Marks 107—111— only award if market approach was used to test DCF conclusion

Calculate implied metrics from DCF calculations:

107 - EV/EBITDA 05

108 - EV/revenue 0.5

109 -P/E 0.5

110 Comments comparing implied metrics to metrics derived from comps and 05, 0,5,
transactions (EVIEBITDA, EVlrevenue, PIE) 0.5

iii conclusion on reasonability of DCF result 0.5

Internal maximum — marks 107-111 / 3.5 /3.5

Trianpulation and calculation of FMV of Denise’s interest

112 Consider whether minority discount should apply to Dense’s interest: 0.5, 0.5
conclude on reasonable minority discount with support (i.e. none)

113 Discussion/triangulation of calculated values for Denise’s interest using 0.5
multiple methods (DCF, comps, transactions)

Reasonability checks — industry-specific metrics

114 Comment to indicate that rule-of-thumb should not be used as a primary 0.5
approach, but can be used as a reasonability check

115 Calculate P/DAU for Queen 0.5

116 Calculate P/DAU for King 0.5

117 Calculate P/DAU for Rook 0.5

118 Calculate P/DAU for Pawn 0.5

119 Calculate average P/DAU for peer set 0,5

120 Calculate P/MAU for Queen 0.5

121 Calculate P/MAU for King 0,5

122 Calculate P/MAU for Rook 0,5

123 Calculate P/MAU for Pawn 0.5

24 Calculate average P/MAU for peer set 0.5
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

2014 MQE - Suggested Marking Key

LJ
125

126

127

128

129

Calculate implied P/DAU for NuGames

• compare to multiples for peer set

Calculate implied P/MAU for NuGames

- compare to multiples for peer set

Comment on reasonability of valuation results from primary methods

Internal maximum — triangulation and reasonability checks

Conclude on FMV range of Denise’s interest in NuGames

Internal maximum - FMV conclusion

Overall conclusion and recommendation

Compare total FMV of NuGames to offer price; qualitatively discuss

Determine proceeds for Denise’s Class A shares that would result from offer

price; reasonable calc

- compare to FMV conclusion for Denise’s interest

Overall recommendation on whether Denise should accept the offer

Internal maximum - overall conclusion and recommendation

Sum of internal maximums

Professional Capability Marks

Appropriafeness of response

- report meets client’s needs (e.g., concepts explained, quantification

performed)

- addresses all parts of the required

Communication

- response was clear, well planned & organized

Ba/once (quantitative & qualitative)
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1j INSIGHT

130

131

132

133

134

.

.

Internal
Max.

/ 4.5

11.0

I 3.5

/ 40.0

Marks Marks

Available Awarded

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

19.5

1 .0

/1.0

0.5, 0.5

0.5, 0.5

0.5

1.0

/ 3.5

1 .0

0.5

0.5
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s
2014 MQE - Suggested Marking Key

- response was not balanced

- response was somewhat balanced

- response was appropriately balanced

Professicool judgment

- weak PJ demonstrated

• limited pJ demonstrated

- reasonable PJ demonstrated

- solid P3 demonstrated

Internal Maximum - Professional Capability Marks

Total Marks Obtained - Question 2

Lth1 INSIGHT
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Marks Marks
Available Awarded

0.0

0.5

1.0

0.0

Internal
Max.

I 3.0

140.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

I 4.5
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s
2015 MQE-Suggested Marking Key

_____

INSIGHT

Marks Marks Internal

______

Available Awarded Max.

Question 1 [60 marks, ‘144 minutes]

Deliverable Part 1: Internal Valuation Memo to Partner

Background/terms of reference

1 Clearly identify as an internal memo 0.25

2 Mark as “draft” 0.25

3 Address to appropriate internal party (Partner, Lambert, Locke & Carlyle) 0.5

4 Correctly define FMV 0.5

5 ID subject assets being valued (common shares of SF1): specific shareholdirigs 0.5, 0.5
being valued at each valuation date

6 Brief explanation of situation/purpose 0.5

7 General background points on SFI’s business 0.5, 0.5

B Brief explanation of dispute between CRA and taxpayer 0.5

9 Recognize/identifythree separatevaluation dates(Dec. 31/06, Dec. 31/10, 1.0
Jun. 30/15)

Internal Maximum - Terms of reference /5.5 /2.5

Scope of Review

10 F/S at each valuation date 0.25

11 Forecasts as at V-Date 2 0.25

12 Trading multiples at V-Date 2 and V-Date 3 0.25

13 Market/industry data 0.25

14 Rate of return data at each V-Date 025

15 Other valid 0.25

16 Othervalid 0.25

17 Other valid 025

Internal Maximum — Scope of review /2.0 /1.0

Copyritzt-rAdarr N. oh,son, CA, CA. c3v, cFAand ½1eiarti’ E. Russet. CA CA, CRy, CM, CFE,TER Ncr to b€copied or otherwise reproduced
without the authors’ express authorprarron,
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Section 5: suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

2015 MQE - Suggested Marking Key INSIGHT

1 Marks Marks Internal

I Available Awarded Max.

Limitations, restrictions and qualifications

18 Not a valuation report in accordance with CICBV standards 0.5

19 Memo for stated purposes only/not suitable for other purposes 0.25

20 Internal use only; not intended for general circulation/distribution 0.25

21 Othervalid 0.25

22 Other valid 0.25

Internal maximum — Limitations, restrictions and qualifications /1.5 /0.5

Assumptions

23 Tax rate of 30% assumed across all V-Dates (or valid alternative tax rate 0.25

assumption with support)

24 PMV of assets and liabilities approximates book value except where 0.25

otherwise adjusted

25 Other valid 0.25

26 Other valid 0.25

Internal Maximum - Assumptions /1.0 10.5

Conclusion of FMV (must be a clear conclusion in the narrative to earn marks,

not just buried in the calculationsj

27 clear conclusior of FMV - V-Date 1 (conclusion on FMV of 24 shares) 0.5

28 clear conclusion of FMV — V-Date 2 (conclusion on FMV of 100,000 shares) 0.5

29 Clear conclusion of FMV - V-Date 3 (conclusion on FMV of 1,250000 shares) 0.5

Internal Maximum - Conclusion of FMV /1.5 / 1.5

Valuation of SF! at V-Date 1 (Dec. 31. 2006)

Valuation Approach

3D Specify 24 shares being valued at this date 0.5

cop1ighr Adarr N. Johnson, CPA, CA. cay, FA and Meinrse E Russell, CPA. CA, Cay. ciM, cFE, TEP. Not to he copied ornrherw!se ‘eprodiicecl
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQFs
2015 MQE - Suggested Marking Key

MarksL_ [ Available

Select appropriate valuation basis, approach, and methodology @ V-Date 1,
with support:

31 - going concern vs. liquidation — explain with support

32 - approach: asset-based, support (no revenues or earnings, no certainty that
product would be developed, uncertainty over financing)

33 - adjusted book value methodology, brief explanation (adjust assets/liabilities
to FMV)

Adjusted Book Value Calculations — V-Date I (Sch. I)

Adjusted book value — ca/cu/at/on mechan/cs

Capital assets — adjust to $75K (giver case fact)

Capital assets — comment on disposition costs/taxes, including applicability of
loss carry forwards

Capital assets — reasonable calc on taxes/disposition costs

Deferred development costs

(Note: could make a/ternat/ye views here, award marks for only Option #1 or
Opt/an #2. not both]

-Option #1: development have costs: valid support explained (no
commercialized product)

-Option #2: justification for recoverability of market value of costs incurred:
reasonable calc

Explanation of tax considerations for deferred development costs (either
Option #1 or Option #2): reasonable calc

Shareholder loan

-Qualitative point on FMV of debt (different than book vak4e, or valid
explanation as to why book value of debt was assumed to be at FMV)

-Adjust debt to FMV, reasonable calc

Loss carry forwards — identify that these were not included on B/S and would
need to be added to arrive at FMV under an ABV methodology

-Reasonable attempt to quantify FMV of loss carry forwards

Copyrieht Adam N Jour-son, p4. c& coy. CEA arc] Melanre E. Hjssell, cp cA. Coy, CM. CE, T[P Nor ro be copied or otherwise reproduced
wirhour the artbors express aorhori,arion.
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j$jj INSIGHT

Marks Internal
Awarded Max.

/ 2.0

0.5, 0.5

0.5, 0.5,
0.5

0.5, 0.5

Internal Maximum - Valuation Approach @ V-Date i

34

35

36

3]

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

/ 4.0

0.5

0.5. 0.5

0.5

0.5. 0.5

0.5, 0.5.
0.5

0.5, 0.5

0.5

0.5, 0.5

0-S

0.5
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Section 5: suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

2015 MQE - Suggested Marking Key INSIGHT

I Marks Marks Internal

j Available Awarded Max.

45 calculate en bloc value of equity 0.5

Internal Maximum — adjusted book value calculation mechanics 18.5 /4.0

AMY of shares transferred @ V-Date I

46 Calculate pro rata interest (24 shares, or 4 shares adiusted for 50% later on 0.5

in calculation)

4] consider minority/marketability discount (orjustify why not deemed 0.5

applicable)

Discuss factors influencing minority/marketability discount: I
48 -Reference relevant terms of shareholder agreement (limitation on sale of SF1 0.5

shares)

49 -Mr. Fox likely has de facto control (48% + 4% votes held by employees hired 0.5

by Mr. Fox)

50 -lack of influence over timing of sale, dividends, strategy, financing (discuss 0.5, 0.5

one factor to score half-point)

si -clear indication of minority/marketability discount considered, calculation 0.5

52 -Othervalia 0.5

53 calculation of FMV of 24 shares at V-Date 1 (after minority discount) 0.5

Internal Maximum — FMV of shares transferred @ V-Date 1 /4.5 / 2.0

Rule of thumb I
54 Attempt to reconcile ABV valuation (en bloc) with valuation implied by rule-of- 0.5

thumb (2.Ox deferred development costs)

55 comment on reasonability of ABV valuation 0.5

56 Discuss limitations of using rule of thumb 0.5

Internal Maximum - rule of thumb considerations @ V-Date 1 / 1.5 11.5

Copytight Adam N.johnson, CPA, CA, COy, CFA and Melanie C Russell, CPA, CA, COy, GM, crc, TEP. Not to he copied orotherwise reproduced
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s
2015 MQE- Suggested Marking Key

Lfl
Valuation of SF1 @ V-Date 2 (Dec. 31. 2010)

Valuation Approach

Going concern basis with support

-viable product, positive revenues, reasonable expectation of profit (or other
valid)

Camp Analysis @ V-Date 2 (Sch. 6. 7)

Discussion/conclusion on whether individual guideline public companies are
comparable/not comparable (award 025 mark per company, up to 1,5 marks)

Calculate valuation metrics for guideline public companies (average, median):

-EVILTM EBITDA

-EV/LTM revenue

-EV/2010 EBITDA

-EV/2010 revenue

-Consider outliers in valuation metrics (St. Claire, Pilgrims)

Calculate average debt/capital ratio of guideline public companies

Calculate average beta ot guideline public companies

Internal maximum - comp analysis @ V-Date 2

WACC Analysis @ V-Date 2(5th. 6)

Cost of debt

Select pre-tax cost of debt with support

-Adjust to after-tax rate with appropriate tax rate

Show after-tax cost of debt

Copyribt Adjm N. Johnsor., CPA Ck cay. CFA aic3 MejAne E, PsselL CP. CA. CBV, CM. CFE, TEP. Net to be ceped ororl;erwse reproducsd
withoul the authors’ express atirhorizatiop.
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INSIGHT

Income approach, DCF methodology with support

-uneven growth forecasts, projections available (or other valid)

Internal maximum - Valuation Approach @ V-Date 2

57

58

59

60

61

62

63

64

65

66

67

68

69

70

71

Marks Marks Internal
Available Awarded Max.

025, 0.25

0.5

0.5, 0,5

0.5

/2.5 /1-5

1.5

0.25

0.25

0.25

0.25

0,5, 0.5

0-S

0.5

/4.5 /3.5

0.5

0-s

0.5
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Section 5: suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

2015 MQE - Suggested Marking Key ILL.1S INSIGHT

Marks Marks Internal

______

Available Awarded Max.

Cost a/equity

72 Select risk-free rate with support 0.5

73 Show equity risk premium (given in question) 0.5

74 Apply appropriate beta with support 0.5

75 Apply size premium with support 0.5

76 Apply company-specific risk premium/alpha 0.5

141,4CC

77 Select reasonable optimal capital structure with support (average of deemed 0.5

comparable companies or othervalid)

78 Conclude on WACC discount rate

Internal maximum - WAcC mechanics

Company-speofic riskfactors

79 -positive factor decreasing risk (financial backing from other investors) 0.25

80 -positive factor decreasing risk (commercialized products) 0.25

81 -negative factor increasing risk (threat of competitors ramping up) 0.25

82 -negative factor increasing risk high growth contemplated in forecasts, i.e.? 0.25

forecast risk)

83 -negative factor increasing risk (political risk) 0.25

84 -negative factor increasing risk (not yet cash flow positive @ V-Date 2) 0.25

85 -other valid, other valid 0.25, 0.25

Internal maximum — company-risk premium (factors considered) /2.0

DCF Calculations @ V-Date 2 (Sdi. 2-Si

Analysis of cash flow forecasts (V-Dote 2)

86 Calculate adjusted EBITDA (show unadjusted EBITDA figures) 0.5

87 Show appropriate forecast period with support 0.5

Copyright Adam N Johnson, CPA. CA, cay. CPA and Meanie E. Russell, CPA, cA, CBV, civ, CFE,Tcp. Nut to be copied or otherwise eprodiceci
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Section 5: suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s
2015 MQE - Suggested Marking Key “.J iNSIGHT

Marks Internal
Awarded Max.

/ 3.5

L.
Adjustmerts:

SB -Reduce revenue by 10% in 2011

89 -Explain assumption re production @100% capacity for years 2012+

90 -Revenue adjustment in 2013 to reflect halt in manufacturing/capacity
upgrade

91 -Reasonable caic of capacity upgrade aojustments for forecast period

92 -Explain assumption re Spray Foam 3 revenues (i.e., include or exclude with
support)

93 -Note that foreign imports were not banned until V-Date 3; therefore Spray
Foam 3 revenues should be included (would constitute hindsight to exclude)

94 -Normalize rent to market rates

95 Show adjusted EBITDA figures

Internal maximum - normalized EBITDA calculations (V-Date 2)

Debt-free/unlevered cash flows for DCF

96 Tax effect EBITDA @ appropriate rate, explain assumption

97 Adjust for initial notional working capital adjustment; state assumption

98 Adjust for annual working capital requirements in each year of forecast: state
assumption

99 Deduct capex for each year in forecast state assumption

100 Adjust capex for tax shield; state assumptions

101 show after-tax, debt-free cash flow figures for each year

Internal maximum - debt-free cash flow calculations (V-Date 2)

Operating enterprise value el-Dote 2)

102 Discount cash flows for discrete period

103 calculate sum of discounted cash flows

104 Terminalvalue

Marks
Available

0.5

0-s

0.5

0.5, 0,5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

I 5.5

0,2 5, 0.25

0.5, 0.5

0,5, 0.5

0.5, 0.5

0.5

0.5

/ 4.5

0.25

0.25

0.5

/ 3.0
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Section 5; Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

2015 MQE - Suggested Marking Key ILi!1 INSIGHT

L I
105 -Reasonable calculation

106 -Explain terminal growth assumption or exit multiple

107 -Discount terminal value to PV

[ 108 Calculate PV of tax shield on existing UCC

109 Show operating enterprise value/business enterprise valje

110 Show range of value (either low/high discount rate or midpoint value +/- a

percentage range; explain calc)

Internal maximum — DCF calculations (V-Date 2)

Comparison of operating enterprise value ro camp data @ V-Dote 2

Calculate implied metrics for SF1 based on DCF valuation (award 0.5 marks

each up to 1.0 mark):

-EV/LTM revenue

-EV/LTM EBITDA

-EV/2010 revenue

-EV/201 0 EBITDA

-compare metrics to comps; discussion on how comp metrics support DCF

valuation conclusion

Internal maximum - reasonability check on DCF valuation @ V-Date 2

En bloc equity value (V-Date 2)

113 Add redundant assets 0.25

114 -Net working capital; reasonable calc with support 0.5, 0.5

115 -Tax loss carry forwards; reasonable calc with support 0.5, 0.5

116 Deduct interest bearing debt and redundant liabilities 0.25

117 -Bank indebtedness 0.25

118 -Long-term debt 0.25

119 -Adjust long-term debt to FMV; reasonable calc 0.5, 0.5

120 -shareholder loan 0.5

Copvnght Adnrr: N.johnson. CzA. cA, coy. ctAard Me:orie E. t.sse!]. CPA, CA, COy, CM. GE, TCP. Not to be copiec otherefte reploduced
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Marks
Available

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

/ 4.0

1.0

0.5, 0.5

12.0

111

112

Marks Internal
Awarded Max.

I 3.0

/ 2.0

.

.
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Section 5: suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

______

2015 MQE - Suggested Marking Key ‘ INSIGHT

Marks Marks Internal
L .. Available Awarded Max.

121 Calculate/show en bloc equity value @ V-Date 2 0.5

Internal maximum - en bloc equity value @ V-Date 2 /5.0 13.0

FMV of shares transferred @ V-Date 2

122 Correctly ID number of shares being transferred @ V-Date 2(200,000) 0.5

123 Calculate pro rata value 0.5

124 Select reasonable minority discount @ V-Date 2, with support: 0.5

125 -Douglas would need support of several shareholders (or Fox) to control 0.5
company

126 -other shareholders/voting blocks could combine to control company 0.5

127 -Douglas has no board seat 0.5

128 -Douglas has special tie-breaking vote (would reduce minority discount) 0.5

129 -other valid 0.5

130 Conclude on FMV of Douglas’ 40% interest @ v-Date 2 0.5

131 Conclude on FMV of shares transferred @ V-Date 2 0.5

Internal maximum - MV of shares transferred @ V-Date 2 / 5.0 / 2.0

YgLuation of SF1 @ V-Date 3 (Jun. 30. 2015)

Valuation Approach

132 Selection of capitalized cash flow methodology: support with case facts 0.5, 0.5

Internal maximum - Valuation Approach @ V-Date 3 / tO / 1.0

cg,pftalization Rate V-Date 3 (Sch. 11)

133 Recognize that a different discount rate is required at V-Date 3 0.5

134 Recognize difference in discount rate inputs compared to V-Date 2:

(Note: if the candidate performed a full discount rote analysis at V-Dote 3, but did
not perform the some analysis at V-Dote 2, then the marks from lines 69 to 85 con
be awarded os done at V-Dote 3]

135 -pre-tax cost of debt 0.5

Copvhght Adam NJohr-;on. CPA. CA, CSV. CFA and Meiane E. P.jsse5. CR4. CA, cay, GM. CE, TER Ncctn us copied nrotj,erwise repro-Jced
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Section 5: suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

2015 MQE - Suggested Marking Key LLL!J.i. INSIGHT

Marks Marks Internal

______

Available Awarded Max.

136 -risk-free rate 0.5

137 -optimal capital structure 0_S

138 -beta 0.5

139 Justi’ company-specific risk at V-Date 3, relative to V-Date 2, with support 0.5; 0.5

140 Adjust for long-term growth to convert discount rate into capitalization rate 0.5; 0.5

(with support)

Internal maximum — capitalization rate @ V-Date 3 /4.5 /2.0

Normalized EBITDA calculation (Sch. 10)

141 Show EBITDA before adjustments 0.25

142 Select appropriate time period for normalized EBITDA with support 0.25

Normalization adjustments — explain:

(‘Vote: the omounrs of these normalization adjustments were generally given in the

question, except for the potential adjustment for increosed market share from

suing the competitor]

143 -severance payment (one-time/non-recurring in 2014) 0.25

144 -gain on disposal of fixed assets (one-timelnon-recurring in 2015) 0.25

145 -life insurance premiums for Mr. Douglas and Mr. Fox (discretionary 0.25

expenses)

146 -non-recurring legal costs in 2015 (due to litigation/warehouse accident) 0.25

14] -one-time consulting fees in 2015 (legal claim for wrongful dismissal) 0.25

148 -warranty costs -201 3, 2014, 201S 025

149 -calculate potential impact from increased market share as a result of suing 0.5, 0.5
competitor (probability adjusted): explain and quantii

150 -conclude on range of normalized EBITDA 0.5

Internal maximum - normalized EBITDA @ V-Date 3 /3.5 /2.5

Copitalized cash flow calculations ‘Sch. 9)

151 Deduct income taxes at appropriate rate: support 0.5

152 Deduct sustaining capex ($8M annually) 0.5

CopyrghtAdum N.johror, cPk cA, CLV. CzAand Meo,rie F Pusel, c°A, CA, cBv. CM. c;E.TEP. Nm to be sopied or otherwise ep;oduced
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Add back tax shield on annual sustaining capex

Show maintainable annual free cash flow

Capitalize cash flows at cap multiple

Add: tax shield on existing UCC

Arrive at en bloc FMV of operations (operating enterprise value)

Internal maximum - en bloc operating enterprise value @ V-Date 3

Implied valuation multiples for SF) — relative to corn ps

Calculate implied valuation multiples for comps @ V-Date 3 (Sch. 12):

-EV/EBITDA

-EV/revenue

Calculate implied valuation multiples for SF1 @ V-Date 3 (Sch. 8):

-EVI2D1S revenue

-EV/2014 revenue

-Evlmaintainable EBITDA

Compare and comment on implied SF1 valuation metrics and comp valuation
metrics

Internal maximum - implied multipleslreasonability of CCF valuation @
V-Date 3

En bloc equity value calculations @ V-Date 3 fsch. 8)

Add redundant assets 0.5

-Deduct shareholder loan 0.5

-Calculate value of contingent gain on lawsuit; explain assumptions/calc 0.5, 0.5

-Calculate redundant cash; explain assumptior-s/calc 0.5, 0.5

Deduct interest bearing debt perjune 30, 2015 B/S 0.5

Adjust for proceeds of option exercise, explain treatment 0.5, 0.5

(Note: alternative assumptions could be made here, but responses needed to
acknowledge and account Jar the potential dilution of the outstanding options.)

Copyright Adeni N. Johnson. CPA. CA. coy. CPA and Meianie E. Ru’,sell, CPA, CA, COy. GM. CrE,TEP. Not to he coped or otherwise reproduced
irhour the authors express a!thorizarion.
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s
2015 MQE - Suggested Marking Key

L
153

154

1 55

156

1 57

158

1 59

INSIGHT

Marks Marks Internal
Available Awarded Max.

13.5 /2.0

0.25

0.25

0.25

0.25

0.5

0.5

/2.0 11.5

1 64

1 65

1 66

1 67

1 68

1 69
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

2015 MQE - Suggested Marking Key INSIGHT

Marks Marks Internal

_________

Available Awarded Max.

170 Show en bloc equity value @ V-Date 3 0.5

Internal maximum - en bloc equity value @ V-Date 3 /5.0 /3.0

Analysis of offer from D. V. Cooper j3ch. 81:

171 -Comment on BOx normalized EBITDA 0.5

172 -Adjust for earn-oLd (3-year instalment period) 0.5

173 -Adjust for buyer-specific synergy 0.5

174 -Calculate FMV of offer; compare to FMV conclusion 0.5,0.5

Internal maximum - analysis of DV. Cooper offer @ V-Date 3 / 2.5 / 1.5

Volve of shores transferred @ V-Dote 3 (Sch. 8)

175 Correctly ID number of shares being transferred @ V-Date 3(1,250,000) 0.5

176 Consider fully diluted shares (or explain assumption if alternative treatment 0.5

of options was explicitly considered)

177 Calculate pro-rata interest @ V-Date 3(25% * 50%, or 12.5% of fully diluted 0.5

shares)

178 Consider minority discount @ V-Date 3 and conclude on quantum: 0.5

179 -public company; more widely held relative to V-Date 2 and V-Date I 0.5

180 -Douglas would need the support of several other shareholders to gain 0.5

cortrol

181 -other shareholders could combine to control company without Douglas 0.5

182 -other valid 0.5

183 Recognize/identify that minority discount has increased at each V-Date 0.5

184 Show calculation of FMV of 1,250,000 shares @ V-Date 3 0.5

Internal maximum — FMV of shares transferred @ V-Date 3 / 5.0 / 2.5

Sum of internal maximums — Deliverable Part 1 (Valuation Memo) / 91.0 / 57.0

Copyright Adam N Johnson. CPA, cA, C3V, CPA and Melunie E. RusselL, CPA, CA, Coy, CM, CE, TSP Not to be copred or otherwise reproduced

without the authors’ express authorization.
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

_____

2015 MQE - Suggested Marking Key ILL!]-s INSIGHT

I Marks

L_ j Available

Deliverable Part 2: Memo on Type of Valuation Report/Ethical Issues

Type of Valuation Report

85 Provide clear recommendation on type of valuation report most appropriate 1.0
for the situation

186 Provide rationale on type of report (consider case facts):

187 -Discuss clients need for assurance 0_S

188 -Dispute matter which could end up in court 0.5

189 -Discuss clients need for independence 0.5

190 -Clients capacity to pay fees 0.5

191 -other valid 0.5

192 -Othervalid 0.5

Ethical Issues

ldentij clients request for fee arrangement as an issue

Fees should be consistent with what would be charged for other similar work

Comment on whether a contingent fee would be acceptable in this case

-Firm would not be independent under a contingent fee arrangement

-Matter may go to court which would require independence

-Cannot prepare Standard 110 or 310 report if not independent

-Recommendation that client should not engage the firm on a contingent fee
basis

Other valid — ethical issues

Sum of internal maximums - Deliverable Part 2 (Memo)

Sum of Internal maximums - Parts 1 and 2

copyrihtAdan N]ohirson. cR4, CA, CUV. CPA and Melanie C. osselI, cPA. c coy, cM, cr0, TEP. Not to he copied orot]lerwise reproduced
without the aithors express aithor7at;or’.
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Marks Internal
Awarded Max.

193

194

195

196

197

198

199

200

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0_S

0.5

0_S

/ 8.0

Professional Capability Marks - see nexr page

/ 3.0

1 60.0
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Professional Capability Marks

Appropriateness of response

- report meets client’s needs (e.g., concepts explained, quantification

performed)

- addresses all parts of the required

Communication

- response was clear, well planned & organized

Balance (quontitutive & qualitative)

-response was not balanced

- response was somewhat balanced

- response was appropriately balanced

Professional judgment

- weak PJ demorstrated

- limited Pj demonstrated

- reasonable PJ demonstrated

- solid PJ demonstrated

Internal Maximum — Professional Capability Marks

Total Marks Obtained - Question 1

Copvrighr Ada;n ?cr;h ntn. CPA CA. C3V. CcA a:’d MeLn!e E. Russell, c2A. CA. COy. C!M CFE, IEP. Not to be cooied nr otherwise reurod,ced
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2015 MQE - Suggested Marking Key tLi!l INSIGHT

Marks Marks Internal
.vailable Awarded Max.

.

.

1.0

0.5

0.5

0.0

0.5

1 .0

0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

/4.5 / 4.5

/ 60.0
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Section 5: suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s
2015 MQE - suggested Marking Key

_____

INSIGHT

Marks Marks Internal
Available Awarded Max.

Question 2(40 marks. 96 minutesl

Deliverable Part 1: Estimate Valuation Report

Terms of reference

1 Specify subject shares being valued (all issued and 0/S shares of Spoke) 0.5

2 Specify V-Date (September 21,2015 or other current date) 0.5

3 Specify estimate valuation report 0.5

4 Specify purpose of report (estate planning) 0.5

S Report in compliance with CICBV Standard 110 0.5

6 Report does not constitute Comprehensive Valuation Report; more work 0.5, 0.5
would be required in order to prepare a Comprehensive Valuation Report

7 Statement of independence/disinterestedness; compensation is not 0.5, 0.5
contingent on conclusions contained in report

S Correctly define F’AV 0.5

9 Discuss special purchasers 0.5

Internal maximum — terms of reference /5.5 12.5

Voluotion Conclusion

10 Clear, explicit conclusion on FMV of shares of Spoke 1.0

Internal maximum - valuation conclusion /1.0 /1.0

Assumptions, Restrictions, Quol,ficarions, Scope of Review

Identify key assumptions used:

11 -no significant changes anticipated in Spoke’s business 0.25

12 -no significant/material contingent liabilities/obligations at V-Date 0.25

13 -othervalid assumption 0.25

14 -othervalid assumption 0.25

Ccpyrgl’t Ad&,n N. Johison. CPA, CA CBV, CA and Meanie E. Russefl. CPA, c4 Cay. C•M, CFE.TEP. Net to he coped ororherwise repmeuced
without the authors’ express authorization.
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Section 5: suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

2015 MQE - Suggested Marking Key LLL11 INSIGHT

r Marks Marks Internal]

________________

Available Awarded Max.

15 -othervalid assumption 0.25

16 -other valid assumption 0.25

Identify key restrictions/limitations

17 -report not intended for general publication/circulation 0.25

18 -value is at a point in time, FMV can change due to internal and external 0.25, 0.25

factors

19 -compare and cortrast FMV vs. price 025, 025

20 -have not audited, reviewed, verified info from management 0.25

21 -reserve right to amend calculations/revise report 0.25

22 -report and schedules should be read as a whole/selecting portions of the 0.25, 0.25

analysis can be misleading

23 -other valid restriction 0.25

24 -other valid restriction 025

25 -other valid restriction 025

Identify key scope of review items:

26 -audited F/S of Spoke, 2011 to 2014 0,25

27 -internal/unaudited F/S of Spoke for period ended June 30,2015 0.25

28 -information on operations provideo by management 0.25

2 -terms/information on key contracts 0.25

30 -inoustry information 025

31 -royalty transactions 0.25

32 -othervalid 0.25

33 -othervalid 0.25

Internal maximum — assumptions, restrictions, qualifications, scope of /6.5 /2.5 1

review

Company background

34 Recognize need for company background section 0.5

copyrightAdarn NJohrrsnn, CPA, CA, cBV,cFAand M&aiire E. Russell.CPA. CA, OW. CM, CFE,TEP. Noun becopied ororberwise reproduced
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

______

2015 MQE - Suggested Marking Key

_____

INSIGHT

.—C. — Marks Marks Internal
L_. Ayailable Awarded Max.

35 -Key point with respect to operations/industry 0.5

36 -Key point with respect to operations/industry 0.5

Internal maximum - background 11.5 /1.0

Valuation Approach

37 Select going concern basis with support 0.5

38 Select income approach, capitalized cash flow methodology with support 0.5,0.5

39 Brief explanation of method 0.5

Internal maximum - valuation approach 12.0 / 1.0

Valuation Calculations

Maintainable cash flaws (Exhibit I)

40 Show time period for historical cash flows/ESITDA with explanation 0.5

—-

41 Show unadjusted EBITDA 0.25

Normalization adjustments (Note: musr briefly explain aajustments ta award
marks]:

42 -Add: estimated EBITDA on USD sales (for 2015 period) 0.5

43 -Add: bonus paid to Mr. Tread ($50k/year); explain 0.5

44 -Add: estimated cost of ½ time of employee: explain calc 0.5

45 -Add: estimated cost savings on jV machine; explain calc 0.5

46 -Deduct: estimated license fee forjV machine; explain calc 0.5

47 Show adjusted/normalized EBITDA 0.25

48 Deduct taxes at appropriate rate with support 0.5

49 Deduct sustaining capital reinvestment; explain calc 0.5

50 Add: tax shield on sustaining annual capex 0.5

51 Conclude on range of normalized after-tax cash flows 0.5

Internal maximum — maintainable cash flow calculations /5.5 /3.0

copyright Adam N. Johnson. CPA. CA. CBV, CFA uod Mea”.e E. Russeli. CPA. CA. COy, CM. CR. TEP. Not to bE copied or orlterwise eprocticec1
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I Marks Marks Internal

_________ _______

Available Awarded Max.

Capitalization Rote

52 Briefly explain methodology (build-up) 0.5

53 Select risk-free rate with support 0.5

54 Add equity risk premium with support 0.5

55 Aoo size premiim with support 0.5

56 Add industry risk premidm with support 0.5

57 Add company-specific risk premium [See marks 64-lOforsupport/ng 0.5

marks/factors considered)

sa calculate cost of equity 0.5

59 Conclude on optimal debt/capital weighting [Note; if candidate concluded on a 0.5

debt/capitol rotio of 0%, no need to consider marks 60-6 1)

&o calculate pre-tax cost of debt 0.5

61 Adjust pre-tax cost of deb: to after-tax rate using appropriate tax rate 0.5

62 calculate WAcc 0.5

63 Deduct reasonable long-term growth rate to convert WACc into capitalization 0.5

rate

Internal maximum — capitalization rate /6.0 /4.0

Factors impacting company specific-risk premium

Positive factors decreasing risk;

64 -consistent profitability in recent years 0.25

65 -name recognition for bike models (Bolt, Falcon)/awards 0.25

66 -successful operations since 2000/long operating history 0.25

67 -supplier contracts in place 0.25

68 -improvement/positive trend in financial results 0.25

69 -positive factor: other valid, other valid 0.25

copyzhtAdarn ‘c Johnson CPA. CA.. C0-L CPAand Moore E. P;sseW CPA. CA. cay CM, cc, TtP. Not Fr, be coped orotherwise reproiuced

w;ri’out the authors oxpress aurllorir0000.
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Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

_____

2015 MQE - Suggested Marking Key IL1!1 INSIGHT

Marks Marks Internal
-

Available Awarded Max.

Negative factors increasing risk:

70 -seasonal business 025

71 -niche/limited segment of bicycle market 0.25

72 -highly competitive industry (2000 companies in North America)

-

0.25

73 -recent trend toward sale of used bicycles 025

74 -reliance on two brands 0.25

75 -negative factor: other valid 0.25

Internal maximum — company-specific risk factors /3.0 /1.5

Capitalized cash flaw/en bloc equiiy calculations (Exhibit 3)

76 Multiply maintainable after-tax cash flows by cap multiple 0.5

78 Add: present value of tax shield on existing [iCC balances 0.5

79 Deduct: NPV of outstanding legal claim payment; reasorable calc 0.5, 0.5

(Tax-effect, discount for one year at reasonable rate)

80 Add: value of redundant assets (Note: additional depth marks for redundant 0.5
assets in section below)

81 Show en bloc equity value of Spoke 0.5

Internal maximum — en bloc equity calculations / 3.0 /3.0

Redundant asset calculations (Exhibit 4)

82 Identify Two Wheels Plus as redundant asset 0.5

83 Reference recent valuation prepared by CBV; discuss/assess whether this can 0.5, 0.5
be relied upon

84 calculate Spoke’s 25% pro rata interest in FMV (per recent csv report) 0.5

85 consider minority discount 0.5

86 Apply appropriate minority discount with support 0.5. 0.5

si calculate trapped-in taxes on Two Wheels Plus; reasonable talc 0.5, 0.5

Internal maximum — redundant asset calculations / 4.5 / 2.0

CoLY;T!ghrAddfl \ohnson. CPA. CA. cay, crA and heiane E. Russell. C\ CA, CBV, CM. CE,TEP. ‘otto he copedor orhe’wse reproduced
without the authors’ express auzhoriaci-,’-.
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2015 MQE - Suggested Marking Key INSIGHT

I Marks Marks intei1

_________ _________________

Available Awarded Max.

Analysis of comparable precedent transactions

Comment and conclude on the comparability of each of the three precedent

transactions:

88 Comment on size of target companies and impact on comparability 0.5

89 Comment on form of consideration paid (cash vs. non-cash) and how this 0.5

may impact comparability of transactions

90 Comment or transaction dates and impact on comparability 0.5

91 Comment on profitability/EBITDA margins and impact on comparability 0.5

92 Clear conclusion on whether each of the three transactions is comparable or 1.5

not (Note: conclusion must be explicit; 0.5 marks available per transaction up to

1.5 marks]

93 Calculate EV/EBITDA multiples for deemed comparable transactions 0,5

94 Calculate EV/revenue multiples for deemed comparable transactions 0.5

Internal maximum - analysis of precedent transactions /4.5 /3.0

Reasonability check on income approach valuation

95 Compute implied EV/EBITDA multiple of Spoke from income approach 0.5

valuation (Note: should be calculated before redundant assets]

96 Compare to EV/EBITDA multiples of precedent transactions 0.5

97 Discuss/analyze how the precedent transaction multiples support the 0.5

reasonability of the valuation conclusion under the income approach

Internal maximum — reasonability check on income approach valuation / 1.5 / 1.5

Sum of internal maximums - Part 1 / 44.0 / 24.0

(Note: the sum of the internal maxes for Port I is 26.0. However, this subtotal has

been further restricted to 24.0 marks. This results in Part I being worth

approximately 60% of the marks in Question 2, while Port 2 is worth

approximately 40% of the marks in Question 2.]

copyright AcJmn NJohnson, CPA, CA, CBV, CPA and Mei;:rur E. Russell, CPA, CA. CSV, CiM, CFE, TEP. Not to he copied or oTherwise reproduced
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2015 MQE - Suggested Marking Key LSJ.!S INSIGHT

LJ

__

Deliverable Part 2: Appendix

General

Clear/explicit separation of Appenoix from estimate valuation report

Explain purpose of appendix (to comment on identifiable intangible assets
and c.les of thumb)

Identify separately identifiable intangible assets (trademarks); (Bolt and
Falcon names)

Identify separately identifiable intangible assets (contracts); (Zango)

Brief discussion of possible valuation approaches for intangible assets

Subtotal - marks 98-1 02

Valuation of Trademark

Valuation Approach — Trademark

Select relief-from-royalty methodology; supporting rationale

Brief explanation of relief-from-royalty methodology

Analysis of comparable licensing transactions

Consider/discuss various dimensions of comparability (and how they impact
comparability):

-non-arm’s length transactions

-nature of IP being licensed (underlying products)

-age at transactions

-geography/licensing jurisdiction

-other valid

Provide clear/explicit conclusion on whether each licensing transaction is
comparable or not comparable:

-Golden Touch Ltd-/Pumps International

-Olympia Co/Dirt Road Inc.

CopvrightAdam Njc’[r’sc;r CPA. CA. cay, CFA and M&opie E. Russell, CPA CA. coy, CM. CE, TE’. Not robe ccoed at otherwise rep’dced
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98

99

JjJMarks - Marks niternaq

____________________

Available Awarded Max.

100

101

102

D’S

0.5

0.5, 0.5

0.5, 0.5

0.5

I 3.5

0.5, 0.5

0.5

0.5

0-s

0.5

0.5

0,5

0.5

0.5

103

104

105

106

10]

108

109

110

111



Section 5: Suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

2015 MQE - Suggested Marking Key 111 INSIGHT

r Marks Aaii(s niF1

-

-—

Available Awarded Max.

112 -speed Circuit Ltd/Grips Co. 0.5

113 -FIats Inc/Rubber & More Ltd. 0.5

Subtotal - marks 103-113 16.0

Relief-from-royalty calculations

14 Corciude on appropriate royalty rate with support 1.0

115 select discrete cash flow period (201 6-2020 or other valid with support) 0.5

116 Apply selected royalty rate to revenues for products with trademark 0.5, 0.5

protection (Bolt and Falcon). explain

117 Calculate royalty saved/royalty avoided for each year 0.5

118 Apply taxes at appropriate rate with support 0.5

119 Select discojnt rate Thdditional depth marks beiov4 -
0.5

120 Calculate present value of after-tax royalties saved for discrete period 0.5

121 Consider terminal value: reasonable calc (Note: alternative choices here 0.5, 0.5

available with supporting explanation]

122 Calculate sum of discounted cash flows 0.5

123 Calculate tax amortization benefit/tax shield 0.5

124 Calculate FMV of Trademarks; conclusion on FMV of Trademarks 0.5, 0.5

Discount rote analysis - Trademarks

125 Start with discount rate calculated for Spoke (as a whole) 0.5

126 Comment on risk proile of IP vs. Spoke business enterprise

-

0.5

127 Provide iustificarion for premium/discount to required return for the business 0.5

enterprise

128 -positive factor: brand names are protected by registered trademarks 0.5

129 -positive factor: Bolt lines have won product awards 0.5

130 -positive factor: other valid, other valid 0.5

CcpvrihF Adwi: .. johrv;nn. CPA, CA, CB’i. cPA and N1earee E. Pnseli. CPA, CA. CV, CM. c:E, TiP. Net to he coped or crberwise rep’ educed
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Section 5: suggested Marking Keys for Prior MQE’s

____

2015 MQE - Suggested Marking Key IL?’JS INSIGHT

1 Y -negative factor: trademarks generally riskier as a separate piece of IP vs. a

company
as a whole

132 -negative factor: forecasting risk/need more supporting assumptions for
managements forecasts

133 -negative factor: other valid

Subtotal — marks 114-133

Valuation of Contracts

General discussion on why Zango con tract would constitute a separately
identifiable asset

-valid factor (exclusivity of underlying product)

-Zango contract terms are below market (i.e., economic benefit to Spoke)

-valid factor (other valid)

Valuation Approach - Contruct

Identity need to quantify FMV based on expected savings from Zango
contract

Brief explanation of overall methodology to quantity savings from Zango
contract

Valuation Calculations — Contract

Time period: 6 years (1 year of existing contract and 5 years of renewal)

Consider 80% probability of renewal after expiry of remaining contract (i.e..
after 1 year)

Gross amount of purchases starting at $2M in year 2; 5% growth thereafter

Calculate savings on gross purchases at 25%

Consider taxes on savings at reasonable tax rate with support

Apply discount rate with support:

-consider risk profile of contract vs. business enterprise

Copyrighf Adajr \.Iohnsou, CPA, CA. Ccv. CEAand Malone E. P.ussell. CPA, CA, C, CM. GE, UP. \cttc he coped or othervise oprod&icad
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Marks Internal
Awarded Max.

Marks
Available

0.5

0.5

0.5

/12.0

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5; 0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

134

135

136

13]

138

139

140

141

142

143

144

145
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2015 MQE - Suggested Marking Key

LZZ.ZfZ
146 -consider finite time period of contract

Calculate present value of after-tax savings from contract

148 Calculate FMV of Contract; conclusion on FMV of Contract

Subtotal — marks 134-148

Implied Goodwill & Rule of Thumb Analysis

Recognize that TAB incljdes value of tangible assets + separately identifiable
intangible assets

Calculate TAB (attempt)

151 Calculate TAB (reasonable calculation)

152 Calculate implied goodwill in Spoke (EV before redundant assets, less TAB)

Calculate implied goodwill payback period, expressed in years of

maintainable cash flow

Compare implied goodwill payback period to rule of thumb (1 Ox to 1 .Sx

maintainable after-tax cash flow): conclude on reasonability of valuation

conclusion from primary methodology

Subtotal - marks 149-154

Sum of internal maximums - Part 2

Sum of internal maximums
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147

___INSIGHT

Marks Marks Internal
Availab!e Awarded Max.

149

150

153

1 54

0.5

0.5

0.5, 0.5

/ 8.5

0.5

0.5

1,0

0.5, 0.5

0.5

0.5, 0.5

/ 4.5

1 34.0

.

Professional Capability Marks-see next page

/16.0

I 40.0
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2015 MQE- Suggested Marking Key ILL#I4INSIGHT

Appropriateness of response

- report meets client’s reeds (eg., concepts explained, quantification
performed)

- addresses all parts of the required

Communication

- response was clear, well planned & organized

Balance (quanrirorive & qualitative)

- response was not balanced

- response was somewhat balanced

- response was appropriately balanced

Professional judgment

- weak Pj demonstrated

- limited 19 demonstrated

- reasonable PJ demonstrated

- solid PJ demonstrated

Internal Maximum — Professional Capability Marks

Total Marks Obtained - Question 2
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L I
Professional Capability Marks

Marks Marks Internal
Available Awarded Max.

1.0

0.5

0.5

0.0

0.5

1 .0

0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

14.5 13.0

I 40.0




